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The communication needs of the North American acoustic emission
community have been met for many years by the Acoustic Emission Working
Group. More recently our pUblication demands led to the founding of the
Journal of Acoustic Emission. Thus, we now enjoy regular technical
meetings and a journal of our own. It is true to say, however, that the
main criteria we have used in "institutionalizing" ourselves are per
ceived necessity and thrift and hence we have avoided many of the
bureaucratic and fiscal burdens, which normally result from such
endeavours. There is, however, a price to pay for such lack of formal
ity. It is practically impossible to avoid well-intentioned autocracy
in our organizations; and the distinction between "frontier" and i11
prepared technical presentations at the AEWG is frequently a fine one.

With the establishment of the Journal and the ongoing AEWG consti
tution discussions, we should now address these questions openly and
decide how to sustain the community activities, which evolved so casu
ally. Our aim should be an integrated community which exchanges origi
nal, sUbstantiated information through the Working Group and Journal and
which gives stature to the Fellowships and Awards we already bestow.

R.r-rf ' ~ ~~ &
/J S. ':•. McBride

Associate Ed itor

I am pleased to announce the addition of new members to the
Editorial Board as well as two regional Associate Editors. Inside front
cover lists their names. As the original Board members will serve two
years by the end of 1983, the editors will initiate consultation with
the Board and the endorsing organizations as to the mechanisms of
reappointments. Since this is related to the subject of the Editorial,
we welcome your input.

We have experienced some difficulties for a few months with our
computer, which was the main cause of the delay in pUblication. Now
that it is over, we hope to return to the normal schedule soon. Please
excuse us for any inconveniences.

Whenever you pUblish a paper, a report or a book, please send a
copy to Tom Drouillard (for his address, see inside back cover). This
applies also to a thesis (or at least the abstract). This will help make
his compilation complete and everyone will benefit.

Sincerely yours,
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ROTATING MACHINERY DIAGNOSIS
WITH ACOUSTIC EMISSION TECHNIQUES

Ichiya Salo, Takao Yaneyama, Soji Sasaki and Toshitalta Saluki

Abstract

This paper describes two acoustic emission
techniques which can be applied to the diagnosis of
abnormal cond itions in large scale rotating machines
such as steam-turbines and turbine-generators. The
bearing monitoring technique is composed of the
following two diagnostic techniques: (1) a journal
bearing diagnostic technique to detect metal wide and
bearing tilt which can damage journal bearings, and
(2) a technique to detect and locate rubbing. A
frequency analysis technique in which signals are
analyze after envelope detection was found to be the
most userul means of discriminating signals from
background noise in both bearing tilt and rubbing
diagnosis. In order to detect and transmit acoustic
emission signals from an operating rotor, a wireless
acoustic emission monitor was developed. It can
detect and transmit acoustic emission signals ranging
from 50 kHz to 250 kHz., The monitor was successfully
tested in rotating tests with a model disc rotor and
in a spinning breakdown test.

1. Introduction

Large scale rotating machines, such as steam
turbines and turbine-generators, are increasingly
being used under difficult conditions, because of the
need to a:ljust electric power output to changing
customer demand s. This increases the potential for
troubles of the rotating machinery, al though rotating
machines rarely fail. However, when a failure does
occur, consequences are grave, resulting in major
machinery damage, long outage time and possible safety
hazards for plant personnel. In order to prevent such
machinery failures, condition diagnosis techniques
must be studied and improved. It is especially
necessary to develop techniques that can detect
incipient failures on-11ne (Armor et 81., 1981).

Acoustic emission (AE) techniques can provide
warning of impending failure in solid materials and
can be used to evaluate the integrity of a wide
variety of structures. AE techniques are also useful
in detecting abnormal conditions in rotating machinery

Rece! ved 6 September 1982; in rev ised form, 6 April
1983. Presented at the 24th AEWG Heeting, Knoxville,
TN, September 1982. Ichiya Sato, Takao Yoneyama, Soji
Sasaki, and Toshitaka Suzuki are affiliated with
Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., 4026
Kuj i-cho, Hi tachi-shi, Ibaraki 319-12 Japan, Tomoaki
Inoue is with Mechanical Engineering Research
Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd. and Tsuguaki Koga and
Takashi Watanabe are with Hitachi Works, Hitachi,
Ltd., 3-1-1, Saiwai-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki 317,
Japan.
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at an early stage. We have developed two AE
techniques for monitoring rotating machinery for
abnormal cond itions. The first is a "bearing
monitoring techniques,n in which acoustic signals
generated by bearing damage and rubbing are detected
by A£ sensors mounted on bearings. The second is a
"rotor monitoring techniques ," where AE signals
generated by rotor cracks, loose parts and rubbing are
detected by A£ sensors mounted in the center bore hole
of a rotor shaft.

Usually, journal bearings are monitored by
measuring the temperature of lUbricating oil and
through vibration signature analysis (VSA).
Temperature measurements can predict serious journal
bearing damage arising from metal wipe and bearing
tilt. The VSA technique can be used to monitor 011
whip phenomena of journal bearings (Shiraki, 1980).
However, the detection of incipient bearing damage,
such as metal wipe and bearing tilt, is difficult with
these techniques.

2.1 Journal Bearing Diagnostic Technique

2.1.1 Experimental Hethod

The main factors contributing to journal bearing
damage are metal wipe and bearing tilt. Figure 1
shows the mechanism of both phenomena. In metal wipe,
an exoessive load on a bearing causes an increase in
the temperature of the lUbricating oil. This causes
the oil to thin, which results in the Babbit metal
face of the bearing being worn off. In bearing tilt,
inaccurate alignment causes contact between a journal
and a bearing.

Usually, the temperature of lubricating oil and
bearing vibration are measured to inspect for bearing
damage. However, the detection of incipient bearing
damage is difficult with these techniques. On the
other hand, 1£ techniques can be used to detect
bearing damage at an early stage.

A model bearing and some actual bearings were
used for bearing damage diagnostic testing. Figure 2
shows one of the pieces of actual bearing equipment
used. Metal Wipe and bearing til t were produced
artificially with bottom and side pressure rams,
respectively. In order to identify damage phenomena,
the temperature of the Babbit metal was measured with
a thermocouple, as shown in Fig. 2. Metal wipe was
identified electr iC811y by measuring resistance
between the journal and bearing. Acoustic emission
monitoring equipment was used to monitor and record
acoustic signals.

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the method of AE
measurement and analysis used to obtain the data
needed to develop a bearing damage diagnostic

0730-0050/83/02001-0'0
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technique. As shown in Fig. 3, balanced AE sensors
were used to eliminate electrical noise. This AE
sensor was a broad band type, wi th a max imum
sensitivity of -70 dB (ref. lV/~bar) at 160 kHz. The
amplifier consisted of a preamplifier and a main
amplifier, with a total gain of 90 dB. The envelope
detection circui t had a time constant of 0.1 ms and a
low pass filter with a cut-orr f'requency or 10 kHz.
As mentioned below, acoustic signals produced by metal
wipe can be monitored with conventional AE techniques,
but those caused by bearing tilt and rubbing cannot.
Thererore, many signal analysis techniques were
evaluated in an attempt to find one that would allow
us to discriminate signals caused by bearing tilt and
by rubbing f'rom background noise. A rrequency
analysis technique, in lotiioh signals are analyzed
arter envelope detection was found to be the most
successful means or discriminating AE signals f'rom
background noise.

-.-------1
-~~

JlIIIIIilll

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of signal analysis
method
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figure 5 shows AE waveforms observed during
metal wipe diagnostic testing with a model bearing.
An AE waveform under normal cond it1on, with a constant
level of high frequency background noise, is shown in
Fig. Sa. The waveform in Fig. 5b shows a series of
periodic AE characterized by gentle rises and falls.
The period was not directly related to the rate of
shaft rotation (5 rpm). These AE signals were
observed immediately after metal Wipe began.

The waveform in Fig. 5c shows a higher amplitUde
AE signals. These have a longer interval between
them, and were observed 5 minutes after metal wipe
beg an. The sharp spikes that can be observed between
the signals were apparently caused by the extension of
the metal areas in contact, causing fUrther surface
abrasion and metal deformation.

measurable change after 15 minutes. The source of
these changes was determined electrically to be metal
wipe using the electrical resistance measurement
between the journal and Babbit metal.

252015

(min)

10

Time

Results of metal wipe monitoring test with
model bearing

o

I I I 3 ~ I
~---0-- .... E "np.rg~· ralP (1 Count~10- \~ .s)
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--£:r.- il lemp. I

I
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Fig. II

2.1.2 Experimental Results

Figure II shows the experimental results obtained
for AE energy rate, metal temperature and oil
temperature in metal wipe diagnostic testing with the
model bearing. Five minutes after the test started,
both AE energy rate and metal temperature increased.
The increase in the AE energy rate is especially
obvious. However, 011 temperature barely showed a

The waveform in Fig. 5d was observed 16 minutes
after the beginning of metal wipe. The amplitUde of
the sharp spikes was higher than those of the spikes
in fig. 5c. By this time, abrasion damage had
progressed substantially, and the temperature of the
metal face (Tm) and the 011 (To) increased
considerably. These and other results of the metal
wipe diagnostic tests show that conventional AE
techniques can detect incipient metal Wipe damage.

(a) t10nna1 (b) Inunediately after

meta1 \'Ii pe began

TO=36°C, Tm=35°C

(c) 5 minutes after

IReta 1 I~i pe began

To=37°C, Tm=J8°C

(d) 16 minutes after

metal wipe began

To=40°C, Tm=51°C

1) N=5 rpm, A'llpl itude: 2V/div, Time: 20 ms/div

2) To: Temperature of lUbricating oil

3) Tm: Temperature of Babbit metal face

Fig. 5 AE waveforms produced by met al wipe.
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Fig. 6 Signal discriminating technique in bearing
til t diagnosis

2.2 Bearing Tilt Detection Technique

.. The bearing til t detection technique was
developed with a different signal analysis technique.
Figure 6 shows schematically this signal analysis
technique, which utilizes envelope detection followed
by bandpass filtering. The data on the left side of
the figure are amplifier output waveforms under normal
condition and under bearing tilt condition. As can be
seen from this figure, it is difficult to discriminate
between the two conditions. The data in the center of
the figure are the frequency spectra of the signals
after envelope detection. It was found that the
amplitude of the waveform under abnormal conditions
was larger than that under normal conditions within
the frequency range of 20 Hz to 200 Hz. The data on
the right side of the figure show bandpass filter
output signals. As shown clearly. the bearing tilt
can be detected by larger amplitudes of the output
signal s (or B. P. F. output). These ex perimental
results lead us to believe that the low frequency
signals caused by bearing tilt are superposed on high

AE senoer

frequency noise. as in amplitUde modulation. This is
the basis of our technique for the detection of
bearing til t •

2.3 Bearing Di agnostic Equipment

Figure 7 shows bearing diagnostic equipment that
was developed using the results of the diagnostic
tests described above. In this equipment. the speed
of revolution of the machinery is used to switch
between two monitoring circuits. When the speed of
revolution is low. the metal wipe monitoring circuit
is selected. When the speed is high, the bearing tilt
monitoring circuit is selected. Using this diagnostic
circuit, bearing tilt phenomena in an operating plant
was monitored.

Figure 8 shows an example of data which was
obtained by monitoring a 600 HW low pressure steam
turbine. When Bearings ~1 and ~2 of the turbine were
monitored with the AE monitoring system (Fig. 7), AE

Sw.
Low

speed

Fig. 7

I
L------:!nalllllge Monito%'

- - - - - .slgnal
llearlng tilt monitoring circuit

r -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
I
I

I
I_____ -1

A block diagram of bearing diagnostic
equipment
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An example of results obtained for bearing
tilt during monitoring of operating steam
turbine

performed after envelope detection, as shown in Fig.
3. Such analyses have shown that the main frequency
component of signals caused by the rubbing is equal to
the frequency of the signal generated by the rotation
of the rotor.

When AE sensors are installed on the bearings at
each end of a rotor as shown in Fig. 10, points on the
rotor where rUbbing occW"s can be located by
correlating the acoustic rubbing signals detected by
the two sensors. The exact location of rubbing
sources can then be calculated with the following
equation:

Figure '0 shows a schematic diagram of the
rubbing diagnostic technique. This technique
separates acoustic rubbing signals from background
nolae with a bandpaa5 filter which has the center
frequency identical to that of the rotation signal.
That is, the passband of the bandpass fUters is
varied as the rotor speed is changed.

signals due to bearing tilt were observed from Bearing
112. As the load increased from 450 HW to 560 HW, the
number of signals observed also increased from 5 to 50
AE counts per sec. At the same time, AE counts of
Bearing ,I, were unchanged. The bearing, in which tilt
was detected, was adjusted to bring it back into
alignment and the turbine then returned to normal
operation.

2.4 RUbbing Diagnostic Technique

Large scale rotating machines have a potential
for metal-metal contaot between rotors and stators.
This section describes the detection and location of
rUbbing sites in rotating machines.

Figure 9 shows a view of a rUbbing diagnostic
test. The test rotor is a turbine rotor for a 350HW
high-intermediate pressure steam turbine. Each
rubbing test piece was oomposed of a steel rod with an
al UDIinum 011 splatter guard fixed to one end.
Acoustic rubbing signals were detected with AE sensors
mounted on the bearings and bearing casings.

~ L = v ( t::. T/2 ) (1)

Acoustic rubbing signals are usually accompanied
by large background noises, which prevent
discrimination of the rUbbing from the waveform of the
acoustic signal. In order to extract rubbing signals
from the noise, a frequenoy analysis of the signal was

where, D. L is the distance from a point midway between
the AE sensors (1) and (2) to the rubbing source, v is
the propagation velocity of the acoustic rUbbing
signal and ~ T is the time difference between the
signals from both sensors.

~ Turbine

Rotor

~Rubbin9

Test piece

Fig. 9 A view of rubbing diagnostic testing
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Fig. 11 Acoustic rubbing signals observed in
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Figure 11 shows ex anples of acoustic rubbing
signals observed in a full scale test. In this
figure, the upper waveforms are anplifier output
signals from two sensors (51 and 52) under normal
(left) and rubbing (right) conditions. As can be seen
from the figure, it is difficult to distinguish
rUbbing phenomena from background noise with these
waveforms. The lower waveforms are corresponding
signals that have been processed with the rubbing
diagnostic technique; i.e .. band pass fil tered (B. P. F)
outputs are shown. Rubbing phenomena can easily be
distinguished from background noise with these
waveforms.

In this full scale test, the distance between
bearings was about 6 m. Therefore, the time
difference between the signals from the two sensors
~ T = 10 ms) was too large to allow equation 1 to be
used. According to our rubbing diagnostic
experiments, this seems to be due to the fact that the
acoustic rubbing signal pr'opagates along a spiral path
near the rotor surface. The rubbing signals
propagating along straight path on the rotor surface
appear to be attenuated by the various protrusions on
the surface of the rotor. Therefore, the spiral path
has a longer leng th of about four times than the
straight path of the rotor surface.

3. Rotor Monitoring Technique

This section describes the development of a
wireless AE monitor suitable for the diagnosis of
abnormal conditions in rotors and the results or
experiments conducted with it (Sato. et al., 1980).

3.1 Wireless AE Monitoring Technique

Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram of the
wireless AE monitor that was developed. The monitor
consists of an AE sensor, a transmitter module, a
receiver circui t. a signal processing circui t and a

power source. As shown in Fig. 12. the AE sensor.
transmitter module and power source are mounted on the
rotor. Acoustic emission signals detected by the AE
sensor are transmitted by radio telemetry. Radio
frequency signals are received by the receiver circuit
and demodulated into the original AE signals. The
transmitter module consists of a preamplifier. a
voltage controlled oscillator (VeO) and a buffer
amplifier. The veo is a direct frequency modulation
type with two variable capacitance diodes.

The receiver circuit consists of a high
frequency amplifier, a mixing amplifier, an
intermediate frequency amplifier, a demodulation
circui t and an AE amplifier. OJtput signals from the
receiver circuit are converted to monitor AE signals
by signal processing circui t.

The wireless data-coupling transmitter can be
powered either by an induction power system or by a
low voltage battery. In the case of an induction
power system, a 320 kHz ac magnetic field is generated
by a stationary circular induction coil. The rotor
contains a small pickup coll tuned to this frequency.
The ac power induced in the coll is rectified and
regulated to prov ide a stable source of de power.

The main characteristics of the monitor are
listed in Table 1. One of the features of this
monitor is that it can detect and transmit AE signals
ranging from 50 kHz to 250 kHz with a carrier
frequency of approximately 100 MHz. Such a high and
broad-band frequency response is obtained with an
equal! zer technique. Another fe ature of the monitor
is that it is durable at temperatures of from oOe to
1000e and withstands 15.000 G acceleration without any
degradation in performance.

Figure 13 shows a photograph of the transmitter
modules and AE sensor used in rotor monitoring. These
parts were mounted in the center bore hole of a test
rotor. In the sensor, three piezoelectric-ceramic
disks. each 10 mm in diameter and 7 mm thick, were set
equal distances apart around the circumference of a
steel ring shoe and then bonded to the shoe.

,
Rotating antenna

(Hotaling parts)

(Transmitter module)

(or DatlL'ry) __

~C!sonator

(lnduct'd power system)

Signal
processing

circuit

Power
ol;cillator

Monitor

Fig. 12 Schematic diagram of wireless AE monitor
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Transmitter module

t
Table 1

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRELESS AE MONITOR

••
'T"'r'IIU"I'"'I'IllI"'I!:"rlT'\'"'lm~ll"iul'f'lll""I\III\~
2 :a 4 8 Q "7 8 Q ,.

/11 ",IIF!1II1"'W'!...t!,,,.lp,,"d'J1)watIC1...ain'l7i~m.\

.... Battery

AE Senser

Items

1. Modulation Form

2. Carrier Frequency

3. Signal Frequency

4. Signal Channels

5. Transmitter Size & Weight

6. Endurable Centrifugal Force

7. Operating Temperature

8. Power Souce

Specifications

Direct Frequency Modulation

88-108 MHz

50-250 kHz

8 ch. Simultaneously

28.5 mm dia., 25 mIn length, 26 g

15,000 G

O-lOOoC

(1) Battery; 2.7 V,

Lifetime; 80-100 hrs

(2) Induction Power; 2.7 V

Oscillation Frequency; 320 kHz

3.2.1 Rotation Tests Using a Hodel Disc Rotor

3.2 Application to Rotation Tests

In order to confirm the performance of the
wirless AE monitor, rotation tests were conducted with
a model disc rotor. The model disc rotor (diameter;
550 mm, thickness; 55 mm) was made of 5F55 steel and
was supported by journal bearings. The AE sensor, the
transmitter module and battery (or the voltage
regulator module) were inserted In the center bore
hole of the disc. A rotating antenna was supported by
an insulation plate holder (thickness; 10 mm) on the
surface of the disc. A stationary antenna was
installed on the ground approx 1mately 20 mm away from
the rotating antenna. The following two experiments
were performed with the above equipment:

Fig. 13

(1)

(2 )

Photographs of wireless AE sensor

The receiving sensitivities of a Wireless
AE sensor placed in a disc attached to a
rotor and of a wired AE sensor on a
stationary bearing were compared.

Rotating tests were conducted with a disc
on which small test pieces had been
mounted •

were observed on an oscilloscope. The results
obtained in these experiments (see Fig. 14)
demonstrated that a directly coupled wireless AE
sensor is about 100 times more sensitive than a wired
AE sensor on a stationary bearing.

Next, rotation tests were conducted with a disc,
to which fiber reinforced plastic test pieces
(40 x 12 x 2 mm in size) were attached. These tests
proved that acoustic emissions caused by crack
initiation and propagation in the test pieces can be
observed even at speeds of over 1,400 rpm.

3.2.2 Application to Spinning Breakdown Test

A spinning breakdown test was conducted with a
disc type specimen simulating a real generator rotor
(diameter; 786 mm, thickness; 76 mm, with machined
slots). Figure 15 shows the setup for the spinning
breakdown test, in Which a disc shaped specimen was
set on a rotating shaft. An AE sensor was inserted in
a hole in the center of the disc and a transmitter
module and battery were set on the shaft. Radio
frequency signals from a rotating antenna mounted on
the shaft were transmitted to a stationary antenna
mounted on a bearing housing.

Figure 14 shows the receiving sensitivity test
and the data obtained In that test. When artificial
AE signals were generated in a fringe area of the disc
with the wired AE sensor S1. the signals received by
the wireless AE sensor 52 and the wired AE sensor S3

8

The spinning test was conducted three times,
with specimens being spun until they broke during the
third test. The number of acoustic emission events
that occurred during the test are shown in Fig. 16.
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(q) The high sensitivity and reliability of
the wireless AE monitor were confirmed.

This experimental study resulted in the
following observations:

{n

(2)

The AE signals observed in the first test
were probably caused by local plastic
deformation or loose parts at points where
the balance weights and slots were in
contact, because no defects were
discovered in a sUbsequent magnetic
particle inspection.

The increased AE activities at the end of
the second test were caused by plastic
deformation at the root of teeth which
were deformed by centrifugal force.

The acoustic emissions observed in the
third test, which were of a higher
amplitUde than those observed in the
first, are caused by the progression of
cracks •
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4. Conclusions

Two AE monitoring techniques have been developed
to monitor rotating machinery for abnormal cond it ions •
One is a "bearing monitoring technique" and the other
is a "rotor monitoring technique." In the bearing
monitoring technique, acoustic signals generated by
bearing damage and rubbing are detected by AE sensors
mounted on bearings. The results of diagnostic tests
conducted with this technique are as follows:

(1)

(2 )

Metal wipe damage can be detected with
conventinal AE techniques at an early
stage, because of the occurrence of a
series of periodic AE signals
characterized by a gentle rise and fall.

Bearing tilt damage can be detected with a
technique in which AE signal is filtered
after envelope detection. This is
possible because low frequency signals are
superposed on high frequency noise, as
amplitude modulation.

Rubbing is detected and located with a
tracking filter technique in which a
signal is analyzed after envelope
detection. The technique uses a filter
that has a response frequency identical to
the frequency of the rotation signal.

In the rotor monitoring technique, AE signals
from an operating rotor are monitored with a wireless
AE monitor. It can transmit AE signals ranging from
50 kHz to 250 kHz, using 100 MHz carrier. Its
reliability was confirmed in rotation tests with a
disc rotor and in a spinning breakdown test.

The bearing monitoring technique has already
been applied to operating plants. The wireless
acoustic emission monitoring technique is also
expected to be applied to operating plants in the near
future.
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IN-FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CONDITION
MONITORING OF ROTATING MACHINERY
BY DEMODULATED RESONANCE ANALYSIS

G. BUZlaccbi, M. Cartoceti, C. De Micbelis aDd C. Sala

Abstract

High frequency vibration analysiS is a
derivative of acoustic emission that has been applied
to the monitoring of rotating machinery. The
diagnostic significance of such high frequency (HF)
vibration monitoring is discussed in this paper. Rms
voltage and demodulated spectrum of the HF signals are
the diagnostic parameters considered on the basis of
previous laboratory tests. Results of in-field tests
performed for over two years with both portable and
continuous monitoring eqUipment are presented and
discussed. !iF vibration monitoring meets all the
necessary requirements for a consistent machinery
monitoring technique.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a simple HF
vibration monitoring equipment. The detector is a
piezoelectric transducer working in its resonance
mode: the outcoming signal is band-passed around the
main resonance frequency f R (typically between 50 kHz
and 200 kHz).

_: t _;_

+t+

1. Introduction

3. Results of Laboratory Tests

An illustration of the physical principles
implied is given by the DR spectra in Figs. 2 and 3,
measured in laboratory experiments on ball bearings.
The equipment used is that of fig. 1, the transducer
being a DIE S140B and the lower cutoff frequency being
100 kHz. The main frequencies related to the motion
of the bearing can be calculated (Table la) and
compare favorably with the observed spectral line
frequencies of Figs. 2 and 3. With reference to the
symbols of Table la,

At the simplest level, the !iF signal is
characterized by its rms value, which is also a
natural choice for a continuous monitoring and alarm
parameter. Diagnosis requires further processing of
the HF signal. Demodulated resonance (DR) spectrum
(Collacott, 1979) seems presently the most successful
approach. The HF signal is regarded as a carrier
signal at the transducer resonance frequency, f ,
amplitude modulated by low frequencies (LF) R
characteristic of the machine under ex amination
(Tables la, b). A classical example is the frequency
of ball impact on a defect in the outer or inner races
of a ball bearing. The HF signal is demodulated and
analyzed for its spectral components. AmplitUde and
frequency of the modulations give diagnostic
information on a number of machine problems.

Narrow- Band
Filler -fR

Principles of high frequency (HF)
vibration analysis.

Rt'sonant tF lransd Amplifier

(80kHz:sfR$200kHz)

fig. 1

2. Physical Principles

In normal operation, friction is the main source
of HF vibration in rotating machines. The HF
vibration level is modulated by the fundamental shaft
frequency or by other characteristic frequencies of
the machine components (Harting, 1977). In normal
operating conditions, however, both average HF
vibration level and modulation effects are generally
low: only localized defects (e.g., defects on rolling
elements of a bearing) or a general anomalous increase
of friction (e.g., insufficient lubrication) can
generate shock pulses with a SUfficiently small rise
time and, consequently, higbo-amplitude HF pulses.

Received 7 December 1982. The authors are affllated
With Istituto G. Donegani, via Fauser 4, 28100,
Novara, Italy

For a long time, the analysis of high frequency
(HF) elastic vibrations in the 0.05 - 1 MHz range has
been recognized to be a valuable tool for condition
monitoring of operating machinery (Balderston, 1969).
Effective detection can be achieved of such relevant
phenomena as shock pUlses, anomalous friction, fluid
turbulence and cavitation. Simple portable equipment
for periodic measurement of the HF vibration level is
commercially available and has developed from
successful appl1c ations such as bear ing damage
monitoring and leak detection. Moreover, considerable
success is claimed, on both a technical and a cost
return basis, from large-scale continuous plant
moni taring, which developed mainly in the USA in the
70's (Finley, 1980). Damage in rolling elements,
insufficient bearing lubrication, gear tooth failure
and shaft rubbing have been successfully detected at
an early stage in a large number of rotating machines.
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Table Is

Rolling element bearing

(fixed outer race)

Definition Symbol Normalized
frequency
equation

Fundamental rotation f f I
freq. r r

Cage freq., or revolu- f f = 1/2 • (l-d!D)
tion freq. of the rolling c c

elements

Outer race frequency f f = 1/2 • Z(l-d!D)or or

Examples of
diagnostic
interpretation

Rotor unbalance

Irregularity of the cage
Defective rolling element

Irregularity or defect
on the outer race
Non-uniformity of bearing
housing stiffness

Inner race frequency fir = 1/2 • Z(I+d!D) Irregularity or defect
on the inner race

Rolling element spin
freq.

Defective rolling element;
(in theory 2fv>

d = baIlor roller diameter
D = pitch circle diameter
Z = number of rolling elements

Sound bearing
3
2

~-t=::==;;:::=::::;:::::::~==:::;===;..-.I 30 tv Defective ball

3for4for

DEMODULATED HF SPECTRUM

HKHz ).5

2tv

o

Defect on outer race
for 2f

or

50

O+----,.--~---r--r-----r- ......
o 234 5

f(kHz)

DEMODULATED- .HF SPECTRUM

Fig. 3 Demodulated HF spectrum of a bearing With
a defective ball.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the demodulated HF spectra
of a sound and a defective ball bearing.
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Table Ib

Planetary gear train

Definition

(fixed annulus)

Symbol Normalized
frequency
equation

Examples of
diagnostic
interpretation

A second example is shown in Fig. 3. where a
single ball is the damaged element. The DR spectrum
is dominated by the spinning frequency, f v' 0 f the
rolling element. with its harmonics. A further
modulation is present at the revolution frequency of
the balls, Le., the cage frequency, f

c
' In addition,

cross-modulation spectral lines at frequencies,
mf j; nf (m and n integers), arise from the interplay
ofVthe ~wo modulating frequencies.

f r = 95 Hz, d = 7.25 mm, 0 = q3.55 mm, Z = 13:

consequently,

f c = 0.Q2, for = 5.Q2, fir = 7.58, f v = 2.92.

The DR spectrum typical of normal operation of a
second bearing Is reproduced in Fig. 2a: no structure
is observed. Figure 2b was obtained in the presence
of a naturally grown defect on the stationary outer
race, typical of bearing fatigue and due to prolonged
operation under excessive load. The outer race
frequency, f • with its harmonics. stands out from
the DR spectFr.m, strongly inc! icating a localized
discontinuity on the outer race. In addition, the rms
voltage level of the HF signal has an increase of
about one order of magnitude from cond ition 2a to
condition 2b. Thus, both defect detection and
unambiguous diagnosis were achieved in this simple
case. Spectra are plotted in arbitrary units in order
to draw attention to relative differences between
sound and damaged bearing spectra, rather than on
absolute values.

Driving rotor freq.
Q cage frequency

Planet rotation freq.

Sun rotation freq. '" driven
rotor freq.

Frequency related to the
symmetry ~f the planetary
system

Heshing freq. of a given
planet tooth with the sun

Heshing freq. of a given sun
tooth with a planet

Fundamental meshing frequency

f I

C

f'
P

f'
s

13

f '" I Rotor unbalance; cage
c defomation

f c z /z Planet eccentricityp a p

f s
Q I + Z /Z Rotor unbalancea s

f " n Defective tooth on
c annulus

f .. 1 + f Defective tooth onp p planet

f' " nf - n Defective tooth ons s sun

f f z f Z
m p p s s

Z " number of planet teeth
p

annulus teethZ Q number of
a

Z '" number of sun teeth
s

n Q number of planets

4. Results of In-Field Experiences

Q.1 Held Testing

Further examples are drawn from in-field
application experience. A three-month exploratory
field testing program in HF machine monitoring was
performed in 1980, in the HONTEPOLIHERI chemical plant
of Ferrara, Italy. A limited number of machines were
selected, considering factors such as critic ality,
type of machine and bearings, detailed record of
previous maintenance history and frequency of failure
occurrence. EqUipment and signal processing were
essentially those of Fig. 1; rms voltage was
continually recorded, while DR spectra were
established at intervals. Reference nos voltage
values and DR spectra were established for every point
of interest. (about 20 points in all) and mal functions
were to be diagnosed by comparison between actual and
reference data. The assumption of stead y rms voltage
and DR spectrum behavior in normal operation was
proven in fact to be correct. Moreover, most of the
DR spectral lines could be identified and correlated
to the appropriate characteristic frequencies
calculated •

Due to program limitations, only very few real
machine problems were encountered. One such problem
concerned a pair of rad ial roller bearings of a large
dc electrical motor (1500 IGO. In operation, the
bearings shOWed frequent and large fluctuations in
audible noise, sometimes With a local rise of
temperature. Diagnosis, however, was not at all



----.. t(lmm/s)

Cavitation

Normal operation

Fig. 5

Rms voltages of the HF vibration signal
indicating the onset of pump cavitation
(top), compred to normal operation
(bottom) •

Block diagram of the module for HF
vibration monitoring of operating
machinery.

the module is shown in Fig. 5. A voltage amplifier
with gain variable in four steps of 20 dB is followed
by a band-pass filter (0.1 - 0.2 MHz) and an nos
voltage detector. The module can be remotely switched
to obtain the DR signal in the 0-1 kHz frequency
interval, which is adequate for most purposes. The
frequenoy range can be changed to suit specific
requirements. The DR signal can be anal yzed for its
frequency, or recorded on magnetic tape for later
analysis in the laboratory. The module is built
lodged within an explosion-proof box, and complies
with requirements for continuous operation in
hazardous areas.

A simplified, portable, battery-powered version
of the monitoring module has been developed. Here,
the rms voltge of HF signal is directly read on a
meter and available on the front panel of the
instrument as a dc output suitable for recording.
Alternatively, the DR signal is available at the same
connector for magnetic tape recorder or it oan be fed
to a spectrum analyzer or a swept filter for real-time
in-field analys is.

The portable module has been used in exploratory
studies and in screening tests, where, only an nos
voltage reading is required and meaningful. An
ex ample of simple and successful application is the
detection of the onset of cavitation in a solvent
reciroulation pump (Fig. 6).

1.2

QB

0.4
III
::E 0
a:

>
E

0 0.8
2

0.4..
0

Fig. 6

Demodulated HF spectrum: defective (a)
and normal (b) operation of a roller
bearing in a large dc electric motor.
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11.2 Instrumentation

A prototype module for continuous monitoring
applications has been designed and manufactured by
Istituto G. Donegani-Montedison. The block diagram of

More data and field experiences were found to be
necessary in order to increase the practical
diagnostic effectiveness of the HF technique. It was
found, however, that the HF technique meets all the
necessary requirements for consistent machine
monitoring.

and consequently,

f r = 20 Hz, d = 32 mm, D = 2112 mm, Z = la,

I c = 0.11311, for =7.al, fir = 10.19, f v = 3.715.

Excellent agreement between calculated frequencies and
observed spectral lines facilitated detailed analysis.
The DR spectrum of Fig. lIa shows a very intense
background of white noise, whence only the outer race
frequency, f ,emerges, with its harmonics. Since no
other modula~lng frequency could be found, it appeared
that the only possible explanation of the high rms
voltage level was random friction in the bearing.
Detailed analysis, in fact, pointed out that the
likely cause of the problem was an incorrect axial
run-out of the rotor in operating conditions, which at
in terv al s drew the rollers to slide with their flat
face against the race support. Useful and consistent
information was obtained in this case by DR spectrum
analysis.

clear. The nos voltage of the IlF signal was found to
be one order of magnitude larger in the noisy
condition. The DR spectra, corresponding respectively
to the silent and the noisy conditions, are compared
in Figs. lIa and b. Referring to the symbols of Table
la, we found in this case
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4.3 Surveillance Tests reproducibility of measuring position and
acoustic coupling.

A new program has been conducted since
September, 1981 in order to exploit the preliminary
experiences and developments in HF equipment. The
program aims at the HF surveillance of a selected
group of machines of the FERTIHONT fertilizer plants
of Karghera (Venice). This group includes three
turbo-compressor trains (electrical motor + speed
mUltiplier + compressor + turbine) and four large
fans. Measurements were directly taken at the
location of the rotor supports (plain or rolling
element bearings). For continuous monitoring, modules
are presently installed in permanent form on two turbo
compressors: in each machine one monitoring channel

a)

Several series of DR spectra taken at regular
time intervals and covering about 8 months are given
in Figs. 8-10 for the turbocompressor of Fig. 7a.
Data trom the continuous monitoring channels (Nos. Q
and 7) are preferentially discussed because permanent
attachment of the transducers ensures the highest
degree of reproducibility.

Spectra taken at point 4 of Fig. 7a (support of
the plain bearing at the speed multlpl1er output) are
shown in Fig. 8. The speed multiplier is a planetary
gear system of the type discussed in Table lb. The
driving rotor speed is f = 24.5 Hz. The other
relevant parameters are c

PlaMlary
grar Comprrssor

. SpHd
EleClncal multiplier E31S1 2ndmolor

~( __ )~~n~~_ ~~~_
" ,., "'0'" ... .., "'V""

b)

n = 3, Z = 53, Z = no, Zs = 12.P a

The symbols are defined in Table lb. With the given
numerical values we get

3 f' =
t P

f s " = f s - f c ' = 3.65.

Host of these spectral lines are identified in Fig. 8.
Very accurate correspondence between calculated and
measured values was observed. The presence of these
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Fig. 8 Series of demodulated HF spectra taken at
the outlet of the planetary gear speed
multiplier (point 4 of Fig. 7a).

-the coupling surface on the structure (bearing
support) must be made as plane and smooth
as possible;

Fan

l~~-rL
Brill U
10-

Elrctrical
motor

Fig. 7 Examples of machines under HF
surveillance: (a) Compressor; (b) Fan.

--a suitable transducer adapter t permanently glued to
the metal surface with epoxy resin, ensures

is located at the output of the speed multiplier
(position 4 in fig. 7a) and the remaining channel is
on a plain bearing support of the secondary compressor
stage (position 7 in Fig. 9a). The transducers (DIE
- 59204) are permanently attached to the structure by
means of epoxy resin. The corresponding rms levels
have been recorded continuously for over one year; at
six-week interval, samples of the DR signal were
recorded on magnetic tape for spectrum analys is. With
the same periodicity, rms voltage and DR signal
samples were taken with portable equipment at about 25
locations on the same group of machines. Accurate
choice and careful preliminary preparation of the
measuring locations for periodic acquisition of HF
vibration data were extremely important:
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spectral lines is by no means a symptom of mechanical
degradation: some kind of depart.ure from perfect
geometry is to be expected. More relevant here, trom
the point of view of diagnostics, is the fact that. no
specific trend is detectable in either the rms voltage
or the spectra, the latter remaining remarkably
constant and reproducible for many months.

Spectra taken at point 7 of Fig. 7a (support of
the plain bearing at the secondary compressor stage)
are shown in Fig. 9. The spectra are much simpler,
consisting very naturally of the single spectral line
at f = 165 Hz (f = 6.65), which is the rotation
freqflency of the ~igh-speed rotor. Again, the spectra
were essentially identical to each other in spectral
content; an initial trend towards increasing amplitude
of the f line was observable, but still waiting
conflrma~ion. The overall rms voltage level at point
7 was very low, about 30 times lower t.han at point 4.

A full series of spectra belonging to the
mor:hine of Fig. 7a is shown in Fig. 10. Full
readability of the spectra and coherence of the
observed spectral lines with the locations at which
measurements were taken is once more confirmed. It is
apparent that under these circumstances relevant
changes in the relative amplitudes of the spectral
lines, or the appearance of new lines, can be readily
detected and interpreted. ,

3
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i
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f(Hz)

i i
7 8

T

•

Complete series of demodulted HF spectra
simultaneously taken on the compressor of
Fig. 7a.

Fan Rotor Monitoring

The data collected up to now on the
turbocompressor of Fig. 7a do not bear any
recognizable indication of damage or malfunction and
can be considered as a baseline typical of normal
operation.

As in previous experimental work, the real
problem is to catoh significant diagnostio cases with
very few surveillance points and very loose intervals
of data acquisition. A very simple and neat example
for discussion is a large fan (110 kW) whose rotor
periodically undergges heavy unbalance due to dust
deposits on the blades. The fan is driven by an
eleotrio motor and a belt system, and its rotor is
supported by two ball bearings, according to the
sketoh of Fig. 7b. Figure 11 shows the DR spectra
taken at point 3 (bel t-side) and 4 (blade-side), in
normal operating oonditions and when unbalance has
taken plaoe. The fund amental rotation frequenoy is
f r = 16.7 Hz. Unbalance typically enhanced the
amplitude of f r (with harmonics) by about one order of
magnitUde in tne spectrum at point 7. The DR spectrum
at point 3 appears to be insensitive to unbalance
generated at the opposite end of the rotor. The
origin of the HF signal enhancement lies in an
anomalous increase of friotion at the bearing on the
blade side, due to rotor unbalanoe and strongly
modulated at the frequenoy of the unbalanoed foroe.
The diagnostic response is unequivocal, strongly
looal, and not obscured by impertinent spectral lines.

Fig. 10
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Series of demodulated HF spectra taken at
the inlet of second compresor stage (point
7 of Fig. 7a).
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the demodulated HF spectra
taken on the bearing supports of the fan
of Fig. 7b in the nomral and unbalanced
condition.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the low frequency velocity
spectra taken on the bearing supports in
the radial-horizontal direction: fan of
Fig. 7b in the normal and unbalanced
condition.

It must be stressed that, although the detection
of unbalance is not the most advantageous application
of HF v ibration monitoring (localized damage or lack
of lubrication are, for instance, more applicable to
HF detection), comparison of conventional low
frequency (LF) and HF data is not at all unfavorble to
the latter. Figure 12 reproduces the velocity spectra
taken at points 3 and 4 in the radial plane and in the
horizontal direction. The LF transducer was a B&K
4370 accelerometer, applied to the piece by means of a
magnetic support. The signal was fed to a B&K 2511
vibration meter, integrated, low-pass filtered below
kHz and recorded on magnetic tape. The increase in
the rms velocity value and in the amplitude of the
spectal lines from normal to unbalance condition is
self-evident and gives a clear indication of
malfunction. The LF spectra are, however, somewhat
obscured by the presence of high amplitude mechanical
resonances induced by the primary cause of vibration,
i.e., unbalance, and the spatial localization of the
mal function is not so clear, because LF vibrations
propagate on a much longer range than HF vibrations.
The foregoing discussion demonstrates. at least, that
combined HF and LF vibration analyses are able to
prOVide, with negligible supplementary effort, more
precise information for machine diagnostics than
conventional Lf anal yses alone.

5. Comparison with Low Frequency Vibration Analysis

The application ex amples given in the preced ing
sections lead to the general question of whether a
simpler and equally effective detection and diagnosis
of machine mal functions can be achieved wi th the
well-established LF vibration analysis. A first
answer lies in the physical origin of the vibrations.
When anomalous friction effects and fluid turbulence
are mainly involved and the source of vibration is
acoustically well-coupled to the transducer location,
the attenuation of HF waves is negligible. In this
case, HF monitoring can be advantageous. The
advantage essentially stems from a high signal-to
noise ratio in terms of both rms voltages and DR
spectrum. The DR spectrum is dependent on the nature
of the damage and on the measuring location, much more
so than the corresponding LF spectrum. In contrast, LF
spectra are sensitive to the macroscopic
irregularities of motion and of the mechanical
resonances induced by the defects, instead of the
shock pulses directly generated by the defects
themselves (thus producing HF signals).

From the operating point of view, choice of
transducer location, coupling efficiency and
reproducibility are more critical in HF vibration
measurements and must be carefully evaluated. The
choice of the carrier frequency is very important as
well and should be tailored to the specific diagnostic
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problem under investigation. On the other hand, DR
spectrum analysis is s~pler, since it requires only a
few measurements in well-chosen positions for every
mechanical element of interest. It also implies no
distinction between kinematic parameters
(displacement, velocity and acceleration) as a
function of frequency range so that very low
modulating frequencies (~ 1Hz) can be extracted with
the same ease and accuracy as higher ones.

6. Conclusions

Data from laboratory and in-field experiences
indicates that valuable information on machine
condition can be obtained by HF vibration monitoring
of rotating machinery, using the rms voltages of the
high frequency signal as an al arm parameter, and
demodulated resonance spectrum analysis as a
diagnostic tool.

Development of a microprocessor-based system for
on-line data collection, processing, presentation and
storage is desirable for automatic monitoring of
various parameters.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL CRACKING OF
AHIGH STRENGTH TITANIUM ALLOY

So Yuyama, T. Kishi, Yo Hisamatsu aDd T. Katimi

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) behavior during
environmental cracking has been investigated in
(<< + p) processed high strength Ti-6Al-~V alloy
solution treated at 1230 K, and aged at 820 K.
Fatigue precracked compact tension speoimens were
tested under constant load for stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) and under cyclic load for corrosion
fatigue (CF). The specimens were prepared so that the
crack direction was parallel or normal to the prior
hot rolling direction. sec tests were carried out in
CH~OH + 0.5~ 1 2 solution, while 3.51 NaCl solution was
used for CF tests. AE behavior was studied with
emphasis on the effect of environment. The AE event
count rate was useful in monitoring crack growth and
demonstrated a relatively good correlation with crack
growth rate. The crack morphology was shown to be a
mixture of intergranular cracks along prior p-phase
grain boundaries due to intergranular corrosion, a/~

interphase cracks due to hydrogen and transgranular
cleavage or hydride n-acture. The detailed
observations of microstructure along the crack path
and the analysis of AE detected during the crack
growth revealed that the cracking was obviously
discontinuous and occurred in jumps of some ex-groain
diameters on a small scale and of a prior ~-phase

grain diameter on a large scale. Different cracking
mechanisms are discussed in detail with respect to the
energy levels of the emanated AE and the morphology of
the fr ac ture •

1. Introduction

Since high strength titanium alloys provide high
strength-to-density ratios, they have been widely
utiliZed in weight-critical aerospace applications.
Titanium is very reactive, but it exhibits excellent
general corrosion resistance in lllany environments due
to the presence of stable ox ide f11ms. Despi te this
excellent corrosion resistance, it has been found over
the years that titanium alloys are susceptible to
environmental cracking such as stress cororosion
cracking (SCC) or corrosion fatigue (CF) in a
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distressingly large variety of environments.
(Blackburn et al., 1973; Yuyama et al., 1982). It is
well known, for ex ample, that aqueous solutions
containing halogens, orgm1c liquids, hot salts,
molten salts, and hydrogen gas environment, can cause
cracks under a oertain cond it10n in laboratory.
Although few service failures of this type have been
reported in high strength titanium alloys, danger may
be increasing with the development of higher strength
level alloys for aerospace industry.

One can find only a few studies (Pollock, 1967;
Katz and Gerberich, 1970; Koch et al., 1981) in the
literature, which made use of acoustic elllission (AE)
during environmental cracking processes of titanium
alloys. Most of the results show that AE techniques
can be a powerful tool to monitor cracking and to
establish quantitative information as an NDT method.
Main AE source during the cracking can apparently be
attributed to mechanical failures, i.e., discontinuous
brittle cleavage of single grain or groups of grains
according to the experimental data in the literature.
However, detailed and sufficient investigations have
not been made of the relationships between the various
cracking mechanisms and AE behavior.

The present authors have carried out several
studies concerning the above subject for several years
(Yuyama et a1., 1981>. In this paper, we describe:

1) various cracking mechanisms observed during
env ironmental cracking of a high strength Ti-6Al..llV
alloy; ii) AE activities, particularly the energy
level, produced during the different cracking
processes and; iii) pontential of AE technique to
monitor the cracking as an NOT method.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1 AE Instrumentation

Two of 200 kHz resonant type transducers, the
maximUll1 sensitivity of which is 6 kV mis, were
carefully attached to the specimen by thermoplastic
resin to maintain the same experimental conditions all
through the tests. The signals from the transducers
were amplified 80 dB and f11tered to pass the
frequencies from 100 to 500 kHz. Figure 1 shows the
block diagram of AE instrUll1entation and test setup.

It has been shown that AE behavior during
cracking process under cyclic load strongly depends
upon the loading phase (Nagata et al., 1978; Yuyama,
et a1., 1980). Differently produced emissions can be
expected from crack extension, crack closure, friction
of crack surfaces, etc., over a wide range of loading
phase. In this research, we only measuroed the AE
produced near the maximUll1 in order to analyze the AE
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activities by crack extension. Linear location was
utilized to discriminate valid AE signals from
env ironmental aid mechanical r.oises.
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Block diag,-arn of AE instrumentation and
test setup.

Fig. 1

We ex arnined a high strength Ti-6Al-IIV alloy used
for· the mu ,·ocket motor case mCllufactured by Nissan
Me to I' Co., Ltd. fo r the Insti tute 0 f Space and
Astronautical Science. The alloy was first
~ -processed up to 100 lllIIl thickness above the p
transus, followed by (cx + p) processing (cross
rolling; rolled perpendicular to the direction of the
prior rol11ng) which reduced the thickness to 30 lI1IIl at
1200 K. 7.5 rom thick and 12.5 mm plates were machined
and solution treated at 1230 K for 3.6 ks, water
quenched, heated to 820 K and aged for 21.6 ks, and
furnace-cooled to room temperature. This treatment
resulted in a fine grained equiaxed (cx + p)
microstructure with 1050 to "50 KPa yield strength

range and 55 to 70 HPa m' / 2 fracture toughness range.
SUbsequently, compact tension (CT) specimens with a
thiclaless of 7 rom aid 12 mm were prepared so that the
cracking direction was parallel (L or T-L) and normal
(T or L-T) to the prior hot rolling direction. The
thinner samples were used for the sec tests and the
thicker samples were used for the CF tests.

sec tests were conducted in CH OH + 0.5$ 12solution under constant load. Crack3growth was
monitored by measuring crack opening displacement.

For CF tests, the cyclic tension-tension load (1
Hz, sine wave) was applied by horizontal type
hydraulic servo-fatigue machine. Since the max imum
load (Pmax ) was 11.9 kN and the minimum load (P mi ) was
0.49 kN, stress ratio R was 0.1. The crack leng~h was
directly monitored by optical microscopy. The sample
was immersed in 3.5$ NaCl solution. Crack growth and
AE behavior was investigated at the electrochemic a1
potentials of -Q.2V and -0.8V (controlled
potentiostatically), at the corrosion potential

(Ec r ), and in air. The Ag/AgCI electrode was
emp~o~ed as the reference electrode. Reproducibility
of the experimental results was confirmed by testing
more than two specimens under each environmental
condition.

The plane strain condition of ASTM E399
requirement, for thiclale~s (B) and crack length (a);
i.e., ·B, a > 2.5 (K/cr) , was usually satisified
during the tests excepl the final stages of the crack
growt~ 2n the SCC tests Where B = 7 mm and K > 60
HPa m / , because of the sufficiently high yield
strength compared with the applied stress intensity
levels.
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mechanical condition. AE event counts per cycle,
dN/dn, are plotted against D, K in Fig. 6. Although no
significant difference of daldn was seen between
different environmental conditions, much greater AE
activities were observed in the NaCl solution than in
air. The correspond ing amplitude distr ibution is
shown in Fig. 7. Very high AE activities in terms of
detected At event counts and peak amplitudes were
observed during the CF tests in the NaCl solution.
The comparison of Figs. 5,6 aid 7, then, leads us to
speculate that the AE technique gives information
about the microscopic processes \ohich cannot be
detected by macroscopic observations of da/dn, yet are
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3.1 At Monitoring

Figure 2 shows the relationship between stress
intensity factor K (Hode I implied) and crack growth
rate da/dt during the seC. The daldt versus K curves
exhibit three regions; i.e., region I (da/dt increases
rapidly from K to region II depending on K),
region II (da/atCihows a plateau, independent of K),
and region III (da/dt increases rapidly from region II
to final failure depending on K). These three regions
are typically observed during sec process. Figure 3
indicates relationship betwen K and At event oount
rate, dN/dt. The curves also show three regions. The
plateau in region II of Fig. 3 is more ambiguous than
that seen in Fig. 2, and is believed to be due to
microbranching, as shown later in the photograph of
crack morphology. Relatively good correlation between
da/dt and At event count rate, dN/dt, shows that AE is
very useful to monitor sec process of this alloy. The
corresponding peak amplitude distribution of AE events
is shown in Fig. 4. There are some large amplitude
emissions observed independently of oraoking stage,
which exceed several mV at transducer output and are
considered to be accompanied by macr"o-scale craoks.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between stress
intensity factor range D. K and crack growth rate da/dn
during the CF. There are significant differences
between T-L and L-T, but almost no difference between
non-corrosive environment (in air) and corrosive
environments (in NaCl solution). It seems that the
difference of environments does not influence the
macroscopic crack growth behavior under this

• •

20 30 iIJ 50
SlnPSS Inl_ily R>ctor Ronge> 11K tMPa·m"

Fig. 3 Relationship between K and dN/dt. Fig. 5 Relationship between ~ K and da/dn.
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present in the fatigue processes under corrosive
environments. Since the "macrocrack area" swept out
in air is the same as that in NaCl env ironments (Fig.
5). the inference is that low amplitUde AE events
contribute to cracking in air. but escape detection.
It is also possible that there are microbranches or
secondary cracks contributing to a greater "microcrack
area" emission in NaCl solutions. As shown in the
next section, there are many microbranches and Cl/~

interphase cracks observed along the zigzag crack path
obtained in NaCl solutions. Therefore, it is more
likely that the greater AE activities in NaCl
solutions arose from the latter cause; i.e ••
microbranches or secondary cracks. The comparison of
AE event count rate at corresponding macroscopic crack
growth rates is presented for SCC in methanol and eF
in NaCl solutions in Fig. 8. AE event count rate,
dN/dt, observed in Figs. 3 or 6 is divided by the
specimen thickness and plotted against macroscpic
crack growth rate. A cross-plot of the data shows
that dN/dt is much greater for an equivalent growth
rate in CF as opposed to sec. Since the growth
appears to be much more microbranched in sec as
compared to CF (see Figs. 11 and 13), the greater AE
event count rate for CF cannot be due to
microbranching. One obvious conclusion is that there
are growth processes during sec that are below the
amplitUde detection level. Perhaps this is not too
surprising at 80 dB gain under sustained loading. An
alternate cause would be that some mechanical or
closure effects are being detected during fatigue.
Though the measurement was made near the maximum load
with the aid of source location in both air and NaCl
solutions, the obserVed AE activities were much lower
in the former than in the latter. If mechanical or
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Fig. 10 Macrostructure of the tested alloy.

Tanaka and Horiuchi (1975) reported that
twinning of titanium or titanium alloys can provide
detectable AE. In or'der to investigate AE energy
level from twinning, tensile tests were carried out.
Figure 9 shows an ex ample of the results. AE was
observed near yield point (A) and at the final
fracture of the specimen (B). Since AE energy level
emitted during the tensile test was very low compared
with Figs. 4 and 7, tWinning is not believed to play
an important role in AE activities observed durIng sec
and CF processes.

closure effects caused by cyclic load ing are
pred om inant, it sho uld ex hib it the equal level in both
cases. The greater AE activities in NaCl solutions,
accordingly, cannot be attributed to the above
effects. Morphology of cr'acks, on the other hand,
shows the mixture of ex/~ interphase cracks, prior p
phase intergranular cracks, and transgranular cracks
in lIaCl solutions (Fig. 14). This fact leads us to
speculate that again some cracking proceses such as
brittle Ot/~ interphase cracks or hydride fracture
(Which will be discussed in detall in the next
section) occurred in the cyclic plastic zone at the
crack tip and provided the greater AE activities in
NaCl solutions.

::
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AE behavior during tensile test.Fig. 9

3.2 Morphology of Fracture

also showed that equiaxed «I + ~) fine grains tend to
elongate in the same direction. Therefore, it is
possible to conclude that the orientation dependence
of crack gr"owth rate resulted from this anisotropy of
the macr'o- i:rId microstructures.

Figur"e 11 shows morphology of cracks during the
SCC. In regions I and II, varieties of fracture
topologies are exhibited, depending upon K level. In
region I, a main crack is observed with some
micr·obranching. In region II, microbr'anching is
observed with some assoc iated microbranching. More
detailed observation exhibits a mixture of
intergranular cracks along pr ior ~-phase grain
boundary, alp interphase (Ot/~ phase boundary or ex/l!
interface) cracks. and transgranular cleavage. It has

It is shown in Figs. 2 and 5 that crack growth
rate depends strongly upon specimen orientation.
Specimens machined so that the general cracking plane
is parallel to the prior hot rolling direction exhibit
moroe severe susceptibility than those nonnal to it.
It has been shown that textures have an important
influence on environmental crack growth such as sec
and CF in IlaCl solutions (Fager and Spur'r, 1968;
Wanhill. 1976). In thin plates of high strength
ti tan ium alloys. the basal pl anes tend to lie
perpendicular to the rolling plane and parallel to the
rolling direction. Higher susceptibility to the
cracking has been reported on T-L specimens than L-T
due to this texture. X-ray diffractin analysis,
however, revealed that no significant texture was
observed on the examined alloy because of the second
mechan ical wor"king, i.e., cross rolling at the
temperature wi thin the «I + ~) phase field. Figure 10
shows the macr"ostructure of the alloy. It is observed
that large prior p-phase gr"ains are elongated in the
direction of the prior hot rolling. Microstructure

Fig. 11 Morphology of cracking during seC.
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SEM of sec fracture surface.

Fractograph
of SCC Crack
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I

in the cleavage surface. Aitchison ald Cox (1912)
showed that branching striations in hexagonal metals.
though superficially simialr to river patterns. are
not formed by cleavage but are consistent with
separation by ductile tearing. They proposed the term
"fluted" for a fracture surface produced in this way.
and "fluting" for the features themselves. Since
branching striations were clearly observed on the
fracture surface especially in region I. it is

been reported by Sedriks and Green (1970 that
titanium alloys containing more than 5S AI. which are
susceptible to sec in aqueous solutions. exhibit both
intergranular and transgranular fracture in methanol
solutions. Such alloys show intergranular separation
in methanol solutions. and cracking may occur in the
absence of stress. The application of stress
accelerates cracking. but the intergranular mode
remains independent of stress level. The general
appearance of the transgranular cleavage-like fracture
and the indices of the cleavage plane are essentially
the same as those observed in aqueous solutions. The
indices are reported by Heyn ald Sandoz (1969) to be
(10Tn or (lOTS). approximately 111 degrees from
(0001). The view that hydride formation plays a role
in sec was considerably strengthened by the
observation by Paton and Spurling (1916) that the
(1017) can be a habit plane for the hydride in Ti-AI
alloys. The hydrides form thin plates. and the
observed fracture surface can readily be enVisaged to
occur by fracture through the hydride. In addition to
the above two fracture modes. <x/~. interphase cracks
are observed in the present work. This fact also
suggests that there may ex ist the influence of
hydrogen in this cracking process. as discussed later.
Figure 12 shows an example of scanning electron
micrograph of sec fracture surface. On the fracture
surface of the L-T specimen, branching striations,
which are typically straight and regularly spaced,
were observed on planes nearly perpendicular to the
cleavage plane. However, no "iver patterns were seen

Fig. 13

0.2 0.3 mm
I ,

Morphology of cracking during Cf at Ecorin 3.5' NaCl solution. r
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suggested that fluting (ductile linkage of displaced
cleavage planes) is operating during the cracking
process of the L-T specimen in the early stages. The
fracture surfaces of T-I. specimens were much smoother
than those of L-T specimen, which reminds us that the
crack propagated more smoothly in T-I. specimen than in
L-T. This is consistent wi th the fac t that T-I.
orientation exhibits higher sec susceptibility than
L-T, as seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 13 gives the morphology of a crack during
the CF. Alpha/beta (a:/~) interphase cracks were seen
along the crack path. Figure 14 shows schematic
representation of the morphology of cracking observed
during fatigue processes in air and in 3.51 NaCl
solution. The crack propagates smoothly in air,
exhibiting transgranular cracks. In contrast to this,
the crack propagates along zigzag path with some
associated microbranching at Ec rr and -0.8V in an
NaCl solution, exhibiting a m1X~ure of a/~ interphase
cracks, prior p-phase intergranular cracks, and
transgranular cracks. Powell and Scully (1968) have
shown that hydrogen can be lbsorbed by t1 tanium When
it is actively corroding. It is possible to expect
that hydrogen can enter the alloy from the tip of a
growing crack in NaCl solutions at E since the
protective film on the surface is cy&~1~al1y destroyed
and the attack on the metal can occur

in Air

NaCl solution. In particular, it 15 known that
hydrogen tends to diffuse toward and concentrate at a
region of large tensile stress, and may form a hydride
in the alloy. A consequence of hydride formation at
or near the crack tip is that the vulnerability of
hydride to brittle fracture degrades the mechanical
properties of the structure (Pardee md Paton, 1980).
The fracture stress ahead of the crack tip 15 thus
lowered as hydrogen enters the highly stressed plastic
zone. Nelson et al (1972), on the other hand,
suggested that cracking of a 11-6Al-4V alloy in
gaseous hydrogen environment follows the a/~

interfaoe, whereas Heyn (1972) argued that failure
involves oleavage of the a on a plane 9 degrees frOlll
(1010). However, Heyn also ~inted out that alp
in ter fac es tend to lie in (1010) and that ti tan i urn
hydride has been reported to prec ipi tate at these
interfaces. cnjo et al. (1980 have reported that
hydr"ogen tend s to segregate preferentially to alp
interfaoes and cause phase boundary cracks. Using
metallographic, fraotographic, and AE techniques, Koch
et al, (1981) have shown that failure of a Ti-8Al
lHo-1V alloy occurs on (10TO) planes across the
a-plates in an NaCl solution. In both cases, titanium
hydride was detected at the fr acture surfaces and,
from AE studies, crack growth appeared to be
discontinuous. From these observations, they
suggested that the failures occur by the hydride
rupture model first proposed by Nelson (1976); i.e.,
the repeated formation md rupture of the hydride
phase. All these facts clearly support the oonclusion
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quasicontinuously. The IIltua1 rate of entry of
hydrogen will depend in part upon the state of film
repair on the surface at the crack tip. Shimogori
(1981) showed that absorption and entry to hydrogen by
titanium can also occur lotten it is polarized at less
noble potentials than a critical value in sea water.
This value is reported to be -0.7 - 0.8V (SCE).
Therefore, it is possible to ex pect that hydrogen
enters the alloy when it is polarized at -o.8V in 3.51

Transgranular Cracking

CiIA Interphase Cracking

Prior 13 Intergranular Cracking

Transgranular Cracking

In 3.5% Noel
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that hydrogen entered the plast.ic zone ahead of a
crack tip and induced ex/~ int.erface cracks and
transgranular hydride fract.ure at Eo r and -0.8V in
HaCl solutions. Thus, it appears tRat the cracking
mechanism during the CF in the present work can be
ex plained by t.he hydride-rupture model al though t.here
is no direct ev idence.

The visual observations of microstructure along
the crack path have shown that t.he environmental
cracking of the alloy is obviously discontinuous and
occurred in jumps of some ex-grain diameters on a small
scale and of a prior ~-phase grain diameter on a large
scale. This finding and AE detected discontinuously
during the crack growth suggest that the AE arose from
crack jumps the sizes of wtlich varied according to the
different cracking mechanisms.

3.3 AE Source Characterization

At present, it is difficult to determine the
absolute values of AE energy because of the
attenuation or reflection during the wave propagation
and the modulation of the waveform or frequency
spectrum wtlich arises from the characteristics of the
transducer (Wadley, et al., 1980). Relative AE energy
level, however, can be roughly rated by comparison of
AE amplitudes measured on laboratory specimens.
figure 15 shows various AE sources observed during
environmental cracking of high strength titanium alloy
in this work and their energy levels measured as peak
amplitudes of the piezoelectric transducer output. It
has been shown by the tensile tests that AE energy
level from tWinning is no larger than several hundreds
of tJV. Transgranular cracks, on the other hand, are
supposed to provide a wide range of emission
amplitUdes up to the order of mV. A distinct event
peak is seen near the amplitude level of some mV.
This peak appears to arise from hydrogen induced a:I~

interface cracks because it is observed only under the
environments Iohere hydrogen is considered to enter the
alloy from the crack tip, as shown in Fig. 7. Kishi
et a1. (1980) and Mori et a1. (1981) have reported in
previous fracture toughness tests that the AE energy
level of macrocracking as a result of large scale
cleavage, intergranular-like cracking along blocky
prior ~-phase grain boundary, or coalescence of
microcracks may reach several tens of mV. Similar
process seems to be involved in the environmental
cracking SId prov ides large AE amplitudes.

Concl usions

The following conclusions regarding the use of
AE techniques on environmental cracking of a high
strength titanium alloys can be drawn from the results
presented:

1) Cracking process of sec can be monitored by
measuring AE event count rate since there exists a
good correlation between AE event count rate and crack
growth rate.

2) Hicrocracking processes occurring locally in
the material during CF can be detected SId analyzed by
AE technique, even though macroscopic crack growth
rates exhibit no difference between different
environments.
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3) Twinning produces less AE: energy compared
with cracking.

11) The morphology of the environmental fracture
shows a mixture of intergranular cracks along prior
~ -phase grain boundaries due to intergranular
corrosion,oc/p interphase cracks due to hydrogen, and
transgranular cleavage or hydride fracture.

5) The main AE sources dur1ng environmental
cracking are obviously crack jumps occurring
discontinuously in the material.

6) Different AE source mechanisms can be
discriminated qualitatively with the amplitude
distribution.

Overall, it can be concluded that AE techniques
provide not only a sensitive means of monitoring the
environmental cracking but also a qUite effective
means to study microcracking processes occurring
locally in the materials.
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DETECTION OF CORROSION FATIGUE
BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION

P. Jax and B. Richter

Abstract

Acoustic Emission (AE) is one of the most
promising methods of crack monitoring of offshore
platforms. Besides several practical problems of the
measuring technique a better understanding of the
fundamental processes is needed in order to get a
clear identification of crack initiation and an
assessment of crack growth by AE. Measurements were
performed with flat specimen of TTStE 36 steel
(ultimate strength 360 MPa) , which were exposed to
vibration loads under seawater conditions. The
results show that AE enables incipient cracks to be
detected in several ways at an early stage, i.e.,
generally earlier than would be possible by visual
inspection methods.

Systematical analyses were carried out on the
load levels at which AE signals are detected. They
show that, except for a limited rupture phase,
friction in the crack area is the dominant cause of
crack signals identified in this mild steel.

1. Introduction

At present. fixed offshore platforms are mainly
inspected by television systems. In critical areas
such as nodes, non-destructive testing (NOT) methods
(magnetic particles and ultrasonic inspection) are
al so applied. In all cases the inspection has to be
performed by divers, which is expensive and hazardous.
A 100$ NOT inspection of a platform is not possible in
period ic intervals for reasons of time and cost.

Therefore, methods are being searched which
allow a continuous monitoring of the critical areas,
nodes or the entire load-bearing structure. Acoustic
emission (AE) seems to be one of the most promising
methods (Rogers et a1., 1980). Using this method,
sensitive transducers are fixed to the structure and
the signals emitted from cracks are recorded,
localized and evaluated. DJe to wave attention. there
are problems to discriminate background noise and to
get fair rang es of surveillance (Rogers et a1.. 1980:
Eisenblatter et al., 1980). But field tests showed
that continuous background noise above 100 kHz is
rather low, and defects can be localized at nodes
( Rog ers et al., 1980 ) •

A research proj ec t, sponsored by the German
Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, was
initiated in order to elaborate the basis of the
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detection of corrosion fatigue cracks by AE. A
sophisticated measuring technique was applied in order
to stUdy the mechanism of AE in detail and to develop
criteria, which allow a reliable identification of
crack signals.

Basically. the present and subsequent
investigations are not intended to offer Quantitative
information by AE on crack depth and length; however.
AE is primarily expected to detect initial damage in
an offshore platform and to give an approximate
location of the crack area. Subsequently. an
investigation regarding the exact location. depth and
leng th of the cr ac k by either ultr asonic. magnetic
particle or other methods can be carried out
systematically.

2. Performance of the Measurements

Flat specimens (thickness 12 lII1I, width 50-70 mm.
length 600 mm) of TTStE 36 steel (DIN No. '.089) were
stressed under constant, uniaXial cyclic loads (1-5
Hz. mostly alternating tensile and compressive loads)
in a hydraulic machine (Fig. 1). In order to achieve
a higher AE sensitivity the following measures were
taken:

- continuous background noises arising in a
pilot valve of the machine were uncoupled from
the test specimen by a flexible tube.

- following the first two experiments the grips
of the specimens were ground and covered by a
thin Teflon layer (- 0.1 mm). This reduced, but
did not eliminate burst the signals of this area
caused by fr iction in the grips.

Around the center of the specimen to be examined. a
small box was constructed and sealed to the specimen
and artificial seawater (German DIN standard 50905)
was circulated from a container into the box and back
again. Air was continuously ventilated into the
seawater. In most cases. the center of the specimen
was notched (Fig. 1) and welded (V-shape, with root
and cap pass). The Quality of the welds corresponded
to the regulations of Germanischer Lloyd as tested by
X-ray rad iography. Except for the center portion (and
the grip area), the surface of the specimens were
protected against seawater by a special coating.

At the lower and upper end s of a spec imen. two
AE transducers (S 1110 B of Dunegan/Endevco) were
attached by magnetic devices. The recorded signals
were amplified (110 dB with filtering between 110 and
2110 kHz) and led to a multichannel location system
(DART-system of Dunegan/Endevco). Such a system is
used for the inspection of large vessels and pipelines
and allows a flexible and detailed analysis of the
signals. With the aid of a microprocessor unit, the

0730-0050/83/02029-038$02.00
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Fig. 1 Experimental srrangement

following AE parameters were determined for each
event:

fracture surface was examined microscopically using
optical and scanning electron microscopes.

- the difference t::J. t of arrival times at the two
transducers;

3. Results

- the position of the AE source (via: linear
location from one C::. t-value);

- the peak amplitude A and the rise time R of
the signal;

- the ring down count N and the length D of the
signal in time units;

- the time T and 1000 P.

The a:Ijusted sensitivity was good. The
threshold level of 20 ~V at the transducer output was
chosen and was valid for the whole load cycle as a
result of the lbove-mentioned measures to reduce
background noise. The use of "noise gates." which
eliminate data input in a middle load range (Rogers et
aI., 1980), was not necessary.

The data was stored on floppy disks and analyZed
on-line or off-line (after the test) with the aid of
an integrated computer (see below). The surface was
inspected with regard to cracks and the visual length
and depth of the cracks were periodically measured up
to the failure of the spec imens. Finally, the

A mean wave velocity of 3 km/s was used for
location. Detailed calibration procedures were
performed in the crack area and at the ends of the
specimen using transmitter signals of variable
intensi ty. A location range was determined that
corresponds to the crack area, considering the strong
variation in peak amplitude of AE signals, but
eliminates all background signals from the grip area.
This location range (25 em around the center of the
specimen) was fed to the computer as a digital filter,
so that only the corresponding AE signals of the crack
area were further analyzed.

According to visual inspection, the crack starts
in the transition region of the weld and the base
material or, in the case of unwelded material, with
the notch and moves mainly perpend icularly to the
surface of the specimen. This means in the case of
welded specimens that the starting position 1s indeed
just at the weld, but the crack is soon moving into
the base material, too.

3. 1 General Characteristics of the
AE Signals from the Crack Area

In all cases. the starting crack could be
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detected by AE, mostly before it was visible at the
surface. The essential AE parameters were the
location, the AE intensity represented by the number
of events or counts, the peak amplitude, and the load
at which the signals were detected within the load
cycle. The incipient crack was characterized by

- an increased location density in the crack
area, strongly concentrated in part,

- a distinct step in the plot showing AE
intensity vs. cycle number or time (Fig. 2),

- a shift in the ampl1 tude distr ibution to
higher ampl1tudes (Fig. 3) and,

- the high and concentrated AE activity around
the middle of the load range (Fig. 4).

The <ilsolute magnitude of the individual AE
parameters fluctuated rather strongly from one
specimen to the other, even though though the
experimental cond itions were identical. This is true
of the total number of events, but al so for a

~~:~;~~~~~~nur~:~l~i~~: Am ~r;~eAamt~i~~~~ned as the
peak amplitude that at least ten e~ents have reached
or exceeded. Also, the type of amplitUde distribution
was not typical of the size or growth of a crack. It
changed strongly during continuous crack growth (Fig.
3b-d).

Table 1

Stress and AE Parameters of Some Experiments
(0 = upper stress, R = ratio of lower and upper
stresses, LSP = total cycle numbers at fracture
stresses, E = total number of located events, Amax= statistical upper limit of amplitude dis-
tribution

SpeCimen 0 R LSP E A
No.

max

(kPa] (10
3

] (dB]

2 0.42 +0.02 154 2 50

3 0.34 +0.024 126 1.6 60

4 0.32 -0.26 62 14 91

5 0.32 -0.26 51 4 87

(, 0.28 -0.41 127 77 77

7 0.28 -0.41 173 65 69

8 0.28 -0.41 89 6 55

9 0.28 -0.41 55 3 53

10 0.28 -0.41 88 30 63

11 0.28-0.33 -0.45 126 2

12 0.28-0.30 -0.41 68 3 55
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In spite of these fluctuations, a definite
identification of the cracks was possible with the aid
of the above qualitative criteria. The reason for
this can be mainly seen in the combination of the four
criteria, which led to a redundancy. A crack could be
merely identified by the increased location density or
by a distinct step in the histogram of total events
vs. time, combined with a shift of the amplitUde
distribution to higher values (> 30 dB, Where 0 dB
corresponds to 1 )1 V of the transducer output).

3.2 Load-Time Histograms of AE for
Permanent Seawater Conditions

For crack detection, it was sufficient to
analyze the load distribution of the signals as a
function of cycle or time. Figure 5 shows two parts
of such a load-time histogram at the beginning and end
of an experiment. Each AE event is represented in the
figure by a dot indicating at wat load and time the
signal was detected. Without a crack (Fig. 5a) only
few signals (aoout 0.01 events/cycle) were observed.
These were statistically distributed over load. In
the case of a crack, strong concentrations were found
in the midd Ie range of the load (Fig. 5b). Thi s
behavior was typical of a crack.

The load-time histograms were found to be
valuable for studying the source mechanism of AE: in
the major part of the experiment, only a few events
were observed near maximum load. This did not change
when the crack was initiated and started to grow. A
small increase of AE activity at high loads was only
observed in the last part of the test (over 95~ of the
total life time), When the orack had propagated at
least 5 IIlIII ~ross the full thickness of the specimen.
It was concluded that friction must be the main source
mechanism of AE, because the strong AE activity
connected with a visible crack (Fig. 2) was only
present in the middle range of load. The "friction
signal sOl had al so higher ampH tudes than those few
signals at maximum load. The latter signals were
detected near fracture and seemed to originate from
crack growth. This could be demonstrated from 1000
time histograms with or without filtering the signals
of higher anpl1tudes (Fig. 6a,b).

The most in teresting find ing was that the
signals were detected almost at the same load levels
over many cycles (mostly during crack opening). This
resulted in a heavy line or lines, which we shall call
"crack streets", in the load-time histogram (Fig.
5,6). After long time periods, a continuous change of
the load level was often observed, which correlated
with visible crack growth. During crack initiation
(depth < thic kness of the spec imen), the load level
dropped. In this part, the highest amplitudes up to
90 dB were observed.

A continuous "crack street" was not observed in
all cases. Sometimes it was interrupted by a period
of negligible AE activity, Which led to several steps
in the plotting of the sum of events as a function of
time or cycle number. Sometimes a crack street
disappeared completely and was replaced by another one
at a different load level (Fig. 6).

3.3 Experiments at Mixed Corrosion
Conditions

The results concerning the load-time histogram
and the total number of event changed When the
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corrosion cond i tion of the spec imen was
unintentionally mod iried. For prolonged intervals
(over 10 hours), the test was interrupted, the
seawater removed and the specimen exposed to air.
SUbsequently, the water was refilled and the test
continued. These modified corrosion conditions are
someW'lat similar to the tide zone of offshore
platforms at which the environment is alterr.ately air
or water. Compared to permanent corrosion cond i tions
of seawater, no change in the low 1£ activity was
observed before the crack was initiated. In the later
stage of experiment with an existing crack the
following changes were observed:

- a marked increase in the total number of
events

- a more or less continuous expansion of AE
activity over the middle range of the load
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cycle.

The effec t upon the AE in tensi ty becomes ev ident
in Fig. 7, in which the process of lowering the
seawater level is marked by arrows and numbers. It
should be noted that the time scf~e is reset by the
measuring system to zero after 2 = 32768 sec. As
long as no incipient crack existed, independently of
the lowering of the water level, an evenly limited
rise in the total event count was recorded. However.
following the 5th interruption of the experiment over
night, an abrupt rise in the AE intensity was 4
observed. Considerably later, Le •• after 4 x 10
load cycles, an incipient crack was actually visible.
As could be later seen at the fracture surface, an
incipient crack had apparently occurred first at the
edge of the specimen. which initially was overlooked.

figure 8 shows that. at the phase following a
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load interruption and exposure to air, numerous
additional signals were instantaneously obtained in a
major load range. Several events were emitted per
load cycle, most of which occurred during increasing
load. Host of the signals had allplitudes lower than
50 dB (compare Figs. 9a and b where corresponding At
event-load distributions are shown. Points in Fig. 9a
indicate all located events above 25 dB, whereas those
in Fig. 9b show only the strong events above 50 dB).
Under constant corrosion cond itions, the pattern
gradually changed again. Initially. AE events were
evenly distributed over the load range. This was
followed by a phase. in which the number of load
levels at which At events were detected was reduced
until less and less "crack streets" were left (Fig.
8).

3.4 Evaluation of the Fracture Surface

Several macroscopic steps were obserVed in the
Cracture surface. It was concluded that they are a
consequence of the process of simultaneous crack
initiation in several areas of slightly different
position. for instance along the transition of the
weld. The lead ing part of the steps decreased in the
direction of crack growth and finally disappeared
leading to a rather smcoth surface of the remaining
crack area. Along the steps (height up to 3 mrn,

length 2-8 mm) distinct traces of friction processes
could be observed (Fig. 10). Fatigue striations were
observed in the steps only in a few cases; they were
mostly ground off.

4. Discussion

4.1 Constant Corrosion Conditions

The overall results led to the following
interpretation of AE: Signals of higher allplitudes (>
35 dB), which are important for practical
applications. are emitted from macroscopic steps in
the crack area. lXIring crack opening, at first the
crack sticks within the step. and is suddenly released
(stic k-slip effec t). It means that el astic energy is
stored and suddenly released if a critical lecal
stress level is reached. The ccrrespond ing ov er all
load and crack opening depend on the geometry and
posi tion of the step and the geometry of the crack.
As long as these parameters are almost constant, AE is
almost reversible during each cycle. According to
this load a level of AE correlates to a certain step
in the crack area.

Over longer periods of time, the geometric
cond itions of friction are changed according to
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ma:roscopic crack growth. The maximum crack opening
continuously increases and the load, which is
necessary to reach a certain crack opening value,
decreases. This explains the observed decrease of the
load level of the "crack streets." A direct
correlation between the crack size and the load level
cf AE c an be ex pected • Figure 11 shows some resul ts.
The relative value

X - l.ee = l. _ L x 100
u e

(X = the load level, l.u and Le = upper and lower
loads) is plotted against the visual crack depth t a,nd
length 1. There is a monotonous correlation; 1n one
case (No. 10 sample) even a linear correlation was
found.

The differences depend on the position and
number of the sources in relation to the geometry and
existing area of the crack. A direct correlation of
the various "crack streets" of AE with steps in the
crack area which were seen after fracture was not
possible because a detailed history of crack growth
could not be reconstructed.
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Fig. 10 Fracture surface with macroscopic steps.

100.....-------------------, identification of crack signals.

The load levels, at which signals were detected
were systematically analyzed as a function of time.
It was shown that the oraok signals are mainly emitted
in the middle load range and f'riction is the main
souroe mechanism of AE in the present oase. So-called
"oraok streets," Le., ooncentrations of AE aotivity,
at specific load levels were typical in load time
histograms, whioh indicate a reversible friction
process at certain load levels.

Crack growth was recognized from the continuous
ohange of the load levels for long time periods. It
was oonoluded that the signal s of higher anpli tUde,
which are important for practical application,
originate f'rom macrosoopio steps in the area of orack
ini tiation. Investigations of the fracture surfaoe
confirmed that there are strong traoes of grinding at
these steps.
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J. Eisenblatter, S. Erlenkamper, P. Jax and E. Votava
(1980), "The Influenoe of Wave Propagation on the
Accuracy of Locating Acoustic Emission Sources in
Thin-Walled and Thic k-Walled Struoture,n

Third Int. Conr. on NDE in the Nuolear Industry,
February, Salt Lake City, Utah.

5. Conclusion

The results show that AE is a promising method
for detecting cracks at an early stage. Four oriteria
of AE were found which allow a redundant
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EFFECT OF OVERAGING ON ACOUSTIC EMISSION
BEHAVIOUR OF 7075-T651 ALUMINUM DURING
CRACK GROWTH

S.L. MeBride and J.W. Maelaehla.n

Abstract

Fatigue cracks were grown in a series of
samples of commercial grade 7075-T651 Al that were
overaged to different yield stresses. An exponential
relationship is found between the number of acoustic
emission signals due to inclusion fracture and the
yield stress in the overaged samples when only the
events occurring at the cyclic load maximum in the
constant amplitude fatigue test are included as inclu
sion fracture events. The exponent is found to vary
linearly with amplitude, the exponential variation
being more rapid for the higher amplitude emissions.
These observations suggest that the decrease in inclu
sion fracture probability with decrease in yield
stress results from ductile failure of the matrix and
the enhanced likelihood of decohesion of the inclu
sions due to the effect of overaging on the inclusion
matrix interface.

1. Introduction

Commercial high-strength aluminum alloys nor
mally contain brittle constituent particles or inclu
sions which result from the presence of alloying and
impurity elements. These particles are observed to
fracture ahead of a propagating crack (Broek, 1974)
and the growth of voids at these cracked particles has
been proposed as a mechanism of crack extension (Hahn
and Rosenfield, 1975). Also, incipient cracks at
inclusions ahead of the crack tip reduce the energy
required to propagate a crack, thus reducing the frac
ture toughness of the material (Sanders and Staley,
1979). Our previous work (McBride et al, 1961)
suggests that acoustic emission is a valuable tool for
the quantitative investigation of inclusion fracture.
In the present work, we continue our investigation into
the monitoring of crack growth by studying inclusion
fracture in overaged 7075-T651 Al alloy. This material
contains inclusions in the size range 1 to 10 ~m

that are known to fracture during crack growth.

The fracture of an inclusion in a plastically
deformable matrix occurs when a stress equal to the
fracture stress of the inclusion is applied to the
inclusion by the matrix. The actual value of the
fracture stress for a particular inclusion will depend
on the size of microcracks or flaws within the inclu
sion (Evans, 1979). Theoretical estimates of the
stress within inclusions and at the inclusion-matrix
interface have been made by several authors (Goodier,
1933; Eshelby, 1957; Shibata and Ono, 1978). These
stresses depend on the size and shape of the inclu
sion, on the mechanical and thermal properties of both

Received 8 February 1983. The authors are affiliated
with Ho yal Hilitary College of Canada, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7L an.
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the inclusion and the matrix and on the nature of the
externally applied stress. The detailed calculation
of stresses in a particular case can become qUite
complex. Shibata and Ono (1978) have calculated three
contributions to the internal stress for the partic
ular case of an oblate, spheroidal inclusion subjected
to a uniaXial load. These are the~~ due
to cooling of the material from a high temperature
when the thermal expansion coefficients of the inclu
sion and matriX differ, the inhomogeneity~ due
to different elastic constants of the inclusion and
matrix and the plasticity~ due to plastic defor
mation of the matriX around an elastic inclusion when
an external load is applied. A reasonable estimate of
the maXimum net stress at an inclusion (due to these
and other contributions) would be that it lies between
the yield stress and ultimate tensile stress of the
matrix. The actual maximum net stress at the inclu
sion is limited by plastic flow but matrix cracking or
decohesion of the inclusion can result if the stress
at the inclusion becomes ouch greater than the yield
stress without causing inclusion fracture. For the
particular case of 7075 Al, Heiple and Carpenter
(1982) have observed that matrix stresses can be large
enough to cause inclusion fracture during tensile
tests when the matriX yield stress is as low as 400 UPa.

In this paper, we will use acoustic emission
to investigate the effect of overaging of 7075-T651 Al
on the fracture of inclusions during crack propaga
tion. Overaging is accomplished by holding the pre
cipitation-strengthened 7075-T651 Al at temperatures
above 393 K (1200C). Yield and tensile stresses dec
rease with increasing overaging time and increasing
temperature due to the growth of the Guinier-Preston
(G.P.) zones and n' platelets (Mgzn

2
particles with

hexagonal structure partially coherent with the
matriX). At temperatures above 433 K (160°C), the
G.P. zones and n' platelets dissolve and n phase
(Mgzn2 , hexagonal and completely incoherent with the
matriX) develops. Both n' and n phase can develop
adjacent to grain boundaries and inclusions (Speidel
and Hyatt, 1972; Sanders and Staley, 1979). Overaging
of 7075-T651 Al could, therefore, affect the relative
probabilities of fracturing and decohering inclusions
in two ways. Firstly, averaging reduces the yield
stress and, hence, the stress required to produce
ductile fracture of the matrix as well as the maximum
net stress which can be applied to the inclusions.
Secondly, changes in the microstructure at the inclU
sion-matrix interface increase the probability of
decohesion of the inclusions. A possible reason for
this enhanced decohesion is that progressive overaging
weakens the inclusion-matrix boundary and, hence,
increases the likelihood of decohesion, rather than
fracture of the inclusion, when a stress is applied.
During crack growth, this could cause the crack to
advance around the inclusion by climbing along the
interface rather than progressing by inclusion fracture.

0130-o0S0/83/02039-oQSS02.00
Coptrllllt ©1983 Acoustic [mldalon Group



Fig. l(a) The single edged notch (S.E.t1.) specimens
cut from a plate of Reynolds 7075-T651
aluminum with the tensile axis perpen
dicular to the rolling direction. Also
shown are the eddy-current, ultrasonic and
acoustic emission sensor locations.

/--4mm

I"i===' '

2. Experimental

The Specimens

The single edge notch (S.E.I/.) specimens
shown in Fig. l(a) were cut from a plate of Reynolds
7075-T651 Al with the tensile axis perpendicular
to the rolling direction. The 0.3 me wide stress
raising slot was produced in each sample using a low
speed, metallurgical saw. The specimens were overaged
for two hours in the temperature range ~93-503 K (220
230°C) to produce a series of specirnens having similar
inclusion size distributions but different bulk yield
stresses throughout the range 535 to 340 HPa. The
yield stress and Vicker's Hardness Number were deter
mined for tensile specimens that were heat treated
along with each S.E.N. specimen. These mechanical
properties are listed in Table 1 for each of the
specimens studied.

Previous work (Graham, 1976; Bianchetti et
aI, 1976) has shown that the fracture of inclusions
during tensile tests is the predominant source of
burst acoustic emissions in 7075-T6 AI. We extended
this observation to the fracture of inclusions during
fatigue crack propagation and also showed Quantitative
agreement between the amplitude distribution of the
acoustic emission signals and the area size distribu
tion of the intermetallic inclusions (McBride at aI,
1981). In the present work, we have studied the
effect of overaging on the acoustic emission behaviour
during crack growth in 7075-T651 AI. We will invoke
the one-to-one correspondence between crack-growth
acoustic emission signals and fractured inclusions
which we have previously established (I1cBride et al,
1981) to show that the decrease in inclusion fracture
probability with decrease in yield stress is exponen
tial. From this we will argue that it is the enhanced
likelihood of ductile fracture of the matrix or
decohesion of the inclusions due to changes in the
microstructural properties of the inclusion-matrix
interface which causes the decrease in probability of
inclusion fracture with overaging.

120mm

250mm

T
65mm

50mm

1DUAL COIL
EDDY CURRENT

PROBE

ULTRASONICS
TRANSDUCER

AE TRAf4SDUCER

0.3mm x 10 mm SLOT

llicroscopic examination of the 7075-T651
Al showed that the inclusions were distributed Within
the specimen as shown in Fig. l(b). The cyclic load is
applied perpendicular to the plane of the micrograph
and the direction of crack propagation is along the
rolling direction as indicated in the diagram. The

Sf{CUtN 'MN YIELD STI?ESS

(MPa) (KSI)

1 (7075-T651> 183 535 77.6

2 164 Li63 67.2

3 O\£AAGED 154 4V ro,s

q 137 3142 Q9,6

Fig. 1(b) Micrograph (x 200) showing the distribution
of inclusions in our 7075-T651 material on
the plane of the crack face. The cyclic
load is applied perpendicular to the plane
of the micrograph and crack growth is in
the rolling direction. The arrow indicates
the direction of crack advance.

Table 1: The mechanical properties of the 7075-1651 Al and
overaged 7075 Al specimens studied.
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Fig. 2 The multiparameter data collection apparatus
(Pollard, 1981).

inclusions were observed throughout the size range 1
to 10 ~rn in diameter and electron reicroprobe analysis
showed that they contained iron and chromium.

Instrumentation

The data collection instrumentation is shown
in Fig. 2. It is based on a Hotorola 6800 micropro
cessor with a cuitiparallleter data collection capa
bility (Pollard, 1981). The acoustic e~1.~.:;ion instl'u"
r:cntation used is a Dunegan-Endevco 3000 system which
includes a sensor (I·jodel 59201), preamplifier Wodel
801 P) and logari timic 8C1plifier (Jiodel 921). The
microprocessor system can collect information on a
number of experimental parameters, including acoustic
emission, and records this information on floppy disk
for later analysis. The peak amplitude and ten
selected samples of each emission signal envelope are
recorded along with the load, the number of load
cycles and the time of occurrence of the acoustic
emission event. The recycling time reqUired by this
apparatus is less than 21 msec. The microprocessor
also automatically triggers a camera every thousand
load cycles to provide a photographic record of the
crack advance. Additional crack length information is
available from eddy current and ultrasonic crack
length monitoring. Due to the pseudo-random nature of
the time of occurrence of acoustic emission signals,
it is essential that the system be triggered by the
occurrence of an acoustic emission event. Also, since
the acoustic emission sensor will detect ultrasonic
pulses, it was necessary that the ultrasonic pulsing
system be active only during the output cycle of the
transient recorder. The data are stored with eight
bit precision on floppy disk with disk transfer per
mitted only in the lower 25% of the applied cyclic
load range.

The data analysis system, which is described
elsewhere (Pollard, 1981), provides high resolution X
Y or frequency distribution plots of the various ana
logue variables recorded. The specific plots used
here include the number of events versus load cycles,
cumulative distributions of the amplitudes of the
signals and frequency distributions of the loads at
which these signals occurred. Of particular impor
tance to this paper is a feature of the apparatus
which permits windowing on up to three of the recorded
variables. This feature is systematically applied to
separate crack growth signals from noise signals
according to well-defined criteria (see Results).
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The Experiment

The specimen was mounted in the Instron 1123
testing machine. Cyclic loads were applied between
constant load limits to produce a crack growth rate of
the order of 0.1 microns per 109d cycle for several om
of crack growth ( t.K < 10 Imm-3/ 2 ). This reqUired
different loads for each overaged specimen ranging
from 6-12% of yield stress for the 7075-T651 Al (535
MPa) specimen and from 10-20% of yield stress for the
340 ~jPa specimen. The cyclic load maXimum was found
to remain constant to within a range of 0.06 kU during
the propagation of each crack. The trigger level for
acoustic emission was chosen to be 50 ~v peak-to-peak
at the preamplifier input. This is 3 dB in amplitude
above the electronic noise of the system.

Each specimen was taken from crack initiation
to failure by propagating a crack under the specified
loading conditions. The resulting data was analyzed
in the form of X-Y and distribution plots involving
signal amplitude, applied load and number of load
cycles (or crack length). A systematic analysis was
carried out on the data to separate acoustic emissions
due to crack growth from signals due to extraneous
noise sources such as crack face rubbing and fretting.
Scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the
fracture faces.

3. Results

Preliminary examination of the fracture faces
and the acoustic emission data for crack lengths up to
5 rom (t.K < 10 MNm-3/ 2) revealed the following facts
about the specimens.

In the 7075-T651 Al sample:

(a) The fracture face showed little ductility
and contained a large number of fractured inclu
sions in the size range 1-10)l m in diameter (see
Fig. 3(a».

(b) The number of acoustic emission events was
found to increase progressively with number of
load cycles and approximately linearly with crack
length.

(c) The acoustic emission amplitude distribution
showed a progressive decrease in number with
increase in amplitude in general agreement with
previous observations (IlcBride et aI, 1981).

(d) Most of the recorded acoustic emission sig
nals oocurred within 10% of cyclic load maximum.

In the overaged samples:

(a) The fracture faces showed increasing ductility
and frequent decohesion of 1-10 )lm diameter
inclusions as the yield stress was reduced (see
Fig. 3{b)).

(b) The variation in number of events with load
cycles and with crack length was observed to be
similar to that for 7075-T651 AI, apart from
isolated noisy regions which often had very large
numbers of events compared to the progressive
variation. These noisy regions at particular
crack lengths were attributable to specific crack
face features, such as ridges, which rubbed as
the crack opened and closed under cyclic loading.



Scanning electron micrograph showinB a
fractured inclusion in the 7075-T651
specimen (ays =535 MPa). The arrow indic
ates the di~ection of crack advance.

Fig. 3(b) Scanning electron micrograph showing de
cohesion of inclusions on the fracture face
of an overaged specimen (a 5= 342 MPa).
Note the increased ductili{Y of the failure
of this material compared to that of 7075
T651 Al (Fig. 3(a». The arrow indicates
the direction of crack advance.

(c) The majority of acoustic emission signals
occurred at loads well below the load maxima, the
amplitude distributions showed no logical trend
with change in yield stress and varied for dif
ferent increments of crack growth on the same
sample.

(d) In the vicinity of maximum load, the shape
of the load distributions (number of acoustic
emission events versus load) were similar to that
observed for 1015-T651 aluminum but the actual
number of events of amplitude greater than
threshold decreased with decreasing yield stress.

The erratic acoustic emission behaviour of
the overaged specimens had been observed previously
in an annealed 7015-0 Al sample and was attributed to
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surface roughness and voids in the material (McBride
et al,1981). Here we identify the signals occurring
well below maximum load as crack face rubbing and
fretting noises. Such noises appear at irregular
intervals and for irregular periods of time. It is
clear that noise signals due to crack face rubbing
must be removed from the data set before any attempt
is made to establish valid, Quantitative relationships
between material properties and acoustic emission
information.

The data collected includes acoustic emis
sions due to both crack growth and noise sources such
as crack face rUbbing. These signals are difficult to
distinguish on the basis of signal rise time or pulse
length due to the common location of both crack growth
and rubbing noise sources at the crack tip and the
common acoustic path from source to transducer. In an
effort to separate crack growth and noise signals
using parameters other than signal shape, we con
structed a group of criteria that should be satisfied
by signals which result from crack growth.

I. The total number of crack growth emissions should
increase uniformly with crack length in each sample
studied.

II. The load distributions of acoustic emissions
due to crack growth should be similar for all
specimens, increments of crack length and acoustic
emission amplitude ranges.

III. Due to the cyclic load history of the con
stant amplitude fatigue tests used here, the
most probable load for inclusion fracture is
the cyclic load maximum.

Criteria II and III focus attention on the load dis
tribution of acoustic emission events near the cyclic
load maximum. Criterion I is an independent test of
the validity of data subjected to Criteria II and III.

Figure ~ shows the load distributions for the
four specimens, each having a different yield stress.
Based on these data, we identified the preponderance
of signals at the cyclic load maXimum to be the only
feature common to all specimens and crack increments
and, hence, characteristic of inclusion fracture due
to crack advance. In practise, this involved data
occurring within the three topmost occupied levels of
the digitized load signal. Three load levels (a range
of 0.06 kN) were included to take into account the
small variations in cyclic load maXimum, which occurred
during the crack growth experiments. When a less
stringent load windowing was applied, irregularities
in the events versus crack length behaviour were evi
dent. These irregularities were too large to be
accounted for by inhomogeneities in the spatial dis
tribution of inolusions in the sample.

Figure 5 shows the total number of signals
versus crack length for emissions occurring at the
cyclic load maXimum. Hote that the number of signals
varies approximately linearly with crack length for
all samples, thus satisfying Criterion I. The cumu
lative acoustic emission amplitude distributions are
shown in Fig. 6 for the same signals at maximum load.
Note that the data in Figs. 5 and 6 exhibit a progres
sive decrease in acoustic emission activity as the
bulk yield stress is lowered. The general trend of
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Fig. 5 Cumulative number of events oocurring at max
imum load as a function of crack length for
each specimen. Note tho decreasing ability to
deteot crack initiation as the yield stress is
lowered.
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lowest yield stress. This behaviour was expected from
our past work in 7075-0 Al (McBride et aI, 1981). in
which it was observed that no acoustic emission was
detected during crack propagation in this annealed
material (yield stress = 103 MPa). This is in con
trast with the 7075-T651 Al specimen studied here, for
which acoustic emission activity was detected prior to
external photographic, ultrasonic or eddy current

10 1---!7_--IL....-_..L----l._..u...~_L..:...__..L..__....J

-50 -40 -~

AMPLITUDE (dBrel 1o 10mV)

Fig. 6 The cumUlative amplitude distributions of
signals ocourring at maximum load for each of
the samples studied.

Fig. 4 The load frequency distribution for each of
the samples studied. Hote the vide variation
in the acoustic emission behaviour of the
various specimens, except at the cyclic load
maximum.

The graph of number of events versus crack
length (Fig. 5) exhibits a linear relationship between
the number of events and the craok length for crack
lengths up to about 5 mm. For longer cracks the
specimens have a higher crack growth rate, the sample
is totally in plane stress and the number of events
per unit crack length decreases. In addition, it is
noted that as the yield stress decreases, the number
of orack-related events per unit crack length
deoreases and acoustic emission becomes less reliable
at detecting crack initiation. Indeed, for a yield
stress of 342 MPa, the crack grew to almost 1 mm
before detection by acoustic emission in the amplitude
range studied here, suggesting a greatly deoreased
probability of inclusion fracture in the sample of

this result is consistent with our previous work on
7075-T6 Al and 7075-0 Al (HoBride et aI, 1981)
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detection of crack presence (see Fig. 5).

YIELD STRESS (MPa)

Fig. 7 A plot of the number of acoustic emission
events versus yield stress for several acous
tic emission· amplitudes.

(3)C{V) =60 V + 0.005

Our results demonstrate that l as the matrix
yield stress of 7015-T651 Al is reduced by overaging,
the number of acoustic emission signals detected
during slow, stable fatigue crack growth decreases
exponentially. This implies that the nueber of
inclusions which fracture during crack growth dec
reases exponentially with decreasine yield stress. In
fact, for a 33~ reduction in yield stress, the number
of events detected at the highest amplitude decreased
by a factor of about 10 (see Fig. 1).

The dependency of C(V) on acoustic emission
amplitude implies that the probability of inclusion
fracture decreases with yield stress more rapidly for
large particles (i.e. high amplitude acoustic emiS
sions) than for small particles (low amplitude acous
tic emissions). The function C(V) is plotted as a
function of acoustic emission amplitude and is shown
in Fig. 8. The equation of a fit to the data points
is:

Only the high amplitude data point (-35 dB relative to
10 nV) does not follow this trend.

in Fig. 1 and has units of inverse stress (see
Fig. 8).

Il. Discussion

N(A) = N (A) exp [-C(A)(o - 0») (2)
a a ys

where the variables are as stated above but are now in
terms of the fractured areas of inclusions rather than
in terms of acoustic emission amplitudes.

If the result of our previous work (McBride et aI,
1981) is used, an acoustic emission event with peak
amplitude of 0.16 mV (-36 dB relative to 10 mY) in
1015-T6 Al corresponds to the fracture of an inclusion
of cross-sectional area 10 (~1Il)2 and we can restate
equation (1) in terms of the size of the inclusions as:
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The effect of changing the matrix yield
stress on acoustic emission activity lias deterreined by
plottine the nu~ber of acou~tic emission events of a
~iven amplitude and occurring at the maxiMum cyclic
load (see Criteria) against yield stress. This graph
is shown in Fir,. 7 for five acoustic emission
a~plitudes. Hote that the general behaviour is an
exponential decrease ~,i th decreasine yield stress for
the overaged samples. This behaviour is expressed by
the followin!. relation:

The exponential decrease in the number of
fractured inclusions with decreasing yield stress
could, in principle, result from three distinctly
different mcchanisns:

(a) reduction in the oaximum net stress which can
be applied to the inclusion by the matriX.

N(V) = N (V) exp [-C(V)(o - 0 »)o 0 ys (1)
o.ola •

ClV)-60V·O.005

0.010

7

~
~ 0014

:;-
o

0.10 0.15

ACOUSTIC EMISSION AMPLITUDE (mVl

Fig. 8 The slopes of the straight line fits shmm in
FiC. 1 plotted as a function of acoustic emis
sion signal amplitude.

where n(V) 1s the number of acoustic emission :lignals or
ar.:plitude, V,

N (V) is the number of signals of amplitude, V,
i~ the 7075-T651 Al speei~en and is defined
by the inclusion size distribution, and

0Y5 is the bulk yield stress,

o is a constant with dimensions of stress
\I~ich we identify here to be 490 1·IPa for our
overaced samples,

C(V) is the slope of the linear fits shown
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(b) enhanced likelihood of ductile failure of the
matrix at the crack tip.

(c) increase in the probability of decohcsion of
inclusions due to ~trix Dicrostructural changes
at the inclusion-catrix interface.

The reduction in the net stress on an inclu
sion includes changes in the contributions from the
misfit stress, the inhomogeneity stress and the plas
ticity stress (Shibata and Ono, 1978). \10 would
expect that the compressive misfit stress would
decrease with prosressive overagine duc to a decrease
in the yield stress of the matrix. This would enhance
the probability of inclusion fracture due to the
reduction in the compressive stress around the inclu
sions. Also, since the clastic moduli of the inclu
sions and ~atrix are unchanged during overaging, the
inhomOGeneity stress would be unchanged. Therefore,
the only factor which could cause a decrease in stress
at the inclusion ~nd, hence, a reduction in inclusion
fracture probability is the conplex plasticity stress.
Heiple and Carpenter (l9!l2) have recently shown that
the acoustic emission activity due to inclusion frac
ture in 7075 Al is independent of yield stress during
tensile tests for material with a yield stress as low
as 400 IIPa. Therefore, the r.Jaxirr.um net stress which
can be applied to an inclusion should be sufficient
for inclusion fracture throughout cost of our range of
yield stresses. This suggests that our observed dec
rease in inclusion fracture probability is due to
progressive decohesion of the inclusions and ductile
failure of the matrix with decrease in matrix yield
stress as evidenced by our SEf'! observations (see
Fig. 3(b».

We believe that this work demonstrates the
efficacy of acoustic emission as a technique for
investigating inclusion fracture in aluminum alloys,
provided only fracture-related events are included in
the analysis. In the case studied here (crack growth
during constant amplitude cyclic loading), it was
found that only events occurring at the cyclic load
maximum should be considered to be related to inclu
sion fracture. All other events are regarded as
noise. This distinction is only possible in constant
acplitude cyclic loading and could not be easily
applied to tensile tests or to fatigue tests with
varied amplitude loading. In both such cases, the
separation of events related to inclusion fracture
froe internally generated rubbing noises would be much
more involved, if not impossible.

Once noise signals have been rer.Joved from the
data set, acoustic emission has several advantages for
studying inclusion fracture. The electronic recording
of signal amplitude and time of occurrence provides a
detailed temporal sequence of the size and order of
fracture events. The accllCulation of large data sets
is readily accomplished and analysis of the acoustic
emission signal parameters can, in principle, provide
information about the dynamics of the inclusion frac
ture process occurring in times of the order of micro
seconds. Such data can greatly supplement the infor
mation obtained from microscopic examination of the
material.
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AE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION BY FREQUENCY SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS FOR AN AIRCRAFT MONITORING APPLICATION

L.J. Graham aDd R.K. Eisley

Abst.ract.

Comput.er pat.t.ern recognition has been used to
identify and separat.e acoustic emission (AE) signals
t.hat are similar in appearance but. are due to
different sources. Simulated joint specimens were
t.ested in t.he laborat.ory in which a fatigue crack was
grown from the edge of a central loading pin hole.
The hardened st.eel loading pin produced fretting AE by
its contact wit.h the 7075 T651 aluminum plate
specimens and the fatigue crack produced AE due to
crack growth and to crack face rubbing during load
cycling. The AE signals det.ected at two t.ransducers
mounted on opposite sides of the loading pin hole, at
51 and 102 OlD (2" and 4") from the fatigue crack, were
digitally recorded at a 5 MHz digitization rate. The
waveform feat.ures that. were extracted from these AE
signals and used in the pattern recognition were
derived from the frequency spectral cont.ent of the
waveforms. Better than 90' separation of crack growth
from crack face rubbing was achieved using frequency
features of the waveforms from either transducer
separately. Better than 95J separation of fretting
from crack growth or crack face rubbing, separat.ely or
combined, was achieved using t.he ratios of the
spectral energies detect.ed at. the t.wo t.ransducers.

1. Introd uction

This paper is int.ended to complement a stUdy by
Hutt.on and Lemon (1982) at the Batt.elle Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL). We describe the acoustic
emission (AE) signal characterization work performed
at the Rockwell Internat.ional Science Cent.er under a
DARPA/NADC/PNL research program. The objective of
t.his program is to develop a method for unambiguously
detecting the presence of a fat.igue crack at. a
fast.ener hole in an aircraft structure by means of
in-flight AE monitoring. This task is complicated by
the possibility of other AE sources being active in
the Vicinity of the fastener hole. In particular, AE
signals due to fretting of the fastener in the hole,
which cannot be rejected by conventional AE zone
isolation techniques.

The AE signals generated by fretting and by
crack related sources (crack growth and crack face
rubbing) have many common charact.eristics. Each has a
fast. rise time, a short duration and a broadband
frequency cont.ent.. The problem is to explore beyond
t.he superficial similarit.ies 1n t.he det.ected signals
t.o find distinctive waveform feat.ures for the
different. sources t.hat depend either on the details of
the micromechanical source mechanisms or the slight

Received 22 April 1983. The aut.hors are affiliated
with Rockwell Internat.ional Science Cent.er, 10Q9
Camino Dos Rios, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360.
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differences in the wave propagation paths between the
sources and the detection transducers.

Computer pattern recognit.ion was used to
separate the AE signals by their sources using
selected waveform features in the analyses. The
selection of these features was largely empirical.
However, we considered initially several aspects of
t.he tests conditions (Elsley and Graham, to be
published) along wit.h past experience in AE signal
characterizat.ion (Graham and Alers, 1975; Elsley and
Graham, 1976) before select.ed sUbset.s of the possible
feat.ures were defined. The two feat.ure set.s that were
suggested by these init.ial st.udies were the energies
in each of seven frequency bands, as det.ected by a
single transducer, and the ratios of the energies in
t.he same seven frequency bands as detected by two
transducers located in asymmetrical positions on the
t.est specimens.

2. Experimental Method

Specimen fabrication, testing, and data
collection were done at PNL. The AE waveforms,
detected at two transducer positions on the specimens
were digitized at a 5 MHz rate and recorded on
magnetic tape. Header information accompanied each
pair of digitiZed waveforms on the t.ape describing the
test conditions inclUding sequential AE event number,
fatigue cycle number, posit.ion in the load cycle at
which the event occurred and instrumentation settings.
Copies of these t.apes along w1th other documentation
of the experiments were used in our signal analysis.

The analyses t.hat. will be reported here are for
two simulated joint specimens test.ed late in the
program. These specimens, illustrated in Fig. 1, were
mll1e of 7075 T651 aluminum. A crack was grown in only
one of the two 3.81 mm (0.150") thick outer plates
from a starter notch in the central 19.1 DID (0.750")
diameter loading pin hole. The inner and outer plat.es
were separated by 0.25 DID (0.010") thick teflon shims
1n the 152 DID (6") overlap region.

3. Specimen Test Description

In order to evaluate the results of t.he AE
source identification procedure, the specimen test
must be designed to provide an .! priori knowledge of
the source of AE event. The way in which this was
done can best be illustrated by a description of that
test procedure.

3.1 Specimen Bl1 Test ReSUlts

The Bl1 specimen was tested in such a way as to
produce AE due to three mechanisms: loading pin
fretting, crack growth and crack face rubbing. The

0130-0050/83/020~1-o55$02.00
Copyrleht@1983 Acoustic £=l,,"lon Group



TRANSDUCER #1

three mechanisms occurred separately and/or together
at various times during the test. Figure 2 summarizes
the test by showing the sequential event number of
each detected AE plotted against the position in the
fatigue load cycle at which it occurred. Load cycle
position (LCP) 25 was at the maximum load (27.45 kN)
and position 75 was at the minimum load (3.11 kH).
LCPt s of 0, 50 and 100 corresponded to the mean load.

The second set of features were generated by
taking the ratio of the total spectral energy for each
event as detected at the two transducers (RE(TOT) in
Tables 1 and 2) and the ratios of the energy at the
two transducers in each of the six previously defined
frequency bands (RE(x)' where x is the center
frequency 1n MHz).

3.2 Specimen 816 Test Results

Computer pattern recognition was done, as
mentioned previously, using two different sets of
waveform features. The first set consisted of the
total spectral energy in the first 200 IJs of the
waveform and the fractional energy in each of six 0.25
MHz wide frequency band s from 0-1.5 MHz. Analyses
were performed on the waveforms detected at each of
the two transducers separately.

4. Data Analysis Results

These relationships between the source mechanism
and the position in the load cycle at which the AE
events occurred provided a preliminary assignment of a
source for each of the clusters of AE events.
SUbsequent analyses tended to confirm these
id ent1fications.

After the events in classes 8-11 were recorded,
the steel loading pin was removed, cleaned and greased
before cycling was continued. No more events occurred
in the LCP range of 35-70 after this. further
supporting the identification of events in this range
as due to fretting.

This specimen was tested in much the same way as
817 but produced some differences in the experimental
reSUlts. The LCP vs. sequential event number plot.
Fig. 3. shows that pin fretting occurred in two well
separated LCP ranges before the crack starter notch
was introduced. Also, the fretting that occurred
during crack growth, starting with SUbclasses 8 and 9,
did not occur 1n either of these ranges exactly.
finally, the AE events in subclasses 17 and 18
occurred after cleaning and greasing the loading pin
which eliminated fretting in the Bl1 test.

After the events in classes 12-111 were recorded,
the minimum load during cycling was increased to 9.39
kN after which no more events were detected in the LCP
range of 70-100. This observation indicates that the
events occurring in this load range are due to crack
face interference effects that can be stopped by not
allowing the crack faces to come together at the
minimum load point.

After the AE events in classes 1 and 2 were
recorded, a crack starter notch was mme and the
specimen fatigue cycled until a small fatigue crack
was visible. The AE events in the remaining classes
were sampled during the rest of the test in discrete
groups defined by the vertical class boundaries in
fig. 2. The events that occurred in the LCP range of
15-35 (near maximum load) persisted throughout the
test and are attributed to crack growth.
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Specimen configuration showing the
transducer mounting locations.

For purposes of analysis. the AE events were
separated into 18 clusters (or classes), as shown in
Fig. 2. by the load cycle position and time at which
they occurred. Classes 1 and 2 were generated before
a fatigue crack starter notch was machined into the
edge of the loading pin hole. These AE are presumably
caused by fretting of the unlubricated steel loading
pin against the aluminum specimen as are the events in
classes 11.6 and 9 which occurred in the same range of
LCP later in the test. The center of this range.
about LCP 50, is on the decreasing part of the load
cycle when the rate of change of the load is maximum.

Fig. 1
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Table 1

Means and Stand ard Dev iations of Energy Rat.io Features for Classes of B17 Event.s

---. ------..---._-- -----_,-.--_0
Typ" SubtldH CldSS 110. RE I TOT) n Rlll/8) .. REp/8) .. ~J2L8) .. REp/8) .. RE (I I/.~)

.. RfO 3/8) ..--
Frett 1nq 4,6.9 4 162 1.81 0.3/ l.fill 11.50 1.42 0.2'1 2.7'1 O.M 1.75 0.79 1.17 0.70 1.10 0.40

1.2 I 248 1.30 0.57 1.4'1 0.46 1.05 0.6R I.R4 0.6'1 1.02 0.33 1.02 0.2R 0.69 1.19

Cratk in9 3.5.8 3 284 0.R5 0.73 1.26 0.51 11.77 0.32 1.06 0.43 0.70 0.23 0.98 0.37 O.fil 0.19

17.16.18 0 0___- ---
Rubbinq 1.10.11.13 7 131 0.97 0.38 1.5'1 0.53 0.4'1 0.21 1.51 n.90 1.00 0.47 0.66 0.37 0.61 0.24

14.15.\1 0

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Energy Rat.io Feat.ures for Classes of 816 Events

------
Rr.(I 30.t ..

1.19 n.43

0.S6 0.25

2 .~7 2.14

3.33 1.42

0.1!4 0.24

0.1!2 0.40

0.61 O.IS

0.1!3 0.21

0.49 0.13

0.S6 0.16

0.-41 0.12

O.SO 0.11

0.46 0.08

0.S6 0.08

R£.!.I-..!/ll) a

1.7? n.69

0.71 0.31

1.91 1.28

J.91 LOll

1.51 0.43

0.R1 0.79 0.43

0.01 1.13 0,44

0.2S 0.91! 0.29

11.29 fl.90 0.36

0.14 0.51 O.OS

0.08 0.S9 0.20

0,16 0.56 0.14

0.11 0.50 0.12

0.11 0.11 0.04

.11 1.16 0.A4

.2(, o.~n n.7J

.71 0.35 0.7A

o~(~L_. u. ~~_F.~~L_"_
2.11'1 0.52 1.11 0.31

.~4 O.'ll 0.1·\ 0.li2

'1.3fl l.14 5.S2 2.01

0.5~ 2.04 8.IA 2.21

3.9Q 0.38 I.J5 0.31

.06 0.39 0.86

0.70 0.10 0.71

.01 0.32 O.SI

0.15 0.14 0.S9

0.81 0.16 0.70

.n 0.14 0.91

r---- 0 -------- .. .0--___.._-- ~_._--- -
Iyl'l' Subr.1ass Class 110. Rf (lOT) n ~.r (I Ill) .. Rfpf8) .. REI---

Fretting 8,9.11.13 II 190 ?.!16 0.36 1.77 0.11 \.'111 11.35

1,3,5 I 199 1.01 0.55 0,15 0.18 I1.RR 11.4.1 I

7.4.6 2 96 ".36 11.'1R 1.11 0.29 4.23 0.70

17 2.1 6.52 1.17 7.21 1.19 3.47 0.46 1

III 20 2.7'1 0.2'1 2.110 0.44 2.44 11.32

Crdck In'l 7.10,17.16 7 93 t .115 11.77 1.79 0.73 1.21 0.69 I

21 5 1.15 0.1l 7.21 0.61 0.97 0.25 I

25 S 1.26 0.20 1.12 0.16 1.17 0.21 I

Rubbln9 22 .23.24 ,27 22 ISS 0,96 O.J) 2.111 1.09 O.SS 0.1'1 1

14 4 0.61 0.06 1.39 0.11 0.37 0.05

IS 8 0.89 0.76 1.40 0.46 0.96 0.33 I

19 4 0.62 0.07 1.34 0.39 O.SI O.Ofi

20 4 0.19 0.16 1.12 0.51 0.56 O.IA

26 4 0./9 0.04 1.29 0.12 0.35 0.02 I
0

~. 1 Class Separation by Frequency Features

The first. step in the analysis was to cluster
the events into subclasses defined by t.he discrete
data collect.ion t.ime periods and dist.inguishable LCP
ranges in Which t.he event.s occurred. This resulted in
t.he 18 subclasses of 817 event.s and 27 subclasses of
816 event.s shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The implicit
assumption in t.his classificat.ion is that the event.s
in each of these subclasses are probably due to t.he
same source mechanism. This assumpt.ion is not
necessarily valid for all materials and t.est
conditions but was subsequently found to be mostly
correct for these specimens,

The mean value and standard deViation for each
of the features was then found for each of the
subclasses of events and the standard deviation (a? of
separatLon of the class centers was calculated for
each pair of subclasses based on all seven features,
Inspection of these values and the relationship of
each pair of subclasses in t.erms of their positions in
Figs. 2 and 3 led to the arbitrary definition t.hat.
subclasses separated by 1.3 aor less were really of
t.he same t.ype and they were grouped toget.her as such,
This procedure combined all the subclasses int.o either
t.wo or three larger fret.t.ing classes, one class
containing crack growth AE and one class containing
crack face rubbing event.s wit.h few scattered
subclasses that were left undefined at t.his time.
Further definit.ion depended upon Whet.her the frequency

or energy ratio feature sets were being used in the
analysis.

The 817 class separation was the least
complicat.ed wi t.h all the SUbclasses grouping into four
main classes; t.hese were the frett.ing events t.hat.
occurred before crack initiation (subclasses 1 and 2
in Fig, 2). fretting events that. occurred during crack
growth (subclasses ~, 6 and 9). crack growth events
(subclasses 3, 5, 8, 12, 16, and 18) and all t.he rest.
were crack face rUbbing,

The 816 class separation was more complicated;
two dist.inct classes of fretting occurred before crack
initiation (1, 3 and 5 and 2, ~ and 6 in Fig. 3),
fret.ting that occurred during crack growth (9, 11 and
13), crack growth events (7,10,12 and 16) and crack
face rubbing events (22, 23, 24 and 27). The
remaining subclasses did not exactly fit int.o any of
these five categories. These subclasses were studied
in great detail wit.h an eventual underst.anding of
their sources. This will be discussed more when the
frequency ratio analysis is presented,

Error rat.e plot.s were then generated t.hat show
t.he relat.ive number of classification errors for each
of two classes of events for various posit.ions of a
quadrat.ic decision surface separating the two classes
in the 7-dimensional feat.ure space. Based on t.his
plot, a user can select a best. decision surface for a
particular application by t.aking into account the .!!
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priori probabilities of occurrence of AE of each type
and the costs associated with classification errors.

Some examples of error rate that were generated
for the B17 data will now be presented. Figure ij is
for the fretting events. In these plots, if the locus
of points defining various positions of the decision
surface fall identically along the vertical and
horizontal axes, then the two classes are completely
separate from each other. If the points fall along
the -450 line, the two classes are really identical to
each other. The data in Fig. 4 show that the fretting
classes that occurred before and during crack growth
are different with only about 15$ overlap in the
classes as defined by the frequency features. The
error rate plot generated after separating the
fretting that occurred during oraok growth into two
classes (Late Fretting I and Late Fretting II) shows
that these classes are essentially identical within
the statistical variability of the data.

Figures 5 and 6 show the pairwise error rate
plots for the late fretting, crack growth and crack
face rubbing events for each of the two transducers.
Transducer No.2 is closer to the AE sources (about 51
mm instead of 102 mm) and the elastic waves radiated
from the pin fretting. which are generated on only one
side of the loading pin (see Fig. 1), are in a direct
line-of-sight to this transducer. Separation of
fretting and rubbing events in this case is
considerably better than for the data from Transducer
No. 1 While the other pair-wise separations are not
greatly different.

The events detected at Transducer No.2 were
next separated into three classes using the algorithm
generated by the data from Transducer No.1. This
was done to determine more quantitatively the effect
on class separation of the different frequency content
in the AE at the two transducer positions. The error
rate plots for this case are shown in Fig. 7. It is
seen that these plots are similar to those for the
data from Transducer No.1 alone, suggesting that the
systematio difference between the data from the two
transducers do not seriously deteriorate the
classification results.

Error rate plots generated from the 816 test
data showed about the same classification errors as
for the 817 data if we consider only the fretting that
occurred during crack growth and the primary classes

of crack growth and crack face rubbing defined
previously. The EI1alysis left the sources of some of
the subclasses undefined, however.

4.2 Class Separation by Energy Ratio Features

The method of analysis using these feature sets
was the same as used in EI1alyzing the frequency
features. Grouping the subclasses together as before
reduced the number of 817 subclasses from 18 to 4 as
shown in Table 1 along with the same means and
standard deviations of each of the energy ratio
features. The number of 816 SUbclasses was likewise
reduced from 27 to 14 as shown in Table 2.

Inspection of Table 2 shows that grouping of the
clusters of events using the 1.3 a criterion resulted
in at least three distinct classes of fretting events
for 816. Classes 1 and 2, that occurred before a
crack starter notch was introduced, clearly have
different values from each other and from class 8
fretting that occurred during crack growth. A
reasonable explanation for these three distinct
classes is that the fretting occurred at three
locations around the circumferenoe (or along the
length) of the loading pin resulting in different
degrees of shadowing. An experimental and theoretical
investigation of this effect is a frui tful area for a
future study.

Late in the test of B16 the loading pin was
removed, cleaned and greased. After the test was
resumed, the events 1n classes 17 and 18 occurred.
From the values of the energy ratio features, these
also are clearly fretting events though fretting was
not expected under these experimental conditions. As
can be seen in Table 2, the class 17 events are most
nearly like the class 2 fretting and the class 18
events like the class 8 fretting. These
correspondences would not have been predicted on the
basis of load cycle position information and were not
indicated by the frequency.

All but a few of the crack growth events that
occurred near the end of the test were grouped
together by the 1.3 a criterion. Even these few,
classes 21 and 25, have feature values that are very
similar to those of the larger class 7 events and are
almost certainly identified as due to crack growth by
that comparison.
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Fig. 7 Error rate plots for three classes of evens defined for the 811 test data. The classifier was
trained on the events detected at Transducer No. 1 and tested on the events detected at Transducer No.
2.
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There 1s more variability between the clusters
of crack face rubbing events al though the large
majority were grouped into class 22. As with the
cracking events, the smaller clusters were also
similar to the main class of rubbing events and
clearly do not have the characteristics of the
fretting classes.

As was the case with the frequency features,
analysis of the 817 data produced much simpler
results, as seen in Table 1. The fretting events
separated into two classes, those that occurred before
the crack was started and those that occurred during
crack growth. Comparing the feature values of these
two classes with those of experiment 816 shows that
the class 1 fretting events. which occurred before
crack growth in both tests, are the most nearly alike.
Further, the 817 class 4 and 816 class 8 fretting.
which occurred during crack growth, are most nearly
alike. This correspondence between the two tests
indicates that a significant change in the test
condition is made by the introduction of the crack
starter notch and fatigue crack. This could be due to
a change in the stress distribution around the loading
pin, a change in the fit of the pin in the hole or a
change in the sound propagation path between the
source and the transducer.

The existence of distinct classes of fretting
events has several implications. First, in these test
specimens, the type of fretting AE present could
perhaps be used as an ind icator of the presence of
cracking. We caution that this may be a very simple
dependent effect and that in a more complex geometry
there may be a more complicated fretting behavior.

Second, in analyzing unlabeled data (as in actual
test), one has the choice of whether to perform a
simple analysis in which all fretting events (pre- and
post-crack) are grouped in one class or to perform a
more sophisticated analysis involving two or more
classes of fretting. The data for both 816 and 817
indicate that the latter approach, though more
1nvolved, would produce more accurate results.

As the next step in the analysis. error rate
plots were generated to determine the pairwise
separation of the fretting AE frOID the crack related
AE. For the 816 test, only classes 8, 7. and 22 were
considered as were classes 4. 3. and 7 for the 817
test. Figure 8 shows the pairwise error rate plots
~etween fretting and cracking. fretting and rUbbing
and then fretting against cracking and rubbing
~ombined into one class. For the position of the
decision surface that gives equal classification
errors for each of the two classes in each plot,
~etween 95 and 100S of the events in both B16 and 817
~ere correctly classified.

As might be presullled from the values of the
energy ratio features in Tables 1 and 2, separation of
crack growth and crack face rubbing events was very
poor using these features. However. the stated goal
of this program was to determine the presence of a
~rack by identification of crack related AE in the
presence of AE from non-crack related sources. It is
seen in Fig. 8 that energy ratio features do this very
well. An ultimate goal might be to separate crack
growth and crack face rUbbing as well in order to
monitor actual crack growth during service. It was
seen before that the frequency features provide a good
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Fig. 8 Error rate plots showing the AE class separation capability of the energy ratio features for
tests 816 and 817.
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Fig. 9 Error rate plots showing the AE class separation capability of energy ratio features obtained
by training on B17 test data and testing with B16 test data.

separation between these sources so that selected
features from both feature sets should provide good
overall class separation.

As the final set in this analysis, the feature
values determined from the B17 data were used to
classify the 516 AE events. The error rate plots
generated for this case are shown in Fig. 9. Between
93 and 98$ of the 816 events were correctly classified
using the 817 class definitions. This demonstrates
that the feature set consisting of the spectral energy
ratios is transferable between at least similar test
conditions. These features would be very easy to
detect and implement for AE class identification in a
two transducer zone isolation system. However, by the
nature of the shadowing phenomenon which causes it,
its success would depend upon the geometry and loading
conditions of the application.

5. Conclusions

Three elements determine the characteristics of
the AE waveforms. These are the source mechanism, the
wave propagation path and the transducer and signal
conditioning electronics. In the analysis just
described, the transducer and electronics were the
same for all waveform compar isons. The AE cl ass
separations that were accomplished were therefore due
to either different AE source mechanisms or different
wave propagation paths (or source locations since the
transducer location was fixed).

Although there was a distribution of source
locations for the crack growth and crack face rubbing
events as the crack length increased during the test,
the variation in the path was small and was factored
into the AE class descriptions. Also, the
distribution of locations was largely the same for the
two types of sources. Therefore, the class separation
of these sources by their frequency features must have
been due to differences in their source mechanisms.
Sources of burst emissions from tensile and crack
growth studies have been shown to be mainly the
brittle fracture of second-phase particles (Graham and
Morris, 1975; McK. Cousland and Scala, 1979; McBride
et a!., 1981). Crack face rubbing is probably caused
by shearing displacements at points of misfit between
the two sides of the crack during the cyclic loading.
These two sources would have different source time
functions, orientations and radiation patterns, all of
which could have an effect on the detected AE
waveform.

Less can be said about the reason for the
separation of the fretting AE events from the other
classes because, for these events, there is a
difference in both the source and the propagation
path. Microscopic examination of the surface of the
load ing point hole generally showed two areas of
fretting which occurred on either side of the maximum
tensile loading point (as illustrated in Fig. 1).
Relative displacements between the aluminum specimen
and the steel loading pin at these two points are
shear displacements. This may account for their
greater similarity to the crack face rubbing AE than
to the crack growth AE. However, the different
localized geometry and the different wave propagation
path of the fretting signals, partiCUlarly for
Transducer No.1, which is in the shadow of the
loading pin role, must also contribute to the details
of the detected waveforms. This is evidenCed by the
different classes of fretting events that were
observed, presumably from sources at different
locations around the loading pin role. It is further
evidenced by the success of the energy ratio features,
which explicitly take advantage of the propagation
path differences, in class separation.

It would be desirable, for AE monitoring
applications, to have a set of waveform features that
are relatively independent of the lccal geometry and
wave propagation path between the AE source and the
detection transducer. Indeed, this is now the case
for greatly different sources such as crack related
AE, mechanical impacts, hydraulic noise and electrical
transients. The differences between other sources,
such as fretting and cracking, are mere subtle. The
resul ts of this stud y show that differences do ex ist
but that it may require a consideration of these
differences plus a field calibration to develop a
class separation algorithm that will work for a
partie ular AE monitoring application.
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AUSER'S PERSPECTIVE OF SMALL COMPUTER-BASED
ACOUSTIC EMISSION EQUIPMENT

M.A. Ramstad

Abstract

In an attempt to open a user-based discussion of
small computer-based acoustic emission (AE) system,
the viewpoints of one user are presented with respect
to system design, system characteristics, AE event
characterization, AE display graphics, and post-test
AE processing. AE instrument performance and
reliability are discussed. A proposal for oreation of
a standard taped set of AE events is made for the
purpose of initial charaoterization and lifetime
checking of the AE system. The inadequacy of the
current characterization of a set of AE signals for
fiber composites is disoussed.

It is not the intent of this paper to recommend
any manufacturer 'S equi pment. For this reason,
specific experiences that lead to the author's
opinions will not be cited. Instead, the intent is to
open a pUblic technical forum where the user can
disouss AE equipment and ways it could be made more
valuable and usefuL Indeed, some of the author's
ideas may be described as a "wish list" in that it may
not be economical to produce equipment with such
characteristics. It should be mentioned that the
prejUdices that appear are the result of 11 years of
continuous fUll-time involvement as a user of AE both
with metals and composites.

2. AE System Design

1. Introduction 2.1 General Operational Characteristics

2. Preamplifiers

3. Powering preamplifiers

All the sensors should come with the same
standard connector. The user should be able to
combine a sensor form company X with a
preamplifier from company B without having to
overcome conneotor problems.

It should be possible to use battery powered
preamplifiers without special modifications.
Standards should be adopted for the voltage
(from the main AE unit) to power preamplifiers
as well as standards for the cabling between the
preampli fier and the main AE uni t.

Comments

1. Sensors

Plug-in filters are great, but it should be
easier to open the preamplifier case to change
them. AE signals come in different amplitudes,
and consequently various gains are required for
preamplifiers (to proteot against olipping for
high amplitUde sources). Have more switchable
gain preamplifiers (e.g., a preamplifier with 0,
20, 40 dB; or one with 20, 40, 60 dB).
Preamplifiers should also have the same standard
conneotors.

Function of Topic

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
perspective gained by the author during evaluation
testing of these small computer-based systems and
during use of the eqUipment to monitor tests of a
metal pressure vessel and composite rocket motor
cases. Discussions with colleagues, AE equipment
manufacturers, and others in the field of AE also
provided input to the author's opinions. Three areas
will be discussed. (1) AE system design, (2) AE
performance standards, and (3) characterization of AE
signals for composites.

In the last few years the field of aooustic
emission (AE) has grown very rapidly. Evidence for
this oan be found in the latest cumulative total of
referenoes relating to AE which now stands at 4000
(Drouillard, private communication). This number is
twice that oontained in the most comprehensive
bibliography published in 1979, which lists 1996
references (Drouillard, 1979). Along with the rapid
growth in the use of AE has come growth in the number
of companies that are selling commeroial AE equipment.
Recently, the typical AE equipment sold in the United
States has been a microprocessor or minicomputer-based
system. Typically these units have 2 to 8 channels.
The channels can operate independently or as arrays
for source location. Typical systems characterize
each AE event in terms of several parameters: 1) time
of day of the event, 2) peak amplitude, 3) rise time,
4) event duration, 5) AE counts per event, and 6)
energy per event. All of these parameters are defined
with respect to a particular threshold voltage and
system electronio gain.
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Main' system filtering

Easy change plug-in filters should be available
for each channel independently. The unit as a
whole should be wide-band down to 1 to 3 kHz
for geophysical applications. Each measuring
module should have the same bandpass
oharacteristics so that the same AE event is
being prooessed throughout.
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15. Real-time discrimination

111. Manufacturers quoted event rates

16. Root-mean square voltage (rms)

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Sensor attachment

Sensors need to come with a flxturlng option
that prov ides for easier and Plore repeatable
coupling to a variety of specimens and
structures.

Threshold voltage level

The adjustable threshold should be exactly the
same throughout the At measuring systePl. Then
inconsistencies will not be due to different
measuring modules having different thresholds
due to errors in calibration or mal functions.
The rise time is very sensitive to small changes
in the threshold. Therefore, there should be a
specification on threshold accuracy.

Peak amplitude Pleasurement

At signals are not sYPlmetric, so peak amplitUde
should be the peak value whether it is positive
or negative.

Event arrival time

Since AE signals are not sYPlmetric, the time of
arrival should be for the first threshold
crossing whether it is positive or negative.

Protection of computer from power spikes, etc.

A line cond itioner should come as a part of the
AE system so that a power spike does not "lock
up" the computer during a critical test.

Data storage

Dual storage medium should be available so that
when one disk or tape is filled there is no
interruption in data acquisition.

Event processing rates

Computer- or microprocessor-based AE systems
have speed limitations. The more the system is
asked to do, the slower it completes the task.
Ideally, AE systems should have two approaches.
One for rea1-tiPle processing (considerably
slower max imum event rates) and the other for
post-processing (characterize events and store
the data as fast as possible). A comparison of
total events at the end of the test should tell
how many events were missed by the real-time
part of the system. The system hardware should
..Iso measure how many events were missed by the
data storage part of the system.

Main parameters affecting maximum event storage
rate

a) The number of AE channels used per
microprocessor and per storage med ium.

b) the typical event durations.

c) Whether event parameters are measured in
parallel or in series.

d) The dead time used to define events or valid
data for source location arrays.
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13.

17.

e) The time to store data in the storage medium.

f) Any buffers.

g) The speed of the microprocessor or
controller.

h) Any other task the microprocessor is asked to
do.

i) The number of parameters measured per event.

j) The number of parametric inputs and the
sampling rates for measured parametric signals.

Additional parameters affecting real-time
max imum event rate

a) Number of re al-time discrimination factors.

b) Number of real-time graphic outputs.

c) Frequency of graphics updates.

d) Time to store data displays in real-time
memory.

e) The number of microprocessors.

f) Any other tasks the computer is called on to
do; e.g., calculations of source locations.

To really establish comparable event rates, it
is necessary to standardize the events into the
system (e.g .. use tone bursts). Also the
parameters listed in 12 and 13 should be the
same in all systems as much as possible.
Further, event rates should be established for a
time period that is long enough to fill any
buffers, unless the buffer is extremely large.
Again, this is an area where standards should
apply.

Multiple discrimination procedures should be
offered such as rise time, event duration, etc.

The versatility of the Hewlett-Packard (HP
3400A) rms voltmeter has yet to be matched by
commercial AE equipment. Its 0 to 1 volt output
is slow enough to use with a high-slewing speed
plotter. The HP 31100A is extremely versatile
because its scale can be ensily changed in 10 dB
steps by the front knob. It is also very usefUl
to measure background electronic noise to check
for system mal functions from channel to channel.
Finally, it gives the simplest characterization
of the energy rate of continuous AE and the
energy per event for burst-type AE (if the event
rate is not too high) as a function of time or
load.

Enable-disable

The ability to rapidly (0.1 ms or less) block or
unblock the analog AE data form the measuring
circuits (independently in each channel) should



18.

be available. This would be very useful for
weld monitoring, fatigue monitoring, or when an
AE event of interest is closely bracketed on
either side (in time) with AE events which are
not of interest.

Computer languages

A fast BASIC and FORTRAN should be offered.

3. Event dead time or system dead time, necessary
to define the end of an AE event

Should be selectable with the same time units as
event durations. The values should be
standardized for better instrument
interchangeability.

Event duration

19. User innovation

Of primary importance is that the system allow
and, in fact, encourage the user to modify or
replace both the real-time and post-processing
software prov ided by the AE equipment
manufacturer. It is conceivable that if there
were a standard format for storing the AE data
set for a given test then new post-processing
software originated by one user on equipment
type A could be implemented on equipment type B
much more easily. Given the current multi
characterization of AE events along with
parametrics, the number of different ways for
data display and discrimination is very large.
Since equipment manufacturers can only provide
several basic displays, progress in individual
applications of an emerg ing technology like AE
will be greatl y slowed if the stand ard AE
computer-based system does not easily allow the
user to innovate and implement a progression of
changes, based on data analysis, in both real
time and post-processing so ftware.

20. Interface transient recorder to system computer

Allows the user to do a detailed analys is of the
complete AE signal for selected AE events. This
analysis can then be compared to the AE system
characterization of the same event.

2.2 AE Event Characterization

Sufficient range should be provided to handle
events durations up to 128 ms or more. Recent
recorded values in a composite motor case were
64 ms or more.

5. Transient recorder

Considering the dynamic range of AE signals a
minimum of 10 bits is required. In addition,
pre-trigger capability, 4-16 K memory, and up to
o. 1 ~s sampling rate is useful. A transient
recorder or equivalent is absolutely essential
to characterize the typical AE signals so that
the proper selection of equipment parameters can
be mme and the characteristic signals are
clearly understood.

6. Parametric values

Host input signals are relatively noisy. This
is fine for most chart recorders, but causes
problems when the signal is rapidly digiti zed to
correspond to the arrival of an AE event.
There fore, necessary fll tering should be
available for these inputs. A zero control and
variable amplification should be available so
that the parametric output can be properly
scaled instead of being restricted to 0-1 or 0
10 volt scales. Selection of sampling rates
should be operator selectable.

2.3 Graphics

Function or Topic Comments
Function of Topic Comments

1.

2.

Energy/event

Since approximations are often involVed, a
correlation plot should be supplied which shows
measured energy vs. calculated energy (from
digitized signals) for a set of real AE bursts
from different materials, including the range of
amplitudes and event durations over the valid
dynamic range of the measuring system. A
standard tape of AE events could be developed
for this characteri zation. Data format should
be such that cumulative energy can be readily
obtained •

Time of arrival of AE events, channels
operating independently

Time of arrival should be defined by the first
positive or negative threshold crossing by a
hardware clock with resolution down to 0.1 ~s.

Resolution should be operator selectable such
that the clock range is suffic ient for test
duration requirements.
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1.

2.

3.

Scaling

Automatic scaling has some mvantages, but the
odd numbers used for scale divisions are not
helpful at all. Scale divisions should be 0,
lOa, 200, etc., not 0, 429, 858. There are
currently too few scale markings. the option of
scaling all graphs of a particular display,
e.g., summation of events with the same full
scale, should be offered. When comparing data
from different channels this option is
invaluable.

Readability

The clarity should be excellent on both the CRT
and the hard copies. The hard copies should be
clearly reproducible on a photocopier.

Adding operator comments to graphs

Great flexibility should be available for this
important area.



4. Hard copies

Rolls of data are not convenient ot use or
store. The copies should be a stand ard size or
at least perforated so they tear to the same
size.

1. Data protection

Function or Topic

The following table lists proposed AE
measurements that the standard tape should be prepared
to characterize. The source should provide AE events
such that the full ranges of each of these
measurements is covered.

To meet the needs for charaoterization of AE
system performanoe both at the beginning and over its
serVice life-time, this user proposes that a standard
tape (or other suitable electronioally repeatable
source) of real AE events be oreated that would allow
characterization of AE systems. This data set of AE
events would be well characterized with pUblished
signal s and all necessary facts about each A£ event
listed. It would inclUde events recorded for
different standard bandwidths. This tape of discrete
AE events, as well as fixed intervals of continuous
AE, could then be played into an AE system and its
performance and accuracy could be characterized at any
time. Not only the real-time performance, but also
the post-prooessing parts of the instrument could be
characterized. The net results would be: 1) more
informed purchases of AE equipment, 2) confidence that
the equipment actually is working properly, 3) real
data relating to the interchangeability of AE systems
from different manufacturers, and 4) better AE
instrumentation.

Comments

Multiple or single discrimination should be
available on all variables retained, including
arrival time of day, and rising or falling
parametric val ues.

The data storage medium, tape or cartridge,
should be adequately protected so that power
outages or system mal functions during post
processing do not cause a loss of data.

Discrimination of data

2.4 Post Test Processing

2.

3. Event listings
Item Comments

Counts/ Event

2. Event counters

No comment.

No comment.

Thresholds

Is the threshold in all modules of the system
correct as set?

,.

System should allow the user to create their own
displays or multiple displays. Format of data
storage should allow this to be easily done.
This should include a provision for the user to
use functional equations for discrimination of
data.

4. User innovation

Listings should be easily read; should come on
standard size sheets instead of cumbersome
rolls; should have relevant units; should
prov ide the option of not printing unwanted
data.

3. AE Instrumentation Performance Standards
and Reliability

ij. Rms voltage or true mean square voltage

for continuous or quasicontinuous AE.

In this section, characterization of the
performance of AE systems and the monitoring of AE
system performance over their entire service 11fe-time
are discussed. The standard computer-based AE system
makes numerous measurements on many AE events in a
ver y short time period. Further, the dynamic range of
the AE signals is large and the range over which
certain variables are measured is also large.
Currently, the user has no simple way to judge if the
AE system is operating as expected. To date, the
question of required accuracy of measurements has not
been addressed in the pUblished literature. The
analog voltage vs. time of a typical AE signal is very
complicated and unless the user has a very good
transient recorder the AE signal of a given AE event
is largely unknown. Typically, the user has no easy
way to determine how well a given AE system is
performing in measuring or characterizing the signals.
Many who are considering the purchase of an AE system
have little or no background in AE. and thus, have
little basis upon which to judge the relative merits
of different systems with respect to their needs.

5.

6.

1.

8.

9.

10.

Event duration

No comment.

Dead time

Time interval set to define events.

Energy/Event

No comment.

Peak amplitUde

No comment.

Rise time

No comment.

AE Counts

for continuous or quasicontinuous AE.
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11. Arrival Umes of events

Relative to an initial event.

12. Effect of change of voltage polarity of events
from source

No comment.

13. Time intervals for source location

Need for multiple tapes or different adjustable
delays •

1~. Replay of data from permanent storage e.g., disk

No comment

15. All pertinent real-time and post-test data
displays

No comment

16. Different filters , ms/cm

Both in preamplifiers and in the main unit.

17. Voltage ramps with noise

For checking parametrics.

18. Event rates

Sequences of events at different fixed rates to
characterize speed of the AE equipment.

~. Discussion on Current Characterization of AE
Signals for Composites

Figure 1 shows representive signal waveforms of
AE events, Which were generated during proof testing
of a large Kevlar ~9/epoxy motor case. These signals
were captured with a Biomation 1010 transient
recorder, 10 bit, with ~096 word memory. The bandpass
of the 40 dB preamplifiers was 5-10 kHz and the
digitization interval was 2 IJs. Figure 2 shows the
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E
~
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1 ms/cm
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Typical AE signals of a Kevlar ~9/epoxy

rocket motor case.
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6) Note that only a small change in threshold
for the signal In Fig. l(c) could result in a change
in event duration of a factor of 6.

5) Only in the cases of Figs. l(a), l(b), and 2
would the conventional characterization allow the
operator to visualize something close to the actual
signal (i.e., a rising signal followed by a decaying
signal).

2) The rise time of the signal in Fig. 1(d) is
actually much faster than the apparent II ms.

3) With conventional characterization of the
signal in Fig. l(c), the operator would have no way of
knowing that the major energy In the AE signal is
concentrated during the first 1 ms. The 100 mV
threshold, Which was used a computer-based AE system,
would indicate the energy spread over the several
millisecond duration.

II) In a similar way, the conventional
characterization method would not tell the operator
that the AE signals in Figs. l(d) and 1(e) maintain a
high level for a long time.

Typical waveform from a broken pencil lead
on the surface of a Kevlar ~9/epoxy rocket
motor case.

Fig. 2

The purpose is not to speculate on What caused
these differences in waveforms. Whether they are d~~

to complex wave propagation effects and/or source
mechanism changes is not the point. The point Is that
a considerably better characterization of these
signals is needed. A damped sinusoid can be well
charaoterized by peak amplitUde, rise time, and
duration, but these signals are, by and large, far
from damped sinusoid. Therefore, the author believes
that future AE computer-based systems should be
designed to oharaoterize these more oomplex waveforms;
for example, a system eventually designed to
charaoterize a 5 or 10 point "envelope" of the signal.
In the meantime real energy measurement, two-sided
thresholds, and two-sided peak amplitUdes would be
useful. Further, a more sophisticated approaoh to

E
...!!
>

1 ms/cm

Fig. 1 (cont.) Typical AE signals of Kevlar ~9/epoxy

rocket motor case.

...
c:i

It is clear from these figures that
characterization of these AE signals by rise time,
peak amplitude, and duration (commonly defined above a
one-sided threshold value) gives a very misleading
result for many of these signals. Some of the factors
contributing to the misleading reSUlts are:

1) Depending on whether the threshold was
positive or negative, the rise time for the signal in
Fig. 1(e) could vary by as much as a factor of II.

typic al signal for breaki ng a pencil lead (Faber
Castill 2H, 0.5 mm diam., 2.8 mm long) about 0.6 em
from the sensor in the local sur face fiber direction.
Two sensors (Acoustic Emission Technology, 30 kHz
resonant sensor) were connected in parallel to the
preamplifier. This technique employs a junction box
and causes a loss of about 6 dB in sensitivity. The
sensors were spaced such that an AE event next to one
of the two sensors would arrive at the second sensor
in less than 160 I.Is.
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rise time may be necessarYi for ex ample, the time to
reach 80S of the peak may be a more useful measurement
than the time to the absolute peak.

5. Conclusions

1) A stand ard does not ex ist at present for the
measurement of performance or accuracy of small
computer-based AE systems.

2) A standard source of well documented real AE
events should be created. For ex ample, a tape would
be used to characterized and check the performance of
AE systems.

3) The application of AE technology can be
enhanced by AE equipment which routinely provides the
user with the flexibility to modify or completely
chanee both the real-time and post-processing
software.

4) A number of desirable features for small AE
computer-based systems were identified.

5) Presently used method of AE events
characterization, especially from composites, can be
misleading. More complete characterization of AE
waveforms is a desirable feature of future AE systems.
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MAGNETOMECHANICAL ACOUSTIC EMISSION:
ANON-DESTRUCTIVE CHARACTERIZATION
TECHNIQUE OF PRECIPITATION HARDENED STEELS

I. Roman, S. Maharshak and G. Aroir

Abstract

The note describes a new non-destructive method
that can be utilized to study and characterize
precipitation phonomena in ferromagnetic materials and
components. In this method, called magnetomechanical
acoustic emission (MAE), the material is subj ected to
an al ternating magnetic field and consequently
produces acoustic emission (AE), the intensity of
which was found to be inversely proportional to the
degree of precipitation in age-hardening steels.
Although not all the features of this MAE are
understood, the preliminary results of the unique,
unequivocal correlation between MAE and precipitation
state for 300 grade maraging and 17..!1 PH stainless
steels are presented.

1. Introduction

The precipitation (age) hardening mechanism
involves the formation of second phase particles from
a supersaturated solid solution matrix subjected to an
aging temperature for sufficient time. These fine
dispersed particles disturb dislocation motion and
thus increase the flow stress. The streng th (and
hardness) of age-hardening alloys reaches a maximum
with aging time (at a given temperature),
corresponding to precipitation of optimum size
particles that are still coherent. In addition, the
dependency of peak hardness of age-hardening steels on
aging temperature also exhibits a maximum (ASH, 1981).

Consequently, the relationship between hardness
and microstructure is affected by a number of
parameters. At present, no single method is available
to allow unequivocal non-destructive characterization
of the precipitated microstructure. This paper
demonstrates that magnetomechanical acoustic emission
(MAE) is likely to provide the basis for such a
method.

MAE is the acoustic emission produced by the
Illotion of magnetic domain walls in ferromagnetic
materials and is a mechanical analogue of "Barkhausen
effect" (Barkhausen, 1919). Ono and Shibata (1980,
1981) related this AE to magnetostriction and coined
the term HAE. Ono and co-workers (Shibata and Ono,
1981; Ono, Shibata and Kwan, 1981; Kwan, 1983) have
stUdied extensively the effect of chemical
composition, stress, microstructure and plastic
deformation on MAE from iron, nickel and their alloys,
plain carbon steels and quenched and tempered steels.
These studies showed a strong microstructural effect

on MAE in plain carbon steels and in quenched and
tempered steels and encouraged the present attempt to
utilize MAE as an NDT method for the characterization
of precipitation in ferromagnetic materials.
Preliminary successful results demonstrating the
potential of this new method are reported here.

2. Experimental Procedure

We studied two families of age-hardening steels;
viz. precipitation hardenable stainless steels and
maraging steels. This note reports results for 17..!1
PH martensitic stainless steel and for 300 grade
maraging steel. We also obtained similar results
using samples of 13-8 Ho high strength grade stainless
steel and of 250 grade maraging steel. The
composition of the two steels is given 1n Tabl~ 1.
They were tested in the as-received solution treated
(S. T.) condition and after aging as detailed in Table
2. Cylindrical samples, 100 mm long, were sectioned
from a round rod of 12.7 mm diameter. The samples
were subjected to II magnetio field generated by a
solenoid encircling the central portion of the
samples. It was powered through a variac with ac
voltages of up to 240 V at 50 Hz. The maximum
magnetic field generated was 10 kGauss at the center
of the solenoid, which had the casing of 15 mm inside
diameter and of 55 IIlID leng th. Samples were thus
magnetiZed longitUdinally and the magnetic circuit was
open-ended. Magnetic induction was determined
utilizing a secondary coil encircling the sample.

A resonant transducer with a nominal center
frequency of 175 KHz (AC 175L, Acoustic Emission
Technology Corporation (AETC» was coupled via viscous
resin to the flat top end of the samples for MAE
detection. Transducer output was amplified 60 dB
using preamplifier (Hodel 160, AETC) with bandpass
filter plug-in of 125-250 KHz. The rIDS voltage of the
amplified outputs were measured using an rIDS voltmeter
(Hodel 201, AETC).

3. Results and Discussion

Typic al results of AE output (referred to at the
preamplifier input) vs. the magnetic induction are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The intensity of AE increased
With the magnetic induction for all samples. It
approached saturation level (at about 10 kGauss 
maximum magnetic induction obtained) for samples of
17..ll PH stainless steel but not for samples of 300
grade maraging steel.

AE intensity, at a given magnetic induction, was
higher for 300 grade maraging steel when compared with
17..ll PH stainless steel aged at the same aging
temperature.
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TABLE 1

Chemical Composition of the Alloys Studied

c p s 51 Cu Nt Cr Mo Co Ti Nb A1 Fe

17-4 PH 0.05 0.71 0.02 0.01 0.55 3.21 3.61 17.50 0.28 0.095 0.20 balance

300 grade Maraging 0.02 >0.10 0.01 0.01 >0.05 18.43 0.12 4.84 9.05 0.70 0.1 balance

Table 2

Heat Treatments Used for the Alloys Studied

Solution Treatment* Aging Treatments

17-4 PI!

300 grade
maraging

*as-recelved condition

40...------------------,
17.4 PH STAINLESS STEEL
AC 175L
c;A: 0

AE Ys. B for 300 grade maraging steel with
different aging temperature.
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Aging solution-treated samples, of both steels,
resulted in a marked decrease in MAE intensity. For
example, aging 17-4 PH stainless steel at 894 K
lowered the MAE level by a factor of 5, compared to
the as-so lution-treated cond ition. This behav ior of
the age-hardening steels is in contrast to that the
quenched and tempered class of steels, where the
tempering of quenched samples increased significantly
the low level of MAE in the as-quenched condition (Ono
and Shibata, 1980).

Figure 3 is a plot of both MAE (at 8 kGauss) and
hardness of 17-4 PH stainless steel vs. aging
temperature (similar behavior was noted for 300 grade
maraging steel>. The results given in Fig. 3 indicate
that MAE decreases monotonically with inceasing aging
temperature, whereas the hardness (as well as the
strength) has a maximum at about 750 K. Furthermore,
all hardness values fell within a narrow range and
have a large spread, when compared with the
experimental values of MAE intensities. Consequently,
MAE, unlike hardness, is capable of characterizing,
unequivocally, the precipitated microstructure.

Stud ies of mechanical properties and
microstructure of 17-4 PH stainles steel (Rach and
Kalish, 1974) revealed that aging temperatures of 700
K and 866 K result in similar yield strength (1034 and
1076 MPa, respectively) and similar ultimate tensile
strength (1214 and 1117 MPa, respectively). In
addition, hardness values for the two conditions
over lapped (Fig. 3). However, a marked difference was
observed in strain hardening exponent (0.099 and
0.014, res~72tivelY) and fracture toughness (87.4 and
119.0 MN.m ,respectively). MAE characteristics for
sample aged at these temperatures (700 and 866 K,
respectively) were also different. MAE intensities
were 14.0 and 9.5 ~V, respectively. This difference
demonstrates the MAE's potential as a non-destructive
tool for the characterization and quality control for
heat treatment of steels.

The cause for the monotonic decrease in HAE
intensity with advancement in the precipitation
process is still being studied. A model based on
domain theory may be employed to explain the observed
features of MAE (Kwan, 1983). When precipitation
progresses, the size of these magnetic particles
increases and closure domains (also called Neel
spikes) that form around the precipitates multiply
(Hoselitz, 1965). Since the closure domain walls are
less mobile then domain walls in the homogeneous
matrix, a decrease in magnetostriction, and hence in
MAE intensity, is expected and observed.

4. Conclusions

Magnetomechanical acoustic emission phenomenon
was evaluated of its potential for non-destructive
characterization of precipitation phenomena in
ferromagnetic materials. Its intensity was found to
vary uneqUivocally and sufficiently with the
precipi tated microstructure, prov id ing the basis for
analytical and practical applications. Much effort is
still needed to develop useful devices and to clarify
various sources that contribute to this AE phenomenon.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION COUPLANTS I: THE ASTM SURVEY

A.G. Beattie

Since the early use of piezoelectric transducers
to detect or generate high frequency sound in solids,
the process of insuring good acoustic coupling between
the solid and transducer has been steeped in
witchcraft. No other sUbject in acoustics has
generated as much controversy or conflicting data.
The only fact generally agreed upon is that the use of
a couplant between the transducer and the oolid
greatly enhances the transmission of acoustic energy.
In an attempt to e1 iminate some of the mythology and
to aid the nov ice in acoustic emission, ASTH Section E
7.04.02, on Acoustic Emission Sensors, cond ucted a
survey of bonding and coupling techniques currently
used for acoustic emission sensors. As is the case
with most surveys, the questions seemed adequate,
lucid and comprehensive until the first questionnaires
started returning. Then, of course, it was too late
to change the questionnaire and one could only attempt
to fit the answers into some sort of meaning ful
pattern.

The pr imar y problem was in fail ing to
distinguish between a bonding agent and a coupling
agent. An acoustic couplant enhances the transmission
of acoustic energy across a boundary between two
solids. It does not necessarily attach the solids to
each other. When one of these solids is an acoustic
emission sensor, a separate mounting fixture may be
necessary to reId the sensor in place. A bonding
agent both couples the sound and physically attaches
the sensor to the sample. Failure of a bond may be
either complete, where the sensor falls off the
sample, or partial, where the sensor remains on the
sample but its coupling qualities are degraded. Host
of the problems with couplants occurred when they were
used as bond ing, not coupling, agents. However,
because the questionnaire did not distinguish between
the two usages, one could only guess that this was the
case for some responses.

The survey received sixty (60) responses, coming
from Europe, Japan, Canada and the United States.
Fifty-five (55) of these responses reported one or
more substanoes whioh the individual or oompany has
used as a couplant. There were approximately one
hundred and ten (110) substances reported, many of
which were duplicate or similar substanoes. These
substances have been grouped into thirty-one (31)
categories, many containing only a single substance.
The categories along with the number of reported
substances in eaoh category are listed in Table I.
The uncertainty in the number of substances reported
arises because oooas10nally there were references to
olasses of substances and a very few referenoes were
either impossible to identify or to interpret. The
table does not distinguish between coupling and
bonding agents.

Received 23 February 1983. A.G. Beattie is affiliated
with Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, New
Hexico 87185
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The oategory silicone grease is primarily, but
not limited to, high vacuum grease. Host of the
epoxies reported were used in their cured form as
bonding agents. However, in a few instances, the
uncured resin was used as a coupling agent and some
respondents did not distinguish between the two cases.
The category V-9 resin includes any resin identified
as something -9. Eastman 910 includes all
identifiable cyanoacrylate adhesives. Petroleum
grease inclUdes vaseline, axle grease and everything
in between. The category RTV silicone rubber inclUdes
all room temperature curing silicone rubbers and
everything identified as RTV. Perhaps some of the
commercial couplants should have been included in
other categories but the job of identifying their
compositions did not seem worth the effort. While the
last two materials in Table I were used only tn
emergencies, I think that their inclusion is justified
as we all occasionally leave something back at the
lab. It is not known whether margarine is an
acceptable substitute for butter in this application.

The minimum normal surface preparation reported
was "to sand down to bare metal" and "to clean well
with solvent." The surface roughnesses achieved
ranged from what was there to mirror finishes with the
average reported roughness lying between 0.5 and 3.0

Table I. Reported Couplants by Category
Category No. of Ref.

1. Silicone Grease 18
2. Epoxy Resin 14
3. V-9 Resin 10
4. Eastman 910 9
5. Petroleum Grease 6
6. RTV Silicone Rubber 6
7. Water 5
8. Dry - No Coupling Agent 5
9. Silicone Oil - D.C. 200 Fluid 3

10. Ultrage1 3
11. Wax 3
12. Conducting Epoxy Resin 3
13. Dental Cement 2
14. Glycerin 2
15. salol 2
16. Ceramic Cement 2
17. Aremco Ul trabond 522 2
18. StUd Mounting 1
19. Indium-Gallium Mixture 1
20. Exosen 1
21. Leakt.ek 1
22. Krautkramer Hitempco 1
23. Locktite 1
24. Molycoat 1
25. Contaot Cement 1
26. Structural Cement 1
27. Pyrogel High Temperature Couplant 1
28. Cotronics 918 1
29. Schnellklebstaff x60 Glue 1
30. Butter 1
31. Honey 1

0730-0050/83/02067-068102.00
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nilS miorons. There was no report of the couplant lot
number being 1IlIportant and almost all replies assumed
that the couplant was being used for 10ng1tudinal
waves. Fr~ the response to question 7, it WOuld
appear that few knew or cared whether the couplants
would work for shear waves.

Aoknowledgement
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APPENDIX: The ASTM Questionnaire

Host respondents assumed that the bond or
coupling agent was good if it could pass an injected
signal with a reasonable amplitude. Environmental
restrictions, other than temperature, were mostly
whether the couplant would work when 1IlImersed in some
solvent. There was some concern about c~patibility

with restrictions placed upon materials in contact
with nuclear reactor containment vessels or piping.
However, this is a special application and can best be
covered by c~munication between persons actually
working on reactors.

Almost all the reported materials were used at
room temperature although many will work in the range
between _500 C and 2000 C. The high temperature
couplants reported were the oeramic oements, Aremco
Ultrabond 552, a mixture of 50S indium and 50S
gallium, stud mounting and no couplant. The reports
on the ceramic cements and the Aremco Ultrabond were
mixe<l and it was not clear how well they worked. The
indium gallium mixture will work as a coupling agent
up to about 7000 C on any materials which it will wet.
These include ceramics and iron nickel alloys but does
not inclUde chromium or gold (gold dissolves in the
mixture). Screw mounting on studs welded to the
structure appears to work well without a coupling
agent as long as sufficient torque is used when
screwing the sensor onto the stud. A waveguide can be
used without a couplant if the end is pressed against
the sample with enough force to insure local
deformation at the end of the guide.

Host of the couplants which were reported to
have failed were being used as bonding agents.
Differential expansion between the sensor and the
specimen will cause many rigid bonds to fail. Such
differential expansion can be produced either by
strain in the speclmen or different thermal expansion
rates between the sensor and sample. The author had
one experience where he tried to bond a quartz
tranSducer onto an aluminum sample with Eastman 910.
The sample was cooled to 77 K. When the specimen was
warmed to room temperature again, it was found that
the bond had hela, but the differential expansion had
torn the quartz sensor into several pieces. several
couplants al so were reported to have faUed because
they dissolVed in or absorbed a solvent in which the
sample ana sensor were 1IlImersea.

The main conclusions which can be drawn from
this survey are: first, a large number or substances
have been used successfully as coupling agents ana
secona, successful bonding agents are carefully
matched to the materials, environment and test
conditions. The implication of the first conclusion
that almost any SUbstance which wets both surfaces can
be used a8 a coupling agent was something of a
surprise. It was decided that this premise should be
tested exper1lllentally. several laboratories agreed to
test a variety of couplants for their coupling
effioiency. The results of this series of tests are
presented in the following note.
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1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Survey of AE sensor Bonding Techniques

What surface preparation do you perform before
bonding? What estimated surfaoe roughness do
you aohieve?

What bonding material(s) do you use? What
process?

Do you know of restrictions or caveats on the
use of the material and bond process?

OVer what temperature range is this material
useful?

Are there environmental restrictions on the
material?

Is the lot number of the material important?

Is it useful for both longitudinal and shear
sensors?

How do you know the bond is gOOd?

What have you tried that did not work, and why?



ACOUSTIC EMISSION COUPLANTS
II: COlJPLING EFFICIENCIES OF ASSORTED MATERIALS

A.G. Beattie. J.A. Baron, R.s. Algera and C.C. Feng

The results of the ASTH survey, reported in the
preced ing note, ind ic ated that man y materi al s used as
couplants had similar performances. Since this
conclusion did not agree with the conventional wisdom,
it was decided that it should be experimentally
verified. To this end, three different laboratories
set up experimental programs to measure the coupling
efficiencies of different materials. These programs
were independent in that both the experimental methods
and the materials tested were chosen by the individual
laboratories. In addition to the experiments
conducted by Sandia, Q1tario Hydro and Dunegan/Endevco
(DIE), a quick experiment was also performed by the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The results
of these four different experiments are presented
here. The conclusion of these experiments is that the
ASTH survey results were correct and that there is
little significant difference in the coupling
efficiency of most couplants.

The basic experimental method was the same for
all four data sets. A metal block was excited by a
reproducible source of acoustic waves affixed to it.
A detecting sensor was then mounted at a designated
point on the block. Care was taken to insure that the
sensor was always mounted at the same point and with
the same force. Different couplants were used between
the sensor and the block and the amplitude of the
detected signal was measured for each couplant.
Because of the nature of both the excitations an the
receiving sensors, the measurements apply only to
compressional acoustic waves. However, as almost all
acoustic emission sensors are primarily sensitive to
the component of the acoustic wave perpend icular to
their face, these results apply to essentially all
acoustic emission tests.

The acoustic signal was generated in the Sandia,
DIE and NBS experiments by an ultrasonic transducer
bonded to the metal block. In the Sandia and NBS
experiments, the tranSducers were driven by white
noise generators, while in the DIE experiment. a pulse
generator was used. The Ontario Hydro experiment used
a gas get (HcBride and Hutchinson, 1976) as an
acoustic source. The Sandia. Ontario Hydro and NBS
experimenters all used spectrum analyzers to measure
the amplitude of the receiVed signal. In each case,
the amplitude of the nearest spectral peak to a
designated frequency was measured. The approximate
frequency of measurement was 180 kHz for the Ontario
Hydro experiment and 1.0 MHz for the Sandia and NBS
experiments. In the DIE experiment, the received
signal was digitized and analyzed in two different
ways: In one method, the peak amplitude of the

Received 23 February 1983. A.G. Beattie is affiliated
with Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87185, J.A. Baron and R.S. Algera are with
Ontario Hydro Research Division, SOO Kipling Avenue.
Toronto, Q1tario H8Z SSij CANADA and C.C. Feng is with
Dunegan/Endevco. San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675.

waveform was measured. and in the other. the frequency
spectrum was calculated using an FFT program and the
amplitude of the highest spectral peak was measured.

The Sandia, ontario Hydro and NBS experiments
were similar in that they all used a continuous wide
band, non-coherent acoustic source. The non-coherent
sources minimized the excitation of resonances in the
metal blocks, thus insuring that the measured spectral
peaks were primarily prOduced by the sensor and
couplants. The DIE experiment digitized a single
acoustic pulse as it pasSed under the sensor. Any
effects of resonances in the metal block were
eliminated by stopping the digitization before a
reflected pulse reached the sensor.

Care was taken to make the couplant thicknesses
as thin and uniform as possible. When testing viscous
couplants, the sensor was wrung onto the block and
then allowed to sit under presure. Data was taken
only after changes in the signal amplitUde had ceased.
The experimental accuracy was determined primarily by
the ability to reproducibly couple the sensor to the
block. It is estimated that with care, variations
produced by detaching and recoupling the sensor were,
at best. ! 1.0 dB. A conservative figure for the data
presented here would be ! 2.0 dB.

The resul ts of the four experiments are
presented in Table I. The only major disagreement
between the different laboratories was with Echo
Ul tragel. Ontario Hydro found poor coupling
efficiency along with poor stability for this
couplant. Since two other laboratories saw no
problems with Ultragel, it is suspected that Ontario
Hydro may have had a bad sample of this material.

The three bonding agents tested, Salol, AET Wax
and Dental Cement. all had coupling efficienoies that
were slightly higher than most of the other coupling
agents. This apparent increased efficiency may be due
to enhanced transmission of shear components of the
acoustic wave. In most experiments, this small
increase in efficiency will be significant. The only
coupling agents that appeared to be slightly worse
than the average were uncured RTV rubber, Apei zen T
grease and Scotch 6665 double sticky tape. The first
two were only slightly inefficient if the estimated
error is included but the tape would seem to be a
material to avoid. if possible.

The coupling efficiency of a sensor-to-sample
contact without couplant appears highly sensitive to
contact pressure. Dunegan/Endevco performed
experiments at two pressures, 350 kPa (50 psi) and a
low pressure produced by the weight of the sensor
alone. ontario Hydro also used a pressure of 350 kPa
for all couplants. The Sandia experiment used a
pressure of 70 kPa (10 psi) for all couplants and the
NBS experiment appears to have used a pressure of 70
kPa or lower. Ontario Hydro has found that gOOd
coupling efficiency can be achieved without a couplant
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if the sensor and sample both have smooth surfaces and
the contaot pressure is of the order of 900 kPa.
Experienoe at sandia has also indicated that high
sensor-to-sample contaot pressures oan produce goOd
coupling efficiencies without a coupling agent.

The DIE study indicated that results are far
more consistent with visoous couplants when a high
contact pressure 18 used. The study also found that
poor coupling efficiency resulted in excess structure
in the spectrum calculated from the acoustic emission
signal. It is thought that this structure may be
produced because the acoustic energy. once in the
sensor element. cannot easily escape and therefore
excites various resonances of the sensor. These
resonances will be enhanced by poor coupling as the
damping effect of the sample will be decreased.

The conclusion of these stUdies is that, for
most acoustic emission experiments performed near room
temperature, almost any substance that wets both the
sample and the sensor and fills the microscopic gaps
between them viII be an adequate coupling agent.
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Table I

Efficiencies of Assorted Couplants in dB Referenced to Water

Couplant Sandi'i Ontario Dunegan Dunegan NBS
Lab Hydro Amp Spect Spect

1. Salol 3.0
2. AET Wax 3.0
3. Glycerin 2.0
4. Dental Cement 1.5
5. Dow Corning 200 1.5
6. Uncured Epoxy Resin 1.5
7. Aerotech Exosen 0.5 -1.6
8. Echo Ultragel 0.5 -11.2 0.0 0.0
9. V-9 Resin 0.5 -0.4 -2.7

10. Aerotech lIitempco 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.5
11. Petroleum 011 0.5 2.5
12. Nonaq Grease 0.5
13. Echo Sonotrace 0.0
14. Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15. Petroleum Grease -1.0 0.0
16. Silicone Grease -1.5 0.7 -1.2 -1.6
17. Uncured RTV -3.0 -2.6 0.5
18. Apeizon T -3.0
19. Hamikleer -0.8
20. DIE Water Soluble 0.2 0.6
21. Sperry Water Soluble 0.3 -2.9
22. Double Sticky Tape -6.4 -3.6
23. Trodyne Couplant 0.5
24. Salt Solution 0.0
25. Ethyl Alcohol 0.0
26. CRC 3-36 2.7
27. Panametrics X2-2 1.5
28. Silicone Oil 2.0
29. No couplant < 10 psi -30.0 -20.1 -12.7 -26.5
30. No couplant 50 psi -10.7 -11.1 -4.5
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AE ANALYSIS DURING CORROSION, STRESS CORROSION

CRACKING AND CORROSION FATIGUE PROCESSES

s. Yuyama, T. Kishi and Y. Hisamatsu

2.1 Previous Work

2. Stainless Steels in Aqueous Environment

Okada, YUkawa, and Tamura (1974) carried out sec
tests for Type 3011 stainless steel in 5N Ht04 +
5H NaCl at 250 C, and for ferritic and high strength

SCC Crock Propagation

Plastic Dpformaton

rSlip Deformation

LJWin Oeformation

Mor1ef'Sitic Transformation

AE

\

Schematic AE sources during corrosion,
stress corrosion cracking, and corrosion
fatigue processes.

07)0-0050/83/02071-093102.00
Copyrtgllt@1983 ACOU3t1C £clinton Croup

FracturE' or Dpcohpsion
of Precip,tation ......

AE

Dissolution of
",ptal

Fig. 1

Austenitic stainless steels, such as Types 3011
and 316, are important structural materials in
chemical plants and nuclear power stations. Attempts
have been mate from early days to apply AE techniques
for the detection of sec, which is one of the main
problems in the use of these steels.

and nonmetallic inclusions (Ono et al., 1918; Sano and
Fujimoto, 1978; Jaffrey, 1980) and the twinning in the
plastic zone of a crack (Cox, 19711; Tanaka and
Horiuchi, 1915; Yuyama et al .. 1981) are expected to
produce detectable AE. On the other hand, dissolution
of metals can hardly be detected by AE techniques
(Yuyama, et al., 1980). Figure 1 schematically
illustrates these mechanisms that can produce AE
(Staehle, 1969; Yuyama et al., 1980, 1982).

Because of engineering importance of corrosion
problems, which are responsible for annual losses of
10 billion dollars in the U.S. alone, there have been
numerous AE studies. In this review, we attempt to
cover the literature exhaustively, starting with AE
behavior of Type 3011 stainless steel in aqueous
environment. This section draws heavily from our
recent studies and also present experimental details.
The subsequent sections deal with steels, aluminum and
magnesium alloys, copper and its alloys, uranium
alloys, and titanium and zirconium alloys, followed by
general discussion.
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In atdition, the fracture or decohesion of
phases such as precipitates, second phase particles
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IXIring the past dozen years, acoustic emission
(AE) techniques have been widely utilized for the
detection of corrosion, stress corrosion cracking
(SCC) and corrosion fatigue (Cn (Hartbower et al.,
1972; Dunegan and Harris, 1973; Magnani, 1973; Okada
et a1., 19111: Chakrapani and Pugh, 1915: Rettig and
Felsen, 1976: Brihma:lesam and HcCormic, 1976;
Druchenko et al ot 1977; Monden et a1., 1978; Mansfeld
and Stocker, 1979; Komura et al., 1981). Initially,
AE was primarily a laboratory tooL With the progress
of electronic instrumentation, however, it has
gradually become useful in the application field. AE
signals are mainly generated by crack initiation and
growth. However, the evolution of hydrogen (H2 ) gas
via cathodic reaction in acid solutions (Takano and
Ono, 19711; Rettig and Felsen, 1916) and the breakdown
of thick surface oxide f11m formed under certain
circumstances (Suzuki et al., 1916; Kusanagi et al.,
1980) are also important sources of signlf1cant AE.

1. Intrcduction

As for AE that arises from hydrogen evolution,
Takano and Ono (19711) examined the AE behav ior during
electro SId electroless plating. The significant AE
due to the evolution of hydrogen bubbles was observed
during these plating processes. The rate of hydrogen
evolution in the same solution as that for electroless
niokel plating except that no nickel ion was present,
was found to be 0.5 an/min, which was comparable to
that during electroless nickel plating. It was
obvious that AE in this case was a result of the
hydrogen evolution.

Abstract

This review describes the utility of acoustic
emission (AE) techniques for the study of corrosion
problems. It comprehensively surveys laboratory
studies and field applications, that have been ma:le to
date. Practical manners to apply the techniques are
discussed in terms of AE parameters, AE sources, and
AE activities. A new method for analysis of
corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, and corrosion
fatigue in Type 304 stainless steel is also described.
All the available information clearly demonstrates the
potential usefulness of AE techniques.



martensitlc stainless steels in boiling HgC12 aqueous
solution at 1430 C. They measured AE and changes of the
electrical resistance or displacement of cantilever
beam samples. They used a high rrequency bandpass
filter between t and 2 MHz for the tests in boiling
MgCl to eliminate the noise due to boiling. The
resuits showed that the significant AE could not be
detected during the see propagation of Type 304 and
ferritic stainless steels, in which case APe (active
path corrosion) was dominant as the sec process. The
high AE activity, in contrast, was observed during the
sec of high strength martensitic stainless steel and
the sce in this case was concluded to be caused by HE
(hydrogen embrittlement). This aspect, the difference
of AE activity between APe and HE, will be discussed
in detail in the next section.

Suezawa, Takemoto, and Tanaka (1974) monitored
electrical potential changes, elongation and AE during
constant load sec tests of Type 304 stainless steel in
boiling 42$ MgCl2 solution. The initiation stage of
the sec was detected by gas evolution rrom the
specimen, generation of AE, shift of the potential to
more active direction, and small step-wise elongation,
in that order. The rrequency analysis revealed that
four types of AE were produced during the see process.

Brihma:lesam and HcCormic (1976) performed proof
tests for Type 304 stainless steel to demonstrate the
feasibility of using AE analysis to detect sec growth.
The pre-cracked specimens were employed to produce a
linear compliance change with increasing crack length
and simplify the study of the long cracks. Specimens
were proof-loaded cyclicaH! with an operating load of
2000 kg (K1 = 48.4 k~hin ) and proof load of 3000
kg (KI = 8"{.6 ksi in ). ~ring the oolding cycle
portion of the operating load, a 3.5$ NaCI solution
was used to simulate the corrosive nature of an
atmosphere aJove sea water; such an atmosphere is
encountered in many ocean-rront or floating power
plants. It was shown rrom these tests that crack
growth during proof cycle could be detected by AE.
Copious AE seemed to result rrom rapid crack growth
and, prior to failure, large amplitude AE was
observed. Reproducibility of the AE total counts at a
given stress intensity factor KI could not be expected
in such tests, since AE was dependent upon the
metallurgical structure, heat treatment, etc., as well
as variabilities in fabrication.

2.2 New Method

Fig. 2

dN
dn
0.4

~
C 0.8

8 0.6

0.4

Test setup for the SCC test, (a) Specimen;
(b) Corrosion resistant AE sensor; (c)
Small cell with lattice to exclude the
environmental noise from air bubbling; (d)
Water jacket.

in Air

IJ 4k=29.5~3t5
II 4k=38.5~53.0
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IJ 4k=27.6~30.4
II .Ilk=36.3~55.3
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"-sedVi~-
To evaluate SCC susceptibility of stainless

steels, the boiling MgC12 solutions have been widely
used as a common environment. However, it is
difficult to apply AE techniques to the sce tests
carried out in this environment, since, unlike the
situation with other materials (e. g. high strength
steels embrittled by hydrogen), the boiling noise
tends to mask AE from austenitic and ferritic
stainless steels. Therefore, new methods should be
developed to use AE for studies of SCC process in
stainless steels.

In order to discuss the validity of AE
techniques in more detail, we conducted AE tests on
stainless steels by using two-channel coincidence AE
system (Yuyama et al., 1980, 1982). The following
four types of tests were performed.

Load

Developll'len1 01
Plastic ZGnlt

I I

Crock Extension-
Crock OpenIng
I •

Phase

Test 1: H2 gas evolution
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Fig. 3 Relationship between stress phase and AE
count rate.



2.2.1 Experimental

The AE signals produced during these processes were
analyzed in terms of AE event counts'2count rates,
amplitude distribution, and energy (V ) to
characterize AE sources and their eneFgy levels.

A high sensitivity corrosion resistant AE sensor
was developed for the tests, making it possible to
measure AE in solutions (Fig. 2). The sensor was
carefully attached to the specimen by thermoplastic or
epoxy resin to maintain the same experimental
ccnditions all through the tests.

For Test 4, the stress cycle was divided into
eighteen parts to clarify the relation between the AE
signal s and stress cycle. The AE signal s were
measured only at the stress cycle near malimum stress
in order to analyze the AE produced by crack extension
(Fig. 3). For Tests 3 and 4, so urce loc ation was
carried out to discriminate the valid AE signals rrom
mechanical and environmental noises.

diameter drilled role to simulate the bulk environment
under the test condition. The artificial crevice was
introduced by spark machining (Tsujikawa et aI.,
1980). AE was measured after inducing crevice
corrosion by the polarization scan in 3$ NaC1 solution
at 3SoC. For Tests 1 and 2, a corrosion cell with a
lattice was used to discriminate the AE generated on
the specimen surface rrom that generated on the
platinum plate (Fig. II). To perform Test 3, double
cantilever beam (DCB) type, sec specimen was machined
from the plate with a 10 mm diameter drilled hole, and
the same artificial crevice was introduced as for the
Test 2 sample. After loading constantly, the crevioe
corrosion was induced artificially and sec test was
carried out, monitoring the corrosion potential of ~he

specimen (Ecorr ), AE event counts, and AE energy (Vp )'
Compact tenslon (CT) specimens (W =50.8 mm, B =25.4
mm) with a precrack were used for Test II. The cyclic
tension-tension load (1 HZ, sine wave) was applied by
heri mntal-type servo-hydraulic fatigue machine. The
applied electrochemical potentials, controlled
potentio-statically, were -0.8 V (cathodic region),
corrosion potential, -0.28 V (active-passive
transition region), ..0.1 V (passive region) in lNH~OIl

+ 0.5 H NaCl, and +1.1 V (transpassive region) i6
lNH2SOq at room temperature. Reproducibility of the
experimental results was confirmed by testing more
than two specimens at each potential.

Monitoring of CF

Detection of crevice corrosion

sec monitoring

Test 4:

Test 3:

Test 2:

0.2 0.4 0.6
(V) YS Ag/AgCl

o-0.2

-0.4 -0.2 0
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'----1If---"""T"~_._----r-___r----,;-;~

0.2 0.4 0.6 (V)

304 Stainless Steet Polarization Curve

in 0.5kmol/mJ H2SO4 +0.5kmol/m3NaCI (298K)
I,,
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C
::J
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Sensor

For Test 1, a specimen was polarized potentio
or galvano-statically in lN 1125°4 solution at 2SoC and
AE was measured while H2 gas was produced on the
specimen surface. For Test 2, a small specimen was
machined rrom the stainless plate with a 10 mm

Commercial grade Type 304 stainless steel was
used. All specimens were annealed for 1 hr at 10500 C
and water-quenched. Some of them were sensitized for
3 hrs at 6500 C and furnace-cooled for Test 4.

Fig. 4 Corrosion cell with lattice for Tests
and 2.

Fig. 5 Relationship between the polarization
curve and the A£ count rate.
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2.2.2 Results and Interpretation reductive breakdown of passive films regardless of the
different passivation time.

i) A£ frolll H2 gas evolution: figure 5 shows the
relationship between the polarization curve and A£
count rate. The specimen was polarized in the passive
region at flrs3. ~e potential was then swept at a
rate of 3 x 10 s V to the cathodic region or to the
pitting region in 298 K IN H SO + 0.5 H NaCl
solution. As shown in Fig. ~, i£ is detected only
when the reductive breakdown of passive film occurs
and H2 gas evolves on the specimen surface. However,
no A£ is detected when the ox id ation breakdown occurs
and metal dissolves into the solution. From this
result, it is concluded that the breakdown of passive
f11m « 1 nm) and dissolution of metal do not provide
sufficiently high A£ energy to detect. Figure 6 gives
A£ amplitude distribution observed while H gas is
evolving for five minutes on the specimen ~urface in
the stationary state under four different cathodic
curren t densi ties. The max imum AE ampl1 tude measured
was about 200 pV. Figure 7 summarizes the relation
between the AE energy measured and the amount of
electricity generated by the cathodic current after
the passivation treatment. It is evident that the
sam2 critical f.'0unt of electrical charge, Qc,
(10 Coulomb/m) is needed to generate AE after the

ii) Detection of crevice corrosion by A£: Figure 8
indicates the AE cumulative event counts during the
crevice corrosion process induced by the polarization
scan. The gradient of the AE curve changes greatly at
about 3.9 ks, which suggests that the pH value of the
solution contained in the crevice becomes SUfficiently
low and the potential falls below ~ (H ), so that H
gas begins to evolve inside the crevice2at this time~
The A£ energy level (amplitude) detected was almost
the same as that for Test 1.

111> AE Monitoring of seC: Figure 9 shows the AE
cumulative event counts and energy during the SCC
test. After inducing crevice ccrrosion by the
polarization scan, the potential of the specimen
(Ecorr ) remains about -0.22 V and H2 gas evolves for
some llOurs, but it increases suddenly to abcut -0.10 V
at the end of this period, and then it decreases
gradually. It is speculated that the sudden increment

of Ecorr correspond s to the time when the hYdrogen
ions have been consumed during the completion of the
cathod ic reaction inside the crevice. The grad ient of
the AE cumulative event counts curve changes greatly

00
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Relationshi~ between the amount of electr
ical charge and measured AE energy.
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Fig. 8 AE cumulative event count during the crev
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when E orr increases, but remains constant when Ecorrdecrea§es gradually. The AE cumulative energy,
however, increases greatl y at about 35 ks in contr ast
to the above. Figure 10 gives the AE amplitude
distribution for this test. As shown in this figure,
some high amplitude emissions (of about mV range) were
observed. Figure 11 is the result of source location

during this test. As indicated here, since "2 gas
evolves on both side of the crevice at random, the AE
event counts are distributed on the average in all
parts of the measured zone. However, a large amount
of AE energy is found in the middle of the measured
zone, namely, at the crack tip. Therefore, it is
concluded that the high amplitude AE in Fig. 10 caused
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iv) AE Analysis during CF

Solution treated specimens. Figure 111 shows the
relationship between the stress intensity factor range
CCl K) and CF crack growth rates (da/dn) of so lution
treated specimens polarized at various electrochemical
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the sudden increment of the At energy at 35 ks and the
sec crack initiated at this time. Figure 12 indicates
the At cumulative event counts and energy during sec
process when the potential of the specimen was
maintained at -0.20 V after inducing the crevice
corrosion artificially and the imposed stress
intensity level was changed in four stepsl'~ every 72
ks period. (K = 0, 1.55, 11.65, 9.30 MPa m ). The
amplitude distribution obtained in this test is given
in Fig. 13. No AE with the energy level greater than
about 500 J.lV was found in the case ltIere no stress was
applied. However, high energy emissions were produced
when stress was applied and sec crack initiated, and
propagated. It is also indicated in this result that
the sec may initiate at a raY?2r low stress intensity
factor level, K = 1.55 MPa m ,which seems to be
lower than K obtained for chloride SCC of
austenitic sl~~gless steels. Brittle l'racture
surfaces were observed for the sec cracks by 5tH.
They are supposed to be the source of the high
amplitUde AE. The sources of low amplitUde AE «- 0.5
mY) are considered to be "2 gas evolution inside the
crevice, martensitic transformation or plastic
deformation in the plastic zone, etc. But their
contribution to the AE cumulative energy is small
because their AE energy is very small.
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Fig. 16 At amplitude distribution during the CF
processes.
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In addition to the (111) cleavage-like cracking,
many separations were nucleated, under corrosive
conditions, perpendicular to the main crack surface at
stringer-type non-metallic inclusions precipitated
continuously in the direction of hot rolling (Photo
2). As shown in Fig. 18, since the high density of
the separations is seen in the mid part of the
specimens, and it decreases as the Kmax increases and
the crack growth rate becomes greater 1n comparison

potentials. The crack growth rates at -0.8 v, Ec r'
and -0.28 V were alcelerated significantly compar%§
with those observed in air or +0.1 V (non-corrosive
eqv.1ronments) when 1\ K is less than about 37 HPa
m 72, where the tr ansi tion of the deformation patterns
in the crack-tip plastic zone from hinge-type to
shear-type takes place, and through-thickness yielding
is ac complished (lohJka i and Mur ata, 1980). Bo th AE
cumulative event counts and AE energy represented
step-like curves and their increasing rates were found
to become greater with the alceleration of crack
growth rates. Figure 15 indicates the relationship
betweenD,K and AE activity. AE activities at -0.8 V,
E ,and -0.28 V (hydrogen evolution) continued to
i~8Ftase even after the plastic zone transition. On
the other hand, AE activities in air or at +0.1 V
clearly decreased after this transition. The AE
amplitude distribution during this test series is
shown in Fig. 16. The AE activities observed under the
former environments are higher than those observed
under the latter (r.on-corrosive) environments in terms
of detected AE event counts and peak amplitudes. Many
AE ever.ts are found to exceed the mV level in the
former. Figure 17 ind ic ates the rel ationship between
the crack growth rate and AE energy rate per cycle at
eaoh environment. The AE energy rate at -0.8 V, Ecorr '
or -0.28 V, is about one order of magnitude greater
than that of +0.1 V or in air. even if the malroscopic
crack growth rate is equal.

Cleavage-like cracking on (111) planes, was
observed on the fracture surfac"2by SEM (Photo 1)
when ~ K is less than 37 MPa m ,where the plastic
zone transition oocurred. Since the number of the
(111) planes is proportional to the event counts
detected in air or at +0.1 V, the main AE source
during the fatigue process under plane strain
condition in ncn-corrosive environment can be
attributed to this cleavage-like cracking (Ohira et
a1., 1980).
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Cleavage-like (111) plane observed on the
fracture surface by SEM, whose orientation
was determine1/2 by etch pitting;
~ = 34.1 MPa.m •
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with the hydrogen diffusion rate, it is obvious that
the nucleation of the separations is due to the
triaxial stress in the crack-tip plastic zone and that
it depends strongly upon stress triaxiality and
hydrogen diffusion process in the plastic zone. It is
reasonable to consider that this type of microcracldng
can be a significant AE source during the CF
processes. This consideration, thus, leads us to
conclude that the separations caused by triaxial
stress and hydrogen trapped at non-metallic inclusions
are responsible for the high AE activity shown in
Figs. 16 and 11.

(b)(0)

(a) Hicrocracks perpendicular to the main
CF crack surface at Ecorr
~ = 36.6 HPa.m 1/ 2), (b) Chain-like non
metallic inclusions precipitated continu
ously in the direction of hot rolling.

Photo 2

The main fractographic feature of sensitized
samples was, while no cleavage-like cracking was
observed on the sensi t1 zed fracture surfaces, llIC1'1y
separations were found1~ any environment with D. K
greater than -34 HPa III (Photo 3). These

Sensitized specimens. Figure 19 Shows the
relationship between D. K and CF crack growth rate
(da/dn) of sensitized specimens. The crack growth
rate of sensitized specimen is accelerated, compared
with that of solution tr,,~ed case, in air at lower
1\ K level than _40 HPa III • The acceleration of
da/dn is more remarkable in transpassive region (.1.1
V) and at corrosion potential (Ecorr)' due to the
superposi tions of the accelerations caused by
sensi ti zation and environmental effects such as
intergranular corrosion (.1.1 V), local metal
dissolution (Ecorr )' or hydrogen evolved via cathodic
reaction (Ecorr )' Figure 20 presents the relationship
betweenCiK and AE activity. Both AE count rate and
energy rate determined for the sensitized specimens
were much greater than those of the solution-treated
case through all the D. K values. This indicates that
AE techniques can be of great use to monitor crack
growth processes under sensitized condition that is
often observed in heat affected zone (HAZ) of welded
structures. The AE energy level on the sensi ti zed
specimens was very high and lIlCl'ly events were found to
have peak amplitUdes of several mY.
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Relationship between stress intensity fac
tor range and crack growth rate (sensi
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Fig. 21

Fig. 20

nucleation of the separations is the mair. AE source
during the cracking process of sensitized specimens
and, accordingly, is responsible for the high AE
activity shown in Fig. 20.lO~m

Intergranular-llke cracking observed on
the sensitized fracture surface tested in
transpassive region: ~ : 34.0 MPa.m 1/2

~

oo
'-
u

Photo 4

separations were nucleated perpendicularly to the main
crack surface along grain boundaries. Since a greater
density of the separations was found in the mid-part
of the specimen than near the specimen surfaces, it is
believed that the tr iax ial stress 1n the plastic wne

caused the separations, cooperating with sensitization
(carbide precipitation along grain boundaries).
Figure 21 shows the relationship between the density
of the separations and the density of the AE events in
air i.e., AE event counts detected in air during the
crack growth per unit area. The proportional
relationship seen in this figure demonstrates that the

Photo 5 Intergranular-like cracking obserVed on
the sensitized fract~r~ surface tested at
Ecorr: C:§. = 37. 2HPa.m I •

Intergranular-l1ke cracks were observed on the
sensitized fracture surface produoed at +0.1 V
intergranular-l1ke cracking was obserVed in a1dition
to the separations described above (Photo II). A
higher crack density was found in the mid-part of the
specimen and it decreased as the stress triaxial1ty in
the orack-tip plastic zone decreased with the increase
of K value. As the effect of intergranular corrosion
decreased with the acceleration of the crack-growth
rate, this cracking was evidently due to cooperation
of triaxial stress and intergranular corrosion caused
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Schematic representation of the effects of environmental condi
tions and mechanical conditions on AE activity obtained during the
CF processes of solution treated 30Q stainless steel.

Fig. 22

Sources
Cleavage (111 )

AE

AE Sources

Effect of Sensitization and
Environmental Conditions

Transpassive Region and
Ecorr. Sensitized

olntergranular-like
Cracking due- to
Intergronular Corrosion
or Hydrogen

° Separation due to
Sensitization
or Hydrogen

log Vp

Amplitude Distribution

Fig. 23 Schematic AE sources and ex planation for the co-operation of
environments (intergranular corrosion and hydrogen). triaxial
stress (mechanical conditions), and sensitization which provide
high AE activity during CF processes.
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pertinent: 1)"2 gas evolves inside the crevice
during the crevice corrcsion process; 2) the brittle
fracture surfaces are seen on the sec surfaces by SEM;
3) high energy emissions are emanated with the
initiation and growth of seC. These lead the authors
to speculate that hydrogen embrittlement (HE) may be
involVed in this SCC process.

From these four stUdies described here and other
tests such as fracture toughness tests and tensile
tests using specimens that have passivation film
(thick ox ide film) formed in the simulated BWR water
environment, a representative map is drawn on the AE
amplitude distribution (Fig. 24). Each AE source and
its energy level measured during corrosion, sec, and
CF processes are indicated in the figure.

It is thus demonstrated that the AE techniques
have a great potential for the application to problems
related to localiZed corrosion, I.e., crevice
corrosion, sec, and CF processes which do no t have al
effective means to be monit~red until now. The
parameter, the AE energy (V

D
: square of peak

ampH tude) seems to be the most importan t and
practical, AE parameter to monitor these processes,
since it can represent most clearly the micro-fracture
processes (crack initiation, growth, etc.) that occur
locally in the materials.

SchE'matic AmplitUdE'
Oistribution

Micro-Crocking

(;::~r.on by hydro~n ~ wns,lozotoon) ~.,
,

Macm-Cracking ,

(Ol.'<1VQgi' • Coolescence 01 Microcracks I
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=E DiSSolulion
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:::::> Breakdown 01 i
~ Passive Film:
E! -j- ':0 Io Slip Deformation

Twin Deformation
Hydrogen gas wolution

It is ment:.1oned by Staehle (1973) that there
exist electrochemical potential regions which tend to
cause SCC or CF, where there are transitions between
regions of stability and instability, such as
corrosion potential, active-passive transition region,
and transpassive region. Under these electrochemical
circumstances, the CF crack growth rates are
accelerated ald the AE activity becomes much higher
with the acceleration of crack growth rate during the
CF tests compared with that of non-corrosive
environment. The main AE sources that generate
sufficiently high energy events during CF processes
are shown to be the cleavage-like crack growth and the
nucleation of microcracks caused by hydrogen or
sensitization, which are perpendicular to the main
crack surface. These results indicate that AE
techniques are quite effective to study the micro
processes that cannot be detected macroscopically by
any other method.

Fig.

til-c:

!L
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0.01 0.1
Peak Voltage I mV

Various AE sources during SCC or CF
processes and their energy levels drawn on
amplitude distribution.

by the preferential dissolution of carbides
precipitated along grain boundaries during
sensitization. As shown in Fig. 20, this cracking
process gives rise to high AE activity at relatively
low ~ K where the plastic wne is hinge-type (plane
strain) •

On the sensitized fracture surface obtained at
Ecorr ' intergranular-like oracking caused by hydrogen
trapped at carbides was observed as well as the
separations due to sensi ti zation or hydrogen trapped
at non-metallic inclusions (Photo 5>' It also tended
to depend upon the stress triaxiality in the plastic
zone. It was, however, diffioult to determine AE
souroe during this CF process, beoause the SEM
observations showed a mix ture of the different
microcracking processes such as intergranular-like
cracking, separations by sensi ti zation, or separations
by hydrogen.

It has been found that the AE energy level of
metal dissolution md the breakdown of thin passive
film is not sufficient to be detected, but H2 gas
evolution, sec or CF crack initiation and growth
provide sufficient energy. These results indicate
that AE technique can be a very useful means to
monitor these localized corrosion processes.

2.2.3 Discussion

The factors of local breakdown of passivity and
local acidification are interrelated (Brown, 1971).
In the presence of chloride ions, the passive ox ide
film on stainless steel tends to break down. By
hydrolysis, the chromium chloride and water cause
local generation of hydrochloric acid (Copson and
Dean, 1965; Chen et al., 1976). The liquid near the
tip of a growing crack remains acidic as long as the
crack is growing. The development of acidification
tends to be promoted by a shelter such as crevice.
This autocatalytic process can be thought to occur in
sec or CF at the crack apex. In this case, the
electrode potential at the crack apex is important.
If it is below (more active than) the equilibrium
potential of the hydrogen electrode EO (H

2
), hydrogen

embrittlement is possible. In this study, an
artificial crevice is introduced by spark-machining
and the crevice corrosion is induced by the
polarization scan. The AE generated by the evolution
of H2 gas is detected at first when the crev ice
corrosion occurs, the pH value of the solution in the
crevice becomes SUfficiently low, and the potential
falls below ~ (H ). Then, after some incubation
time, higher amplftude waves are emitted with the
initiation md the growth of the seC. Thus, the
crevice corrosion md sec processes can be monitored
by AE technique. The three facts observed here are

Figures 22 and 23 summarize the results and
schematically illustrate the relationships between AE
sources, AE activity, mechanical conditions,
env ironmental conditions and materials factors. It is
demonstrated that the AE sources which provide large
AE activity during the CF orack growth of Type 3011
austenitic stainless steels are microcracking
processes such as cleavage-like cracking, separ ations,
and intergranular-like cracking. These are caused by
the cooperation of triaxial stress (mechanical
conditions), corrosive environments (intergranular
corrosion or hydrogen evolution), and materials
factors (non-metallic inolusions or sensi t:.1 zation) •
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2.3 Application-oriented Studies

Some useful results from field applications
using autoclaves have been reported relating to the
IaSCC problems in nuclear power plants.
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While there are few investigations in the
literature, AE should also find its large applications
in chemic al plants. It is well known that localized
corrosion, such as crevice corrosion, sec, eF, etc.,
is a pressing problem in using stainless steels in
chemical plants. AE will be a powerful tool to
monitor these processes and incipient failures.
Practical limitations and problems to apply AE are
belieVed to be almost identical to those in the case
of nuclear power plant.

3. Steels

CR) event count locat.ed in the watched zone
event :: tOt"il~counl located between two inner :tensors

(R) .. re1eoscd A£ enerilX 1n the wat.ched zone
en~r;1' .. ~tele-a:U!d'"Arener8Y be-tween two inner sensors

demonstrated in Fig. 26.

Since boiling water reactor (B'tlR) environment is
rather noisy, the discrimination of valid AE signals
from environmental noise seems to be most important
for AE monitoring of IGSee process. It is known that
the noise emission level at sensor output during the
normal operation of IlWR is several hundreds ~V, but
the peak amplitUdes sometimes reach mV order during
shutdown or starting up of a reactor as a result of
mechanical vibrations, impacts, friction, hydraulic
flow, cavitation, etc. Q1 the other hand, the largest
amplitUdes of valid AE signals from IGSee crack growth
or mechanical breakdown of thick oxide film are
expected to be some mV (Kusanagi et a1., 1980; Yuyama
et a1., 1980). Therefore, IGSee process can be
mcnitored by AE if valid AE signals are discriminated
frcm environmental noise by setting the proper
threshold level.
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The feasibility of continuous AE monitoring has
been examined by Komura et a1., (1981) to monitor sec
process of Type 304 stainless steel in a refreshed
loop of high purity water containing 8 ppm O2 at 2890 e
under a cyclic tensile load ing cond ition. AE
monitoring was carried out on the pipe test specimens.
Each of them had one welded joint to obtain detailed
AE characteristics from the initiation or the progress
of IGSeC. The AE cumulative event count and energy
showed the obvious transition during this process
representing the significant and step-like increase of
AE activities with the initiation and progress of
IGSec. High AE activities were found to be
concentrated near the welding line by the AE source
location using inner two sensors and outer two sensors
to prevent the location error caused by mechanical
noises which come from the loading fixture. In Fig.
26, two ratios are defined. These are an event count
ratio, (R)event' showing the extent of location of AE
event, and, an energy ratio, (R) , showing the
extent of localization of releas~aeA~Yenergy. These
ratios are very useful in monitoring IGSCe as

Stahlkopf et al., (1976) performed the sec tests
of Type 304 stainless steel pipe that had four pipe
sections prepared by welding in a refreshed loop of
high purity water at 2890 e with an externally applied
bending moment. The results showed distinct AE
response throughout the progress of IGSCe from
initiation to pipe-wall penetration. In the course of
the 23-day test period, a sustained increase in
ambient AE occurred on the 4th day apparently
indicating initiation or acceleration of the IGSee.
On the 14th day, intermittent high AE periods began to
appear indicating more extensive crack increments.

The AE behavior during sec process in Type 316
stainless steel was studied by Bentley (1976). The AE
count rate was measured during sec test in high
temperature lOS NaOH solution by using U-bend
specimens with waveguide. As shown in Fig. 25, high
emission rate was observed as the solution temperature
increased.

Fig. 25 AE count rate vs time during see test of
Type 316 stainless steel in high tempera
ture 10% NaOH solution.

3. 1 sec and HE

In the 11 terature, we can find a number of
investigaticns which applied AE techniques to the
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problem of sec and HE in steels. These will be
summarized here.

similar to that of the hydrogen-charged specimens
suggesting their initiation of seC. It is ooncluded
from their preliminary stUdy that the AE monitoring
technique would be a useful tool for stUdying delayed
cracking because of its high sensitivity and ability
to prov id e immed 1ste ind ic ations 0 f crack growth.

Gerberich and Hartbower (1969) also made a
detailed study of the slow crack growth process for
06aC steel tested in the hydrogenated condition, in
distilled water and in combination. They found that
crack growth occurred at discontinuous steps for all
test conditions. The fractographic evidence showed
all test conditions to result in similar failure modes
with both intergranular and cleavage areas prominent.
From the AE analysis, it was determined that the crack
growth process could be approximated by an average
jump which is also related to the theoretical crack
tip displacement.

A commercially available system was employed by
Chaskelis, Cullen, and Krafft (1973) to detect and
count AE emanating from the aqueous sec propagation in
113QO steel. Standard ASTM E399 CT specimens with
short notches were prepared in four tempering
temperatures: 2011, 316, 1127, and 53SoC. Crack length
was monitored with a notch-opening clip-gage.
Comparisons showed the time rate of AE events to

AE associated with sec of Bl7MQO, 897M39, and
AlSI 113110 steels in 3.5J NaCI and gaseous H at 190
760 Torr was studied by McIntyre and Green ~'978).
The experimental result indicated that the AE level
was more intense during intergranular as compared with
transgranular cracking. Increasing grain-size also
significantly increased the emission level, and
environmental effects were strongly dependent on the
fracture path. The emissions were highly sensitive to
crack initiation and growth, and in miJ1Y cases
detected the initiation earlier than any indication
from electrical-resistance determinations.

Zakharov et a1. (1978) carried out corrosion
tests of Steel 115 in hydrochloric iJ1d sulfuric a:id
solutions to find a relation between the rate of
solution of metal, hydrogen evolution, and AE
par ameters. Depend ing on the concentr ation and
nature of acid. and on the solution stage. the A£
intensity and its character seemed to be due to the
characteristics of the corrosion mechanism and
hydrogen bubble evolution. It was revealed from these
tests that, during solution of the metal in
hydrochloric and sulfuric a:ids, AE intensity was
proportional to the corrosion rate and could provide
information during the continuous investigation of
corrosion processes with evolution of hydrogen or
other gases.

I
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AE counts and displacement of transducer
with time during crack growth in low alloy
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Fig. 27

Recently, Mor.den, Murata, and Nagumo (1978) have
investigated environmental failure processes in mild
and high strength steels. They studied AE
characteristics during these processes in terms of AE
count rate, waveform, and its mode (longitUdinal or
shear wave). As summarized in Table 1, APe failure
could be distinguished from HE by stUdying AE
characteristics from these view points.

«B I
25 T.5.162KqImmI

Nakamura, Hagemeyer and Veach (1971)
demonstrated that the D6aC steel specimens, stressed
by interference fit bolts, gave AE signals at rates
which were directly related to their stress state and
the amount of hydrogen charging they had previously
received. The addition of water to a stressed but
uncharged specimen produced a pattern of AE signals

Okada, Yukawa, and Tamura (19711, 1976) used AE
techn iques to differentiate the two mechanisms (APC
and HE) in env ironmental cracking of high strength
steels and stainless steels. It was possible to
detect high amplitude AE signals accompanying hydrogen
induced microcracking at the tip of an advancing
crack. In contrast to HE, significant AE could not be
observed in APC where cracks propagate by snod ic
dissolution along preferential paths. In their study,
it was revealed that APC and HE could be
differentiated during environmental cracking process
of steels by AE technique (Fig. 27).

Table 1
AE Characteristics during APC and HE processes in steels.

AE Failure process in APe Macro scopic crack
characteristics &Incubation period in HE propagation in HE

Amplitude small large

Mode shear wave longitudinal wave
(second arrival wave) (first arrival wave)

Wave form smooth wave packet sharp wave form or
or continuous type burst type
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increase wi th stress in tensi ty in rough correspondence
to, but much more rapidly, than the crack velocity. 'AlLURE

o

10

Fig. 29

3.2 Corrosion Fatigue (CF)

Mehdizadeh (1916) has monitored the progress of
CF damage of quenohed and tempered C/Mo steel in 3S
NaCl solution by AE generated during corrosion fatigue
test and periodic proof loadings. The result showed
that periodio proof testing combined with AE
monitoring could be a sensitive method for assessing
the progress of CF damage. This method can be
utilizied to establish the initiation of incipient
fatigue cracks after as little as 5S of the total
fatigue life. A qualitative method based on the
saturation of AE during periodic proof loading was
used to predict the remaining fatigue life and it was
demonstrated that this scheme can predict the
remaining fatigue life up to 70S of the actual values.

Schematic diagram showing suboritical
crack growth prooess and terminology.

to circulating water at 21 and 111°C. The sec tests
were conducted using fatigue precracked, single-edge
notched, tension specimens in oonjunction with
linear-elastic fr acture-mechanics to determine the
effect of melting practice and long-exposure time.
Figure 29 is a schematic of the crack jump progression
during this process in terms of oumulative AE counts
versus time at constant load. As indicated in the
figure, the pr imar y inoubation time was defined as the
time from the start of hold to the first rapidly
increasing slope (jump) in the plot of cumulative AE
counts versus time. Secondary incubation t1me was
defined as the average t1me between successive rapidly
increasing slopes (jumps) after primary inCUbation.
The behavior at 21 and 711 0 F, in contradistinction to
that at 1650 F, consisted of a gradually increasing
slope until just prior to failure; that is, there was
a single jump at failure.

Hartbower et al. (1913) merle an investigation of
CF processes in D6aC steel, Ti-6AI-llV alloy. and
1015-T6 Al alloy using the precracked, single-edge
notch tension specimens and AE techniques. The sec
process during low-cycle. high-stress-intensity
fatigue was readily detected by a marked increase in
the AE oount rate. From this investigation, the
utility of AE as a preoursor of imminent failure was
shown for the environmentally assisted fatigue
(corrosion fatigue).

2o
o

Reuter and Hartbower (1971, 1912) an al yzed the
AE during subcritical cracking (SCC) process in two
heats of 250 grade 18S nickel maraging steel exposed

Nozue and Kishi (1982) have recently carried out
HE tests in 113110 steel to establish the source
mechanism of discontinuous AE produced during lIE
process of high strength steels. They revealed that
the cumulative AE event count was proportional to the
number of the microscopic intergranular cracking
observed on the fracture surface by SEM (Fig. 28) and
that the oumulative AE energy was proportional to the
new crack area developed as a result of intergranular
crack extension. These results show that the dominant
AE source in this process is the individual
intergranular oracking induced by hydrogen.
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~.anegan and Tetelman (1911) have used AE
techniques to determine the rate of cracking in 113110
steel due to HE, making it possible to predict failure
in certain structural components undergoing
environmental cracking. The linear-compliance
specimens were employed under a dead-weight load
condition. They were cathodically charged with
hydrogen, cadmium plated and baked for 3 hrs at 150oC,
fatigue cracked and placed in a dead-weight-load
frame. The data for several values of K showed that
the crack growth rate varies linearly with K. The
slopes of the cumulative AE counts curves were taken
for several values of K. A be~t fit of these data
ind io ated that Ko = 1.0 ksi-in 12 was the threshold
stress-intensity factor below which no cracking
ocourred. These reSUlts suggest that continuous AE
monitoring of certain structures containing an
advanoing HE orack will allow prediction of impending
failure. The most important oonolusion reached in
this study is that regardless of the initial loading.
nucleation time for oracking to begin, or any other
factors connected with geometrical differences in
specimens, the AE rate can be used to determine the
time for and stress-intensity factor at the onset of
rapid fracture.

Fig. 28 Relationship between the number of inter
granular cracking and detected AE event
counts.

Nakajima et a1. (1919) have recently merle an
attempt to detect and analyze AE from CF process of
A533B in a simulated BWR water environment using the
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various sources. The empirical relationship between
the AE energy and the crack-growth rate (Fig. 30)
supported the conclusion that the AE technique can
provide semiquantitative means of detecting and
monitoring the CF process in the simulated BWR
environments. This process would be quantitatively
monitored in real plants if other technical
difficulties associated with estimating the crack
growth rate are solved.

II. Al md Mg Alloys

11.1 COrrosion

Rettig md Felsen (11176) measured AE generated
during corrosion process of alUlllinUIII wire in salt
water. In this test, the AE count rate was linear
with the reaction process as measured by hydrogen
formation (Fig. 31). While it was suggested that an
explanation for the AE associated with corrosion
phenomena would include macroscopic motion of hydrogen
bubbles, some AE signals were monitored in cases where
no bubbles were detectable even at lOx magnification.
It is possible that other physical/chemical mechanisms
are involved. They concluded that by measuring the AE
count rate, cUlllulative AE counts, and the pulse
amplitude, correlation may be made with empirically
obtained corrosion data to permit failure pred iction
and that these AE parameters can provide a
nondestructive inspection technique for monitoring
invisible or hidden corrosion.

Some studies have been conducted on the
application of AE techniques for monitoring corrosion
as a new NDI approach.
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linear-ccmpliance specimens (T-DCB specimens) with
stainless steel waveguides. The discrete AE signals
could be identified by reducing the frictional noises
from the loading pins and the specimen, and
characterizing the spectrUIII of signals emitted from

Fig. 30
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Dependence of crack growth rate and AE
energy as functions of stress intensity

factor range for material with martensite.

0.5 1 1.5 2
Hydrogen Collected (m\)

Corrosion reaction monitoring of Al wire
in sal t water.

Hansfeld and Stocker (1977, 1979) have recently
reported the experimental results on AE from corroding
electrode. They found that the AE count rate seemed
to be qualitatively related to the corrosion rate and
that in the case of localized corrosion of Al alloys
freely corroding or coupled to dissimilar metals, AE
count rate accurately reflected the corrosion behavior
of these alloys (Fig. 32). It is mentioned that
additional information becomes available about the
statistical nature of the pi tting process for Al
alloys and stainless steel md that hydrogen bUbbling
plays an important role during these processes because
its evolution due to cathodic polarization increases
the AE count rate significantly.

Procedures have been developed by Rodgers and
Moore (1975, 1980) to detect active corrosion in
aluminUIII structure md moisture-degraded adhesive
bonding in composite ll:lneycomb using AE monitoring.
Simple heating methods employing a ll:lt-air gun or heat
lamp are used to increase emissions from active
corrosion sources, and to create the stress necessary
to break moisture-degraded adhesive bonds. Corrosion
detection in aluminum skin md ll:lneycomb has proven
successful. In this case, the AE source is thought to
be the formation md bursting of hydrogen bubbles from
cathodic half-cell of the corrosion reaction. It is
noted that the true extent of corrosion damage was
revealed by AE and that the ability to detect even the
early stages of corrosion activity, before extensive
structural damage has taken place, is clearly an
advantage in the maintenance environment.

Druchenko et a1. (1977) have given a qualitative
description of AE generated in metals by sec, pitting,
hydrogen absorption and desorption, and
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5. Cu and Its Alloys

A study was made of the propagation of
transgranular sec cracks in a Mg-7 .5-wt.~ Al alloy
tested at room temperature in an aqueous NaCI-K2CrO

IL
solution by Chakrapani and Pugh (1975, 1976). The sec
fracture surfaces were cleavage-like in appearance,
containing shallow steps which were matching and
interlocking on opposite faces. Descrete AE was
emitted during crack propagation, and these are
considered to result from discontinuous crack advance
(Fig. 311). Analysis of corroded samples indicated
that hydrogen absorption occurs, and there is little
doubt that the reversible embrittlement in immersed
specimens results from the presence of hydrogen.
These experimental results thus made it possible to
argue that cracking involves repeated cycles of
hydrogen diffusion to the region ahead at the crack
tip (a slow process) followed by cleavage through the
hydrogen-rich zone (a rapid process).

Sugimoto and Sakai (1980) used AE technique to
detect the initiation of sec in AI-Zn-Mg alloy which
was aged at 1500 C for various hours. The sec tests
were carried out in 1 H NaCI solution monitoring AE
cumulative event counts, elongation of the specimen,
and current change. The result indicated that the AE
can detect the crack initiation clearly and earliest
of all these monitoring parameters applied in this
test (Fig. 33).

We could find only a few results obtained by
using AE technique concerning the studies of sec in
pure Cu and Cu Alloy. Suzuki et 81. (1976) carried
out tr ansgr anular sec tests on pure copper in O. OS H
NH 40H solution at 700 C. They detected the onset of

preserved, but then the emission gradually died out
and stopped at the same time as the crack halted. In
all cases, it was possible even to record the moment
of appearance of the crack by AE earlier than by
direct observation. It was supposed that AE arises as
the crack grows and continues for short period of time
during which the crack executed an elementary jump.

Fig. 33

Count rate and potential of Al 202ij cou
pled to Zn and freely corroding in 3.5$
NaCI.

Fig. 32
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sec cests of AI-Zn-Mg alloy with a Zn/Mg ratio
of about 0.5 in a state of high sensitivity to
craoking were carried out by Bukulin and Halyshev
( 1978), The spec imens were flex ur ally deformed in a
Tex to 11te (resin-impregnated lamin ated cloth) fr ame
which was half-immersed in 0.5 H NaCI with admixtures
of H 0 and HNO to accelerate cracking. It was found
that2a60ut 20 mln after the appearance of AE signals,
a crack could be seen on the surface of the specimen.
As the crack advanced, the character of the AE was

Scott and Wilson (1979) used 20211 aluminum alloy
specimens, polished to a 600 grit finish and
degreased, to demonstrate the potential usefulness of
AE technique for the detection of active corrosion.
Specimens were tested in pairs for a period of four
days after lo'hich a different specimen-corrodent
ccmbination was ex amined. It was observed that the
specimen in tap water started to corrode immediately;
the specimen in distilled water corroded 2-3 hrs after
immersion; and the specimens immersed in the various
disinfectant solutions emitted no signal even after
four days immersion. These results were confirmed by
visual and weight-loss corrosion tests.

electroplating. They checked calculated values for
the fundamental wave frequencies for bubbles in the
aqueous solution experimentally with hydrogen bubbles
evolved during corrosion of 016AT aluminum alloy in
lOS ferric chloride solution. The excellent agreement
between the calculated and measured results showed
that the wave frequency of the visible bubbles did not
exceed ij0-50 kHz. They also performed sec test on the
cantilever specimens with microscopic observation and
revealed that visual appearance of the crack is always
preceded by AE signals lo'hich often follow one another
and are visible on the oscillographic screen as
superimposed afterimages.

Tetelman (1972) demonstrated the extreme
sensi tiv ity of AE techniques to slow crack-growth
processes of Al alloys in NaCI solution using the
pre-cracked specimens. The alloy that had higher
susceptibility to sec showed the higher AE count rate
compared with that lo'hich had low susceptibility. The
susceptibility to sec, thus, could be quickly and
easily determined by placing pre-cracked, pre-loaded
specimens of questionable microstructure or
composition in the solution and measuring AE count
rate.
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fig. 35

Mah et al. (1975) performed corrosion end sec
tests or. the same alloys as used in Magnani's study in
oxygen-saturated water containing chloride ions using
rectangular corrosion coupons and smooth four-point
bend specimens. It was found from this study that sec
monitoring of the alloy was successful and that
corrosion monitoring showed a direct correlation
between corrosion rate (based on weight loss) and
total AE counts.

intensities. The experimental data indicated that, as
the cracking velocity increases, the counts per unit
area of new crack surface increase, and these results
above revealed the feasibility of AE detection
techniques as a useful sec testing tooL

The AE accompanying sec in air, at ambient
temperature, of a U-10 wt.S Mo alloy was investigated
by Bedere and Miannay (1973) using a counting
technique. The AE detected was due to the plasticity
and microcracking which accompanied ma:roscoplc
cracking. The AE increased slightly in the course of
a test but was not a unique function of the stress
intensity factor in contrast to the results obtained
by Magnani.

The sec process of U...{). 3 wt. S Ti alloy was
studied by Dunegan and Harris (1974) on the llnear
compliance specimen monitoring AE. As shown in rig.
36, after placing a few drops of 3S NaCl solution in
the side groove of the specimen, the AE immediately
began to increase at a high rate, and shortly
thereafter, the load on the bolt began to decrease,
namely, the sec began to propagate. But the crack
began to arrest after approx imately 15 min. and AE
counts approached an asymptotic value. This result
demonstrates that AE can monitor the sec growth
process in this alloy.

--111------,

I

,LA'., .d •• ,....,~
10 30 35 40 Q) 65

Time (min)

- ---4/---------.,11-----,

5

AE parameters against time that a bend
specimen is stressed in air after 8 hour
immersion (unstressed) in the test solu
tion. The arrow indicates the time at
which the stress was applied.

Recently, Beavers and Pugh (1980) studied the
propagation of transgranular sec in Admiralty Metal
(eu-30 Zn) by means of AE technique. They performed
sec tests on bend specimens under constant deflection
in a 15 N tarnishing solution, while monitoring AE.
In this study, While not generally resolvable with the
SEM, crack-arrest markings could be detected on the
fracture faces under certain conditions, and this,
together with the occurrence of discrete AE which is
considered to be associated with crack propagation,
indicated that the sec propagation is discontinuous.
They concluded that transgranular sec in this system
occurs by discontinuous cleavage on {110} planes, and
that a bulk-embrittlement model (which might be
hydrogen embrittlement) is probably operative.

6. U Alloys

Fig. 311

Magnani (1973) monitor"ed sec propagation of
uranium 4.5 wt.$ Nb by crack-opening displacement and
AE technique in dry laboratory air with some tests
conducted in oxygen and water vapor. The sec crack
velocity data end the AE behavior tested in dry
laboratory air showed that three stages of crack
growth existed (rig. 35). Excellent correlation could
be obtained between the directed cracking velocity
measurements and AE count rate at all stress

tarnish fUm fr acture which occurred at regular
intervals by monitoring corrosion potential change,
current change after 23 hrs polarization at -50 mV

(SeE), and AE signals obser~ed during c~sta~f

ex tension rate sec test at G = 11.0 x 10 min • The
detected AE was attributed to the brittle tarnish film
rupture from the correlation between the AE data and
the corrosion potential or current change. They
concluded that the result described above and the fact
that the fracture surface was all covered with thick
and black tarnish f11m even at the propagating crack
tip indicate that the sec mechanism in this case is
consistent with the brittle tarnish rupture model
(McEvily and Bank, 1963; Pugh and Westwood, 1966).
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Cox (1974) stUdied AE during the SCC of Zircaloy
specimens comparing with the metallographic and
fractographic evidence for the events occurring at
different stages in the c,'acking. Self-stressed DCB
specimens and half-inch (12.7 mm) lengths of standard
fuel cladding tube were tested in methanol-l$
hydrochloric a:::ici solution, methanol-U iodine
solution, and 51 NaCl solutions at room temperature.
and in a nitric-iodine salt mixture at 300oC. AE
during testing was monitored by using a differential
transducer mounted directly on the DCB specimen, or
the stressing block of the split ring specimen for
room temperature test. For tests at elevated
temperature (300oC), a 152 mm long Zircaloy rod (3.2
rom diameter) was screwed into the end of the DCB
specimen near the stressing bolts, and the transducer
was moun ted on a platform on top of this rod, which
could be cooled by an air flow if necessary. From the
results, two types of AE (continuous and
discontinuous) were read ily distinguishable (Fig. 38),
but no unique explanation of either was possible. It
was speculated that the continuous, swishing type of
AE may arise from either electrochemical dissolution
processes or the generation of mobile dislocations,
whereas the discontinuous, cracking type of AE may
result from either discontinuous propagation of a
brittle crack; twinning of the hexagonal metal. or
cracking of the protective oxide (at elevated
temperatures) •

Fatigue pre-cracked CT specimens with a thickness of 7
rom were tested under constant load. The experimental
data shoWed that the main AE source during this
process is sec crack growth and that there exists a
good correlation between the sec crack-growth rate and
the detected AE count rate. Both of them represented
three stages against stress intensity factor K (Fig.
37). The detailed observations of microstructure along
the cracking path and the analysis of AE detected
discontinuously during the crack growth revealed that
the cracking was obviously discontinuous and occurred
in jumps of some ex-grain diameters on a small scale
and of a prior i3-phase grain diameter on a large
scale. Thus, AI:: technique can be a powerful tool to
monitor sec process of 1i alloys and there is no doubt
that it will find increasing use for establishing
quantitative information in this area•
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Stress intensity factor and AE as a func
tion of time for the fixed-grip condition
of a U-O.31 Ti linear-compliance fracture
toughness specimen undergoing SCC due to
31 salt water.
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We could find several studies in the literature,
which dealt with sec process in Ti alloys using AE
technique (Pollock, 1967; Katz and Gerberich, 1970;
Katz, 1973; Yuyama et al., 1981). By summarizing
these results, the main AE source during this process
is concluded to be mechanical, discontinuous brittle
cleavage of single grain or groups of grains.

The aut.hors (1981, 1982) have recently
investigated sec process of Ti-6Al-4V alloys which
have different. heat. t.reatments in CH OH + 0.5$1 2solution, measuring crack-opening di~placement and AE.

7. T1 and Zr Alloys
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8. Discussions

8.1 AE Source Characterization

It. is import.ant. to ident.ify each AE source ald
its energy level for better W'lderstanding and analysis
of such complicated phenomena as corrosion, stress
corrosion cracking, and corrosion fatigue by means of
AE techniques.

Among those illustrated in Fig. 1, stronger AE
sources are hydrogen evolution by cathodic reaction,
crack propagation, mechanical breakdown of thick oxide
film, martensitic transformation induced by strain or
hydrogen, twin or slip deformation, microcracking, and
fracture or decohesion of inclusions in the plastic
zone. At present, it. is difficult to determine the
absolut.e values of AE energy because of the
attenuation or reflection during the wave propagation,
and the modulation of t.he waveform lIld frequency
spectrum, which arises from the characteristics of the
sensor 01adley et a1., 1980). However, relative AE
energy level can be roughly rated by comparisons of AE
ampl1 tudes measured on laboratory spec imens by
conventional PZT sensors. Herein, the respective AE
sources are illustrated and discussed from the
viewpoint of their energy levels (peak amplitudes at
sensor output on laboratory specimens).

Hydrogen evolution is one of the most important
AE sources during corrosion process under some
circumstances such as in acid solutions where t.he
reduction of hydrogen ion is predominant as cathodic
react1on. (Rettig and Fe1sen, 1976; Druchenko et a1"
1977; Mansfeld md Stocker, 1979; Yuyama et a1., 1980;
Rodgers, 1980; Zakharov et al.. 1978; Takano lI'Id Ono,
19711.) Although the AE source mechanisms are not yet
clear, hydrogen bubble formation, hydrogen absorption
or desorption, blister formation due to hydrogen gas
as a precursor of pi tting (Bargeron and Givens, 1917,
1980), and hydride formation in some alloys appear to
provide sufficiently high AE energy to detect. The
highest AE energy level from these sources is shown to
be some hundred s of ~V (Sec. 2). Thus, though the
precise AE source mechanisms are not yet known, it has
beer. demonstrated that the AE techn iques have the
potential usefulness for the detection and monitoring
of active corrosion.

Another most important AE source during
localized corrosion processes such as stress corrosion
cracking and corrosion fatigue is crack initiation and
extension induced by corrosive environment. This type
of AE is usually deeply related to the so-called
"pop-in ," the transient local elastic energy release
during the crack movements. It has been found that
there exist quantitative relations between AE
associated with pop-in and the new crack area
developed as a result of crack extension (Gerberich
and Hartbower, 1967, 1969; Radon and Pollock, 1972).
It appears that this pop-in can be classified into two
categories. The first one is micro pop-in caused by
micrcvoid coalescence or trans- or intergranular
cleavage. The scale is typically of the order of a
grain si ze. The second one is macro pop-in caused by
large-scale void coalescence or cleavage. The scale is
much larger than grain size. The AE energy level from
pop-in seems to be dependent on the mechanical
properties (microstructure) of the materials, the
stress triaxiality ahead of the growing crack, etc.
The elastic energy release from micro pop-in is
considerably smaller compared with that of macro pop-
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1n. The highest energy level form the former is
expected to be mV order (Niitsuma et a1., 1980). The
macro pop-in, in contrast, can provide higher AE
energy because of its large energy release during the
crack movements. The measured AE amplitudes in this
case sometimes reach several tens of mV in high
strength Ti or Al alloys, high strength steels, etc.
(Kishi et al., 1980; Yuyama et a1., 1981; Hozue and
Kishi, 1982). Corrosive environments, especially the
existence of hydrogen near the crack tip, will provide
higher AE activities in terms of emission amplitude,
COW'lt. rate, and energy rate in some steels and alloys.

In the crack-tip plastic zone ahead of the
growing crack, there are some phenomena lodlich can be
AE sources. They are slip or twin deformation,
martensitic transformation, fracture or decohesion of
inclusions, and micro-cracking.

During slip deformation, continuous type AE is
observed and its amplitude is no higher than several
tens of ~V. (Carpenter aid Heiple, 1978; Kishi and
Kuribayashi, 1978; Hsu and Ono, 1980; Masuda, 1980.)
On the other hand, during twin deformation, burst-type
AE is observed md its amplitUde sometimes reaches one
or two hundreds ~V. (Cox, 1974; Tanaka and Horiuchi,
1975; Yuyama et a1.. 1981.)

In metastable austenitic stainless steels such
as Type 304 and 316 steels, it is known that
martensitic transformation is induced by strain or
hydrogen. This transformation has been shown to
provide two or three hundreds ).IV emission anplitudes
(Kishi et a1., 1977; Takashima et a1., 1980).

The AE energy level produced by fr acture or
decohesion of inclusion (and second phase particles),
such as elongated MnS in steels, Fe-rich inclusions in
Al alloys, and carbides precipitated at grain
boundaries in stainless steels, appears to depend on
1ts size, geometry, orientation, etc. (Hamstad and
Mukherjee, 1975; Sano and Fujimoto, 1978; Ono et al.,
1978; SWindlehurst, 1978; NUtsuma et a1., 1980;
Jaffrey, 1980; Okajima and Ono, 1980). Fairly high
amplitUde AE, whose amplitude is larger than 1 mV, can
be expected from this source in some cases. As for
MnS inclusions, it has been reported that hydrogen
induced blisters that may develop into cracks in
line-pipe steels initiate at elongated MnS inclusions
in hydrogen sulfide environments (Hiyoshi et al.,
1976; Wilde et al., 1980). This hydrogen induced
cracking should prov ide sufficiently high AE amplitude
to detect.

The maximum AE amplitude from microcracking in
the plastic zone is reported to be mV order (Kishi et
al., 1980; No zue and Kishi, 1982). Since this
microcracking is considered to be a precursor of the
main crack ex tension and observed during incubation
period of environmental cracking, AE technique can be
used to predict and detect the occurrence of stress
corrosion cracking or corrosion fatigue in the early
stages.

Relatively high amplitUde ~~, Whose level may
reach mV order, are emitted from the mechanical
breakdown of passivation (thick oxide) film. (Suzuki
et a1., 1976; Kusanagi et 81., 1980; Yuyama et al.,
1980.) It is known that the thickness of this
passivation film can be ~m order and the film is
formed during sec process of Cu alloys in tarnish
solutions, and that of stainless steels in high



temperature high-purity water or polythionic a::ids,
etc. Therefore, it may be possible to detect and
monitor this type (tarnish-rupture) of sec by using AE
technique. It has been revealed, however, that the
breakdown of passivation film, whose thickness is nm
order, does not provide sufficiently high AE energy to
detect (see Sec. 2). The maximum emission level form
this source appears not to exceed 10 lJV, because the
lowest detectable emission level of current AE
instruments is thought to be more or less 10 lJV.

It is also shown in Sec. 2 that the AE energy
from dissolution of metal is so low that it is not
detectable. It seems that in this case, even the
highest AE amplitude does not exceed 10 lJV.

8.2 Evaluation of sec (CF) Susceptibility

The relative susceptibll ity of different alloys,
of the same alloy in various environments, and of the
same alloy in various tempers is currently being
assessed in two basically different ways. One method
employs smooth specimens which may be of various
shapes. A second and fundamentally different method
to rate the relative susceptibility is to pre-crack
fracture-mechanics-type specimens and measure the
plateau crack-growth rate or the apparent threshold
stress intensity factor, Kr ' below which the crack
does not extend. Here, thes~gplicationmethods of AE
techn ique to evaluate the reI ative susceptib ili ty are
illustrated and the validity of this technique is
discussed.

When smooth specimens are used to rank
materials, they are placed under sustained stresses of
various levels, exposed to selected environments, and
the total time for a specimen to crack is observed.
Since AE technique is sensitive to detect the
initiation and the growth of crack, except some cases
where these pIlenomena occur in such a noisy
environment as boiling magnesium chloride, the total
time to crack can be obtained precisely by measuring
the time when the first significant AE event is seen,
without stopping the test and observing the specimen
surface to find a visible crack. (Tetelman, 1972;
Druchenko et al., 1911; Sugimoto and Sakai, 1980.) The
crack growth rate can be also estimated from
cumulative AE event count or count-rate, because- these
parameters are usually related to the crack-growth
rate (Gerberich and Katz, 1969).

When pre-cracked fraoture mechanics specimens
are used to rate the susceptibility, the crack growth
rate is measured as a function of stress intensity
factor, K, during the subcritical crack growth caused
by environment. It is known that the relative
susceptibilities of the various materials, or·
individual materials having various tempers (heat
treatments and/or mechanical treatments), may vary
widely. In many of these cases, since AE count rate
is a direct function of the stress intensity factor, K
(Tetelman, 1912), and it usually has a good
correlation with crack-growth rate (Magnani, 1913;
Yuyama et al., 1981, 1982), the plateau crack-gr·owth
rate can be estimated from measuring the AE count
rate. It may be also possible to use a critical count
rate or energy rate to determine KIscc (Dunegan and
Tetelman, 1911; Nozue et a1., 1981). It is thus shown
that AE techniques are very useful to assess the
relative susceptibility of materials whether smooth
specimens or pre-cracked specimens are used.
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It has been shown that AE actiVity during crack
extension is related to the stress state in the
crack-tip plastic zone (Dunegan and Harris, 1914;
Ohir a et a1., 1980; Khan et a1., 1980). It is known
that the max imum stress in the plane strain plastic
zone can be as high as three times the uniaxial yield
stress because of the plastic constraint (Broek,
1914). Since the effective yield stress in plane
strain is much larger than the uniaxial yield stress,
higher AE activity is expected from a crack growing
under plane strain condition than from one growing
under plane stress.

The presence of hydrogen inside a growing crack
appears to give higher AE aotivities. In many
circumstances, it is known that hydrogen is produced
deep within the growing crack, and in many additional
circumstances, it is known that the thermodynamio
conditions there are favorable for hydrogen ion
reduction. The small hydrogen atom oan diffuse very
rapidly and it concentrates in regions of high
triaxial stress (Vanleeuwen, 1913), Le., in the
region in front of a crack, where a crack is
initiated. High-strength steels or alloys can be thus
embrittled by hydrogen and this embrittlement seems to
provide large AE activity (Staehle and Kerns, 1912;
Okada et al., 1914; Monden et a1., 1918). This
process might be involved in sec of soft alloys such
as Type 3011 stainless steel in some circumstances, in
Which case the initiation or the growth of sec can be
detected clearly by AE techniques.

If the crack grows under cyolic loading, AE
arises from the crack extension at the peak of the
loading cycle (peak load AE), and the crack closure or
opening during unloading and reloading (closure AE).
The AE signals which come from these different sources
can be discr-iminated by dividing the loading cycle
into several phases and analyzing the AE detected at
each phase (Yuyama et a1., 1980; Ohira et a1., 1980).
In Seo. 2, AE signals are measured only at the peak of
the loading cycle, sinoe the crack is expected to grow
at this phase. However, closure AE may also provide
useful information for the detection of the crack
initiation or growth. Therefore, the relationship
between the load ing phase and the AE behav ior must be
investigated carefully to apply AE techniques to the
study of crack-growth process under cyclic loading.

8.3 Prognosis

AE can be applied to stUdy locali2.ed corrosion
in two ways. The first approach is to study the
process fundamentally and a'lalyze the mechanism by AE
technique. This teohnique has proven successful in
laboratory studies on localized corrosion 10tIere the
extreme sensitivity of AE to hydrogen evolved by
corrosion a'ld crack growth induced by stress corrosion
cracking or corrosion fatigue has been demonstrated.
The second approach is to detect and continuously
moni tor- localized corrosion in-serv ice on engineering
structures. AE analysis, ooupled with proof-testing,
has been benefioially used in testing pressure
vessels, piping, and other components. Since AE
provides a unique method of recognizing When and where
localized corrosion is taking place, it can be also
used as a tool to detect and continuously monitor this
process in such components.

Practical limitations are that AE must be
discernible from background noise and that AE signals
must be correotly interpreted (Pollock, 1919).



Spatial filtering has been of the greatest value in
eliminating noises 10Ihich come from sources outside a
known area of interest. Amplitude distributions are
particularly useful to interpret the AE signals and
discriminate between different source mechanisms,
since it is the amplitude that reflects, though
roughly, the energy level of an AE signal. Other
techniques based on signal characteristics (Graham and
Alers, 19711; Wadley et aI., 1980; Ceranoglu and Pac,
1981), such as waveform or frequency spectrum can also
be effective, although as yet they are not widely
used.

In conclusion, AE techniques will promise
fruitful results for the detection and monitoring of
localized corrosion in both laboratory specimens and
engineering structures. Care must be exercised,
however, to discriminate valid AE signals from
background noise ald to interpret the results
con·ectly.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION,
PRINCIPLES AND INSTRUMENTATION

A.G. BeaUie

Abstract

This is a tutorial paper. It first covors tho
geDeral physical prinoiples enoounterod in the field
of aooustio emission. It then disoussos differont
typos of instrumentation and sigDal analysis
toohniquos used with sinlle channel acoustic omissioD
tuts.

Thil article is divided into the followinl
seotioDs

1. Introduction

1. Principles of Aooustic Emission

2.1 Generating MechaDisms
1. Typos of Mechanism
2. Roal Materials - Inhomogenoity aDd Randomness
3. Burst and Continuous Emission

2.1 Acoustic Waves
1. Wave Notion
1. Charactoristics of the Matorials
3. Types of Acoustic Waves
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and Modo Convorsion

2.3 Sensors
1. Piezoolootricity
2. Sizo Effects
3. Couplants
4. Temperaturo Effects
S. SeDsor Sensitivity - Effect of cables
6. Sensor Sensitivity - Effect of

Preamplifier Noiso
7. Sensor Calibration

2.4 Acoustio Emission Signals
1. Signal Characteristics
2. Frequency Spectra
3. Sianal Energy
4. Mathomatical Models of Sianals

3. Acoustic Emission Instrumentation
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5. Data StouIe
a. Instrumentation Recordors
b. Video Tapo Reoorders

6. Spatial Discrimination

3.1 Signal Prooessing Mothods
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2. Visual Analysis
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1. Introduction

Acoustic omission CAE) can be defined as
acoustic waves 8enerated by a material whon SUbjected
to an extornal stimulus. The current teohnological
uses of tho phonomona include flaw detootion and oarly
warnin8 of structural failure and experimontal studios
of matorials in many areas. Howevor, as a uaoful
tool, acoustio omission predates the human raoe. Most
land animals are aware of the implications of the
sounds of breakin8 wood. Tho first acoustic omissioD
instrument thon is tho oar, human or animal. Evon in
this day of eleotronios, the ear is still a primary
instrument and many experienced investi8ators will
includo an audio channel on acoustic emission tests.

Despite the convenience and sensitivity of the
natural instrumontation, there is always a desiro to
extend the ran80 of instrumentation and to quantify
tho results. In acoustic emission, as in other
fields, this has led to n largc number of new
mon.urcment teohniquos 4S well as to clnims and
cODDter claim. as to tho effectivencss of these
techniques. This is normal in any 8rowin8 field but
tends to leave the newcomer to the field at a
disadvantnae. Tho primary source of information is
often the advice and broohures of the instrumont
manufacturors. These sources, which are 80nerally
quite honest for advertisinl, tend to stross the
capabilities of the individual instrumont and say very
little about what should be or is being measured.
Thus, the nowcomer, with 800d faith on all sides,
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of teD ends up with a beautiful piece of
instrumentation which is not particularly applicable
to his needs.

To intelligeDtly use instrumentation. one must
first understand what is beins measured. Therefore.
the first half of this paper considers what acoustic
eDission is. how it is produced and how the sample and
the detection effect the final signal. The second
half describes most of the currently used acoustic
emission instrumentation teohniques. Emphasis is
placed upon what parameter of the acoustic emission
signal is being measured and how it relates to the
acoustic emission. Models rather than mathematics are
used throushout with equations inoluded primarily to
illustrate the various points.

To keep this paper to a reasonable length. it
has been limited to analysis techniques used for
siSDals from a single sensor. The vast topio of
looation of acoustic emi.sion sonrces has been left
out. It is hoped. despite this limitation. that the
information preseDted here will allow the reader to
make an iDformed decision as to what instrumentation
or analysis technique to use iD a siven situation.

The information presented in this paper has been
developed aDd cheoked by the author. No attempt has
beeD made to esteDsively document the development or
usage of the different teohniques. Instead. the
researcher is referred to the followiDg books and
articles. An escellent history of the field is
oontained in the introduction to Drouillard's
Bibliography (1979). The reviews of Liptai. et al,
(1979). SpaDner (1974) aDd Lord (1975) cover much of
the early developDeDtal work and applications. Many
applicatioDs to structures are covered iD the boots by
Williams (19g0) and Nichols (1976) and in three ASTM
Special Technical Publications (1972. 1975. 1979).
Relatively current work in the field is covered by
papers in two conference proceedings (Dunegan and
Bartman. 1981; Nicoll, 1980). Several proceedinss of
biennial symposia held in lapan (1974, 1976, 1975.
1980, 1982) are also helpfnl in many areas.

2. Principles of Acoustic Emission

The terms '~coustic emission" and '~coustic

omission signal" are often used interchaDseably.
Strictly speakinB, an acoustic emission is an aooustic
wave generated by a material and an acoustic emission
siBnal is the eleotrical sisnal produced by a sensor
in response to this wave. Acoustic omission
instrumentation analy~es the signal and from this
analysis, attempts to learn about the material which
generated the emission. The oharaoteristios of the
sisnal are determined by the meohanism whioh Benerated
the emission. the means by which it travels through
the .aterial and the sensor which transforms the
emissioD into the signal. In this section, senerating
mechanisms, wave propelation and sensor
characteristics shall be discussed before the
eleotrioal silnal is studied.

2.1 Generatins Mechanisms

The fundamental differenoe between acoustic
emission and the field known as ultrasonics (Bueter
and Bolt, 1955; Blitz. 1967), is that acoustic
emission is generated by the material itself. while in

ultrasonics the acoustio wave is lenorated by an
external source and introduoed into the material. In
acoustic emission. the investigator has no oontrol
over the sound generation mechanism but can only
subject a material to conditions which will cause the
production of acoustic emission. Typically, these
conditions produce a statio imbalance in the material.
They may be a hiSh stress level or a temperature which
produces an instability in the phase of the material.
In all oases. acoustic emission is generated by the
dynamic processes by which the Daterial attempts to
return to a state of equilibrium.

2.1.1. Types of Mechanisms

Acoustic emission can be generated by a larse
number of meohanisms. Some of these are: fracture of
crystallites; crack nucleation and growth; several
mechanisms involving dislocations; fracture of
inclusions in a material; phase transformations in
solids; boil ins; and electrical discharses. All of
these mechanisms are characterized by a rapid
collective motion of a sroup of atoms. To generated a
propasatins acoustic wave. the motion must oocur at a
velocity close to an acoustic velocity of the
material. While the minimum necessary number of atoms
involved in the collective motion cannot be defined.
it oan be stated that motions of individual atoms,
such as those occurrins in a diffusive phase
transition. will Dot produce aooustic emission.

2.1.2. Real Materials - Iubomoleneity and
Randomness

All real materials are inhomogeneous on a
mioroscopic scale. Even a sinale crystal will have
uneven distribution of dislocations. A real metal is
composed of crystallites with random orientations and
a ranle of sizes. These crystallites may also be of
various metallic phases and compositions. To see the
effect of such inhomoleneity on the seneration of
acoustic emission, take as a model a metal with a
hiShly anisotropic crystal struoture. Crystals of
this metal will cleave easily on one plane and with
difficulty on all others. Now apply a tensile force
to each ond of a polycrystalline bar of this metal.
Inside the bar. some of the randomly alisned
orystallites have an orientation in the local stress
field which minimizes the stress necessary to cleave
them. The local stress fields will also vary on a
microscopic scale bocause of the anisotropy in tho
elastic properties of the crystallitos. As the force
is increased, the stress will reach a level where the
most favorably oriented crystallite fractures. The
fracture will produce an abrupt chanso in the local
stross fiold surroundins the crystallites. This
chaDse will propagate into tho metal away from the
crystallite as an acoustio .ave. It may also cause
other Dearby crystallites to cleave almost
simultanoously with the orilinal ono. The amplitude.
directionality and polarization of the resultins
acoustic wave will depend both upon the size and
orientation of the crystallite and upon the sizes and
orientations of its neishbors. Thus. the exact time
of ocourronce of the acoustio wave and its
characteristics are functions of the local enviroDDent
of the fracturinB orystallito. The random variations
in theae enviroDDonts produoe an uncertainty in the
times of ocourrence of the aooustic waves. Another
important point in this model is that tho acoustio
emission is produoed by the fracture of individual
orystallites and thereforo ocours in the form of



discrete packets of aooustic waves. These two
oharacteristics. discrete packets of acoustic energy
with no correlation either in time or in the
characteristics of the packets. are the fundamental
nature of acoustic emission. As such they determine
what kind of instrumentation can be used and are the
reason for the primarily statistical approach of
acoustic emission analysis.

2.1.3. Burst and Continuous Emission

In the model. packets of acoustic waves were
produced when the stress in the material exceeded the
level necessary to fracture the crystallites. There
was no other correlation in their time of occurrence.
These discrete packets of acoustic energy are known as
burst emission and their lack of correlation in time
precludes the concept of a repetition rate. Bowever.
it is possible to define an average repetition rate as
the average rate of occurrence of the bursts over some
period of time. These average repetition rates differ
widely for different systems. The lowest measured
rates are for earthquakes which may occur a century
apart on a given fault. The highest measurable rate
is around SO kHz. Above SO kHz. the length of the
bursts usually exceed the time interval between them.
The superposition of the bursts produces continuously
occurring acoustic waves which are called continuous
emission. The only difference between burst emission
is the average repetition rate. Both are generated by

(0)

(c )

discrete processes. Figure 1 shows oscilloscope
traces of burst emission and continuous emission
signals.

The amplitude of continuous emission is usually
much lower than that of burst emission. Generally.
the amplitude of aD acoustic emission burst will have
some correlation with the volume of the region
producing it. Since continuous emission is a
superposition of a great many bursts. the volume of
each region producing a burst is necessarily small.
Therefore. the amplitude of each burst and thus the
continuous emission is low.

It should be noted that an acoustic signal.
similar to oontinuous emission. is produced by a gas
or a fluid passing through a small opening. Such
signals are the basis of acoustic emission leak
detection. It is often impossible to distinguish a
continuous emission signal from a leakage signal even
though their origins are quite different.

2.2. Acoustic Waves

The link botween the source and the acoustic
emission signal produced by the sensor is the acoustic
wave. Much of the complexity seen in acoustic
emission signals is generated as the wave travels
through the medium. Any understanding of aooustic
emission signals requires a knowledge of the

( b)

Cd)

Fig. 1 (.) Oscilloscope Trace of Preamplifier Noise Level; (b) Burst
Emission; (0) Burst Emission Mixed with Continuous Emission; (d)
Continuous Emission.
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Fig. 2 (a) Sine Wave; (b) Sum of Two Sine Waves; (0) Transient Wave; (d)
Spectrum of Transient Wave (The Amplitude is Plotted on a Loga
rithmio Scale).

oharaoteristics of acoustic waves (Kolsky, 1963). The
place to start is the properties of the medium through
whioh the wave travels.

for very low frequency atomic motions the coupling may
extend over a great many atoms. This long range
correlated motion of atoms is an acoustic wave.

(1)

All materials are collections of ateas. The
atoms are held together by attractive forces but also
prevented from approaoh each other too closely by
short range repulsive forces. The superposition of
these foroes results in an equilibrium position for
the atom where it has its lowest energy and therefore
the most stable oonfignration of the materisl.
However, only at a temperature of absolute zero are
the atoms actually at rest in these equilibrium
positions. As the temperature is inoreased, the atoms
gain some energy and perform pseudo-osoillatory or
orbital motion about their equilibrium positions. The
kinetio energy of the atoms is the thermal energy.
The relationship between the magnitude of the thermal
energy and the strength of the attractive foroes
determine whether the material is a solid, liquid or
gas. In solids. the equilibrium positions retain a
fixed geometrical relationship among themselves. The
geometry of this relationship determines the orystal
structure of the solid.

Beoause of the forces between the atoms the
motions of adjoining ateas must be ooupled in some
fashion. This coupling allows the transfer of kinetic
energy between atoms. For the higher energy (high
frequency) components of the atomic motion, this
coupling is weak and the oorrelation between the
atomio motions may only extend over near neighbors.
This type of short range oorrelated motion results in
a basically diffusive transfer of energy in the
material and is known as thermal oonduotion. However

The long range oorrelations in an aooustio wave
result in many atoms in a small region being displaced
in the same direction from their equilibrium
positions. This displacement is a local strain in the
orystal. The strain is a dynamio one as its direction
and magnitude are oonstantly changing as the atoms
move. Since the atomio motion is pseudo-oscillatory,
so is the dynamio strain. Thus an acoustic wave is an
oscillating strain moving through a material. Because
stress and strain are always directly related in a
material there is also an oscillating stress field.
Therefore an aconstic wave can be described as either
a dynamio stress field or strain field in a material.

2.2.1. Wave Motion

The most familiar depiotion of a wave is a
sinusoidal ourve such as shown in Fig. 2a. The
amplitude oscillates between positive and negative
limits at a fixed rate, known as the frequency, and
the curve extends indefinitely. This curve can
equally well be plotted as a function of space or
time. In a medium, a wave has both a spatial and s
time oomponent. An equation for suoh a ourve is

y ~ A sin (w t - kx)
o

where A is the amplitude, w is 2n times the
frequengy, V, and t is 2n over the wavelength,~. The
frequenoy, wavelength and wave velooity, v, are
related by
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v = A (/. (2) 2.2.2. Characteristics of tho Materials

The wave describod in equation 1 propasatos in ono
diroction nnly. In three dimonsions. the wavo front,
which is a surface of constant phase for the wave. is
a plane perpendicular to the x axis. Such a wave is
known as a plane wave. Moat waves originatinl at a
point in an extonded medium initially have a spherical
wave front. Howover, at some distanco from the point
of orilin, the spherical surface will approximate a
plane over a amall area. For simplicity. in the rest
of this discussion. plano wavos will be assumed.

If two waves exist in a medium simultaneously.
their amplitudes will add algebraically. Figare 2b
shows the sum of tho two waves

An acouatic wave can exist in any material,
i.e •• a solid, a liquid or a las. Its velocity is
determinod by tho characteristics of the material.
The stronser the force betweon neishborins atams, the
more closely coupled will be their motion. On the
other hand. the larger the mass of the atoms. the more
force must be applied for the same acceleration.
Becauae a wave is a synchronized movemont of a larse
namber of atoms. it is actaally the density of the
matorial, P. rathor thaa the mass of tho individual
at01lls which goveras wave motion. Thus the wave
velocity shoald be directly proportional to the atomic
restorinl force and inversely proportional to the
density. Tho actaal relationship is

(3) (S)

whero only the time component is plottod for clarity.
One can. in this fashion. represent a complox waveform
as a sum of simple wavos. It has boen Ions known that
any arbitrary function which does not contain a
discontinuity can be represonted by an infinite sum of
sinusoidal curves known as a Foarier series. One form
of such a series can be written (Stearns, 1975)

(6)

The reflection and transmission of aconstic waves at
an interface depend upon the characteristic acoustic
impedances of the two materials.

Acoustic velocities. acoustic impedances and
densities for some materials often seen in acoustic
emission tests are given in Table I.

Another property of the material is the
characteristic impedance. This is defined as

where Vi is the velocity for the particular type of
wave and Ci is known as the elastic constant for that
type of wove. The elastic constant is a moaaure of
the strenlth of the couplinS between atoms for that
particular kind of motion. Different relative motions
of the atoms will have difforent values of the elastic
constant.

(4)A sinln w t + Q )non

N
fIt) ~ A

o
/2 + r

n=l

where tbe A's are tbo amplitudes of tho sine curves
and the Q are the phases. Thero is no restriction
that tho ~UrvD or waveform reprosonted by the Fourior
sories bo continuous. A transient wove such as that
shown in FiS. 2c may be described by a Fourior series.
One very useful method of analyzing a wave is to look
at its frequency components. A plot of the amplitude
of tbe frequency components. A in equation 4. against
the frequency (/ is known as th: frequency spoctrum of
the wave. Filure 2d shows the spectrum for the wave
shown in FiS. 2c.

TABLE 1

Acoustic Velocities and Impedances for Longitudinal, Shear and Rayleigh
Waves in Several Materials

Material V9.. V VR P Z2. Z ZRs s
----=---=:-; ~-~-

Aluminum 6.42 3.04 2.~7 2.70 17.30 8.20 7.70

Brass 4.70 2.11 1.99 8.60 40.60 18.30 17.10

Steel 5.94 3.25 3.03 7.80 46.50 25.40 23.60

Nylon 2.62 1.07 1.01 1.11 2.86 1.18 1.12

Lucite 2.68 1.10 1.04 1.18 3.16 1. 30 1.23

Water 1. 50 1.00 1.50

Air 0.33 0.00123 0.0004

Velocites arc in units of 10
3

ps
3

Densities arc In units of gm/cm
6 2

Impedances ar'~ in units of 10 kgmhls
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2.2.3. Types of Acoustic Waves

The path traced out by a particle under the
influence of an acoustic wave can generally be
represeuted by an ellipse with one of its axes
oriented along the direction of travel of the wave.
The type of wave is determined by the relationship
between the particle ~otion and the direction of
trsvel of the wave.

Waves traveling through an extended medi~ (one
whose dimensions are ~uch laraer than the acoustic
wavelenath) are called bulk waves. There are two
types of pure bulk waves called lonaitudinal
(co~pressional) and shear (transverse) waves. In both
these waves. the minor axis of the elliptical path
collapses to zero. resultina in a linear oscillatory
Dotion. Longitudinal waves are waves where this
Dotion is parallel to the direction of wave
propagation and shear waves have the aotion
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. These
waves are illustrated in Figs. 3a and b. Since the
relative motions of the particles in these waves are
different. the elastic constants and therefore the
wave velocities also differ. Generally the shear
velocity is slightly greater than one half of the
longitudinal velocity. Waves often have both shear
and longitudinal cODponents. However. these
components each travel at their own velocity. In a
nonattenuatina. nondispersive Dedi~. a transient
wave, sampled at some distance from its point of
origin. may appear to be two separate waves, one
lonaitudinal and one shear. This is illustrated in
Fia. 4.
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i ! ~ i t i i ,

, ;,
!

! ~ !
I

: ! : : I

! ~ ! , ! ; ti I

: ~ f ! ! : ; ~ l ! : 1 t i i !

! : ! ! I i i 1 ! ! i ! ~ ! !
; ~ ! ! i I I !

(0)

The anisotropy of the couplina forces between
atoms at the surface of a bounded solid can prodnce
additional types of waves. A surface wave has its
maxim~ amplitude at the surface of the solid with the
amplitude decreasing with distance from tha surface.
The plane of the particle motion ellipse can be either
parallel (Love waves) or perpendicular (Rayleiah
waves) to the surface. However, because most acoustic
emissiOn sensors detect motion perpendicular to the
surface, the parallel component is seldom seen. The
velocity of Rayleigh waves is slightly lower than the
shear velocity.

If the solid is bounded by two snrfaces so that
it is a plate and the thickness of the plate is on the
order of a few acoustic wavelengths or less, plate
waves (Lamb waves) can occur. A plate wave is
essentially two synchronized surface waves which can
be synchronized either symmetrically of

(0)

•

Fia. 3 Particle Displacements for Bulk Acoustic
Plane Waves Frozen at an Instant of Time.
(a) Longitudinal Waves; (b) Transverse
Waves.

100

Fig. 4 The Effect of Different Acoustic Veloci
ties on the Waveform. (a) Longitudinal
and Shear Wavea Deteotod near Point of
Orilin; (hI Longitudinal and Shear Waves
Detectod Some Distance fro~ the Point of
Origin. The Effects of Attenuation and
Dispersion have been Ignored.



(a)

( 8)

w/k

Phase Velocities for Different Plate Wave
Modes Plotted as a Function of the Ratio
of the Plate Thickness to the Acoustic
Wave Length. This Figure is Drawn for
Steel with a Poisson's Ratio of 0.28. The
Longitudinal, Expansional, Shear and Ray
leigh Wave Velocities are Shown.

v ; d Il)/dk.
g

In the absence of dispersion, these are the same
velocity, but in most bounded solids the group
velocity will be less than the phase velocity. This
can have real effects in acoustic emission when one is
attempting source location by measuring the
differences of arrival times at two or more sensors.
One can also get strange results when trying to
compute the locations of acoustic emission sources by
using a phase velocity for a thin sheet of metal.

v
p

while the group velocity is defined as

Energy in a wave packet, does not travel at the
phase velocity. but at the group velocity. The phase
velocity can be defined by rewriting equation 2 as

packets of waves which can be thought of as a
superposition of continuous waves. as shown in
equation 4. If each wave train making up the packet
travels at a different velocity. the wave packet will
change shape as it travels through the medium. The
result is that the same acoustic emission may look
quite different when detected by the same sensor at
different positions.

Fig. 6
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Particle Displacements for Acoustic Waves
Frozen in Time. (a) Rayleigh Wave; (b)
Plate Wave. 'First Symmetric Mode: (c)
Plate Wave. First Antisymmetric Mode.

Fig. S

Bulk waves, surface waves and plate waves are
the most important types of waves seen in the field of
acoustic emission. However, these are not the only
types of waves which can be found in solids. In
general. bounded solids of moderately symmetrical
geometry can support unique types of waves.

IL-:.~.·::.U.:::: :::: :::.:~F.~.::::::::.:::~J~t:::,
(e)

Dispersion would have little effect on
continuous waves. However, acoustic emissions are

anti symmetrically. Particle motions in Rayleigh waves
and plate waves are shown in Fig. S.

f"1 ~ ~ •.-I.-....•.~ , , ~":::':

r;...·······;·: ;..~ .. : : ; :..; ; ;:.~.:: : ;.::.:::

The wave velocity defined in equation 2 is the
phase velocity. For unbounded media and surface waves
on a single surface, this velocity is the only wave
velocity and it is independent of frequency. However,
all waves traveling in bounded media where the
physical dimensions are within an order of magnitude
of the acoustic wavelength are dispersive; that is.
the phase velocity is a function of frequency. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the frequency
dependences of the velocities for symmetric and
anti symmetric plate waves are shown.

2.2.4. Dispersion and Group Velocity

lOt



2.2.5. Attenuation

Both forms of the attenuation constant are seon in the
literature.

A = Aoezp(-ax) or A = Aoezp(-pt) (9)

where a is an attenuation constant per unit length and
P is an attenuation constant per unit time. The two
constants are related by the acoustic velocity

The attenuation of a plane wave arises from
dissipative mechanisms or scattering as the wave
propagates. In a homogeneous medium. these losses
usually occur as a fized percentage of the wave packet
energy per unit length of travel. Mathematically this
is an ezponential decrease in the wave amplitude with
distance and can be ezpressed as

(12)

The particle motion anywhere on a wavefront of a
plane wave is the same. It wants to remain the same
when the wave passes an interface. However. at an
interface the direction of propagation will change
even thOugh the particle motion does not. For a wave
perpendicular to the surface (91 = 00). this results
in a phase change of 1800 in the relative motion of
the particle to the wave direction. This does not
change the character of the wave. For
nonperpendicular angles of incidence. the reflected
and transmitted waves will have both longitudinal and
shear components (unless the particle motion is
parallel to the interface) because of the change in
the angle between the particle motion and the
propagation direction. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The process of generating both modes of bulk waves ,
upon reflection or refraction is known a mode
conversiOn. In acoustic emission. where there is no
control of the wavepath. the almost inevitable result
of mode conversion is that the wave reaching the
sensor is composed of both longitudinal and shear
components. no matter what its original polarization.
In most situations. surface waves are also present.
Since mode conversion occurs at almost every
reflection. it is an almost continuous process as the
wave propagates in a bounded medium. Because of this
continuous transformation between modes traveling at
different wave velocities. the transient waveform may
lengthen in time as it travels instead of dividing
into separate longitudinal and shear components as
shown in Fig. 4.

2.3 Sensors

where the Z's are the acoustic impedances of the
materials. It should be noted that these equations
only apply to the waves entering perpendicular to the
interface and are symmetrical; it does not matter
which medium the wave is traveling in when it hits the
interface. The differences in acoustic impedances can
result in large differences in the acoustic
intensities transmitted through interfaces. For
ezample. the transmitted intensity of longitudinal
waves is 7~ for a steel-aluminum. 1~ for a steel
water and 0.004~ for a steel-air interface.

When a plane wave strikes the interface. the
angles of the reflected and transmitted waves are
governed by Snell's law

sin 91 sin 92---=---
VI v1

where 91 is the angle of incidence. 92 is the angle of
reflectl0n of refraction. and the Vi are the
velocities in the materials. In equation 12. a
transmitted velocity is positive and a reflected one,
negative.

(10)P = avo

There are many types of acoustic attenuation
mechanisms and most have some form of frequency
dependence. Fortunately. in the normal acoustic
emissiOn frequency range of 50 kHz to 1 MHz. both the
frequency dependence and the magnitude of many of
these attenuation mechanisms is small in structural
materials. Only in composites and in geological
materials is attenuation a severely limiting factor in
acoustic emission tests.

Normally. when thinking about acoustic waves.
one assumes a wave traveling in only one dimension;
that is. a plane wave. Therefore. this geometrical
effect on the wave packets energy is ignored.
However. in an acoustic emission test. where neither
the location of the source nor. often. the geometry of
the sample are under the control of the investigator.
this geometrical effect should be included in any
attempt to measure the energy of the generated wave
packet.

A wave packet is generated with a well defined
energy. As the packet propagates away from its
source. the energy content will remain constant in the
absence of any dissipative mechanisms. However. if
the wavefront of the packet is ezpanding. the energy
per unit volume of the packet must decrease so that
the total energy is conserved. The rate of this
decrease will depend upon the geometry of the medium.
In three dimensions. the energy per unit volume will
decrease as the square of the distance from the source
while in two dimensions. it will decrease linearly
with this distance. If the packet is confined to one
dimension. as in propagation down a rod. the energy
per unit volume will be independent of the distance
form the source.

2.2.6. Interfaces: Reflection. Transmission
and Mode Conversion

If a plane wave strikes a surface between two
materials with different acoustic impedances. part of
the wave will be reflected and part transmitted. The
intensities of the reflected and transmitted
components are given by:

2 2
Q r (Zl - Z2) /(ZI + Z2)

4Z1Z2/(Zl + Z2)1 (11)

A sensor is a device which generates an
electrical signal when it is stimulated by an acoustic
wave. The ezact relationship between the
characteristics of the wave and those of the signal
will depend upon both the sensor and the wave. An
ideal sensor would produce a voltage-time curve
identical to the amplitude-time curve of the wave at
the point where the sensor is located. No sensor
approaches this ideal although for certain types of
acoustic waves. laser interferometry may come close.
Many available sensors operate quite well for specific
types of waves over limited ranges of parameters.
Because of the wide range of frequencies and different
acoustic modes contained in most acoustic emission
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crystal symmetry. This is not a severe restriction as
21 of the 32 classes of crystal structure lack a
center of symmetry. In such crystals. a strain will
shift the centers of positive and negative charle
distribution so that they no longer coincide. This
produces an electric dipole moment throughout the
crystal. The polarization of a crystal is defined as
the dipole moment per unit volume. When a
polarization exists in a nonconducting crystal.
electric charge will appear on certain surfaces.
Conductinl electrodes on these surfaces allow the'
measurement of the charge which is directly
proportional to the strain. The effect is symmetric
in that application of charges to the electrodes
changes the strain. Since the stress field and the
strain field in a material are directly related. the
piezoelectric effect can equally be defined as the
coupling between the stress and the polarization in a
crystal. The exact stress or strain which is measnred
(or generated) can be chosen by a careful selection of
the crystal surfaces to be electroded.

Initially all piezoelectric devices were made
from sinlle crystals. The most useful of these were
quartx. Rochelle salt and ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate. Later a class of materials known as
ferroelectrics (piezoelectric materials which have a
polarization even in the absence of a strain) were
investigated and methods were discovered in which
ceramics made of ferroelectrics could be given a
uniform direction of polarization similar to that
found in a piezoelectric crystal. It became possible
to produce ferroelectric ceramics with many properties
superior to piezoelectric single crystals. The result
has been that almost all acoustic emission sensors are
made from ferroelectric ceramics of varions types.

2.3.1. Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectricity (Cady. 1964. Iaffe. 1971.
Mason. 1950. 1958) is the name given to the coupling
between strain and electric polarization which occurs
in many crystals. It is a geometrical effect and
occurs only in materials which lack a center of

signals. the choice of a sensor is usually not
critical to detect acoustic emission. However. the
optimal choice of~a sensor will always improve the
data and may be the difference between a successful or
unsuccessful test or experiment where low amplitude
emissions are involved.

Acoustic emission sensors can be based upon
several physical principles. The signals can be
generated by electromagnetic devices such as
phonograph pickups. by capacitative microphones. by
magnetostrictive devices. by piezoelectric devices and
by the use of laser interferometers to detect the
surface motion of the sample. The large majority of
acoustic emission sensors are piezoelectric and the
rest of this discussion will be limited to such
devices.

An infinitesimal piece of piezoelectric material
with many different sets of electrodes totally
embedded in a sample would come close to the ideal
sensor. However. when we scale up the piezoelectric
to manageable size. put on one set of electrodes and
place it on the outside surface of the sample, we
rapidly depart from that ideal. The physical size of
the sensor leads to two main effects. The first is
resonance and the second is averaginl. Both can
become important when the physical dimensions of the
sensor approach or exceed the wavelength of the
acoustic wave.

Resonance occurs when there are reflected waves
and relular geometries. For example. place a plate of
a material between two other materials such as a steol
plate submerged in water. When an acoustic wave is
directed at it, there will be transmitted and
reflected waves at each interface. Figure 8a shows
how the waves will bounce back and fonrth in the
plate. The number of reflections will depend both on
the acoustic impedances of the steol and water and
upon the attenuation in the steel.

If the plate is one-half wavelength thick. as
shown in Fig. 8b. each reflected wave will be in phase
and the strains will algebraically add. If there are
a great many reflections. the peak strain can reach a
very high level. If there are only a few reflections.
the frequency of this wavo need not be exactly that of
a half wavelength to let some reinforcement. but tho
greater the number of reflections. the narrower will
be the allowed frequency-range at maximum strain and

2.3.2 Size EffectsReflected and Transmitted Waves Across an
Interface. The Incident Wave is a Longi
tudinal Wave with an Angle of Incidence of
45

0
• The Velocities in the First Medium

are v = 1.0 and v = 0.5 while in the
SeconA Medium vI ~ 0.8 and v = 0.4. The
Double Arrows Show the Direction of the
Component of Particle Motion Associated
with Each Wave.

Fig. 7
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(a)

over that last third beina a masimna. The result is
that a piezoelectric sensor will have a mas imam output
whenever the thickness, d, is

(a) Deformation of a Material Showing Mul
tiasial Strain Resulting from a Uniasial
Force; (b) Spectral Response of an Acous
tic Emission Sensor.

v

Fia. 8

(a)

Y"

(c)

(8) Representation of Reflected and
Transmitted Waves Inside a Plate Immersed
in Water. Successive Reflections have
been Displaced Upward for Clarity; (b)
Representation of Strain in a Plate 1/2
Wavelenath Thick; (c) Amplitude as a
Function of Frequency in 8 Bounded Solid
for Biah and Low Q Materials; (d)
Represeutation of Straiu in a Plate One
Wavelensth and One and One naIf
Wavelengths Thick.
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In reality a material cannot be strained in one
dimension without producing strains in othor

The sensor will always have an output at
frequencies below the fundamental frequency, Uo' At
frequencies less than about 3 U 14, the resonance will
have no effect and the output wYll be essentially
independent of frequency.

Thus, a sensor can be operated either at its
fundamental frequency, (I , or its harmonic frequencies
n'Uo' where n' is odd. ~e Q of the transducer
depends only on the number of reflections in the
sensor and therefore the Q is independent of the
harmonic at which the sensor is operating as long as
the material of the sensor does not show a frequency
dependent attenuation. Strictly, the sensor is
resonant at the frequencies of nA/2 but because of
strain averagins across the transducer the output is
zero when n is even.

the larger this masieam straiu will be. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8c. The sharp hiSh amplitude peak
is said to have a hiSh Q where Q is defined as the
ratio of energy stored per cycle to the enersy
dissipated per cycle. This increase of the stress or
strain level in a material at a half wave thickness is
known as a resonance and U is the resonant freqnency.
From Fig. 8b, we see that gt resonance, the averase
strain throughout the plate is a masimum. Since the
output of a piezoelectric crystal is proportional to
the strain, and to the average strain for a crystal of
finite dimensions, the masimna output of a seusor is
at its resonant frequencies. If the frequency is
increased until there is one full wavelenath in the
crystal, there will again be strain reinforcement due
to the reflected waves. However, we can see in Fia.
8d that while the strain level may be very areat at
this frequency. 2 Uo' the averaae strain over the
crystal esactly cancels so that the output of the
sensor is zero. Incressinl the frequency to 3(/

0
, we

see 1.5 wavelengths in the crystal, reinforcement
aaain occurring, and the averaae strain over two
thirds of the crystal canceling but the average strain
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Fig. 10

(d)

<a> Block with Sealor Novated oa it Showiag Relltive Geometries of
Perpendicular Compressional Wave and Parallel Rayleigh Wave; (b)
Representation of Strain Produced by Rayleigh Wave Under Sensor
for A > d; (c) Representation of Strain Produced Under Sensor for
A < d; (d) Response of Finite Diameter Sensor to Rayleigh Waves as
a Function of Frequency. The Response of the Sensor to
Perpendicular Compressional Waves is Independent of Wavelength.

directions as shown in Fig. 9a. Piezoelectricity is
quite complex and a larle part of its history in
acoustics has been a search for particular crystal
orientations where only certain strains will lenerate
charge on a pair of electrodes. Modern acoustic
emission sensors, made of polarized ferroelectric
ceramics. also suffer from multiple resonances.
However, because the ceramics have an intrinsically
low Q neither the peaks nor valleys are ospecially
sharp. Thus. most sensors have a broad but highly
"colored" spectral response oune as shown in Fig. 9b.

There is another important sspect of strain
averalinl by a sensor. Figure lOa shows a block with
a sensor mounted on it. If the sensor is excited with
a oompressional wavo movinl perpendicular to its
surfaoe. the entire sensor faoe will move in phase
and, excludinl resonances, the averale strain in the
sensor will be independent of frequenoy. Next look at
a Rayleigh wave, again with the partiole motion
perpendicular to the sensor face, traveling parallel
to the face. In this case. the strain distribution in
the transducer will vary as a function of distance
alonl the wave. Figure lOb shows the strain variation
where the diameter of the sensor is less than A/2.
Bere, the output is still proportional to the
amplitude of the wave. In Fig. 100. we see the case
where the diameter of the sensor is larger than the
wavelength. In this oase. for every complete
wavelength under tho sensor. the strain averages to
zero. Only the extra fraction of the wavelength under
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the sensor contribntes to its ontput. This averaging
essentially rednces the effective area of the sensor
and the hilher the frequency. the greater the
reduotion. Another effect is that at certain
frequencies. dependent upon the shape of the sensor
and the acoustic velocity of the sample, the total
strain averales to zero. These effects are
illustrated in Fig. 10d where the response for this
type of surface wave is plotted for a sensor with a
flat response to oompressional waves perpendicular to
it face. It is obvious that the high frequenoy
response of such a sensor is going to depend
drastically upon the angle of incidence with which the
wave strikes the sensor. This averalinl effect
depends upon the acoustic wavelength in the material.
Therefore. the sensor response not only is loinl to
vary with frequency and angle of incident, it is going
to vary when used with different materials. The best
answer to this problem is to make the sensor
physioally small. For steol. a 3.. diameter sensor
should work reasonably woll below SOO kHz. The
inevitable tradeoff is that the smaller sensor has a
lower capacitanco and thus. as will be discussed
later, a reduced effective sensitivity. Another
approBch is a more complicated polarization geomotry
than a simple disk polarized between its faoes. Some
sensors of this type are oommercially available and
the reader should contact the various manufacturers
for details and spooifications (the geometry and
materials in such sensors aro of teD treatod as trade
seorets).



2.3.3. eouplants

To this point, it has beeu assumed that the
seasor has simply been placed on the surface of the
material coutaining the acoustic wave. When this is
tried, it is found that the sensor produces a very
weak signal. If a thin layer of a fluid is placed
between the sensor and the surface, a much larger
sianal is obteined. The use of some type of couplant
is almost essential for the detection of low level
acoustic signals. Physically, this can be explained
by look ina at the acoustic wave as a pressure wave
transmitted across two surfaces in contact. On a
microscopic scale, the surfaces of the sensor and the
material are quite rouah so that only a few spots
actually touch when they are in contact. Stress is
force per unit area and the actual area transmittina a
force is very small. If the microscopic gaps are
filled with a fluid. the pressure will be uniformly
transferred between the surfaces. For a shear wave
with a variable strain component parallel to the
surfaces. again very little strain will be transferred
between the surfaces because of the few points in
actual content. In this case. fillina the aaps with a
low viscosity liquid will not help much since a liquid
will not support a shear stress. However. a high
viscosity liquid or a solid will help transmit the
parallel stain between surfaces. The purpose of a
couplant then. is to insure good contact between two
surfaces on a microscopic level.

Much has been written about couplants for both
ultrasonics and acoustic emiSsion Bnd much of this is
either wrong or misleading. One basic problem is in
usina the terms bond and couplant interchangeably. a
practice of which many people. includina the author,
have been guilty. Strictly, a couplant is any
material which aids the transmittal of acoustic waves
between two surfaces while a bond is a couplant which
physically holds the sensor to the surface. Water is
a couplant and cured epoxy resin is a bond. Many
problems have come about from using a bond in an
inappropriate way. If a rigid bond is used to attach
a sensor to a sample which elastically deforms during
the test, the normal result is a broken bond and poor
or no sensitivity to the acoustic wave. Similarly, in
an experiment where the temperature is changed
appreciably, the use of a rigid bonding material can

lead to broken bonds due to differential thermal
expansion between the sensor and the sample.

Bonding aaents, then, must be chosen with areat
care. and the primary emphasis put upon the
compatibility of the materials under the test
conditions. Usually, if the bond will hold the
sensor, it will be an adequate couplant. For a
compressional wave, any fluid will act as a couplant.
A hiShly viscous fluid will transfer some shear stress
across the bo~ndary which mayor may not be an
advantaae. In one study, the author tested a largo
number of couplants with compressional waves. Almost
all couplant showed an increase of 30 ± 2 dB in the
signal strength over no couplant. The variation was
little more than the uncertainty of the measurement.
The most practical rule is to use as a couplant, a
thin layer of any viscous fluid which wets both
surfaces. The sensor. should be held asainst the
surface with some presure furnished by magnets,
springs, tape, rubber bands, etc. The secret is to
use as thin a layer as possible. If a rigid bond is
used, there must be no differential expansion between
the two surfaces. While flexible boads have been
tried. I have never found one which I would trust in a
critical situation. In Table 2. a few commonly used
couplants are listed along with the temperature ranse
where they can be used.

2.3.4. Temperature Effects

The temperature dependence of piezoelectricity
is complicated and detailed discussion of its effect
on sensors is beyond the scope of this article (Cady,
1964 and Mason. 1950). However, there are certaia
effects which can lead to problems when a sensor is
used at different temperatures. First. ferroeleetric
materials (Iaffe. 1971), such as the PZT ceramics.
have a temperature (the Curie temperature) above which
the material transforms to another, and usually
nonferroelectric, phase. Taking a ferroelectric
sensor through the Curie temperature will remove the
polarization, destroying the piezoelectric properties
of the sensor. and may shatter the ceramic as well.
Perroelectric sensors will usually work well up to
temperatures within SOOC of the Curie temperature. if
the other materials in the sensor can stand the

TABLE II

Some Common Acoustic Emission Couplants and the Approximate
Temperature Range where they can be Used

Dow Corning V-9 resin

High vacuum stop cock grease

Ultrasonic couplants

Petroleum grease

Water

Dow Corning ZOO fluid

Salol

Nonaq stop cock grease

Dental cement

SO% Indium-SO% Galium mixture

__40°C to 1000e

__40°C to 200°C

Room temperature

Room temperature

laC to 99°C

-Z730C to _700 e and _30°C to zoooe

__40°C to 400 e

-273°C to 1000e

oOe to sooe

" zooe to 7000e
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2.3.S. Sensor Sensitivity - Effects of Cables

temperature. The Curieotemperaturea of PZT ceramics
lie between 300 and 400 C.

The open circuit voltage produced by a sensor is
a property of the piezoelectric element and is

(7)y2 = 4kTR A U

The noise level of a preamplifier is commonly
specified by the manufacturers as the output taS

voltage divided by the lain when the input is shorted.

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute
temperature. R is the resistance and A U is the
bandwidth of the preamplifier. If the input staSe of
the preamplifier is open. R is the inpnt resistance of
that stale, but if there is a sensor connected. R is
some equivalent resistance. The capacitance of the
sensor and cable will tend to short out the hiaher
noise frequencios. The pesks in the sensor curve in
Fig. 11 are caused by the mechanical resoDlnces of the
sensor raisins the impedance of the sensor-cable
combination at the resonant frequencies.

2.3.6. Sensor Sensitivity - Effect of
Preamplifier Noise

The spectral response curve of a sensor-cable
preamplifier combination to an acoustic silnal is
shown in Fig. 11. Also shown are three response
curves of the preamplifier without an AE signal. The
exact shape of the spectral response of a sensor to an
AE signal will depend to some extent on the
preamplifier input characteristics and on the cable
capacitance. Too much cable capacitance will tend to
short out the hiah frequencies relative to the low
frequencies. Different preamplifiers will aive
different response curves even with the same cable
sensor combination, although the difference is small
between most commercial AE preamplifiers. The use of
preamplifiers not desianed for acoustic emission can
have an appreciable effect on a sensor's spectral
response characteristic.

The three preamplifier spectral response curves
in Fig. 11 are, from the top down, the open circuit
response. the response with cable and sensor in the
absence of an AE silnal and the response of the
preamplifier .ith the input shorted with a SO ohm
resistor. The noise in a shorted preamplifier is
generated by current fluctuations in the first
amplification device. If the input is not shorted,
the noise can be regarded as being lenerated by
current fluctuations in the input resistor. The res
noise voltage (Bell, 1967), for such a resistor is
given by

sensors usually have a capacitance that falls between
100 and 1500 pF. Preamplifier input capacitances
ranle between 20 and 40 pF. The capacitance per unit
lenlth of coaxial cablea depends upon he cables'
impedance .ith approximate values of 100 pF/m (30
pF/ft) for SO ohm cable. 67 pF/m (20 pF/ft) for 7S ohm
cable and SO pF/m (IS pf/ft) for 97 ohm cable. To see
the range of this reduction in aensitivity, assume an
input capacitance of 30 pF and 1.S m of SO ohm cable.
For a sensor .ith a capacitance of 100 pF. the output
voltage wonld be V = 0.36V or a decrease in
sensitivity of 9 dB. A segsor of 1600 pF capacitance
would have V = 0.9Vo' a decreaae in sensitivity of 1
dB. Thus, the loss in sensitivity can be appreciable
for low capacitance sensors. Since most of the extra
capacitance comes from the cable, it is a sood
practice to keep the length of the cable between the
sensor and preamplifier as short as possible.

OS)

(16)

v (S) " Q(S)/C
o 0

The sensitivity of a sensor is governed by the
intrinsic sensitivity of the piezoelectric material.
the dimensions of the piezoelectric element Ind"the
desisn and materials used in it case. Practically,
one receives from a manufacturer a measured response
curve to a standard silnal and the capacitance of the
sensor. This curve is often presented as if it were
independent of the measnrement technique. However,
the sensitivity of a sensor will always depend, in
part, upon the equipment with .hich it is used.

where Q is the charle produced by a strain S and Co is
the capacitanco of the sensor. Whon connected to a
preamplifier. the actual voltaae across the input
resistor of the preamplifier (if the input resistance
is hrae) is

Ferroelectric ceramics are polycrystallite.
Each crystallite may have one or more ferroelectric
domains in it. These do.aina are rea ions where the
spontaneous polarization is all in one direction.
This polarization can only be alons certain directions
in the crystal structure. When the ceramic is poled.
these domains are alilned as closely as the crystal
orientation allows to the direction of polarization.
Because of the random orientation of the crystallites.
there are always loins to be a fair number of domains
which are almost equally close to the direction of
polarization in the ceramic. Small strainS may be
enough to cause the domain to chanle orientation.
Such a flip of a domain will cause a very small chanse
in the polarization of the sensor. However. this
chanae is the same order of magnitude as the chanse
caused by an acoustic wave. In leneral. it is
impossible to distinsuish an electric silnal caused by
a flipped domain from one caused by acoustic emission.
The strain necessary to produce a domain flip can come
from chanlinl the temperature of a sensor. Thus.
chanSinl the temperature of a ceramic sensor can
produce silnals. indistinauishable from acoustic
emission. which arise in the sensor and not the
sample. Empirically. the temperature chanae necessary
to produce appreciableoamounts of these domain flip
sianals is around ±100 C iu PZT. This effect does not
prevent ferroelectric ceramic sensors from being used
at different temperatures but thermal eqUilibrium
should be achieved before data is taken. If one
wishes to measure acoustic emission while changing
temperature. it is recommended that ferroelectric
ceramics only be used for small temperature
deviations. To measure acoustic emission over large
temperature deviations. a sensor made of a single
crystal, such as quartz, should be used. Another
approach is to use an acoustic waveguide .hich
isolates the sensors from the temperature fluctuations
of the sampl e.

where C is tho cable capacitance and C is tbe input
capacit~uce of the preamplifier. Acouslic emission V IG.

o
(8)
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Fig. 11 Frequency Response of an Acoustic Emission Sensor-Preamplifier
Combination to an AE Signal. The Response of this Coabination is
also Shown for No Sisnal. The Responses of the Preamplifier with
an Open Input Circuit and with a Load are Also Shown.

whore the sonsor impedance, Zoo is in kilo ohms and
A U is in hertz.

The approximate noise voltaSe of the
preamplifier-sensor-cable combination will be

The noise contributed by the sensor-cable combination
can be estimated fra. equation 17. A value of 295 X
may be used as the temperature and the output
impedance of the sensor-cable combination used as the
equivalent resistance. R. This output impedance can
be measured by a simple circuit. A variable
resistance in parallel with the preamplifier input is
reduced until the preamplifier output is one-half the
level with no paralle resistor. The output impedance
of the sensor-cable combination is then equal to the
ontpnt impedance of the preamplifier which is
essentially the value of the parallel resistor network
formed by the preamplifier input resistance and the
value of the variable resistor. For most acoustic
omission sensors this impedance will be between 50 and
1000 ohms. Equation 17 can be rewritten

This noise voltase is measured by an rms voltmeter
which measured heating power (see the section on rms
measurement). It assumes that the noise voltase is
flat over the bandwidth, A U. In FiS. 11, we saw that
this is not strictly the case and that the noise level
at certain frequencies may be siz to eight dB higher
than the rest of the bandwidth. As long as tho
acoustic omission signals contain a larso range of
frequencies, this should not matter but if they are
confined to one narrow frequency band and are
relatively low level, these noise peaks may present
problems.

2.3.7. Sensor Calibration

All manufacturers furnish calibration curves
with their sensors. The currently accepted unit are
dB referenced to 1 Vlmls and dB referenced to 1 Vip
bar. The AE signal used to calibrate the sensors may
be either a surface wave or a compression wave. A
typical calibration curve is shown in FiS. 11.
Calibration curves for the same sensor will not be the
same for calibrations in velocity (m/s) or in pressure
(p bar). The reason is that pressure is proportional
to strain which is related to the surface displacement
while velocity is the time derivative of surface
displacement. For a constant frequency, the
~elationship& are

(19)

(20)

v = 0.004 !ZT"'ftn V~o - "
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D => sin '" t (21)

v
s

dO
dt => '" cos'" t

(a)

where D is the surface displacement and v is the
surface velocity. Thus, the velocity calfbration
curve is approximately the pressure calibration curve
multiplied by the frequency. This tends to make the
velocity curve seem flatter since it does not falloff
as fast at higher frequencies.

In selecting a sensor, one should have some idea
of both the frequency range and the type of waves to
be expected. Calibration curves can then be compared
provided that they are for the same type of source and
the same units. Recently, the National Bureau of
Standards (Breckenridge, 1981) has developed methods
for the absolute calibration of sensors for Rayleigh
waves and longitudinal waves. Manufacturers
calibration curves which are referenced to an NBS
calibrated sensor can be directly compared regardless
of type of source. However, a surface wave
calibration should not be compared to a longitudinal
wave calibration.

o 40 80
Time ,Msec
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1.4 Acoustic Emission Signals
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(b)

The signal rise time can be defined as either
the time from which the signal first occurs until the
first maximum signal excursion or until the peak
wmplitude occurs. In Fig. l1a. these are quite

amplitude followed by rapid decay (35 to 60 ps). At
this point, a larger amplitude component occurs. This
exhibits a higher peak amplitude accompanied by a
shift to lower frequencies. The signal then decays.
at a slower rate, until it starts to disappear back
into the preamplifier noise level. This signal was
chosen to show that the concepts of rise time, peak
wmplitude, decay time and signal length, while
valuable. may be somewhat ambiguous for any given
burst signal.

(a) The Voltage Time Curve for a Real
Acoustic Emission Signal; (b) The Spectrum
of the Signal Shown in (a).

Fig. 11
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An AE signal is defined as the electrical output
of a sensor responding to an AE. The separation of AE
into continuons and bnrst emission is a natural result
of the appearance of the signals on an oscilloscope.
Continuous emission has the appearance of an increase
in the prewmplifier noise level while burst emission
appears as well defined transient events as shown in
Fig. 1. The only distinguishing characteristics a
continuous emission signal has are its wmplitude and
its frequency content. Burst emission signals,
appearing as individual events, offer more parameters
to analyze.

Figure 11a shows first the prewmplifier noise.
then the start of the signal at about 10 ps,
displaying a rapid rise time and reaching a peak

A voltage-time curve for an AE signal is shown
in Fig. l1a with the frequency spectrum for this curve
displayed in Fig. 11b. The curve is moderately
complex and this complexity is typical of signals seen
in AE experiments. The dwmped sine wave type of
signal. which is discussed in Section 1.4.4, is
conspicuous by its rarity in real signals.

Acoustic emission signals have the same random
character as the AE from which they are derived. The
correlations between the timing and characteristics of
the bursts are strictly statistical. While
similarities between burst signals exist. especially
for a given test, seldom, if ever, are two signals
identical in all their characteristics. For signal
analysis. the most important features are the average
repetition rate of the signals, the individual burst
amplitudes, the energies of the bursts, and the
frequency content, both of the individual bursts and
the average content. Other important characteristic
are the burst signal rise time. delay constant and
signal length.

1.4.1. Signal Characteristics

t09



different.

The signal length is impossible to rigorously
dofino for the signal slowly loses itself in the
pre~plifier noise. Figure 12a appears to have two
different decay rates for the first and second parts
of the signal. These decays mayor may not be
exponential.

The peat amplitude in Fig. 12a appears on the
positive cycle near 65 ~s. It is different, however,
from the first maximum amplitude which appear at 28
~s. The peat amplitude can as easily have been a
negative going cycle. In Fig. 12a, positive and
negative cycles have similar amplitude although
differences between positive and negative maximum
amplitudes of over 5 dB are commonly found.

(0 )

The variations in the magnitudes of these
parameters for burst signals in a single experiment
can be quite large. Peak amplitudes can easily range
over 60 dB for a typical experiment and an 80 dB range
is common. Rise times can be effected by dispersion
of the AE wave and so may depend upon the distance the
emission travels from source to sensor. The signal
length is dependent upon both the signal amplitude and
the decay rate. Low amplitude, high frequency signals
as short as 10 ~s can be seen in some experiments
while in structural tests, signal lengths can exceed
50 ms. The decay rate is usually fairly constant for
a given specimen although it may be highly frequency
dependent, especially in composite and other
heterogeneous materials.

Figure 12a shows a second maximum which may be
the result of the omission traveling different paths
to reach the sensor. Such multiple paths can lengthen
and distort the signal as well as completely
distorting the rise time. Such a signal is
illustrated in Fig. 13 where an artificial signal is
taken through six different paths to the sensor. The
resulting signal shown in Fig. 13c shows the
dis tortions.

2.4.2. Frequency Spectra

where R is the resistive load for the sensor and Vet)

2.4.3. Signal Energy

from generation to display but at this point in time,
it is not clear that this record can be read for
anything but the crudest details.

The one characteristic of an AS signal that is
defined is its energy (Bea~tie, 1976). This energy is

E'" if V(t)2dt (22)

(C)

The Effect of Multiple Paths on the
Waveform of an Acoustic Emission Signal.
(a) The Initial Waveform; (b) The Dif
ferent Paths Traveled to Reach the Sensor;
(c) The Waveform at the Sensor.

Fig. 13

Generally. the spectrum of an AE burst will
contain numerous peats at different frequencies as can
be seen in Fig. 12. A short impulsive source will
generate an omission with a broad frequency content.
The spectrum of a delta function (a large pulse with
zero width) will contain all frequencies equally. As
this pulse is modified by transmission through the
medium, and by detection and amplification devices,
some of the frequencies are filtered out. The
reSUlting signal contains many frequencies and is far
from the idealized damped sine wave. The frequency
spectra of a signal can be looted at as a complex
record of everything that has happened to that signal

The frequency spectrum of an AE signal will be
determined by the bandpass of the amplification
system, the frequency response of the sensor, the
geometry and AS characteristics of the sample and the
characteristics of the source. The norm for AS is
that no two signals have exactly the same frequency
content. The variation may be small for a localized
source in a well defined geometry and homogeneous
material. Very large variations will occur in
heterogeneous materials such as composites and in
widely scattered sources in complex geometries.
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Pig. 14 la) Damped Sine Wav~ with Si~ulated Amplifier Noise; (b) A Realis-
tic Simuhted Acoustic Emission Signal; (c) The Spectrum of Fig.
14(a); (d) the Spectrum of Fig. 14(b).

is the time dependent voltage output of the sensor.
In this definition. it is assumed that there is no
noise voltage; otherwise, the integral will be
infinite. Practically. the limits of integration are
the pulse length.

The energies of AE signals can be extremely
small. An easily detectable signal would have an
amplitude of 10 ~V and a length of 10 ~s. Assuming a
square nonoscillatory pulse for simplicity end a
preamplifier input resi!f!nce of 20 kilo ohms. the
signal energy is S % 10 ergs. This is the energy
of the signal, not that of the AE. Sensor coupling
efficiencies. sample attenuation and all the problems
of partitioning energy between acoustic modes make it
difficult to accurately estimate the energy in an AE
burst even under highly controlled laboratory
conditions. Under normal conditions. the energy in
the smallest AE burst will be several orders of
magnitude larger than the above figure.
Conservatively. one should_,e able to detect an AE
burst with an energy of 10 ergs. To illustrate how
small this energy is. a one am piece of #20 copper
wire (about 0.8 mm diameter) will acquire an energy of
about S ergs in fallin8 1 cm.

2.4.4. Mathematical Models of Signals

Acoustic emission signal are often modeled in
the literature (Harris and Bell. 1977) by a decayin8
sine wave of the form

where ~ = 2n U. A is the amplitUde and a is the
damping factor. ~e graph of this curve is shown in
Fig. 14a. This model is a quito crude approximation
of an AE signal as shown in Fig. 12a. The rise time
and complex frequency content are missing. However.
it can be useful to show the approximate dependence of
various signal analysis parameters on the signal
characteristics. For example. the energy of such a
signal is

(24)

Thus, the signal energy will depend directly upon the
dampin8 factor and the amplitudo but is essentially
independent of the frequency as long as a « w, which
is the case for most AE signals.

To show the differences between the modol signal
in equation 23 and a more realistic signal, a complex
artificial signal was constructed on a computer. This
signal Is shown in Fig. 14b. The spectra of the two
artificial signals are shown in Figs. 14c and 14d. It
should be noted that while the si8nal in Fig. 14b is
much closer to a real signal such as seen in Fia. 12a,
it Is much more difficult to manipulate mathematically
than is equation 23. Bowever, if numerical methods
are used on a computer, manipulation of artificial
signals such as that in Fig. 14b will give more
accurate estimato of instrumentation performance.

yet) a Ao oxp(- at)sin ~t (23)
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Signal Amplitudes as a Function of Fre
quency for 100 to 200 kHz Bsnd Pass
Filters with Three Different Filter
Slopes. The 40 dB Band Widths for These
Filters are 56-360 kHz for the 48 dB per
Octeve Filter. 32-630 kHz for the 24 dB
per Octave Filter and 10-2000 kHz for the
12 dB per Octave Filter.

0'

00'

When a filter bandpass is specified. the upper
and lower frequencies refer to the half power or 3 dB
points; i.e •• the output voltage is reduced to 0.707
of the output in the mid-range. This is the standard
definition of bandpass and should be used in noise
calculations. However. another function of the filter
in AE is to remove unwanted noise signals (either
acoustic or electromagnetic in origin) at low and high
frequencies. Since such signals often have
appreciable energies a useful definition of bandpass
in AE would be the 40 dB points. Such 40 dB
bandpasses are shown for the different roll offs in
Fig. IS. It is obvious that the steeper the roll off.
the better the suppression of unwanted signals. This
can be hiahly important in an indnstrial plant where
there are many sources of electromagnetic noise. For
example. many power lines seem to have very short (-5
~s) large amplitude signals around 1.5 MHz while most
room noise is usually below 20 kHz.

It should be noted in comparing roll-off figures
that several AE systems contain bandpass filters in
both the preamplifier and the postamplifier. The
roll-off figures of the two filters in dB should be
added to obtain the characteristics of the system.

'0 r----,.-----.---.....,...,~~,.....---...---.,,.....--___.

Fig. IS

between thOse with fixed bandwidthS and those with
plug-in variable bandwidth filters. In general.
plug-in filters are preferable as they allow greater
flexibility and require stocking only a variety of
filters instead of preamplifiers. The filters in
commercial preamplifiers do not all have tho same
roll-off characteristics. The roll-offs range from 12
dB/octave to 48 dB/octave (an octave is a range in
frequencies of a factor of two; i.e., 125 kHz to 250
kHz). The signal amplitudes as a function of
frequency for several roll-offs are shown in Fig. 15.

..
"?
~..

The input noise of the preamplifier has been
discussed in the section on sensors. Here. it should
be stressed that all other parameters being equal. the
input noise level is proportional to the square root
of tho bandwidth. The input noise level will be
reduced by 20 dB if the bandwidth of the preamplifier
is reduced from 2 MHz to 20 kHz. This is one of
several reasons why bandpass filters are used in
preamplifiers. If nothing is known about the
frequency content of AE in an experiment. a wideband
filter should be used. However. if the frequency
content is approximately known. a narrow bandwidth
will lower the noise level.

Acoustic emission preamplifiers are divided

One feature common to all commercial AE
preamplifiers is over-voltage protection in the input
circuit. This protection usually takes the form of
crossed semiconductor diodes which do not conduct
until a few tenths of a volt have been reached.
therefore limiting input signal amplitude to levels
less than this. Such protection is necessary for
semiconductor amplifying devices since piezoelectric
sensors are capable of generating signals with
amplitudes of hundred of volts if excited strongly
enough. Besides the possibility of destroying the
input stage. large signals can also saturate the
preamplifier causing it to be inoperable for
milliseconds or longer.

The loss in sensor sensitivity. which occurs
when one is connected to an amplifier through a Ions
coaxial cable. has already been discussed. The common
way to solve this problem is to split the amplifier
into a fixed gein preamplifier located close to the
sensor and a variable gain postamplifier in the main
instrumentation group. The preamplifier consists of a
low noise input stage. bandpass filters and a low
impedance output stage capable of driving a 50 ohm
cable. A preamplifier is normally powered from the
main instrumentation group. either by separate power
and signal leads or by dc voltagos on the signal
cable. Acoustic emission preamplifiers are designed
to have a relatively flat frequency response between
about 20 kHz and 2 MHz. without the bandpass filters.
They almost always have a fixed gain of either 40 or
60 dB.

3.1.1. The Preamplifier

An AE system will always have a sensor and a
preamplifier. A system usually includes post
amplifiers and signal processors of various kinds.
More specialized equipment often associated with a
system include transient recorders. spectrum
analyzers. tape recorders. distribution analyzers and
spatial discrimination circuits. Recently.
microprocessor-based systems have become commercially
available. These are capable of performing all the
standard methods of single channel analysis as well as
performing source location for two to eight AE
channels. The larger minicomputer based systems can
also do single channel analysis as well as
multichannel source location. Acoustic emission
systems can be as simple or complex as one wishes.
depending both on the experiment and the budget.

3. Acoustic Emission Instrumentation

3.1 The Acoustic Emission System
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Another parameter that can be important in a
preamplifier is the dynamic range. This is roughly
defined as the ratio of the maximum output voltage the
preamplifier can deliver without distortion and the
amplified input noise voltage. The dynamic range of
commercial preamplifiers normally falls between 60 and
80 dB. The 40 dB gain preamplifiers have a somewhat
higher dynamic range. When using a signal processing
technique, such as amplitude distribution, a large
dynamic range is desirable. It should be realized,
however, that 100 dB of dynamic range with 60 dB of
gain would require an input noise level of 1 ~V and
100 V of undistorted output.

One method of handling signals with a large
dynamic range is to use a logarithmic amplifier. Some
commercial systems are now using such amplifiers. A
true log-amplifier is not possible for bipolar
(positive and negative going; see Fig. 16) signals.
The actual gain curves for bipolar log-amplifiers are
linear in the small signal region, lOgarithmic in the
large signal regions and neither in the transition
region. One of the touted virtues of a log-amplifier
is the ability to change an exponential decaying
signal into a linearly decaying signal.
Unfortunately. the typical AE signal is not an
exponentially damped sine wave and while the decay may
be more linear, it does not look appreciably
different. Figure 16 shows the artificial signal
with both linear and logarithmic amplification. Also
shown in Fig. 16 is the same signal with too much gain
in the log-amplifier so that the noise is accentuated
at the expense of the signal. Log-amplifiers. when
properly used. will not effect the accuracy of the
count or peak amplitude data. They may slightly
increase the ease of measuring signal lengths but will
complicate the electronic measurement of signal
energy.

There are a few sensors available which have the
preamplifier built in the same package as the sensor.
This has several advantages such as no cable capacity
effect and having the preamplifier characteristic
tailored to match the sensor. The disadvantages of
such units. beside their higher cost. are that they
are restricted to temperatures near room temperature
(the preamplifier will not work properly at high or
low temperatures) and that a separate preamplifier has
to be purchased for each sensor.

(0 )

(b)

3.1.3. Transient Recorders

collected only on certain portions of a load cycle.
envelope processors which attempt to filter out the
high frequencies leaving only the signal envelope to
be counted. logarithmic converters which allow the
output of the signal analyzer electronics to be
plotted in logarithmic form and a unit which allows
combining the output of several preamplifirs so that
several sensors can be monitored by one channel of
electronics.

3.1.2. Postamplifiers and Signal Processors

Many systems have variable gain postamplifiers.
This allows the use of signal processors with fixed
input ranges or thresholds in conj unctiOn with fixed
gain preamplifiers. The adjustable gain can either be
linear by means of a potentiometer or lOgarithmic in
one dB steps. The logarithmic gain is certainly
easier to write down (i.e., 94 dB referenced to a one
volt threshold). but otherwise there is not much
difference. The total gain of the system is. of
course, the sum of the preamplifier and postamplifier
gains (when expressed in dB).

As was mentioned. many postamplifiers also have
bandpass filters which give an additional noise
rejection capability to the system.

Fig. 16 Effect of Logarithmic Amplification on
Simulated Acoustic Emission Signal. (a)
Original Signal; (b) Logarithmic Amplifi
cation; (c) Logarithmic Amplification with
Excessive Gain Emphasizing Preamplifier
Noise.

Many systems contain signal processing
capabilities in addition to the analysis technique
discussed in later sections. Some of these are
voltage controlled gates which allow data to be
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One of the most versatile instruments for
studying individual AE burst signals is the transient
recorder. These instruments digitize a signal in real
time and store the digitized data in a memory. The



signal can be reconstructed at a slower speed from the
memory and played back repetitively into an
oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer. Or the contents of
the memory can be transferred to a computer. thus
using the transient analyzer as a signal diaitizer.

Transient recorders usually have a wide range of
digitizing rates on the same instrument. The fastest
rate is the limiting rate with some instruments
sampling up to 1 word/ns. The slower rates are for
CODYenience and may extend down to one sample per 10
seconds. These recorders sample the signal. and do
not average it over the sample period. If the maximum
sampling rate is one sample per 10 ns. the sample
length will be somewhat shorter than 10 ns long. This
is the sample width no matter what the sample rate is.
In Fig. 17. two sampled signals are shown. It is
obvious that if one samples at too slow a rate for the
signal. information is lost. The precise formulation
of this principle is the Nyquist theorem (Stearns.
1975). which states that all the frequency information
in a signal will be retained if the signal is sampled
at a rate greater than two samples per period of the
highest frequency component present. Thus. a signal
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Fia· 17 Bffect of Sampling Rate on Diaithation of
Signals. (a) 10 Samples per Period; (b)
Less than Two Samples per Period Showing
Aliasing.

containing frequencies up to 1.0 MHz should be ampled
at more than two samples per ps. If the Nyquist
criteria is followed. the signal can be accurately
analyzed using Fourier analysis. Bowever. if aD
accurate representation of the waveform is desired. a
better rule of thumb is to take around 10 samples per
second of the highest frequency component. This is
illustrated in Fig. 17a.

Sampling too slowly produces a distortion called
aliasing (Stearns. 1975). an extreme case of which is
illustrated in Fig. 17b. The presence of frequency
components higher than the Nyquist frequency give rise
to image frequency components at lower frequencies.
Once aliasing occurs. there is no way to recover the
original waveform. To prevent aliasing. one should
always use a low pass filter in the amplifier systam
before digitizing a signal. This filter should
attenuate the signal by 20 dB at the Nyquist
frequency. Failure to use an antialiasing filter may
lead to significant unrecognized errors when analyzing
digitized signals.

A simple solution to the aliasing problem would
be to sample all AE signals at 10 to 20 samples per
PS, Bowever. there are two problems. The first is
that the faster one samples in real time. the smaller
is the digital word which can be used. A rough
estimate is that one can use a ton--bit word at twenty
to sixty samples por PS, an eight-bit word at up to
one hundrod samples per ps and a six-bit word at up to
ono sample per ns. Tho dynamic range of a bipolar
ten--bit word is 54 dB. that of an eight-bit word. 42
dB and 30 dB for a six-bit word. Thus. thore is a
tradeoff between dynamic range and sampling speed.
Furthermore. tho word size is fixed for a particular
instrument aDd does not increase when tho samplin.
speod is slowed.

The second problem with a high sampling speed is
finite memory si~e. Transient recorder memories
typically range between 512 and 16384 words. in powers
of 2. If ODe samples at twenty samples per ~s with a
4096 word memory. only 205 ps of data can be stored.
For long AE signals. the end of the pulse will be
lost. Thus. the sampling rate should be as slow as
possible. One to five samples per PS, depeDding on
the frequencies present. are the most useful rates for
AE signals. While these rates may still drop off the
end of long signals. they appear to be the best
compromise with present instruments.

This discussion applies to transient recorders
which electroDically digiti~e the signal. There is
another kind where tho signal is stored on the face of
a fast storage oscilloscope. The face is then scanned
and the signal digitized. This allows highor
resolution at the expense of complexity and a longer
waiting period bofore the next signal can be accepted.

One advantage of transient recorders is an
additional modo of triggerinl. usually called the
pre trigger modo. In this modo. the input signal is
continuously being digitized and the data fed into the
memory. When the memory is full. the earliest word in
the memory is lost at one end while the latest word to
be digitized is fed iDtO the other end. This rosults
in the memory always containing a digitized '~icturo"

of the signal. extonding from the curront instant of
time back to the length of the memory. Whon a tri8ger
signal comes (either internal or external). it caD bo
Bot to stop this memory cycle with the trigger word



being the Cirst word oC the memory, tho last word, or
any word in betweon. Thus, one can oxamino tho signal
that occurs either after or before the trisger. If
the triglor is set to stop the memory with it at 10 to
151 of the memory (say word 400 to 600 for a 4096 word
memory). the recorder will capture the entiro silnal
includinl the low level portion occurrinl before tho
triller level was reached.

Some oC the more elaborate recorders allow the
recording oC two or more silnals simultaneously. This
allows the direct comparison of the time of occurrence
oC two (or more) AE silnals or AE signal and some
other signal of interest. An example is shown in Fig.
18. This can also be done with two transient
recorders. both using the same trisser,

A transient recorder is an extremely useful
instrument. whether used as a dilitizer with a
computer or simply to examine AE waveforms. For most
laboratory studies. a machine with a ten bit word and
a maximum samplinl rate of ten samples per ps is
recommended. The main justification for a more
expensive machine is a need to record two data
channels simultaneously.

3.1.4. Spectrum Analyzers

Spectrum analysis can be done either directly
with analolue electronics or digitally. This section
will discuss only analogue spectrum analyzers.
reserving dilital spectrum analysis for discuasion iu
a lster section.

sensor I

source

sensor 2

3.1.5. Data Storale

A spectrum analyzer useful for AE should bave a
frequency raDge of at least 10 kHz to 2 MHz. Hany on
the martet were designed for audio signals and bave
maximum frequencies of 100 or 200 kHz. These are of
limited usefulness for AE since most signals havo some
frequency content up to 500 kHz.

Spectrum analyzers with botb horizontal and
vertical signal outputs are the .ost useful for AE.
This allows the signal to be plotted on an X-Y
recorder which gives a more useful and detailed
permanent record than an oscilloscope picture. Figure
11 shows an X-Y plot of the output of a spectrum
analyzer.

The basic spectrum analyzer is simple in
concept. A local oscillator signal is mixed with tbe
input signal and the beat frequency passed througb a
cbain of intermediate frequency (I.F.) amplifiers.
after wbich it il measured by a voltmeter. The
oscillator il swept in frequency 10 that the frequency
componentl of tbe signal selected by the I.F.
~plifier are continuoully cbanging. The output of
tbe voltmeter is plotted on the vertical axis of an
oscilloscope wbile the borizontal axis il driven by a
signal syacbronized to the local oscillator frequency.
Thus. one obtainl a plot of signal strengtb va.
frequeacy. If a logaritbmic display is wanted. tbe
vertical sigaal is passed through a log amplifior.
The width and speed of the local oscillator scan. the
ceater frequency of the local oscillator and tbe
sharpness of the I.F. amplifier filters are all under
the control of the operator. While it il quite easy
to distort tbe results by inappropriate choice of
these parameters. the better instruments have warning
lights to indicate when such a poor choice has beea
made.

Fig. 18 TraDsient Recording of Two Channels Simul
taneously Showing the Time Relationship of
the Silnall. (a) Signall; (bl Experimen
tal Setup.

From the above description. it is appareat that
an aaalolue Ipectrum analyzer works best on a
continuous signal that does not vary in time. It will
Dot wort at all OD a short transient such as an AE
burst silaal. To analyze bursts. they must first be
captured either on a transient recorder or on a video
tape recorder. They can then be played bact
repetitively onto tbe spectrum analyzer. simulating a
continuous signal. The resulting modulation
(typically. 60 Hz to 1 kHz) will not effect the
spectrum unlesl one attempts to get very high
resolution. Most AE bursts have rather broad features
in the spectrum so tbat high resolution is not
necessary •
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The intrinsic irreversibility of .ost AE sources
often mates tbe storase of the raw data desirablo.
This will allow tbe direct comparison of ezperiments
when data analysis parameters are changed or new
technique a of data anDlysis are used on later
experiments. When testing in remote areas or
performing testa whicb last for only a short time.
storage of tbe raw data will allow extensive post test
analysis in the laboratory at the leisure of tbe
investigator.

At present. the only practical method for
storiDS raw AE data. is on magnotic tape. The
frequency range of interest for most AE data. 50 kHz



to 1 MHz, is too high for audio or small
instrumentation recorders. Only large instrumentation
recorders or video tape recorders have the necessary
frequency capabilities. To record these high
frequencies, a large relative velocity between the
tape and the record and reproduce heads is necessary.
Instrumentation recorders and video recorders differ
in how they achieve this relative velocity as well as
in other details. For this reason the two types of
tape recorders will be discussed separately.

Q. Instrumentation Recorder

In an instrumentation recorder, the record and
reproduce heads are fixed and the tape is moved over
them at a high velocity. Tape velocities range from a
high of 3.05 mls (120 ips) down to 2.36 cmls (0.9275
ips). The velocities are usually stepped by factors
of 2. The tape heads for individual channels are
quite narrow and record on a track parallel to the
tape. Tape widths are either 12.7 mm (1/2'? or 25.4
mm (I'? Balf inch tape has 7 data channels while one
inch tape may have either 14 or 28 channels. Both
widths also have an audio channel.

Data can be recorded on the tape either as an
amplitude or frequency modulated si,nal. The
amplitude modulated (or direct) record electronics
have a maximum frequency pass-band of 400 Hz to 2 MHz
at a tape velocity of 3.05 m/s. The sigual to noise
ratio is about 24 dB for this pass-band. The
frequency modulated (PM) electronics have a maximum
pass-band from 0 to 500 kHz at 3.05 mls with a signal
to noise ratio around 34 dB. The maximum frequency is
proportional to the tape speed. For example. the
pass-band of the same PM electronics would be 0 to
62.5 kHz at a tape speed of 38.1 cm/s.

Tape comes in several size reels, the largest
holding about 2800 m of tape. While this seems like a
larSe amount of tape, at 3.05 mls it will last only 15
minutes. This means that for instrumentation
recorders. one is always faced with a tradeoff between
high frequency response and the lensth of a test which
can be recorded on one reel of tape.

ton of their predecessors. The older recorders are
complex machines and do not have a reputation for high
reliability, although a well maintained machino can be
relatively trouble free. One can only hope that the
size and weight reduction of the newer machines does
not reduce their reliability. Another major
diaadvaDtase has been the high cost of these
recorders. Tbere seems to be little hope of any
substautial cost reduction.

b. Video Tape Recorders

A video tape recorder differs from an
instrumentation recorder in the .anner in which the
relative velocity between the head and the tape is
achieved. In a video recorder. the tape moves at slow
speed past a rotating head. This seometry is shown in
Fig. 19. The data tracks are parallel to each other
but diagonal to the tape as shown in the figure. This
configuration limits a video recorder to a single data
chaDnel with possibly two audio channels. one on each
edse of the tape. There are generally two heads as
shown in the figure. These heads read or write on the
tape sequentially which requires switchins the sisnal
between them every 1800 of rotation. The speed of the
head rotation is often set so that each record is 16
2/3 Ds Ions to conform with television transmission
characteristics. For television recording. there is a
small gap between each record but for AE use, the
recorder is modified to eliminate this gap. This
modificatioD can leave small transients where the
heads are switched. The transients may be 20 or more
dB above the recorder noise level and if played into a
couDter may give 1 to 10 more counts. 60 times a

~-- Tape

Rotating head mount

Vidio tracks

\The playback speed on an instrumentation
recorder is usually independent of the speed at which
the tape was recorded. This allows great flexibility
in the ability to examine short records in detail.
Playing the tape at a slower speed also down shifts
the frequencies of the data by the ratio between the
tape record and reprodnction speeds. One problem in
older machines in playin, back the tape at a slower
speed is that it may be tedious to find the few meters
of tape which are of interest. At 2.4 cm/s. a 2800 m
reel will play for 32 hours. Searching at 3.05 mls
and then slowing the tape down at the desired spot may
not be eaBY Bince the inertia in the reels often
carries the tape many feet past the data of interest.
Newer. microprocessor controlled machines allow one to
find the resion of interest and then to shuttle the
tape withiu this region back and forth at any speed as
well as to easily return to that portion of the tape.
To anyone who has tried to relocate 3 m of tape in 3
km long reel, this is a major advantage.

Tape
track

Inatrumentation recorders have Ions been bulky,
heavy machinos that are awkward to transport between
buildinSB or sites. The newer machines can be mnch
smaller and lighter. While they still weigh 50 kS or
more. this is almost weightless compared to the half
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Fia. 19 Geometry of Video Tape Recorder. (a) Top
View of Tape and Head; (b) Side View of
Tape and Head; (c) Position of Recorded
Tracks on Tape.



socond. For m tost .ith largo amounts of high onorlY
AE, tho transionts can be ilnorod but for quiot tosts
it mmy bo necossary to use a gating circuit to remove
them (a .ord of caution - poor gating circuits can add
more transient than thoy remove). Since tho
transionts aro on the order of 0.2 to 0.4 ms long, at
most only 2-1/~ of the data is lost by such gating.
It is possible to mako transient free vidoo rocorders
and such video instrumentation recorders are available
but more than an order of magnitude difference in
their price over that of the small TV units does not
make them very attractive for AE. The ne. video
cassette recorders are smaller and cheaper than the
reel units currently used for AE and thoy should be
able to bo modifiod for this use.

Guard
Sensor

Guard
Sensor

Fig. 20TYpical video tape recorders have band.idths
from 0 to 3.5 MHz or higher. Signal to noise ratios
are between 30 and 40 dB. Tape speods are on tho
order of 19 cmls (7.5 ips) .hich .ill give an hour of
rocording time for a 700 m tape. The reel-ta-reel
recorders all .eigh between 20 to 32 kg (45 and 70
pounds) which make them somewhat portable.

Since the necessary velocity between the head
and the tape is furnished primarily by the rotation of
the head, the tape can be stopped and one record
played repetitively. This allows e~amination of
single AE bursts. Commercially modified units arc
available with trigger and gating circuits which allow
one single AE signal to be selected and played into a
spectrum analyzer. Thus, burst-by-burst analysis of
an AE test is possible .ith such recorders. Another
available modification is voltage-ta-frequency and
frequency-ta-voltage converters which allow the
recording of DC voltages on one of the audio channels.

The limitations of the video rocorder aro tho
singlo data channel. tho presence of hoad switching
transients and the limited dynamic range. The
advantages are low cost, portability and tho stop
action featuro.

3.1.6. Spatial Discrimination

Spatial discrimination (Nakamura. 1971) is a
techniquo for accopting AE signals .hich originate
only within m rogion of interest. Other namos for
spatiml discrimination seen in the litorature mre
master-slavo transducers and guard transducers. While
spatial discrimination circuits use several
transducers, there is usually only one data channel
and no provisions for source location.

Figure 20 shows a spatial discrimination setup
as it would be used in a tensile test. Tho purpose of
this setup is to eliminate AE coming from grip region
and accept signals only from the gauge region. The
circuit is quite simple. If a signal from a guard
sensor reaches the discriminator before a sigDal from
the data sensor, it inhibits the data analyzing device
- usually aD electronic counter. If the signal from
the data sensor reaches the circuit first, the guard
sensor signal has no effect. This circuit effectively
draws a line half way between the data seosor and the
guard sensor. Emission bursts originatiog closer to
the guard sensors are ignored. By paralleling several
guard sensor-preamplifiers on the same input or
several guard sensors on the same preamplifier, a
two-dimensional acceptance region can be set up. If a
guard sensor is acoustically isolated from the
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Setup of Spatial Discrimination Circuit on
Tensile Specimen.

e~periment and a small time lag introduoed between the
data seosor and the discrimination circuit, one cao
eliminate much of the electrical noise that may be
present in a teat area.

3.2 Silnal Processinl Methods

Most AE sigoal processing methods measure tho
charaoteristic of the individnal burst emission
signals. An analog system .ill usually presont those
characteristics either as a running sum or as a sum
per unit time. A microprocessor based system can
store the measurements in memory for future analysis
as well as presenting these same sams in real time.
These sums are a form of statistical analysis sioce
the summing procoss mOrges the individual
characteristics of each signal into a some.hat
smoother functioo of time. Soldom are the
characteristic of each signal aoalyzed individually
since the large number of burst signals and the
statistical distribution of the bursts make such ao
analysis both cambersome and not very meaningful for
the average AE test.

Processing methods where the signal
charaoteristics aro preseoted individually are audio
and visual analysis. In these methods. the averalinl
procedure is left to the human brain. The rms voltage
measurement also differs io that the signals are
averaled in the electronics before the desired
characteristic is measured.

All of the signal processing methods discussed
in this section cao live useful informatioD in an AE
experiment. The two most useful, especially for NOT,
are visual analysis and the AE count. The runniog
display of the raw signals on an oscilloscope give the
experienced investigator a good feel for what is
happening. The plot of the total count as a function
of time. pressure or temperature lives a quantitative
record .hich is easy to read and interpret. An audio
chanDel allows contiouous monitoring of the test even
when reading the plot of the count and allows a
qualitative interpretation for some characteristics of
the longer signals.

3.2.1. Audio Conversion

Many early AE experimeots were restricted to the
audio (- 20 Hz to 15 kHz) frequency range. It was
natural to amplify these signals aod feed them to a



load speaker. Au ezperieaced investiaator coald leara
mach aboat the ezperiment from listeniaa to sach
sianals. When most AE ezperiments went to higher
frequencies to eliminate interference from the
background noise in the room, the AE signals were down
converted in frequency to allow the continued ase of
aadio monitoring. This down conversion is done by
mizina the AE signal with the output of on oscillator.
For two continuous waves we can write

cos ( 1II
1

t) cos (1II
2

t) (25)

&mplitudes, signal duration, ratios of different types
of sianals all give a definite if subtle visual
charscter to the signals. A change in this character
is usually easy to spot althouah it may be hard to
define. Visual analysis shoald be used for all but
the most routine AE ezperiments.

The combination of preamplifier and oscilloscope
aain is usually set so that the preamplifier noise is
visible on the trace. The best sweep speed for 1II0st
ezperiments is 2 ms/division. Slower speeds may
flicker annoyinaly and faster speeds may not allow the
display of several bursts on the same trace which is
usefal when a chanle in the averaae repetition rate
occurs.

3.2.2. Visual Aualysis

The frequency CII - w is called a beat freqaency and
can be made to 1e in ihe audio ranse by a correct
choice of oscillator freqaency.

Generations of electrical enaineers have watched
electrical sianals on oscilloscopes. It was nataral
to look at AI signals on oscilloscopes even thouah
they are trausients. While it might seOlll that the
transient bursts flash by too quickly to allow much of
an impression, any change in the averall character of
the sianal is readily apparent. Event rate, si8nal (29)

(27)

= Ii - r"oj. rms 0

p::: (V )2.
%lIIS

An rms voltmeter measures not only the AE sianal
voltaae, but also the noise voltage of the
preamplifier. If we assUllle that there is no
correlation between the preamplifier uoiso voltage and
the AE sigoal. then we can write

as lona as the integration time, T. siaoiflcaotly
ezceeds the time constant of the rms meter.

Rms voltaaes arc measured in an instrument such
as the Bewlett Packard 3400A voltmeter by measurinl
the heatina power of the sllnal. The sianal is
amplified and applied to one resistor while a dc
voltase is applied to an identical resistor and varied
so as to keep the temperatures of both resistors the
same. The dc voltaae is then measured. Because this
involves a thermal measurement. the response is
relatively slow. A measured response time for the UP
3400A is 200 to 300 ms. Thus. an rms voltmeter cannot
follow the envelope of AE bursts. This slow response
effectively averaaes the incoming sianals. Barsts
with a hiah averaae repetition rate and a fairly small
ranae of amplitudes will appear as a constant output
voltaae. Biah amplitude pulses that occur at large
intervals will show ap as a spike for each burst.
While the loua time constant chaDaes tho appearance of
the signal record, it does Dot effect the accuracy.
The eaergy measured by the rms voltmeter is the eneray
of the signols. That is

T T

E = ~ !V(t)2dt = ~Jrrms(t)dt (2a)
o 0

The bost measure of continuous emission is the
averaae sianal amplitude. TWo common instruments for
mea sur ina this amplitude are the rms (root mean
sqaare) voltmeter and the ac voltmeter. The rms
voltaae is defined such that the sianal power is
proportional to the square of the rms voltase.

3.2.3. RMS Voltaae or Signal Level

The ac voltaae is the averale value of the rectified
signal. In both measurements, the signal is averaled
over a period of time. Generally, the rms voltaae
will be equal to the ac voltsae only when the sianal
is a continuous wave with fized frequency components.
For AE signals, with their wide ranae of amplitUdes,
average repetition rates and frequencies, the two
measurements cao aive quite different values althoulh
usually the differeoce will not be significant.

(26)
n=1

There are two problellls with the ase of sach a
simple analysis on AE silnals. The first is that they
are transients containing a wide raage of freqaency
compouents. Thas, it becomes difficult to pick B good
oscillator frequency. This can be solved by using a
square wave generator instead of a sine wove
aenerator. A square wave has a larle harmonic cOntent
and its Fourier series representation is

N
f(lII t) = r siu (2n - 1) CII t/(2n - 1).

Notioe that only odd harmonics are present and the
amplitudes of the higher harmonics drop off relatively
slowly. Each frequency component in the AE signal
that is within about 10 kHz of one of the square waves
harmonics will prodace a useful aadio sigual. With a
variable frequeacy square wave oscillator covering the
ranle of 50 kHz to 200 kHz, the entire AE frequency
spectrum can be covered. The oscillator frequency is
set by ear to within 10 kHz of a dominant AE signal
freqaency for the test. The aadio oatput will consist
of mizture of all sianal frequencies near the
oscillator frequency of Bny of its harmonics.

The other problem with audio conversion is that
often AE siana1s are quite short. A 100 ps lonl
silnal can only live one cycle of a 10 kHz signal ao
matter how it is processed. Therefore, the aadio
signal is often a short hiah frequency barst thst
sounds like ststie. Definite frequencies are spparent
only for the longer sianals. Even so, audio
coaversion is almost always asefnl as an alarm that AE
is occurring. For structures, where lonaer signals
often occur, the change in tone or "quality" of the
signals can be the first sign of the beainning of same
type of failure. The discriminating ability of a
trained ear is eztrClllely good and most ezperienced
prsctitioners of AE testina will inclade an aadio
channel On stractural tests.
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where Vrms is the actual sianal voltaae. Yrms is the
meter measurement. and Vn is the rms noise voltaae of
the amplifier chain.

Ac voltmeters are much simpler. electrically.
than rms voltmeters. They are basically just a
rectifier followed by a filter. The time constant
will depend upon the frequency ranae that they are
desianed to measure. For meters desianed to measure
frequencies above 10 kHz. this time constant can be
less than a millisecond. Most microprocessor based
systems and many of the newer analoa systems
incorporate an ac voltmeter in them to aive a measure
of the sianal level. For most nondestructive testina
applications rms voltmeters and ac voltmeters can be
used interchanaeably. It is only in the laboratory,
where the value of the sianal eneray or power may be
important, that rms measurements are superior. The
reader is referred to the work of Ramstad (1974) for
more information about rms voltaae measurement and its
uses and to an experiment by the author for a use of
sianal level measurement (Beattie, 1982).

3.2.4. Acoustic Emission Count and Count Rate

of time (usually between 0.1 sand 1 hour), the
maximum count for each time period is the count rate.
In both measurements, the counter output is often
transformed by a di8ital-to--anal08 converter so that
it can be plotted on an X-Y recorder.

1". A.

I<--------r;--------Il

Simulated Acoustic Emission Sianal Showina
the Triaaerin8 Points for the Acoustic
Emission Count, the Peak Amplitudes, the
Rise Times and the Sianal Lenath.

The measurement of the AE count is one of the
easiest and most useful methods of analyzing AE. In
practice the signal is amplified and fed into an
electronic counter. When the counter runs
continuously without beina reset. the output is the
total count. If the counter is reset after a period
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Fig. 22 Effect of Counter Threshold Settina on Measured Count for Simu
lated Acoustic Emission Sianal.
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The AE count is an excellent qualitative and a
very poor quantitative measure of AE. This can be
seen by an examination of the method by which the
count is measured. Figure 21 shows the artificial AE
signal first seeu in Fi8. l4b. Several different
parWDeters are shown on the drawing. The electronic
counter will register one count any time the threshold
voltage. V • is crossed in a 8iven direction (in this
case. posifive to ne8ative). The combination of the
gaiu and the threshold voltage is usually set so that
the threshold level is near the noise level. Some
practitioners prefer to set the threshold level so
that a few of the lar8est noise peaks are counted.
That way they know that the system is functionin8 and
that any si8nal above the noise will be counted.
Others prefer to set the level just above the lar8est
noise peaks so that only the AE signals are counted.

It is obvious that the number of counts
registered for an AE signal will depend upon the gain
and threshold settings (some commercial systems have a
fixed threshold. usually oue volt. so that only the
gain can be varied). In Fig. 22. the count for the
signal in Fig. 21 is plotted as a function of
threshold voltage. This curve is neither smooth nor
symmetric. The occasional decrease of one count as
the absolute value of the threshold voltale is
decreased results from the small noise peaks
superimposed on the si8nal peaks. The central maximum
is produced by the noise background which in this case
has a maximum value of ± 0.5V. Thus. the value of the
count from a given signal depends not only on the
gain-threshold setting. but also on the asymmetry of
the si8na1.

The dependence of the count upon the threshold
setting can lead to problems when testinl pressure
vessels. The increase in the background noise level
produced by a leak (even a very small one) can
saturate the counter so that all meaninlful AE signals
are lost in the noise. To allow count data to be
collected despite such leaks. floating threshold
circuitry has been devised. This circuitry measures
the backlround noise level and sets the threshold a
fixed amount above it. One of these circuits sets the
threshold a fixed voltage above the background and
another sets it a fixed dB level above the background.
Both methods seem equally effective. Such circuitry
should be available whenever a pressurized system is
tested.

Figure 22 graphically illustrates that while the
count can 8ive some qualitative estimate of AE
activity. there is no fixed mathematical relationship
between the count and any other si8nal parameter for
real AE signals. The best that can be said is that if
the AE si~als all have similar amplitudes. decay
times an~ frequency content. then the AE count can be
shown to be related to the signal energy.

The AE count is an indicator that AE is
occurring and givea a rough estimate of the rate and
amount of the emission. In a single channel test on a
structure. this is really all the information that is
essential. The two types of displays. total count and
count rate. are shown for the same test in Fig. 23.
In this case. both are displayed as a function of time
instead of an external parameter such as pressure. Of
the two displays. I prefer the total count for the
following reasons. First. it appears easier for the
eye to differentiate a curve than to integrate it. An
increasing AE count rate is more obvious on the total
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count curve. Second. data cannot be lost on a total
count curve as it can on a count rate curve. This
possible loss is described below.

Electronic counters are digital devices and a
di8ital-to-anal08 converter is needed to produce
graphs like Fig. 23. These converters take three
decades of input and convert them into a thousand
different voltage levels. Which three decades of a
number are converted is under COntrol of the operator.
One can choose to plot the counts fram 1 to 1.000. 10
to 10.000. etc. In most commercial AE equipment. when
the plot range is switched. the number in the counter
is lost. This is usually only a minor annoyance but
it is not necessary. Laboratory digital-to-analog
converters can switch ranges without affectins the
counter reading.

When the number in the counter reaches the
maximum of the digital-to-analog converter's output
range. the next count rescales the output to zero.
This automatic scaling is very useful in total count
displays as shown in Fig. 23. It in effect allows a
plot of a much lar8er range on the same scale and
permits a test to be run without any knowled8e of what
the final total count will be. However. it can cause
the loss of the most important information when doing
count rate analysis. When measuring counts per unit
time. there are two different modes which can be used.
One graphs the count continuously increasinl until the
time period is over. when the count is reset to zero.
The other displays the final count for the previous
time period as the count for the current time period
is beiDI measured. This latter method makes it muoh
easier to read the Iraphs but can cause the loss of
large bursts. If the digital-to-analog converter is
set to a maximum of 1.000 counts. a count of 1.050 in
that second will reset the output of 50 counts and
give no printed record of the 1.000 counts. Thus. one
can lose all record of the important large bursts in
this mode. If the summing mode is used and several
zeroinGs occur during the time period. the data will
not be lost but may be hard to interpret.

Since the rate of AE counts is the derivative of
an AE counts vs. time plot. one can utilize a newer
digital recorder to obtain the count rate plot after a
test. In such a recorder. the cumulative counts are
recorded continuously and stored digitally.
Subsequently the differentiation is performed. This
function is also available in some recent
microcomputer-based AE instruments.

3.2.5 Signal Amplitude

The peak signal amplitude is the maximum
absolute amplitude of an AE burst. While this
definition is clear. it is not what is commonly
measured. In Fig. 21. the maximum absolute amplitude
is the amplitude of the peak labeled At' Bowever. for
another signal. such as that seen in F11. 12. it could
as easily have been the amplitude of the negative
peak. In Fig. 21. the amplitude of At is about 2,.
greater than that of A_ and this magu tude of
disparity between positive and negative peak
amplitudes is typical of AE silna1s. Most of the
signal amplitude measuring circuits measure only the
positive (or negative) peak amplitude. Therefore.
there is a built-in uncertainity of around 3 dB in
each measurement.
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where n is the number of bursts in the average. If a
logarithmic preamplifier is used. the average
amplitude will be

whether a linear or logarithmic preamplifier is used.
If a linear preamplifier is used. the average
amplitUde will be

where n indicates a product. These are both
legitimate averaBes but they are not equal. For NOT
applications. the difference may not be significant.
but in a laboratory experiment where one is trying to
Bet quantitative data. the difference should be
recognized.

(30)

n
1. L A
n i=l i

A

The other statistical method of using peak
amplitUdes is an amplitude distribution. This will be
discussed in the section on statistical distribution.
Its usefulness is based in part upon the empirical
observation that different AE source mechanisms can
produce different statistical distributions of siBnal
ampH tude s.

One method of measuring the signal amplitude is
to measure the amplitude of each cycle and to replace
the previous value in memory by each higher value.
Bow Ions this process is continued depends upon the
circuit used. It can either be terminated after a
fi~ed time or terminated when the amplitudes of
succeeding cycles start decreasing. Either way. a
large peak occurring late in the signal as in Fig. 13c
can be missed.

The result is that the peak amplitUde of an
individual sianal may mean very little. Bowever. when
some type of statistical average is taken. it is a
very significant parameter. The digital values of
peak amplitudes are sometimes put into electronic
counters and plotted as are AE counts. By itself.
this data is no more sianificant than the count and
much harder to obtain. However. a microprocessor
system which can plot the average amplitude per burst
as a function of parameter may give a significant
warning of increasing flaw growth rate.

Such uncertainties in the measurement are
matched by the uncertainties in the origin of the
signal. In Fig. 13 we saw that the peak amplitude may
be caused by acoustic wave packets travel ina different
paths. In fact. the value of the peak amplitude may
be due to a fortuitous superposition of several wave
packets and have little relationship to the peak value
of any of the individual packets. Acoustic
attenuation of the emission also adds to the
uncertainty.

In measuring the averaae amplitude per burst.
different averages will be obtained depending upon
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3.2.6. Signal Rise Time 3.2.S. Sisnal Energy

The signal rise time can be defined as the time
period between the time when the AE signal is first
detectable above the noise level and the time when the
peak amplitude occurs. The rise time is labeled ~ in
Fig. 21. Because only the positive (or negative) peak
amplitude is usually moasured. the electronics will
measure only ~+ (or ~_) no matter which is the actual
rise time. There is another ambiguity in the rise
time measurement which is the determination of the
first detectable signal. This will depend upon the
threshold voltage and the noise level. In thin plates
where the primary propagation is by plate waves, the
electronics may detect the longitudinal wave generated
by sources near the sensor but only the plate wave for
sources far from the sensor. The peak amplitude will
be that of the plate wave. Dispersion will produce
increases in the rise times that is a function of the
distance the wave travels. Thus, the measured rise
times may depend in several ways upon the distance of
the source from the s,nsor.

Riae time measurements are a relatively new
addition to AE analysis techniques, although some
attempts were made to use its value as an indicator of
the source-to--sensor distance. The above discussion
indicates that a plot of the average rise time could
be useful but at this date there is little
experimental data available.

The energy is the one characteristic of an AE
signal that can be unambiguously defined. The
definition is siven by equation 22. This definition
assumes a large signal to noise ratio. A definition
in the presence of noise is

T

E = ifv2(t)dt - i V;T (32)
o

where V is the average rms noise voltage and time T
complet:ly contains the signal. The problem with
energy measurement is not in the definition but in the
practice.

The signal energy can be measured (Beattie.
1974) by a circuit similar to the block diagram shown
in Fig. 24. Basic to such a circuit is the squaring
module. This module must operate at frequencies up to
2 MIlz and have a large dynamic range. The dynamic
range is the major problem in energy measurement.
Acoustic emission experiments oan easily have a range
of signal amplitudes exoeeding 60 dB. If these
signals are squared. the output amplitude range of the
squaring module will be 120 dB. Currently available
modules have an output amplitude range of slightly
over SO dB. which will limit the input range to about
40 dB. This is still a better dynamic range than some
commercially available circuits or published circuits
which are linear in energy over about 2S dB.

3.2.7. Signal Duration

The signal duration is defined as the length of
time that the burst emission signal is detectable.
This is a very ambiguous definition since it depends
upon the preamplifier noise level and the method of
detecting the signal. A typical detection method uses
trigler circuits similar to those in electronic
counters (often the output pulses from the counter
registerinl AE counts are used). The trigger pulses
start and stop a separate counter that counts clock
pulses. Thus. the signal duration measurement, unlike
the count. is independent of the frequency content of
the burst silnal. Figure 21 shows the signal
duration. ~ • for the artificial signal and for that
particular threshold setting.

One solution to the
energy measurements is to
amplifiers with different
different energy circuit.

L..-_-i"i,

Transducer

problem of dynamic range in
use several parallel
gains, each feeding into a
A test for signal clipping

C>-_--~ To Counter

Comparator

v t--"'"T'"----\

C D';;'~h--- j

(a) Block Diagram of the Energy Measuring
Circuit; (b) Block Diagram of a Simple
Voltage to Frequenoy Converter.

R

Vo>---...

(a)

Fig. 24

It is obvious that absolute values of signal
duration cannot be measured. Their values depend not
only on the electronics. but also on the sensor
sensitivity and the efficiency of the couplant.
However. the duration can be a useful measurement when
measuring the relative durations of signals from the
same test. These duration will usually be between 10
~s and SO ms. They depend upon the signal amplitudes
and decay constants. A change in either the average
signal duration or the distribution of durations can
indicate either a change in the signal path to the
sensor or a change in the generating mechanism. Both
oan be important in structural tests. For example. in
a glassfiber composite. matrix crazing generally
produces short durations while propagating cracks
produce long signals, Another use is that electrical
noise is often quite short. ( 10 ps. while AE signals
are usually longer. The signal duration can be used
as a means of discriminating between the two signals.
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coul6 lot a microprocessor determine which reading to
keep an6 what scale factor to multiply by. Such a
circuit is compleK but it is certainly possible with
existing electronics and would permit energy
moasurements over the complete signal dynamic ranle.

ADother proposed method for measurinl the signal
enerlY is to multiply the square of the peak amplitude
by the signal duration. Computer modelinl shows that
for siailar signals varying only in amplitude. there
is an approximate linear relationship between this
product and the energy. However. as the damping
factor or other psrameters related to the signal shape
change. the relationship between this product and the
energy is no longer linear. When this is added to the
inaccuracies in the measurement of the peak amplitude
and the signal duration. it is doubtful that this
product has any closer relationship to the signal
energies than does the AE count.

Outside of a laboratory experiment. Where tho AE
energy is probably the best paramo tor to uso. tho main
reason to use eneraY analysis is to accentuate the
signal with either abnormally largo amplitudes or
durations. If tho oxpected failure mechanisms produce
such signals. then energy analysis can be valuablo.
Otherwise the added complexity and reduced dynamic
ranlo of energy analysis circuitry make the AE count a
more useful analysis method.

3.2.9. Event Count

AD AE event is defined as a detected AE burst.
Thus. an event describes the AE signal and not
neccessarily the AE. The propagation of the AE by
several different paths may result in one disturbance
producing several AE events. AD example of this is a
hydrostatic test of a pressure vessel where the AE
travelinl the steel surface and that loing through the
water may arrive at the sensor at sufficiently
different times to be classified as two events.

Nevertheless. tho concept of the AE event is
essential when using 0 multichannel source location
system and useful in single channel tests. For some
laboratory tests on systems where tho generating
mochuni$ms are thought to produce discrete signals
(breakinl fibers in a composite or translranular
cracking in a large grain metal). the event count is
the most desirable analysis method.

The measurement of events is usually done by
demodulating the signal so that the only burst
envelopes are left and then counting the envelopes.
Such demodulation involves a time constant in the
circuitry. This in turn implies that the event count
will bo correct only wheu all the AE signals have
about the same decay constants. A mixture of decay
constants will often confuse the event countinl
circuitry. The circuitry will also be confused if the
events occur rapidly onough so that some start to
overlap. The first problem could bo overcome by
measuring the duration of each signal and locking out
the event counter until that silnal was finished.
Onco the events are processed by an electronic
counter. the displays can be handled the same as the
AE count.
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3.2.10 Count or Energy por Event

Often. as a sample approaches failure. tho AE
bursts soon on the oscilloscopo appoar to Bot larBor.
This increase. if real. can bo measured by 0 runnins
calculation of tho counts or enerlY per evont. Suoh a
calculation is most oasily done with a
microprocessor-based system can also bo done with a
two-channel counter which can take the ratio of two
freqnoncios. Por most oKperiments. eithor tho count
or the enorgy por event will give abont the same
results. It is only when thore is a chanle in oithor
tho damping factor or tho froquency that enorgy por
event is the bot tor parameter. Considorinl the
dynamic ranle problems and comploxity of energy
measurinl circuits. tho count per event measuremont
soems preferable.

4. Advanced Analysis Methods

4.1 Distribution Analysis

The randomness inherent in tho goneration of AE.
the uncertainties in tho paths and wavo modes durins
the tronsmission from source to sensor. and the
instrumentation errors in quantifying the signal
paramo tors all argue for a statistical analysis of AE
signals. One type of statistical analysis.
distribution analysis. has come into wide usago in
recent years.

In distribution analysis. some paramoter of 0

burst emission signal is measured. This parameter is
divided into a range of values (on either a linoar or
10larithmic scale). As oach signal is moasurod. a
counter assigned to that particular range of values
for the parameter is increased by one unit. Por
example. if the parameter is poak amplitude. tho
amplitude may be divided into one dB bins and a siinal
would increase tho counter assilned to. say. the 43 dB
bin by one unit. After many burst silnal. havo been
measured. tho resulting counts may be plotted as a
histogram or differontial curvo such as that shown in
Fig. 25. Another way of reprosenting this data is to
plot each point as total number of all siBnals with
thot voluo or a higher value of the parameter. This
summation curve is also shown in Fig. 25 for the samo
data. In this fisure both the paramoter values and
tho numbor of events aro plotted 10larithmically.
Both axes can also be plotted linearly.

Tho most common parameter used in distribution
analysis is the peak amplitude although signal energy.
count and duration are also used. Any sisnal
parameter which can be measured can be usod in
distribution analysis. While the idoa of distribution
analysis is relatively simple. the electronics used to
perform such analysis are complex and moderately
expensive. However. all modern micro or minicomputer
based systems can porform this type of analysis and
soveral stand-aloDo aystoms are also available. The
main problem in the use of distribution analysis is
not in tho acquisition of the data but in its
iuterpretation. The simplest type of analysis is to
take distributions. such as that shown in Fil. 25.
during the course of an experiment and to look for tho
appoarance or disappearance of features. such as tho



where N is again the number of events. A the peak
amplitude and N A and 0 are constants. If this
equation is expgndgd in a power series. it becomes

Physically, there has to be a minimum value for
the amplitude of an AE burst as wall as a minimum
detectable amplitude. To account for this, another
distribution function (Graham, 1977) called the
extreme value function was introduced. This function
is
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The first mathematical approach was borrowed
from seismology. It had been discovered that when the
amplitude of the seismic waves was plotted on a log
log summation curve. such as that in Fig. 25, the
higher amplitnde data could be fit with a straight
line. This line is a solution of the equation (Mogi,
1962: Pollock, 1973)

To help remove the problem of the interpretation
being based primarily on the basis of the
investigator. attempts have been made to quantity the
interpretation of distribution analysis data. In this
discussion we shall restrict ourselves to peak
amplitude data. However, the mathematics can be
applied to any signal parameter.

peaks, as the experiment progresses. This can be a
very useful type of analysis. For example, the
appearance of a number of high amplitude or energy
events in a test of a fiber composite may signify a
growing crack. However. all too often, the
examination of a sequence of such curves taken during
an experiment will lead to as many scenarios as there
are investigators.

(37)

Thus. the extreme value function reduces to the power
law for large values of A with, B, the slope of the
linear portion of the curve in both distributions.
From the experimental viewpoiut, they can be viewed as
the same distribution most of the time and one only
has to determine the slope of the linear portion of
the do to plot.

These distribution functions agree fairly well
with data from many experiments. However, they are
basically empirical with little physical
justification. A third distributiou has been
proposed. based upon the following reasoning. For AE
bursts produced by breaking inclusions, it is
reasonable to expect the amplitude of the burst to be
proportional to the size of the inclusion.
Experimental measurements of inclusion sizes in some
materials shows that the size distribution fit a
Weibull distribution. From this reasoning, tbe AE
peak amplitude data would be expected to fit a Weibull
distribution (Ono, et 01.,1978). This distribution
function can be written

where N , C and B are constants. The best fits of
these tgree distribution functions to data produced by
the formation of Niobium Hydride are shown in Fig. 26.
Note that the curvature at the low amplitude end is
produced by the electronic threshold which prevents
the preamplifier noise from saturating the circuits.(33)N .. CA-B

TWo Methods of Plotting Peak Amplitude
Distributions. The Bottom Curve is a Dif
ferential Plot. The Top Curve is a Plot
of the Total Number of Events with Ampli
tudes Greater than the Amplitude at that
Point.

Fig. 25

where N is the number of events with amplitude A or
greater, B is a constant and is the slope of the

Dstraight line on the log-log plot, and C .. No/A~ is
another constant. Equations 33 and 34 are known as
the power law distribution function. The major
problem with this distribution is that as A gets
small, N gets large without bounds, a situation which
is physically unrealistic.

whicb can be written

N
(34)

The curves in Fig. 26 were computer fits to the
data using a nonlinear least squares fitting program.
Such a program is not necessary for a power law
distribution where the slope of the straight liue is
the important parameter and can be fit by hand.
However, the extra parameter in the Weiball
distribution makes a computer fit almost essential for
an accurate determination of the constants. The
interaction between the constants Band C in the
Weibull distribution. equation 37. allows various
combinations to give approximate fits. especially if
the data does not fit the distribution very well or
has a low number of events so that there is Q large
statistical fluctuation in the values of the data
points. The weighting of the data points must also be
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Distribution analysis can be very useful in a
real time test by looking for changes in the
differential curve which can indicate a change in the
source mechanism. However. the real future would
appear to be with computer based systems. Programs
can be developed which will track changes in the
distribution constants during a test. The indications
that tho peak amplitudes may fit different
distributions depending on the mechanisms generating
the emission could add significantly to the ability of
large computer based systems to grade sources. With
further research, amplitude distributions and other
distributions may be the key to determining flaw
severity with AB.

In Fig. 26, the data best fits a Weibull
distribution. This often appears to be the best
distribution for processes where tho AE is generated
randomly from many sites in the sample. However. for
both earthquakes and crack propagation, the power law
appears to be the best fit. This is shown in Fig. 27
where the best fit for both a Weibull and a power
distribution are shown for data from stress corrosion
cracking.

where the A. are the data points and the T
1
" are the

calculated ~oints.

(38)
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Computer Fits of Three Analysis Functions
to Data Obtained During the Formation of
Niobium Hydride. (a) Power Law; (b)
Extreme Value Function; (c) Weibul! Dis
tribution Function.

carefully considered in using a computer fitting
routine. Where there is a large variation in the
magnitude of each data point, as is the case in almost
all distribution functions, it is often better to
minimize the sum of the squares of the percentage
deviation rather than the sum of the squares of the
deviation. That is, the computer program should
minimize P not D in the equations
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(44)

(46)

(43)

(45)

(40)

S'(I) =S(I)/2 + (S(I-l) + SCI + 1»/4. (41)

A furthor property of transfer functions is that if a
signal passos throush two black bous, the total
transfer function is the product of tho two transfer
functions.

whero Ti(j III) is called the transfer function and is
indepondent of the input sisnal for a linear system.
Thus. by measuring tho input and output signals oC a
linear system we can calculate tho transfer function.
Once it is known. we caD calculate the input signal.
di(t), to the system for any output signal gilt) by

and thus

The transfer function of a linear system can be
describod in tho followins way. Assume a black box
with an input sisnal set fi(t) and an output sisnal
set hilt). We can write tie equation for their
transforms

where the symbol • is uied to indicate cross
correlation and Gi(j~) is tho complex COlYugate of
Gi(jlll). The process of taking tho FFT's of fi(t) an~

gilt) and then the inverse FFT of F.(j Ill) • Gi(j Ill)
is much faster than the standard caiculation.

Another calculation is the cross correlation
function. This gives a measure of how closely alike
two sets fi(t) and Si(t) are. The cross correlation
function Ci(t) can be written

C -1(·i(t) = fi(t) • gi(t) a ~ Fi(jlll)'Gi(jlll» (42)

The most common use of the FFT is to calculate
spectra. The spectral enerSy component are

Such a procedure has almost no efCect on the details
of the spectrum but presents a much better lookins
sraph.

Fisure 14 Sives plots of both the valuo of a function,
f (t), and its spectrum. S.(~). Because of some
jitter in the spectral com~onents. it is often useful
to smoother the spectrum. The simplest method to do
this is to use the procedure

w~rre ~ indicates the discrete Fonrier transform and
~ is tho invorse discrete Fourier tranSform.
Standard prosrams are available for most computers to
take discrete Fourier transforms. They almost
universally use alsorithms to speed up the calculation
called Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).

There are two other limitations on disital data
acquisition. The first is the burst lensth. 4096
words with a samplins rate of 5/~s sives a record
length of 820 ps. While many bursts are shorter than
this. in large structures the bursts can be as Ions as
50 ms. Since most of the tail of these Ions bursts
contains frequencies determined by the resonant
frequenoies of the structure, this may not be an
important limitation for spectral analysis. However,
it has a drastic effect on enerSy, pulse lensth or
envelope measurements. The other limitation is
disital storale space. With maximum packing density,
less than 2000 records containins 4096 10-bit-words
can be placed on a lo-y byte disk. For a larse test
this is a serious limitation. Not only are 50-M byte
disks expensive but processins that much data can tate
considerable time, even on a larse computer.

Onoo tho data is acquired and stored, analysis
can bo porformed. The basic calculation for several
types of analysis is the discrete Pourier transform
(Stoarns. 1975). This procoss transforms a samplo
sot, fi(t). in the timo domain into a sample set
Pi(j~) in tho complex frequency domain. This can be
indicated mathematically by

4.2 Digital Analysis

Transient recorders are fast signal digitizers
with a memory. The usage requirements and limitations
previously discussed apply whether the recorder
reconstructs an analol sisnal from the memory or
transfers the digital data to a computer. For AB. a
further limitation is the rate of data transfer to a
computer. This rate can be limited by either the
transient recorder or the computer's data acceptance
rate. The fastest transient recorders can transfer
data at two words (six to 10 bits) per ~s. So if the
computer can accept it at that rate, a 4096 word
record can be transferred in about 2.1 ms. If the
data is to be stored in dilital form, it can be
transferred from the computer to a cartridse or
Winchester disk in about 10 ms. If one is restricted
to a Cloppy disk or magnetic tape, the transfer timo
for one record may be 200 ms to 1 5. For these slow
speed dovices, one stratagem is to store records in
core (up to 10 or 20 records) and wait until the burst
rate slows down. Then the data is transferred in the
gaps between bursts. Even at maximum transfer ratea,
however. it is possible to take digitized data for
less than 2~ oC the time. For averase repetition
ratea of a fow bursts per second. this is not an
important limitation but for high average repetition
rates. digital data acquisition lives only a samplins
of the AB.

In recent years. there has been an increase in
both the number oC AE systems incorporating disital
computers and in the capabilities of the disital
computers. There has also been an increase in the
availability and in the ease of interfacins of fast
signal disitizers such as transient recorders. This
has changed digital silnal analysis Crom a tedious
mathematical curiosity to an easily possible and
parhaps practical signal analysis technique. In this
section. some of the fundamental ideas will be briefly
covered with the reader referred to a previous article
(Beattie. 1979) for discussion in somewhat more depth
and for experimental examples.
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To indicate how this can be nsed in AE. if one can
mea.ure the transfer function of a sample and of the
AE .ensor. then one can calcnlate the waveform
lenerated by an AE source from the AE silnal. From
this one milht be able to identify the type of the
source.

The silnDI enerlY can be calculated by

(41)

or
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

THE 25th MEETING OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION WORKING GROUP
June 26 - 29, 1983, Princeton, New Jersey

The 25th meeting of the Acoustic Emission Working
Group (AEWG) was held at the historic Nassau Inn in
Princeton, NJ on June 26-29, 1983. The program chair
man was Dr. Sotirios Vahaviolos and the meeting spon
sored by Physical Acoustics Corp., Philadelphia
Electric and Drexel University. There were 91 regis
tered attendees and approximately qO presentations.
At the awards banquet, the AEWG Gold Medal was
presented to Allen T. Green and the AEWG Achievement
Award was given posthumously to Julian R. Fredrick.
Thomas F. Drouillard was presented the first AEWG
Publications Award and the following ten members were
elected fellows in the AEWG:

Alan G. Beattie
Albert E. Brown
Dav is M. Egle
Julian R. Fredrick
H. Reg inald Hard y Jr.
William F. Hartman
William D. Jolly
Dwight L. Parry
Adrian A. Pollock
Jack C. Spanner

The 26th meeting of the AEWG will be held at the
HaM Grand Hotel in Reno, Nevada on April 1-4, 1984 in
conjunction with a SAMPE meeting at the same time and
place. The program chairman for this meeting is Allen
Green, Technical Director, Acoustic Emission
Technology Corp .. 1812J Tribute Rd, Sacramento, CA
95815. Hotel rooms are available at reasonable rates
at Reno. Besides Casinos, skiers can expect good·
skiing conditions at nearby mountains.

Don Jolly will be the program chairman for the
21th meeting which will be held in San Antonio, Texas
in February, 1985. The 28th meeting will coincide with
the Second International Conference on Acoustic Emis
sion to be held at the Sahara-Tahoe hotel in State
line, Nevada on the south shore of Lake Tahoe.

The 25th meeting was enjoye<l by all attendees,
but despite any rumors, it was only a coincidence that
the Nassau Inn was closed for remodeling the day after
the meeting. The abstracts of the presentations are
reproduced below.

A.G.BEATTIE

SESSION I: FRACTURE AND FATIGUE

Chairman: Prof. wolfgang Sachse. Cornell University

AE FROM LARGE CRACK JUMPS - FEATURES OF WAVEFORMS
AND SPECTRA, Dr. Adrian A. Pollock, Acoustic
Emission Associates, 301DD Town Center Drive.
Laguns Niguel, CA 92677

1-18mm crack jumps in 787S-T6 DCB specimens were
studied. By the use of a damping material, new details of
the fine structure of the signal envelope were revealed.
Signal amplitude was correlated with different fracture
mechanics variables at different frequencies.

AE CHARACTERIZATION OF HERTZ IAN CONE CRACKS IN GLASS,
Prof. Wolfgang Sachse and Or. K. Y. Kim, Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

THE EFFECT OF THERMAL CYCLING ON THE ACOUSTIC EMISSION
BEHAVIOUR OF 787S-T6 ALUMINUM DURING FATIGUE CRACK
PROPAGATION,· Mioo J. W. Maclachlan and Dr. Stuart L.
McBride, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Acoustic emission has been used to monitor fatigue
crack growth in the temperature range 28 - 128'C. The
resulto show a marked decrease in the burst emission
activity associated with crack growth at 128'C compared to
crack growth at 28°C. Further crack growth at room
temperature subsequent to crack propagation at the elevated
temperature reveals that the reduced activity characteristic
of the higher temperature persists even at room temperature.
Thio suggests that irreversible damage occurs during high
temperature crack propagation which affects the fracture of
inclusions by the advancing crack even after the temperature
has been lowered.

*Supporting fund a for this work were provided by the
Department of National Defense, Canada

Coffee Break

CONTINUOUS AE MONITORING OF FRACTURE CRITICAL STEEL
CONNECTIONS, Neal Moreton, John Brooks, Neal S. Moreton &
Associates, 338 South Broad Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey
87282 and Andy McTeague, Western Electric Co.

STUDY OF YRACTURE O~ ALUMJNUH ALOY 7875 T651 BY AE, Dr. H.
Nabil Bassim, The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2

The fract~re of 7875-T6S1 aluminum alloy was studied.
Compact tension specimens were fractured while acoustic
emission was monitored. The fracture toughnes J IC for this
alloy was calculated from the load-displacement curve.
Also, KIC was determined. It was found that acoustic
emission correlated with onset of crack growth in this alloy
and that activity occurs during the successive increments of
crack growth during fracture. A model describing this
process is presented.

SESSJON JI: EFFECTS OF SENSOR RESONANCE

Chairman: Prof. Arthur Lord, Drexel University

HOMORPHIC CEPSTRAL DERESONATION OF AE SIGNALS, Or. Henry
Scarton, RPI, Troy, New York 12181

THE EFFECT OF RESONANCE ON MANIFESTATIONS OF ACOUSTIC
EMISSION EVENT, A. I. Beltzer, Holon Tech, Inst., Holon
581D2, Iarael

The paper conoiders the resonance effect on the
radiation of elastic waves due to harmonic motion of a screw
dislocation located in an infinite viscoelastic cylinder.
The exact solution to this problem shows that the
observation of the outer surface vibrations may be confusing
if the reoonance is not taken into account.

SESSION III: GEOTECHNICAL APPLICATIONS

Chairman: Prof. Robert H. ~oerner, Drexel univeroity
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SOHE RECENT KAISER E~FECT STUDIES IN GEOLOGIC MATERIALS,
Dr. H. Reginald Hardy, Jr., The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Penna. 16802

In the last few years there has been a renewed interest
in applying the Kaiser Effect to the evaluation of in-situ
stresses in geologic =aterials. The present talk will
consider the physical basis of the Kaiser Effect in rock,
review a nu=ber of earlier studies carried out by other
workers to investigate the applicability of the Kaiser
Effect to the evaluation of in-situ stress, and outline an
associated research program presently underway at The
Pennsylvania State university.

DETERHINATION O~ PRECONSOLIDATION PRESSURE OF SOILS VIA
ACOUSTIC EHISSION HO~ITORING, William L. Deutsch, Prof.
Arthur E. Lord, Jr. and Prof. Robert M. Koerner, Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Penna. 19194

A three part project is currently being conducted at
Drexel University where the acoustic emission technique is
being used to determine the preconsolidation pressure by
listening to the soil deform under controlled laboratory and
field testing. Part 1 (on granular soils) and part 2 (on
fine grained soils) involved prestressing to known
pressures, unloading the sample, then reloading the material
in a controlled =anner while monitoring the reloading using
acoustic emission counts in an effort to determine the known
prestress value. This work has been completed as of this
writing. Part 3 of the project involves using an "acoustic
pressurementer" acting within a borehole to determine the
preconsolidation pressure in-situ. This work is currently
in progress as the paper by Lord, et. al. indicates. Field
work will commence shortly.

This project is funded by the Army Research Office.

• AE FIELD STUDIES IN ROCK STRUCTURES, Or. H. Reginald Hardy,
Jr., The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Penna. 16802

AE field studies relative to the stability evaluation
of a variety of rock structures (e.g., mines, storage
facilites, etc.) has been underway at The Pennsylvania State
University since 1970. This talk will describe various
in-house and other studies, review a number of the inherent
difficulties, and discuss some of the assoeiated field and
analysis techniques.

SESSION IV: INVITED TOPICAL PAPERS

Chairman: Or. Juan Ferrer, Physical Acoustics Corp.

WINDOW ~RACTURE DETECTION BY AE WITH DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
~OR THE JOHN HANCOCK TOWER IN BOSTON, Or. Dennis C.
Jeffreys, Arthur D. Little, Inc., lSL/309 Acorn Park,
Cambridge, MA 02140

The John Hancock Tower in Boston has been encountering
spontaneous breakage of some of its more than 10,000
tempered glass windows. The paper deseribes an automaetic
system to detect fractures immediately.

Coffee Break

AE FIELD TESTING, PROGRESS REPORT, ~Iartin Peacock
ITL/Veritas, P.O. Box 657, Searcy, AR 72143

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AT MIT OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
TECHNOLOGY FOR MONITORING LARGE SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS, Or.
Yuki Iwasa and Dr. Ken Jacobs, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02193

The research and development programs at MIT of
acoustic emisGion (AE) techniques for monitoring large
supercondueting magnets, particularly for fusion and
high-energy physics applications, are presented. Included
will be discussions on: 1) previous work determining the
nature of AE in superconducting systems, 21 the development
of new data acquisition and analysis systems, and 3) short
and long term goals.

AE DISCUSSIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOCIAL HOUR

Dinner

PANEL SESSION I: A DISCUSSION OF THE KAISER & FELICITY
EFFECTS: Or. Marvin Hamstad, Moderator, Prof. Steve
Carpenter, Or. Adrian Pollock
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An introduetion to the terms Kaiser and Felicity Effeets
as used in acoustic emission (AE) will be given. This will
be followed by presentations on these effects in unflawed
metals, flawed metals, and fiber composites. These
presentations will discuss typical results, contradiction
results, and mechanisms. Following the presentations a
discussion will be held between speakers and the audience.

SESSION V: HAE

Chairman: Or. Mike Gorman, Hercules

EFFECTS OF HEAT-TREATMENT ON AE AND MAE RESPONSES OF AISI
4140 AND 4340 STEELS, Prof. Kanji Ono, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 96624

We report on AE and HAE behavior of AISI 4140 and 4340
steels, Which have been heat-treated to different tempering
conditions. AE during tensile yielding reveals various
dislocation behavior and MAE results can be used to sort
heat-treated components.

Supported by ONR Physics Program and Daido Steel
Company.

MAGNETOMECHANICAL DAHPING IN ARHOCCO IRON AT 22.5 kHZ,
Prof. D. N. Beshers, Columbia University, New York

The magnetomechanical damping Qml varies linearly with
strain amplitude e; with previous observations at
frequencies below 100 HZ this confirms the hysteretic
character of the magnetomechani9al losses. This linear
behavior begins at about e ; 1~-~ and extends to e ;< 2 x
10·4 in annealed specimens, the region validity increasing,
While the slope deereases, with cold work. For
defor=ations < 3' Qml vs. e shows qualitative agreement with
the Sm1th-Birchak model for ~~l behavior; then, at higher
deformations, Qml becomes less sensitive to eold work
until, beyond t', deformation, Qml shows little further
change. This process correlates well with the formation of
disloeation cells. Because of the high sensitivity of the
slope ofQml vs. eto light eompressive deformation. damping
measurements show potential as an NOT technique for
magnetic materials, partiCUlarly suitable for rods,

·Supported in part by NSF DMR77-0S214

SESSION VI: AE INSTRUMENTATION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

Chairman: Dr. Mike Gorman, Hercules

AE INSTRUHENTATION: THE CONFUSED ART?, Or. Sotirios J.
Vahaviolos, Physical Aeoustic Corporation, 743 Alexander
Rd., Prineeton, N.J. 68546

IMPULSIVE SIGNALS IN ALUHINUM PLATES DETECTED WITH AN
N.B.S. TRANSDUCER, William C. Mallard, Georgia State
University, Atlanta, Georgia 36303

Waveforms and frequency distributions of impUlsive
signals in large aluminum plates (6.860" to 0.166 ft

thickness) were studied using an N.B.S. transducer. Edge
reflections were investigated and a 180 phase differenee
was observed for all signals detected on opposite plate
faces.

Coffee Break

A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE AE SOURCE LOCATION SYSTEM, Nelson N.
Hsu and Michael Barsky, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C. 26234

We have designed and constructed a simple AE source
location system Which will find and indicate the
coordinates of an AE source at a fast rate. The system
requires no computer support and can be built with
inexpensive readily available integrated circuits.

ACOUSTIC EHISSION SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES USING A FLAT
FREQUENCY RESPONSE DISPLACEHNT SENSOR, Dr. Ching C. Feng,
Dunegan/Endevco, Rancho Viejo Rd., San Juan Capistrano, CA
92675

The paper will discuss a few new avenues of acoustic
emission signal processIng made possible by the use of the
newly avaIlable flat frequeney response displacement
sensor.

SESSION VII: MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

Chairman: James R. Mitchell, Physical Acousties Corp



?OTAL JOINT REPLACEMENT MONITORING: AN ORTHOPEDIC
APPLICATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION, Dr. Timothy M. Wright,
The Hospital for Special Surgery, 535 E. 79th Street, New
York, NY 19929

Total joint replacement is an effective treatment to
eliminate pain and improve function in people with
disabling joint disorders. The need exists for an
effective, non-destructive method of monitoring total joint
replacement patients. Acoustic emission ha~ been shown in
preliminary studies to be a viable candidate.

CLINICAL AE APPLICATION TO BONE ABNORMALITIES, Dr. Hyo Sub
Yoon, RPI, Troy, New York 12181

After a brief historical review of At applications in
biomedical engineering, our human patient studies are
presented On the noninvasive/non-traumatic diagnosis of
bone abnormalities by a modified AE technique. Also
included are some prelimanary results on bone/soft tissue
simulators.

SPECIAL LECTURE

CODES AND STANDARDS, Herb Askwith, H.A.F.A., 7454 Central
Industrial Dr., Riviera Beach, Florida 33494

PANEL SESSION II:

CODES AND STANDARDS, Herb Askwith, Moderator and invited
guests

SESSION VIII: AE FUNDAMENTALS

Chairman: Dr. Stuart L. McBride, Royal Military College

AE CHARACTERIZATION OF MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATIONS, Dr.
Clement A. Tator, Lawrence Livermore National Labs,
Livermore, CA 94550

Three steels which form distinctly different
martensites are being studied. We hope to better define
the AE response from martensitic transformations as a
function of heat treatment, material composition, and
residual stress state. The investigation is in progress.

X-RAY SIMULATED AE, Prof. Wolfgang Sachse and Dr. K. Y.
Kim, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

DISLOCATION DAMPING AND HARMONIC GENERATION IN ARMCO IRON
AT 22.5 KHZ, Prof. Daniel N. Boshers, Columbia

Obse~¥ations of damping 0- 1 at strain amplitudes & up
to 4 x 19 under saturating magnetic fields reveal, for
the first time in the kHz range. Granato-Lucke (GL)
behavior above [ a 2 X 10-4 in annealed and lightly
deformed specim~ns. With more deformation (transverse
compression) Q-I follows Burdett's modificaton of the
Peguin-Perez law, the [-dependence commencing at much
lower strains (t ; 0.2 XIO-4 ). Acoustic harmonics,
principally the second (~) and third (A~), appeared at
the higher amplitudes. A was little affected by either
deformation or magnetic field. In4undeformed specimens A)
showed a sharp dip near t a 2 X 10- , resembling that
predicted by Hikata and Elbaum. In deformed specimens A3
was substantially larger, overtaking A2 near [a 3" 10-4
while the dip was not found. These results show that the
mobility of dislocations in Armco iron is strongly
enhanced by prestrain.

·supported in part by NSF DHR77-05214

ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM HARDNESS TESTING OF DUCTILE METALS,
Prof. Steve H. Carpenter, University of Denver, Denver, CO
89208

An investigation of the acoustic emission generated
during h~rdness testing of 4 number of ductile materials
has been carried out. The goal of the inveotigation has
been to determine if the acoustic emission is from
deformation of the metal or from frictional forces. Data
tends to indicate that frictional forces are the more
important factors.

INVESTIGATION OF THE ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM STANDARD AND
HUDROGEN CHARGED 1294 STAINLESS STEEL, Prof. Steve H.
Carpenter, University of Denver, Denver, CO 8020e

The acoustic emission generated during deformation of
304 stainless steel in both standard and hydrogen charged
conditlono has boon investigatod. Heat treatments and
difforent chemical compositions have been uoed to produce

different microstructures. Hydrogen charging produces
significant effects on the mechanical proportieo but
little effect on the acoustic emiosion. Little emission
was measured in any condition and that observed is
believed due to the formation off epsilon markensite.

SESSION IX: WELD MONITORING

Chairman: Dr. Eric V.K. Hill, Thiokol Corp.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ON-LINE WELD MONITOR SYSTEM, R.W.U.
Chan, Tektrend International Inc., 759 Bel Air Street,
Montreal, Ouebec, Canada

Acoustic emission signals omitted during and after
the welding process are captured and digitized in real
time and processed instantaneously at the stand alone
computer work station whicb ia equipped with tbree very
powerful pattern classifiers for automatic signal
classification. A source location program is also
available for locating emission sources using a fast table
look up and rectangular mesh approach. Both hardware and
software desigD constraints of tho system will -be covered
and results of experiments on sUbmerged arc welding will
also be presented.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING OF RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS,
Dixon Cleveland, Greenbriar Systems Inc. 9909 Main Street,
Fairfax, VA 22931

The purpose of this NSF-sponsored research was to
determine the feasibility of using acoustic emission (AE)
signals to monitor the metallurgical growth of resistance
spot welds. The Phase I research effort was divided into
two parts. First, experimental AE monitoring equipment
was developed and installed on a spot welder. Second, a
controlled set of 150 experimental welds were made on test
coupons, and the data were analyzed to identify
quantifiable patterns in the AE signals indicative of the
occurrence of weld growth phases.

In its present configuration, the experimental
hardware demonstrates that monitoring of AE may be useful
for:

a) identifying the occurrence of expulsion in bare
oteel welds.

b) identifying zinc vaporization, at the faying
surface and possibly at the electrode sheet
interface, for galvanized steel welds.

SESSION X: GENERAL AE

Chairman: Dr. Eric V. K. Hill, Thiokol Corp.
WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPIPED, Dr.
Eric V. K. Hill, Thiokol/Wasatch Division, Brigham City,
UT 84392

Presented are exact normal mode solutions for the
impUlse response of the rectangular parallelepiped with
four sets of boundary conditions: (1) completely
rigid-lUbricated, (2) two stress free and four
rigid-lubricated, (3) two elastically restrained and four
rigid-lubricated, and (4) completely stress free
boundaries.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TEST FOR TIMBER WATERFRONT STRUCTURES,
W. D. Jolly, Southwest Research Institute, 6220 Culebra
Rd., San Antonio, TX 78284

A large number of Naval open-pier structures are
wood. Marine boring animals can cause serious structural
damage leading to catastrophic failure if undetected. Of
nine nondestructive approaches which were evaluated to
locate interior deterioration, acoustic emission was one
of the four methods selected for further study.

The marine borer problem io reviewed and the results
of preliminary evaluation of AE, UT, X-Ray and dielectric
mea~urement approachos are compared. AE counts were found
to increase with loss of cross-sections on simulated
wooden piles.

AE TESTING OF FIBERGLASS BUCKET TRUCK BOOMS, James R.
Mitchell and Dave Taggart, Physical Acoustic Corporation,
743 Alexander Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

Routine proof load testing of aerial man-lift devices
(bucket trucks) using Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring is
becoming the preferred procedure for inspecting new and
in-service vehicles in the electrical utility industry.
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This test procedure is currently being used routinely to
detect critical defects in both the fiberglass boom and
the =etal co=ponents prior to catastrophic failure of the
device. Thus, this test is extremely valuable as both a
quality control method for bucket truck manufacturers and
as a maintenance procedure to assure safe operation of
in-service trucks. This paper reviews the theory of AE
testing, test instrumentation, and the accepted bucket
truck test procedure.

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF AE PROPAGATION IN AIR-FILLED AND
WATER-FILLED PIPES, Dr. Selcuk Sancar and Dr. Foster B.
Stulen, Battelle, Columbus Laboratories

The results obtained under air-filled and
water-filled conditions were analyzed and compared as a
function of distance fro= the source. The ti=e response
of the air-filled pipe vas co=posed of an initial portion
Which was primarily the direct propagation of plate modes
from the source to the transducer. The latter portion
was composed of repetitive modes which were calculated to
be due to helical propagation around the pipe at about the
Rayleigh speed. The response of the water-filled pipe
still had the same initial portion but the latter portion
was much =ore complex than in the air-filled ease. The
helical modes were no longer apparent and different modes
interacting with the water column were observed at
different distances.

SESSION XI: GEOTECHNICAL APPLICATION II

Chairman: Prof. Reginald Hardy, Jr., The Pennsylvania St
University

LABORATORY TESTING OF AN ACOUSTIC PRESSUREMETER ON LARGE
SOIL MASSES, Prof. Arthur E. Lord, Jr. and Robert M.
Koerner, Drexel University, 24th Lancaster Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19184

This paper focuses on large scale laboratory tests
(in a 3' diameter, 3' high container of soil) using an
acoustic pressuremeter. Two separate tests are reported,
one on a dry loose silty sand, the other on the same silty
sand in a moist dense statc. The response curvea are
similar in shape but obviously differ in =agnitude. Both
show typical pressure versus volume response, but now with
the added feature of pressure versus acoustic emission.
(The AE system used was a hydrophone operating in a total
count mode). Significantly more detail is seen in the AE
response curves (as compared to the volume response)
leading to credibility of the method as well as the
promise that sufficient detail can be observed to predict
the preconsolidation pressure in future field monitoring.

DETERMINATION OF IN-SITU ROCK PRESTRESS VIA ACOUSTIC
EMISSION MONITORING-, John J. McElroy, Prof. Arthur E.
Lords, Jr. and Dr. Robert M. Koerner

The acoustic omission technique is being applied to
the determination of the in-situ stresses in rock. This
in-situ stress is an i=portant part of the proper design
of any structure founded on or within a rock mass. The
common methods employed for this task are effective but
often riddled with many problems that make their results
somewhat questionable. The wKaiser effectW forms the
basis for the technique, that is upon reloading a rock
mass there should be no A£ activity until the previously
applied stress has been surpassed. Consequently, if a
rock mass is stressed in the field, the point where AE
activity reoccurs should correspond to the rock's insitu
stress at that point. To evaluate this hypothesis a two
part study has been undertaken. First, a laboratory study
to assess tho reliability of the technique, followed by a
field study to actually use the technique in-situ.

-This project is funded by the Army Research Office.

SOURCE LOCATION OF SUBSURFACE GROUT ACTIVITY USING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING, Robert M. Koerner, James D.
Leaird and Joseph P. Welsh

Subsurface grouting involves the injection of cement
or chemicals, in liquid form, into the ground for the
purposes of increasing strength, decreasing
compressibility and/or decreasing permeability. While
Dimple in concept the inherent nonhomogeni~ies and
antisoptropic characteristics of the soil invariably leads
to unknown flow patterns. AS an on-line diagnostic tool,
we are using =ulti-channel AE monitoring to source locate
the subsurface grout fronts in three di=ensional space.
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AWARDS LUNCHEON

SESSION XII: AEROSPACE APPLICATION

Chairman: Dr. John Carlyle, Physical Acoustics corp

IN-FLIGHT CRACK GROWTH MONITORING OF AN IDEALIZEO
COMPONENT, Dr. Stuart L. McBride and Miss Jane W.
Maclachlan, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada

A precracked laboratory fatigue specimen was
assembled in a structure attached across the inner
fuselage of a Hercules (CC-13') aircraft. The structure
also inclUded a load cell, turnbucklos and a
symmetrically-located uncracked 'control sample'. Crack
growth was continuouoly monitored during specific flight
manoeuvres by both acoustic emission and eddy current
teChniques. Following in-flight monitoring the crack was
propagated to failure in the laboratory and the fracture
face examined using a scanning electron microscope.

About 28 m of crack advance was detected by AE When
the in-flight speeimen loads exceeded the laboratory
precrack loads. Crack presence was confirmed by the
detection of crack face rubbing noises which occurred
coincident with in-flight specimen load minima.

In-flight noise measurements at several locationo in
the inner fuselage are also reported.

-Supporting funds for this work were provided by the
Department of National Defense, Canada.

LIMIT LOAD-TESTING OF A GRAPHITE EPOXY AIRCRAFT WING
SEGMENT, John Rodgers, AET1812J Tribute Road. Sacramento
CA 95815 '

ACOUSTIC EMISSION WORKING GROUP BUSINESS MEETING

AEWG AWARDS

Gold Hedal Award of AEWG was presented to I1r •
Allen T. Green during the 25th meeting of the Acoustic
Emission Working Group at Princeton on 29 June 1983.
This is in recognition of his many contributions in
the application of acoustic emission technology, his
pioneering work in the development of source location
techniques and his outstanding leadership in the
development and production of commercial instrumenta
tion.

Hr. Green received a B.S. degree in aeronautical
engineering from the University of Illinois in 1956.
After five years with General Dynamics, Convair Divi
sion, he joined Aerojet-General Corp., sacramento,
California. His career in acoustic emission began in
1961 when he became involved in the development and
application of the stress-wave analysis technique
(SWAT) for structural testing and acoustic source
location.

His contributions to commercial AE instrumenta
tion were made at Dunegan Research Corp. during 1970 
1972 and at Acoustic Emission Technology Corp. (AET)
from 1972 to present. He founded AET and has energet
ically guided its growth. During these years, he has
authored over 80 papers on acoustic emission.

Hr. Green is a founding and charter member of
AEWG, and served as chairman from 1971 to 1972. He
was elected Charter Fellow of AEWG in 1982. He is
al so a Fellow of ASHT and past chairman of the
Sacramento Section, member and past chairman of the
Western Regional Strain Gage Committee, member of
SESA, IAAA, and ISA. He is a member of ASTH and past
chairman of E7.0Q.02 SUbcommittee on AE Sensors. He
is a Registered Professional Engineer in Qual1ty in



the the State of California. In 1981 he received the
Distinguished AlUlDnus Award from the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Illinois.

A5TH QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What is your application for AE monitoring?

5. Can you "live" with a standard that includes
your parameters and interpretations for testing
these specified items over the next five years,
or less?

The ASTH, Section E07. 04.03, "Acoustic Emission
InstrUlDentation," has commissioned me to send a ques
tionnaire to those actively engaged in AE applica
tions. The answers to this questionnaire may be used
for establishing new ASTH, AE Standards should there
appear to be a need for standards governing the
interpretation of processed AE signals.

In order to help the A5TH, E07.04.03 Section, we
will need the following questions answered.

2. What AE parameters do you base your analysis
upon?

3. Why do you use these parameters in preference to
other parameters?

4. What inferences do you read into the set of
parameters you use? Example: Count rate below a
given value, over a given time period, signifies
an accept criteria, etc.

AEA5TH,reference the eXisting
If so, which ones?

Do you ever
Standards?

The new computer based systems permit the graph
ing of one AE parameter as a function of another.
Some of the "ne~' graphics provide the practitioner
with exciting new methods for qualification and/or
quantification of certain specific materials. There
are many among us that do not have computer systems,
or refuse to use them for certain tests. The analog
systems still form the basis for many tests and for
many reasons. Please state whether you use analog or
digital systems for your applications.

6.

Achievement Award of AEWG was posthumously
presented to Professor Julian R. Frederick on 29 June
1983. This award cites his pioneering efforts in AE
research and his commitment to the advancement of the
technology through the education of his students.

Inaugural Publication Award of AEWG was
presented to Hr. Thomas F. Drouillard in recognition
of his book "Acoustic Emission: A Bibliography with
Abstracts", pUblished in 1979. This book has made a
singularly important contribution to the AE literature
and will continue to be important to researchers and
users of AE techniques for many years.

Julian R. Frederick received his Ph.D. in phy
sics from the University of Hichigan in 1947 after
completing BS and HS degrees at Iowa State University.
During 1940's, he was at University of Hichigan,
assisted F. A. Firestone in the design and construc
tion of the early ultrasonic Reflectoscope models, and
investigated the properties and uses of ultrasonics in
NOT. After teaching briefly at Brown University, he
returned to Michigan, where he directed research pro
grams in underwater sound propagation and industrial
applications of ultrasonics. Professor Frederick had
taught at Department of Mechanical Eng ineering at the
University of Hichigan until his retirement. He had
been actively engaged in the use of acoustic emission
for the investigation of the properties of materials
and in the development of synthetic aperture scanning
techniques in ultrasonic pulse-echo NOT. He was also
active in ASTH and ASHE activities.

He was a charter member of AEWG and served as a
chairman of the AEWG and the Detroit Section of the
American Society for Nondestructive Testing. He
authored a book entitled Ultrasonic Engineering, and
published numerous papers on AE and ultrasonics. He
received a number of honors inclUding ASHT Lester
Honor Lecture (1978), ASHT Tutorial Citation (1980),
Fellow of ASHT (1979) and Fellow of AEWG (1983).

Hr. Drouillard received 8A and BS from Kent
State University and has devoted the past 30 years to
nondestructive testing. He was with Babcock ~ Wilcox
and lIT Research Institute before joining Rockwell
International in 1967. Since going to Rockwell's
Rocky Flat Plant in Colorado, he has specialized in
acoustic emission. Primar y efforts have been the
development of AE technology for materials evaluation
and AE applications to the monitoring of joining and
chemical processes and to the determination of struc
tural integrity and reliability.

Should your answers reference the Kaiser Effect,
or Felicity Ratio, we ask that you extend your answer
in explanation of these terms. The reason for this
request is that there appears to be some confusion
about What is meant by this reference.

ShOUld the processed AE involve a rate (count
rate, event rate, etc.), please provide the range of
rates that you currently select. If the rate is
determined by the material process through gating,
then so state as ex ternal gating.

He is a charter member of AEWG and served as its
chairman. He was elected a Fellow of ASHT (1914) and
a Fellow of AEWG (1982). Over the years, Hr. Drouil
lard has compiled an extensive library of AE litera
ture and continually updated the collection. This is
available through AE Literature Section of the Journal
of Acoustic Emission, for which he serves as an Asso
ciate Ed i tor.

Albert E. Brown
Vice Chairman, ASTH
E01.04 on Acoustic Emission
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
POBox 808
Livermore, CA 94550 USA
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Call for Papers (preliminary)

The Second International Symposium on Acoustic Emis
sion~ October 1 November 1985, Lake Tahoe,
Nevada.

The symposium will be held 27 October through
November 1985 at Lake Tahoe, Nevada. This is the week
immediately preceeding the 11th World Conference on
NOT to be held in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Persons wishing to submit papers for consideration
will be interested to know that papers must be
received no later than 20 December 1984 in order to
complete review and acceptance confirmation no later
than 1 March 1985. Papers must include a 100-300 word
abstract of objective and results/conclusion(s) and a
brief biography of author(s). Papers are to be no
longer than 20 pages including drawings/figures and
will be published in the proceedings to be made avail
able at registration.

Chairman and Program Director is Allen T. Green,
Technical Director, Acoustic Emission Technology
Corp., 1812J Tribute Road, Sacramento, CA 95815, 916
927-3861, telex 171-356. Inquiries will be answered
with further details.

Symposium ~ Acoustic Emission Monitoring and Analysis
in Manufacturing, 9-13 December 1984, New Orleans,
Louisiana.

in a special bound symposium volume. The final mats
must be returned to the session organizers by July 1,
1984. Authors should note that the paper review will
consider an eval uation for publication in the Trans.
of ASME.---

For additional information please contact the
session organizer:

Professor David Dornfeld
Symposium on Acoustic Emissions Monitoring and
Anal ys is in Manufacturing
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
(415) 642-0906, 642-3458.

XIlth EWGAE MEETING, 5-7 October, 1983, Koeln, Germany

The 12th EWGAE Meeting is scheduled in 5-7 October
1983, at TUV Rheinland e. V., Am Gravein Stein, D.
5000 - Koeln 91, W. Germany. The tentative agenda is
printed below. The Code SUbgroup meeting will precede
the main meeting on 4 October. Details of the meeting
can be obtained by contacting:

Dr. Peter RUNOW
TUV Rheinland
Postfach 101750
5000 Koeln 1 (Germany)

phone 0221/8393-3190
telex 8873659

The Production Engineering Division of ASME 1s
sponsoring a symposium on Acoustic Emission (AE) Moni
toring and Anal ysis in Manufacturing at the 1984 ASME
Winter Annual Heeting in New Orleans, Louisiana,
December 9-13, 1984.

SESSION I: FUNDAMENTAL (I)

P. FLEISCHMANN (INSA Lyon): A.E. waves emitted near
crack: theoretical and experimental results

a

Authors are invited to submit manuscipts
describing the results of recent applications or
research involving AE in manufacturing. Appropriate
topics include, but are not limited to:

Although the emphasis of the symposium is not on non
destructive testing and evaluation or material pro
perty characterization using AE, papers in these areas
that are sufficiently related to manufacturing will be
considered.

The organizers would appreciate receiving a 500
word abstract from the prospective authors by January
~,1984. Authors of accepted abstracts are required
to submit five copies of the complete manuscript by
March ji, 1984 for review. All papers will be
reviewed through the appropriate rev iew procedures,
and authors will be notified of acceptance by May 16,
1984. The final papers will be preprintedfur the
meeting from mats prepared by the authors and included

1.

2.

3.

lI.

5.

Manufacturing process monitoring (tool and
die wear, welding, metal forming, etc.)

Use of AE as an investigative technique
for process fundamentals

Signal processing and analysis

AE instrumentation and applications in
manufacturing

Product defect detection
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R. WHITE - M. GODFREY (Loughborough Univ.): TranSducer
calibration.

E. WASCHKIES (IZFP): Location and transfer correction
of A.E. signals.

SESSION II: MATERIALS BEHAVIOUR

B. KALLUP (Varta) - H. TENSI (Univ. Munchen): A.E.
during the solidification of lead antimony alloys.

R. HILL (RGTI): Acoustic Barkhausen emission from fer
romagnetic materials.

SESSION III: FATIGUE AND FRACTURE MECHANICS

H. JONAS - J. GOLCZEWSKI (KRA Julich): A.E. observed
during thermocycling.

C. THAULOW (SINTEF): Characterization of primary and
secondary A.E. from fatigue and corrosion fatigue
crack growth in structural steel.

K. NERZ (Sulzer): Fracture mechanics tests and E.A. on
ductile steel.

H. CROSTACK - F. NOLTE: Investigations on damage
processes of adhesive bonds by means of A. E.

SESSION IV: ACOUSTIC SURVEILLANCE

J. VOSS (Interatom): Acoustic surveillance of reactor
components.



M. FAMIGLIETTI (CISE): Application of A.E. on continu
ous monitoring of pressure components (one year of
practical ex perience) •

SESSION V: APPLICATION OF A.E. (I)

P. RUNOW (TUV): The application of A.E. to industrial
problems: scope and recent practical examples.

L. ROGERS - R. MONK (AVT): Results of A.E. monitoring
of offshore crane pedestals.

P. JAX - V. STREICHER (KWU): Limit load testing of
graphite-epoxy aircraft wing segment.

SESSION VI: APPLICATION OF A.E. (II)

D. PARRY (AEI): A.E. integrity analysis of gas
transportation pipelines in Australia.

C. SKLARCZYK (IZFP): About the possibility to detect
critical parameters of crack in mechanical specimens
by means of A. E.

F. TONOLINI (CISE): A.E. as an early alarm before
failure.

H. STEFFENS - H. CROSTACK - H. KERN (Univ. Dortmund):
Testing flash butt welding by A.E.

SESSION VII: APPLICATION OF A.E. (III).

T. KISHI (Univ. Tokyo): Source characterization of
A.E. signals in metals and FRM.

J. EISENBLAETTER (Batelle) P. RUNOW (TUV): A.E. meas
urements on large specimens with natural flaws.

J. STEPHAN (Siemens): On-line controlled cutting by
means of A. E.

P. DUMOUSSEAU (CETIH): Application of A.E. to weld
monitoring of a low-alloy steel.

SESSION VIII: APPLICATION OF A.E. (IV)

S. VAHAVIOLOS (P.A.C.): Evaluating superplastic
forming-diffusion bonding of Ti structures with A.E.

S. ERLENKAEHPER (Batelle): A.E. results during ther
moshock loading of a reactor pressure vessel nozzle.

G. STIPSITS - H. LEUKER - V. STREICHER (KWU): An
acoustic surveillance system for leak detection.

P. RUHOW - M. Kesten (TUV): A.E. monitoring of hydro
gen assisted crack growth under cyclic loading.

BUSINESS SESSION

A Conference on "The Use of Acoustic Emission in
Materials Engineering" 211 October 1983, London.

The Institution of Metallurgists (U.K.) sponsors
the one day conference at the Royal Society, 6 Carlton
House Terrace, London SW1. The speakers include Drs.
R. H111, P. Bentley, C. Scruby and Bannister and
Hessers. H. Phillips and P. Cole. JAE SUbscribers can
obtain the members rate for the conference. Details
from:

Administration Officer
The Institution of Hetallurgists
P.O. Box 1171
1 Carlton House Terrace
London SW 1Y 5BE

The (British) Institute of Acoustics Conference on
Acoustic Emission

A conference is scheduled for December, 1983.
Offers of papers should be sent to the Institute of
Acoustics, 25 Chambers St., Edinburgh, EH1 1HU Scot
land, U.K.

NEWS of AE Communities

Technology for Energy Corp.(TEC) of Knoxville,
TN announced recently that it acquired 'the
Dunegan/Endevco Division of Endevco Corp. and formed
a new company, Dunegan Corporation. Offices have not
been moved, but they can be reached at P.O. Box 3228,
Hission Viejo, CA 92690, phone (711l) 831-9131. Hr.
Harold L. Dunegan is the precident of Dunegan Corp.

Acoustic Emission Technology Corporation (AET)
will soon become an independent corporation again.
Host recently, it was a subsidiary of Hechnical Tech
nology Inc. This will not change their address or
phone number. AET can still be reached at 1812J Tri
bute Road, Sacramento, CA 95815, (916) 927-3861. Hr.
Allen T. Green will be the new president.

H. EBENER (Univ. Dortmund): Determination of disloca
tion velocities by A.E.

J.L. ROUX (Framatome): Use of signal digitalization to
study crack propagation.

SESSION IX: FUNDAMENTALS (II)

H. CROSTACK - A. ENGELHARDT
ex periences in testing the
source location method.

(Univ •
wave

Dortmund): Some
mode independent

JOURNAL OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION is published by
Acoustic Emission Group
Room 6532 Boelter Hall
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 9002Q USA.
Phone: (213) 825-5233

Mailing address is
Acoustic Emission Group
Box 3611, 308 Westwood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 900211 USA

SESSION X: FATIGUE AND FRACTURE MECHANICS (II)

H. CHERFAOUI (Uni. Compieone) J.P. SPIELOENNER
(CETIH): Using A.E. as a measurement of cumulative
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AE EVENTS OF INTEREST
First International Syaposiua OD Acoustic BaiasioD froa Reinforced Coaposites.
19-21 July 1983, San Francisco, California USA

San Francisco, California (USA) provided a very beautiful setting for
the First International Symposium on Acoustic Emission from Reinforced
Composites. Over one hundred registrants (over 3~ non-USA participants)
enjoyed clear sunny skies with very comfortable temperatures. Views from the
twenty-sixth story of the symposium hotel provided a spectacular view of the
famous San Francisco skyline and bridges.

Symposium participants enjoyed meeting each other at a wine and cheese
reception the first evening. A symposium luncheon was held the second day.
At the luncheon an award of the Society for Plastics Industry was given to Mr.
John Teti. It recognizes his efforts in establishing and serving as the
first chairman of the Committee on Acoustic Emission from Reinforced
Composites (CARP). The formation of CARP led to joint efforts of people in
the field of AE and composites and thus provided the basis from which this
international symposium was launched.

During the meetings held from July 19 to 21, thirty-seven papers were
presented. These papers were compiled as the conference proceedings which
were distributed at the meeting. These 182 page proceedings represent the
first such compilation of papers on the symposium subject. The official
program is presented in the Conferences and Symposia section of this issue.

M.A. Ramstad

ON 11IB COVD.

Mr. John Teti received
the SPI award, presented by
Dr. Fowler (cover photo by Tom
Drouillard). Also shown are
the first and second CARP
chairmen, Mr. Teti and Dr.
Ramstad. One of the CARP
organized pipe tests forms the
background.

This Symposium was
organized by the committee
headed by M.A. Ramstad (at the
center of the photo at right).
Other members shown were J.R.
Mitchell, Y. Hinton, S.J.
Slykhous and T.J. Fowler.



The interest of some of the AE comaunity in the
organization of the AErG has led to lively disoussions
and a new look at the structure of the group. Three
basic issues have emerged from the discussions.

1. The lack of application presentations at the
meetings.

2. The decline in attendance of new people at the
meetings.

3. The long tenure of the leadership positions in
the groap.

All three are important issues to which we should sive
oareful consideration.

It was not that long ago that many of us
concluded that oue of the reasons for the lack of
acceptance of AE as a valid NOT technique was the
absence of a "scientific" basis for the tec:hnique that
worked in many prac:tic:al applications but defied the
establishment of reproduc:ible and ac:ceptable
standards. We enc:ouraged basic: research in AE with
the hope that this would lead us to a quantifiable
universal method of flaw detec:tion and sizing. Alons
the way the perception developed that the AEWG .as
only interested in "researc:h."

Acoustic omission has developed quite well sinc:e
its inc:eption in tho early fifties. It remained a
laboratory ouriosity until signific:ant advanoos in the
early sixties opened up the door to practioal
applic:ations. Most of tho inc:entives for Rand D in
the field has c:ome from the needs of practical
applications. To this day most of the advances in the
technology are in response to prac:tical needs. The
researc:her who is not cognizant of applications is
missiog the primary reason for his research. Like.ise
the applic:ations oriented people are shortchansinB
themselves if they do not take advantage of the ideas
generated by research. I do not believe that many
members of the AErG want to exclude applications from
oar meetings. We mast find .ays to encoarage the end
user to tell as what uses of AE are or are not
practical. At the same time. the original goals of
information exchange between all parties interested in
AE demands that we encourage both the researcher and
the user to participate in the group.

Erratum

The second issue may be a direct result of the
lack of applioation presentations at the meetings.
However. it may also be a result of the .idening gap
between the level of the teohnology at the forefront
of basic researoh and the knowledge available to the
newcomer. We hope to alleviate some of this lattor
problem with a special session devoted to the basics
of AE offered at the next AErG meeting. It is also
important for those making presentations to realize
that the audience often includes people who have not
been in the field for very long and cannot nnderstand
many of the details we take for granted.

The third issue is complicated by the perc:eption
of an oligarchy in the leadership of the AErG. I say
perception because the composition of the present
leadership includes people who were newcomers at the
time they showed their willingness to work for the
benefit of the group and assumed the responsibilities
of their offices. Dowever, the unquestionably long
term for .hich officers do serve is a result of both
the need for some continuity in the absence of a
permanent staff and a departure from the original plan
to hold meetings every six months. The meetings are
now held at roaghly nine-month intervals resulting in
a term of office of 27 months rather than the 18
common at the birth of the AErG. On top of this. the
practice of promoting officers from seeretary-
treasurer up through chairman (an then chairman of the
awards committee) does result in a burden on the
member .ho .ants to help in the organization. That
aspect of the AEWG struoture could certainly use
modification .ithout harming the effectiveness of the
group.

Whatever your views of the issues. I urge you to
attend the next meeting and participate in the group.
If you cannot travel to Reno. at least let us hear
yoar opinions. The AErG .as formed to serve the needs
of the AE ccmmunity and .e can only be effec:tive if .e
hear all of the voices of the community.

~1k'D:t:-
Chairman. AEWG

Iohiya Sato et aI •• "Rotating Machinery Diagnosis .ith Acoustic: 1!IDission." Journal of
Acoustie Emisaion. Vol. 2. pagea 1 to 10.

The Publisher wishes to apoloaize for the omission of three names of the authors of the
above paper (pase 1 and back cover). It should read:

Ichiya Sato, Takao Yoneyama. Soji Sasaki. Toshitaka Suxuki, Tomoaki Inoue.
Tsuguaki Koga and Tatashi Watanabe
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ACOUSfIC EMISSION SOURCE KINEMATICS BASED
ON THE MOVING DISLOCATION THEORY

Muayuu Obtsu

Abstract

Source mechanisms of acoustic emission (AE) can
be represented by the theories of elastodynamics and
dislocation. In this paper. we introduce the moving
dislocation model, and investigate the kinematics of
AE sources.

On the basis of this theory, we summarize the
method of waveform analyses, including the source
location and the radiation pattern analysis. Aloo
discussed are the spectral characteristics of the
moving dislocation.

The analysis method was applied to uniaxial
compression tests of the slit model specimens.
In the case of uni--directional rupture on a
rectangular dislocation plane. we can determine the
length of the dislocation surface and the rupture
velocity from the curve of the spectral ratio versus
frequency. On the basis of the linear system theory,
we show that this ratio is independent of the
frequency response of the propagating med iUm and the
monitoring system.

The lengths of the dislocations and the rupture
velocities were determined from the spectral ratios of
AE waves due to shear dislocations. Those values
seemed to be reasonable. The spectral ratio based on
the linear system theory shows a promise for the study
of the oource kinematic in the frequency danain.

1. Introduction

Recently. AE source characteristics have been
studied by several researchers and in several ways
(for review, see Lord, 1981). In these studies, AE
waves are investigated on the basis of theory of
elastodynamics and Green's function of simple
geometries, such as an infinite space and a half
space. By applying dislocation theory, we discussed
theoretical treatments of AE wave motions and waveform
analyses (Ohtsu, 1982).

Earlier, Ben-Henahem (1961) developed the theory
which explains the presence of a sequence of holes in
the frequency spectra of the elastic wave due to a
moving rupture. lJ.sing this theory, he showed that
estimates of faUlt length and rupture velocity may be

Received 3 December 1982; in final form, 20 July 1983.
The author is affiliated with the Department of
Materials Science and Engineerins. School of
Ensineering and Applied Science, University of
California, Los Angeles, California 9002Q and is on
leave frOlll the Departlllent of Civil Ensineering,
Faculty of Engineering, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto
860, JAPAN.

obtained from the spectra of surface waves in major
earthquakes. Based on this theory, we investigated
the kinematics of AE sources in the slit model,
using a theoretical representation of the moving
dislocation; i. e., spectral ratios of AE wave in the
frequency domain. The method of estimatins the
length of the dislocation plane and the velocity of
the rupture propagation was developed.

A concept of the spectra ratio is based on the
linear system theory (Olen, 1982). In order to
determine quantitative information on AE sources, we
must use the monitoring system whose characteristics
are known, and employ specimens of simple geometries.
Because it is known that 1£ waves are considerably
modified by frequency responses of the propagating
medium and the transducer. However, if a
relationship between transfer functions of those
detecting system is referred to as linear, the system
is expressed by simple mUltiplications of frequency
response of transfer functions in the frequency
dOlllain. The linear system theory leads to the
concept of the spectra ratio. By considering the
ratio of frequency spectra, common factors of transfer
functions in the detecting system are cancelled out.
For example, when we detect AE waves at the equi
distant points in a specimen of simple seometry by
employing different transducer. we can discriminate
the frequency resopnse of transducers only by
considering the spectral ratio. Applying this theory
to experimental results. we can carry out theoretical
work without an elaborate detecting setup.

The anal ys is method was applied to
experimentally obtained AE signals in uniaxial
compression tests of the slit model specimens.
Waveform analyses inclUded the source location,
radiation pattern, and spectral ratios. For the
spectral analysis, we used the nonlinear spectral
estimation, which is variously known as the
autoresressive (AR), linear pred ictive (lP). or
maximum entropy (HE) equivalent method. Since
discussion of the spectral ratios is based on the far
field term of P-wave. entire time series must consist
of P-wave only. The number of those data points was
thus limited. making HE spectral analysis superior to
the conventional power spectrum estimation.

2. Theory of ItIv ing Dislocation

A crack, whose faces have been forced to slide
over one another or to separate by the action of
applied stress, is physical realization of a
d1s1ocation. It is an internal surface in an
elastic solid, across which a discontinuity of
displacement components exists. This discontinuity
lIIay vary frOlll point to point on the internal surface,
and is known as Somigl1ana's dislocation ([shelby,

Jou..l of Aco...Uo Eotboloo
Yol.o 2. "'lou J 151
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1973}. However, t.he bulk of modern dislocation
t.heory of cryst.al physics considers only one subclass
of dislocat.ions, Volt.erra's dislocation. Here, t.he
displacement. discont.inuit.y is const.ant. over t.he
int.ernal sur face. In this paper, we consider such a
class of dislocation model that the magnitUde and the
direction of the dislocation discontinuity is the same
and constant everyWhere on the dislocation surface.

Our starting point is the representation theorem.
Neglecting a body force and stress discontinuity, we
obtain the elastic displacement ui caused by the
displacement discontinuity ~u1 across the dislocation
sur face (Aki and Richards, 198tl), as follows:

where CJkpq are elastic constants, Gip is Green's

function, Gip q is the derivative of Gip with respect
to ;q' and Jk is a unit normal to the dislocation
surface 1: .

Equation 1 is the starting equation of Halen and
Bolin (1j74) analysis, if we introduce the inelastic
strain 13 Jk = ~u v k on the basis of Hura's dynam ic
theory of contin~us dislocation (Hura, 1982). This
equation has been used as a theoretical representation
of AE (Ono, 1978).

In order to simplify the analysis, we investigate
only the initial part of AE wave corresponding to
P-wave. Then, the far-field term for P-wave of
Green's function is responsible for the elastic
displacement at the observation point (Ohtsu, 1983).
Considering the far-field term of P-wave, equation 1
becomes

where P is the density of the medium and v is the
velocity of P-wave. .Q (x,t) represents thC time
function of the dislocation, Vi indicates the
direction cosine of the distance r, and n, is the
direction of the displacement discontinui~y.

x

o

Fig. 1 A un i-directional rupture on the dislocation
sur face.
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Consider a rectangular dislocation loop with
length L and width W, as shown in Fig. 1. Assuming
that r O is large in comparison to the dimensions of
dislocation surface 1: and W is relatively small
compared to L, the time function .Q(x,t} in equation 2
can be described by a simple integral of the form
(Ben-Henahem, 1961),

S.Hx,t} = WfL Au(t - rO/vp - ;<1/V f - cos'!J/vp}}d;.
o

(3)

Rupt.ure initiates at one end of the dislocation
surface and propagates along the length with the
velocity Vf • For Volterra's dislocation, equat.ion
3 reduces to

.Q(x,t} = WL{ ~u(t - ro/vp} - Au(t - ro/v p - td}}/td ,

(4 )

The time t d is known as the duration of P-wave at the
observat.ion point (Ben-Henahem and Singh, 1981>. The
Fourier transform of equation 4 is obtained, as follows:

.Q (x, f) = 2 IT fWL ~U( f}(sin XIX}
exp{ -i(2 lTfrO/vp + IT 12 + X}}, (5)

where X =TT ftd' and AU( f} is the Fourier transform of
~u(t}, which represents the source spectra.

3. Experiment of the Slit Hodel Specimen

Dislocations were generated by the same uniaxial
compression tests of the slit model speci~ens as
described in a prev ious paper (Ohtsu, 1982). Those
were polymethlmethacrylate (PHHA) plates of dimensions
1.0 em x 10.5 em x 10.5 em. The through-thickness
slit of dimensions 20 mm x 0.4 mm is located at the
center of the plate, which is inclined 450 with
respect tothe loading axis (see Fig. 2a).

A four-channel AE system was used in the
experiments. AE waves were detected by transducers
attached on the edge of the PMHA plate. The
positions of four transducers are shown in Fig. 2a.
AE transducers employed in this study were the PZT-8
elements of dimensions 8 mm 4> x 2 mm (manUfactured by
MURATA Co., Kyoto; Hodel 900BA). We will show later
that. the frequency response of the transducers was
inconsequent.ial in t.his research. AE waveforms from
four transducers were filtered, amplified, and
recorded onto digital-cassette tape. Figure 3 shows
the block diagram of one-channel segment of the
moni toring and recording system. The transient
recorder utilized can digitize AE waveforms at the
1 MHz for a 4-channel recording, although 20 HHz rate
can be achieved for 2-channel record ing. The arrival
time differences and the first peak amplitudes of AE
waves were al so obtained from the data.

The velocity of P-wave of the PMMA plate was
2650 mls and Poisson's ratio was o. 35. The
compressive force was applied along the y-direction in
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Fig. 2 A sketch of model specimens, a) a slit model
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Fig. 3 A block diagram of the AE monitoring and
recording system.

Fig. 2a. Tensile cracks were generated at each end
of the slit at medium stress levels. At high stress
levels, tensile cracks extended intermittently and
shear slips occurred on the slit. These slips were
also generated during unloading cycles.

The theory discussed in the previous section is
based on the far-field solution of P-wave in an
infinite space. In the present study. AE waves
propagate in a plate and the effect of the plate
waves. Which are dispersive and called Lamb's waves,
must be taken into consideration. For this purpose,
we investigated the effect of Lamb's waves by using
the non-slit specimen as shown in Fig. 2b.

The point force was produced at point ° in this
figure by a commercial transducer (NF Circui t Block,
Tokyo: Hodel 9055), to Which an electric step pulse

was applied. The rise time of the step pUlse was
less than 3 ns and the voltage was approx imately 1 V.
Elastic waves were detected at points A, B, C, and D
in this figure.

Figure II shows the detected waveforms and the
corresponding Fourier spectra obtained by first
Fourier transform (ITT) method. These waveforms show
the first 50 ~s portions from the triggering point
of the recorder. Each record consists of 10211 points
at 20 MHz sampling frequency. Theoretically, P-wave
arrives at point A after 113 p.s from point 0, and
S-wave arrives after 89 p.s. It is known that Lamb's
waves have a number of branches depending on vibration
modes. When the wavelengths of the propagating waves
are larger than the plate thic kness, the velocity of
symmetric vibration mode is faster than that of S-wave
and close to that of P-wave. These considerations
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suggested that the detected waveforms shown in Fig. II
should consist of P-waves and Lamb's waves only. In
regard to the content of frequency spectra, these
graphs include the response characteristics of the
transmitter and the receiver, and the frequency
characteristics of P-wave and Lamb's wave. The
separation of these factors is not easy. From these
graphs, however, we can see that the frequency
spectrum of elastic waves detected at point A is
similar to that detected at point B, whereas frequency
spectrum at point C is similar to that at point D.
Frequency spectra at the approximately equi-distant
points from the source are, therefore, eqUivalent.

This result implies that when we consider a ratio
of frequency spectra obtained at the equi-distant
points for the first portion of detected waveforms,
the above-mentioned factors including the effect of
lamb'S waves can be cancelled out. Details of this
method will be presented in the following sectlon.

II. Method of Waveform Analysis

In equation II, the simplest source time function
Au(t) is represented by a step function. This

implies that AE waves are detected at the observation
point after the P-wave component travels the distance
r. In the present experiment, both tensile and shear
cracks grow uniformly through the thickness of the

plate. Thus, it is sufficient to use a two-dimension
source location scheme, for which a four-ehannel AE
detecting system is employed. This prOVides three
arrival time differences, and is adequate to determine
the source locations.

In equation 2, the factor Cjkpq Yp Yq "knj

represents the radiation pattern of P-wave. The
radiation pattern is dictated by the orientation of a
dislocation and the dIrection of its displacement
discontinuity relative to the observation point.

For a shear dislocation, the first peak amplitUde
R of the k-th transducer of a source location system
is obtained from equation 2,

R~k) = Yi (k) lli (k)2G( Y/k)nj)( YI (k)"l)

/(lllT p vp3r(k», (6)

where !li(k) is the direction of vibration of the k-th
transducer and G is the shear modulus. A set of
equations for all the transducers yields a system of
linear algebraic equations with unla10wn n, or "I'
because a relationship nk "k = 0 exists fdr a shear
dislocation. By solving this system of equations, we
can determine the orientation of the dislocation.
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The above derivation is based on the theory of
point dislocation, which is located at the center of
the dislocation surface. If we consider the case of
a moving dislocation, dynamic effect is represented by
the fac tor 1/td in equation 4. In this case,
equation 6 becomes a non-linear equation, because the
cos IjJ term in equation II is unknown, making it too
complicated to solve. Therefore, we ignore the
dynamic effect and employ equation 6 to determine the
orientation of the shear dislocation.

Ben-Henahem's theory is based on equation 5.
savage (1967) compared it directly with experimental
resul ts of dynamic strains obtained by using strain
gauges. He discussed the phase and the ampUtude
spectra of S-waves radiated from tensile fractures of
the glass plate, and showed the presence of a sequence
of holes in the frequency spectra of the elastic Wave
due to a mov ing rupture.

Since AE waves are considerably modified by the
frequency response of the propagating medium, the
transducer, and other electrical devices, those direct
comparisons are not applicable to AE waves.

In the uni-axial compression tests, we recorded
AE waveforms at 1 HHz sampling frequency, using the
II-channel system for the source location and the
radiation pattern analysis. However, as mentioned in
the preceding section, we must concentrate our
interest on the part of first 50 ~s or so in order
to eliminate the complicated effect of elastic wave
propagations. In this case, only 50 data points are
available. It is known that the shorter the record
length becomes, the worse the spectral resolution we
get in the conventional spectral anal ysis method.
Therefore, we require an alternative method to obtain
a reUable spectrum of the short~uration data.
Particularly, for short data records, the modern
techniques of AR, LP, and HE spectral analyses can
achieve increased spectral resolution. The principle
used in this analysis is that the spectral estimate
must have the max imum entropy of any power spectrum
that is consistent with the known sample values of the
auto-correlation function. Since this algorithm has
already been known in several textbooks (Chen, 1982),
We do not discuss it in detail here.

5. Results and Discussion
To cancel out those factors, we introduce the

spectral ratio based on equation 5. AE waves due to a
single event are detected at points xA ( ljI = IjJA> and
x (ljI= ljIS)' The ratio of frequency spectrum
(8(XA' r>/U(xB' f)' is obtained from equations 2 and
5, as follow:

XA : Tf fLOlVf - cos ljI A/vp> ,

X8 = TffL(1/Vf - cos IjJs/v p)'
(8)

Figure 5 shows source locations determined in the
PHHA sUt model specimen. In this graph, the types
of AE sources were classified from the radiation
patterns; i.e., polari zations of P-waves. Tensile
cracks Were observed at each end of the sUt, and
shear slips on the slit plane were generated in
experiments. The graph shows that several sources
due to shear dislocations are located close to the
slit. whereas sources due to tensile dislocations are
not located at the edge of the slit. This may result
from the fact that the accuracy of the source location
employed was within 10 mm and locations were
determined under the two-dimensional approximation.

Locations of AE sources, of Which types are
classified fraD the radiation pattern.

In equation 7, common factors, such as the transducer
response and source spectra, are cancelled out. This
concept is based on the linear system theory as
mentioned before.

We know that the envelope of sin XIX is
proportional to llf for high frequencies, and sin XIX
becomes zero at X : n Tf • The spectral ratio versus
frequency is characterized by a regUlar sequence of
infinities at Xs = ntr and zeros at XA = nTf • When
we obtain values of frequencies corresponding to
X = nTf from the curve of spectral ratio, we can
determine the length of crack L and the rupture
velocity Vf from equation 8. As was discussed before,
there are many factors which affect frequency spectra
of AE waves. They include reflections in the
propagation medium, transmission paths, and the
response of the AE detection system. We can see from
equation 7, however, the spectral ratio of P-wave
component contains station dependent quantities for
special locations of A and B, but is independent of
the above-mentioned factors. We have already known
that the effect of Lamb's wave in the first part of
waveform is eqUivalent at the equi-distant observation
points from the source. For our experiments as shown
in Fig. 2a, the sources of shear dislocations are
located on the slit. The distance from the sUt to
point A is almost the same as that to point B. This
implies that the effect of Lamb'S wave are also
cancelled out by considering the spectral ratio.
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Fig. 6 AE waveforms and tllier HE :Jpectra detected by
transducers A and B in Fig. 2 a, wllicll are due
to tile source 2 in Table 1.

spectra versus frequency between two spectra in
Fig. 6. Here the spectral ratio in equation 7 is
based on the Fourier transform. There is no problem,
however, because it is known that the conventional
power spectrum can be approximated with a HE model and
matched more closely in the regions of large signal
energy than in the regions of low signal energy.

The maxima and the minima are observed in this
graph. This result agrees with the curve predicted
by equation 7, which is characterized by a regular
sequence of infinities and zeros corresponding to
X8 = n IT and XA = n 1T •

From equation 8, we obtain a relation between
frequencies at the extreme values of the spectral
ratio and the kinematic information of sources,

After tile locations of AE sources were
determined, tile orientation of shear dislocations were
obtained from equation 6, by using the first peak
amplitudes of tile detected waves. AE events due to
shear dislocations, wllose first peak amplitudes were
recorded clearly and wllose sources were located close
to the silt plane, were selected from Fig. 5. Results
are shown in Table 1. The orientations of sources
have a distribution from Q6° to 520 in the loading
cycle, and from 1230 to 1370 in tile unloading cycle.
Since tile shear dislocations are generated on the slit
plane, the orientations should be identical with the
angle of the slit plane, which is Q5° in the loading
cycle and 1350 in the unloading cycle. The results
obtained are in reasonable good agreement with those
predicted. These discrepancies of less than 100 may
result from unsufficient source location accuracy, and
d ynam ical effect of the mev ing dislocation. In order
to take the factor 1/td of equation Q into
consideration, some iteration methods to solve the
non-linear equations must be developed. Such a
development requires a major effort, because this is a
complicated problem.

fA = nO/Vf - cos <jJA/Vp)/L,

f B = n(1/Vf - cos <jJS/vp)/L,
(9 )

In order to obtain the spectral ratio of equation
7, we calculated ME spectra of the first 50 j.lS

segment of the AE waves detected at positions A and B
in Fig. 2a. Figure 6 sho ws an ex am pIe of the AE
waves and HE spectra. Since the HE spectra shown in
this graph include the frequency response of the
monitoring system and lamb'S wave, a sequence of zeros
corresponding to X = nlT in equation 5 is not obvious.
Figure 7a shows the result of the spectral ratio of HE

where the number n corresponds to the n-th maximum or
minimum value of the spectral ratio against frequency.
This relation prov ides the crack length L and the
rupture velocity Vf of AE source. Based on the
consideration of the spectral ratio, we determined
crack lengths and rupture velocities of the AE events
in Table 1. Results are shown 1n Table 2. Taking
the accuracy of the source location and the effect of
the moving source in the radiation pattern into
consideration, we assumed the dislocations were
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Table 1 The locations and orientations or s•.ear
dislocations.

Source Load Location Orientation
No. ( ton x, y ( cm ( degree )

1 3.56 0.226, 0.777 46.9

2 4.81 0.158, 0.991 51. 9

3 4.80 0.168, 0.947 52.1

4 5.89 0.201, 0.865 52.5

5 2.45 0.311, 0.485 137.0

6 2.39 0.306, 0.197 127.0

7 2.98 0.018, 0.169 123.0

8 1.43 0.058, 0.803 126.0

9 1.01 0.261, 0.432 134.0

Table 2 The rupture velocities V
r

and lengths or
dislocations L.

c)

80.00 160.00 Zqo. DO 320.00 qOO.OO
fRED ><103

Fig. 7 Spectral ratios obtained from a) the source 2,
b) the source 7, and c) the source 8. The
broken curves are constructed theoretically by
equation 7 and values in Table 2.

Source Velocity Length
No. V

f
(m/sec L ( mm

1 1548 8.0

2 1359 11.0

3 1693 16.6

4 1652 19.2

5 1328 4.4

6 1040 8.2

7 1557 18.4

8 1165 13.2

9 1251 12.5

generated on the slit plane; that is, the data of the
orientation in Table 1 were not used. hoped that better experimental facilities can clarify

the nature of disagreement at high frequencies.

The values obtained in Table 2 cannot be checked
directly. Lengths of dislocations are shorter than
the length of the slit. The ratios Vf to v are
roughly in agreement with the ratio between ~he
velocity of Rayleigh wave and that of P-wave. In
fracture mechanics, it is known that the rupture
velocity is less than or equal to the Rayleigh wave
velocity. Consequently, the estimated values of the
lengths L and the velocities Vf appear to be
reasonable.

By sUbstituting those obtained values into
equations 7 and 8, we calculated the theoretical
curves of equation 7. Examples are shown in Fig. 7.
In these graphs, we compare theoretical curves with
the spectral ratios obtained f'rom experiments.
Graphs show that the first peaks in the theoretical
curves correspond to the observed maxima of the
spectral ratios. Ibwever, the second peaks are in
poor agreement with experimental results. This is
apparently due to a resolution limit of the detecting
system (due to 1 MHz sampling rate used). Despite
the difficulties in the high frequency range, it is
clear that the concept of spectral ratios can be a
powerful method in the analysis of AE signals. It is

6. Summary

We introduced the theoretical representation of
the mov i08 dislocation and investigated the source
kinematics of the slit model specimen. We discussed
the analysis method Which inclUdes the source
location, the radiation pattern, and the method of
estimating the length of the dislocation and the
velocity of rupture propagation in the mOVing
dislocation model.

We applied this method to experimental resul ts in
uniaxial compression tests of the slit model
specimens. Several AE sources of shear dislocations
were located close to the slit plane. The
orientations of those dislocations were determined by
the rad iaUon pattern anal ysis. Results were within
about. 100 from the orientat.ion of the slit. plane,
which can be traced to location inaccuracy and
dynamical effect of t.he moving dislocations.

According to t.he linear system t.heory, the
spectral ratio is independent of the frequency
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response of the propagating lDedium and the monitoring
system. Thus, we can overcome difficulties in a
conventional frequency analysis, even if we employ
usual detecting devices. ,FrOID experimentally
obtained curves of spectral ratios, we determined the
length of dislocation and the rupture velocity.
Obtained values appear to be reasonable. We
calculated t.heoret.ical curves of spect.ral ratios on
the basis of obtained values. Those theoretical
curves reproduced the essential feat.ures of
experimental spectral ratios below 200 kHz to 300 kHz.
Thus the spectral ratio based on the theories of
moving dislocation and linear systelD shows a promise
for the study of source kinematics in the frequency
domain.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CONCRETE DAMAGES

BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION ANALYSIS

Marie-Christine Reymond, Andre Raharinaivo and Marcelle Brachet

Abstract

This investigation deals with the use of
acoustic emission (AE) technique for characterizing
the damage of concrete specimens loaded to failure.
The loading types and the stress levels were varied in
order to understand the physico-chemical and
mechanical phenomena, which control the cracking
process of concrete.

For the study of fracture conditions of hardened
concrete, the crack propagation was initiated at a
moulded notch in a double cantilever beam. Three
stages of the damage mechanism were determined by the
AE technique: prior to crack initiation, during stable
crack growth and during unstable crack Irowth. For
stresses below 0.3aR where aR is the fracture stress.
it was found that tlie low frequency emissions were
predominant. These are believed to correspond to
debonding at the interfaces between cement paste and
aglrelates. For stress levels above O.SaR, where
craek growth occurred. a greater number or high
frequency emissions were observed.

During the study of cracking due to impeded
shrinkage in yOUDg hardening concrete under
constraint. three stales were indicated by the AE
technique: impeded swelling. impeded shrinkage and
unstable crack propagation.

1. IntrOduction

In recent years. acoustic emission (AE)
techniques have been applied in the study of
mechanical behavior of concrete. The main goal of the
studies (Rusch. 1959; Robinson, 1965; Yokomichi and
Fnjii. 1972; Reymond. 1977; Arrington and Evans. 1977;
loerner et al., 1981) has been the characterization of
damales in concrete loaded either in compression or in
flezure. Typically, the cumulative AE counts (or
event counts) were correlated to the sustained stress
levels. These ezperiments were simultaneously
conducted with other measurements; e.g •• eztensometry
and visnal crack detection. It has been shown that
the cumulative AE counts. Nc ' are low when the stress.
a, is below 30. of the ultimate compressive (or
flezure) strenlth. aR• N starts to increase at
stresses above 0.5aR, reflectinl the introduction of
damales to concrete samples. At stresses above 0.S6
aR• AE si8nals are emitted profusely and continue to
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be active up to the failure stress. This is due to
unstablo crack growth taking place in the sample near
the fracture load.

The ezistence of low frequency components in
microseismic spectra has beou reported (Chugh et al ••
1968; Koerner et al •• 1981). The observed spectrum of
an AE signal depends mainly on the source spectrum and
secondly on the response spectrum of the
structure/trausducer combination. The frequency
signals were related to the mechanism of brittle
fracture.

In spite of these investigations on the AB
behavior of concrete and its relation to the damages
sustained. the behavior of concrote in tension has not
been studied with AE techniques. This is particularly
true when concrete is fresh and young. and it is
subjected to tensile stress due to the shrinkage
associated with the hardeninl processes. This also
applies when a hardened fresh concrete sample has a
notch and is subjected to tensile loads. Thus. we
have investigated the AE behavior of concretes of
different ages under various loading conditions.
Specifically. COncrete samples moulded to a double
cantilever beam geometry have been studied for their
crack growth behavior aDd associated AE
characteristics. In another part of this work.
microfracture processes have been monitored durins the
hardenins of concrete. The lenlth of the sample was
maintained constant while the hydration and
crystallization phases of the concrete sample were in
prosress. AB signals detected indicated mechanical or
thermal instabilities. which may result from such
proce'sus as debondius between the cement matrb and
aggresates and crack propagation between or within
a8gregates. The present AB study has also included
the frequency spectrum analysis of AB signals, which
seems to suggest links between physico-mechanical
processes and observed spectra.

2. Teata OD BardeDod COncreto

2.1 Materials and Ezperimental Procedures

Fracture testina of hardened concrete followed
the work of Acker and Verreman (1981). Double
cantilever beam (DCB) samples wero moulded with the
dimensions of 3.50 m high. 1.10 m wide and 0.30 m
thick (except in the middle where it was reduced to
0.10 m thick) as shown in Pig. 1. The beam has a
notch 0.54 m lonl. located at tho lower side of the
beam. The longitudinal prestressin8 was applied with
siz steel cables (1.2 cm diametor) noar the thick
section (0.30 m) so that the crack follows the reduced
thickness middle plane of the test piece. This allows
the measuremeut of concrete toulhuess under tho
condition of stable crack growth.

07SO-0050/ U/02U,..lUf02 .00
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Twelve test pieces were produced using the
desiln of concrete mixes given in Table 1. The
samples were aged 28 days at room temperature. The
mixes were typical of those used in the construction
of bridses and other structures in France.

A test piece was suspended vertically and the
notch was opened using a loading jack as shown by the
arrow in Fig. 1. The displacement at the notch edse
(VI) was measured as well as at the notch tip (V2 ) and
at 30 cm ahead of the notch tip (V

3
). Electrical

resistance strain gauges were placed alons the
symmetry axis of the beam; they were used to detect
failure. as the stress-strain curves deviate
siSnificantly from linearity.

lP~~~g.;~
~'h

V

V= cont.roUId opaning
P: chackad load

if-----t
------

t

Test procedure for a DCB test piece (see
tut) •

...... - LPiateau t
,* -I loading

cycle

p
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Testins was conducted under the displacement
control. The displacement of the jack was increased
in steps of SO ~ and maint.ained constant at each step
for 600 5 (Fig. 2). The deflection rate between two
load plateaus was 1 ~/s. While the deflection was
increased. or maintained. the load P was measured.
When load relaxation was observed at coustant
displacement, indicatins orack growth, the sample was
unloaded (cycle 1). The load vs. time (P vs. t) and
load vs. displacement (P vs. V) curves are
schematically shown in Fia. 2. During the subsequent
loading cycle, the first load plateau was chosen at a
higher V level than the maximum V value of the
previous load-unload cycle. The beam was loaded
repetitively accordins to this procedure until the
unstahle crack srowth between two load plateaus leads
to the final failure.

2.2 Acoustic Emission Testios

Fig. 2
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The crack extension was followed throngh direct
optical observation. However, the measured crack
length did not correspond to the effective crack
length because of the presence of a damased zone ahead
of the visible crack tip.

Durins the fracture test, AE behavior of
concrete was monitored with various techniques. The
experimental parameters obtained included the number
of AE counts and the relative amplitudes aud frequency
spectra of these sisnals. The locations of

Table I--Mix Proportiou of Various Tested Materials

CONCRETE MORTAR CEMENT PASTE

Aggregate
Silico-calcaire (4-12 mm)
Silico-calcaire (0-5 mm)
de Slen

1,108 kg,m3

700 kg/m

Cement La Frette 3716 kg/m

Water 190 liters 300 liters
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microseismic sources were also determined. although
this topic will not be discussed in this paper. A
piezoelectric accelerometer was used as an AE
transducer la in Fig. 3). It was attached at 1.20 m
from the notch tip on the thin section of the test
piece witb cyanoacrylate. The accelerometer
characteristics were as follows: sensitivity. 60
mV/g; undamped natural frequency. 44 kHz. The output
of the accelerometer was amplified in two stages. The
first stage consisted of a 20 dB aain preamplifier
(Model 7364. Leanord. Haubourdin Lille. France). Thc
second staae of amplification consisted of an
amplifier (Model 5780. Leanord) with additional sain
of 40 dB. The hiah-pass filter () 1 kHz) was used
between the two amplifiers. The sianals were recorded
on a maanetic tape recorder and also fed to a level
recorder. The maanetic tape recorder had a flat
frequency response in the ranae 20 Hz - 20 kHz. The
output of the recorder was connected to a frequency
spcctrum analyzer (Model 1921. General Radio). When
the amplitude of the signals of the level recorder
exceeded a fixed voltage (100 mV). a digital counter
was incremented and followins a preset time interval
the number of counts was recorded on a printer.

3 I (h I

crQck
iniliQli01

2

20

I0 Cycle number I

40

Relationship between cumulative AE count
N (in units of 1000 counts) and time t.
d~ring four loading cycles applied on a
DCB teil piece.

where II is tn M~a.mO.5. B is the be~ width (in mI. a
is the crack length (in m) and P is the snstained load
(N).

Fig. 4

Block diagram of the AE monitoring system.
a) Sensor or piezoelectric accelerometer;
b) preamplifier. c) band-bass filter. d)
amplifier. e) level recorder. f) magnetic
tape recorder.

Fig. 3

II)

2.3 AE Count Analysis

Only one of the DCB samples produced complete
test records allowing the comparison between the AE
data and the mechanical behavior of the material.
The other 11 samples. however. contributed to the
general understanding presented here. although eacb
was only partially successful.

The test sample used for tbe AE count analysis
was uot prestressed at the beginning of the testing.
In the first stage. four loading cycles were applied
to the DCB sample without a prestressing longitudinal
load. Figure 4 shows the relationship betweeu
cumulative AE count N and time. N started to
increase with time afier 2 hrs duri~g the first load
cycle and jumped at 3.5 hrs. where a crack was
initiated. During the second through fourth load
cycles. Nc increased linearly with time. These
relations need to be analyzed in terms of load P and
crack lenath a. The stress intensity factor II was
calculated by the following formula (Benkirane. 1992);

_ 10-5
(I - B U .g3a + .688P)

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the
cumulative AE counts N and XI calculated usinB the
loads at plateaus. up io the crack initiation. The
critical stress intensity factor II was reached at
the end of tho first cycle. DuringCsuccessive load
cycles. apparont [I was applied above the [Ic level.
N continued to increaso once (I reached about 7~ of
tge previously reached (I value; i.e •• Kaiser effect
was not observed. The apparent N -II curves were
depeudent au the uumber of loadiug cycles. The
relationship can be given by the formula:

where C1 is a constant and n is a parameter which
depends on the number of cycles. As can be seen in
Fig. 6. n increased from 5.8 to 42. A similar law was
obtained by Dunegan and Harris (1973) in steel.

Since the crack initiation corresponds to a
critical value of the stress intensity factor. II •
the above relationship leads to the existence of ~he
critical cumulative AE conats. While a further study
is required to establish if a unique value can be
defined for a concrete independent of loading history.
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As the crack approaohes the oriticality. load
drops started to appear durina the displacement
plateau. This was due to orack growth. Figure 7 shows
tho relationship betwoon tho observed AE count rate 6
and the load decrease AP. This relationship is given
by the formula:

/1P kN1.5I,D

6 ___6 10 eyell
x_ zo eyelle-_ 30 cycle
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No anel the stress intonsity factor.
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Fia. 7 Relationship between the load rolaxation
(AP) and the AE count rate 6 (correlation
ooefficient. r. is given for each cycle).

stresses (above 0.7 - O.B aR). AE activities suddenly
increased as the propasation of craoks became
subs tant! al.

(3)
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30000
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25000
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where C2 and C3 are constants. This is similar to tho
relatiou obtaiued by Mandorini et al. (1981) with
C3 =O. Obviously. a laraor crack arowth is
accompanied by a larser AP. which causes 6 to
increase. Thus. AE counts can be utilized for the
monitoring of crack arowth in critioally stressed
concrete struotures.

Uniaxial comprossion tests were also conducted
usiUI cylindrical samples of mortar oement paste and
concrete. AE count rate rates (6) for the three
materials are plotted aaainst normalized stress
(100 x alaR) in Fig. 8. Three stases of AE activities
were observed. At the lowest stress levels. AE due to
Initial crack closure is expected at less than 0.1
aR• When the load is applied. open microcracks
ex~ant in the specimen are compressed and AE is
produoed by the rubbing of the orack faces. At the
intermediate stress level. the formation ot small
craoks are expected to generato AE slanals. At higher

FiS. 5 Relationship between the peak valnes in
fracture touBhnoss and the oumulative AE
count N is Biven by a solid line ourve.
The dasied line ourves aive relationships
between K1 and Nc '

it would be possible to predict the crack propaaation
from a siven length and load level. The craok arowth
oan be antioipated if the AE count rate reachos a
oritical value.
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SPLITTING TESTS
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Variation of AE count rate versus
normalized stress levels for various
materials in uniaxial compression tests.

The square beam concrete specimens were tested
in three-point bend tests. The cumulative AE couut
vs. load cnrves were similar to those of Totomichi and
Fujii (1972). Evaluation of data obtained from the
bend tests on the square beam specimens indicated two
stages associated with microfracture behavior; namely,
the formation of small cracks at low stresses and
major cracks at high stresses. The monitored AE
counts increased with increasing stress level from 17~

For stress levels above approximately O.BaR, a
peat appears in the spectrum at 16 kHz. and a lower
peak was observed at 600 Hz. However. the entire
range had spectrum intensities dnring this nnstable
growth stage. In comparison. splitting tests were
conducted using cement paste samples of the same
cylindrical geometry. Frequency spectrum results were
basically identical to those of concrete samples as
shown in Fig. 9. There is an analogy between these
results obtained for splitting test specimens and
frequency spectra from DCB test piece. No resonance
characteristics were apparent in either geometries.

The frequency spectra from DCB tests are given
in Fig. 9. Typical spectra for three stages of damage
development are shown. The results indicate the
following features:

Frequency spectra of AE signals from the
cylindrical samples were established as a function of
the sustained stress. For stress levels below 30' of
the breaking stress G~the frequency spectra included
two main peaks at 630-~z and 16 kHz, as shown in the
middle column of Fig. 9. A substantial fraction of
low frequency long duration signals were observed.
For stress levels above O.SaR, the spectrum results
showed 8 greater spread over the entire range. but
particularly in the high frequencies (the center
drawing of Fig. 9). This range corresponds to the
stable crack growth stage.

b) During the stable crack growth the frequency
spectrum shows continuous increase from 200 Hz to 15
kHz. A large percentage of high frequency signals of
short duration were observed.

a) Before crack initiation, the most common
frequency observed was in the range of 250 Hz - 1 kHz
and 10 kHz - 20 kHz. The lower frequency signals were
generally of long duration.

Concerning DCB testing. freqnency spectra were
observed in the frequency rauge 20 Hz - 20 kHz for
each loading cycle. (The three damaging stages of the
material are presented in Fig. 8.)

c) During the unstable crack growth stage, the
frequency spectrum had most components between 100 Dz
to 18 kHz. Three maximum amplitudes (180 Hz, 630 Hz.
16 kHz) were observed.

The cylindrical specimens were tested in tensile
test similar to the method described in the ASl1l
Standard C 496-64T. The cylinder was loaded in
compression on its side. Fracture occurs aloug the
vertical plane which included the loading lines.
While compressive stresses existed at the lines. along
which load was applied, a uniform tensile stress
existed normal to the fracture plane.

The cylindrical specimens were tested in
splitting test similar to the method described in the
ASTM Standard C 496-64T. The cylinder was loaded in
compression on its side. Fracture occurred along the
vertical plane which included the loading lines.
While compressive stresses existed at the lines. along
which the load was applied. a uniform tensile stress
existed normal to the fracture plane.

The concrete DCB test samples were 3.50 m long.
Since the AE frequency spectra may depend on the
geometry of the sample, tests were also carried out on
other concrete samples of different geometries.
Besides the DCB samples. cylindrical samples (SO cm
long. 25 cm diameter) and square beams (10 cm x 10 cm
x 40 cm) were also used. The mix design and the age
of these small specimens were similar to the DCB
samples.

In order to evaluate the frequency spectrum of
AE signals, recorded signals were analyzed in the
frequency range 20 Hz to 20 kHz following mechanical
testing. Results were correlated to the three stages
of damage mechanisms.

2.4 Frequency Spectrum Analysis
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COMPRESSION TEST
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Fig. 11 Frequency spectra for three loading levels for a mortar and a
concrete (28 days old) iu compression tests.
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to 26~ of OR' During this phase. small cracks were
ezpected to form and the low frequency AE signals in
the 250 Hz to 800 Hz region were dominant. The top
graph on the right side of Fig. 10 shows the frequency
spectra for these tests (marked DCB test in the
figure). At stress levels of about 0.4oR• the
frequency spectra started to become strong at much
become strona at much higher frequencies (10 kHz - 16
kHz). These results correspond to the formation of
major cracks (see the middle right in Fig. 10).
Similar spectra dominated by the high frequency
components were observed for stress levels above
0.750R where unstable crack arowth were observed (see
the bottom right in Fig. 10).

The comparison between the freqnency spectra of
AE siguals frOlll square samples tested in three-point
bend tests and the other samples described above
enables us to correlate spectrUIII features to the
cracking behavior of concrete in conjunction with the
results by other authors who used a direct optical
observation. The concrete damagina mechaniSllls are
apparently related to the following features of the AE
frequency spectrUIII:

a) The lower spectra frequoncy emissions are

related to debonding between the cement matrix and
aggregates. The interface itself is the critical
region.

b) The higher spectra frequency 8IIIissions lIIay be
related to crack propagation between agaregates or
within aggregates.

c) The frequeucy conteut of the sianals ranging
from 4 kHz - 8 kHz are due to microcracks exteusiou
(bridaes) where distances between particles of coarse
aggregate are relatively SIIIall.

These mechanisms of crackina related to
frequency spectrUIII analysis of AE signals from
concrete under tensile stress were also suggested by
Terrien (1980). The observed correlations also apply
to the results of other tests performed on mortar and
concrete. These were tested in flexure and uniaxial
compression. and the spectra are shown in Fias. 10 and
11. As noted in Pig. 10. both materials for the
flexture tests were aged for three months. Those
samples in Fig. 11 were aged 28 days. The similarity
observed in frequency spectra for silnals resultinl
from compression aud from tension tests is not
surprising (Fig. 11).
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J. Tosta 011 Bar••ailll Colloroto 3.2 Acoustic Emission Behavior

3.1 Test pieces and esperimental prooedures

In order to study the oraoking bohavior of
concroto under tons ion. a systcm has been developed
for obtainillg concrete oraokins in relatively short
hardenins time (Paillere and Serrano. 1976). This
crackins te.t maintain. a concrete sample at oOIl.tallt
lellgth as so011 as it i. monlded. Durillg agillg. if tho
sample shrinks. it is extondod alld if it swells, it is
compressed. The apparatus cOllsists of a small
pneumatic testillg machille to which a mOllldillg device
is adapted (Fig. 12). At the elld of this devioe are
the allchorins hoads, olle of which is attached to the
frame alld the other i. mobile alld coupled to a
plleumatic ram throngh a dynamometor. A sYllthetio
resill, suitably chargod with calcaroous filler,
enables the fresh ooncrete to be direotly bonded to
the steol anohorillS heads and makes the sample
integral with the ris. Au electronic system constantly
aonitors the length of the sample and adjust tho
positioll of the ram. This method enables the behevior
of the concrete sample to be monitored continuously.
while oontrollins the main parameters that affeot its
shrinkage and cracking. In order to impede surfaoe
evaporation durinS the ooncrete setting. the spocimen
surfaco is protected with a polyethylene foil cover.
The apparatus is in an air couditioned room at 200 C
with an 501 relative humidity. TWo samples of the
same geometry wore tosted simultalleously. The first
sample wa. in the constant lensth rig under applied
.tress. while the sooond sample was nsed as a control
and 8god at free strain. Four such pairs were tested.
The mix desiln of the telted CODCrete was:

aaaregates3(4-10 mm): 671 kg~m3. aaareaates (0-5 mm):
1.018 kg/m ; cement; 530 kg/m ; water; 200 1.

During tho constrained ends test, compressive
stress was initially applied. After 22 hrs. shrinkago
started and tensile stress was applied as shown in
Pig. 13 (Bottom araph). Strain measured on the
control sample is also shown in the same graph.

The AE count rate for hardellina concrete was
characterized by an initial inorease. The rate was
maximum at 7 hrs. corresponding to the maximum valuo
of the hydratiou rate. This was followed by a
decrease over an 8 hr period. SUbsequently, AB connt
rates were lIearly unohanged evell during the period of
impeded shrinkage (top araph in Fia. 13).

At stress levels below 0.3 GR, the AE oount rate
is low. Ind lower frequency signals are dominant.
Closure of extant cracks and debonding betwoen cement
paste and aggregates appear to produoe these AE
sigllals. At higher stress levels above 0.50a • a
larger percentage of high frequency sigaals IS
obsorved. The extension of microcracks aDd
macrooracks are apparently responsible for these
observa tions.

The aim of this illvestigation was to
characterize with AE techniques the mechanical
behavior of oOllorote samples under fracture touahness.
flexure. splittina and compression tests.

Cono1llslons

From the analysis of AE data. the behavior of
hardened concrete is similar under fracture touahness.
or flexure testing. The shape of the AE oount
ratelstress level ourve indioates three staaes of the
damaains process. Bxperimental data on frequency
analysis suggests the relatiollship between the
speotrum and souroe mechallisa.

The spectrum analysis of AE signals recorded
durina the oonstrained ends test was obtained usina
the same set-up described earlier. (See Fig. 14.) It
shows that durina the swelling stage. the amplitudos
of the speotrum were very low. but the spectrum
contained 200 Hz to I kHz range as well as 10 to 16
kHz range. This is similar to those found in the
splittina test. where initial crack closures are
expected. After the specimen demoulding alld
additional stressilli. tho trallsitioll from
microcracking to macrocracking was characterized by a
shift from low frequency spectrum (the middle graph in
FiS. 14) to those showing stronger high frequency
cOlltents observed a few minutes before final failure.
The rapid inorease in AE during this filial stage of
the test was not inoluded in Fig. 13. Here, the high
frequellcy (10 to 16 kHz) oontellt was lower than
previously observed in other conorete samples. This
effoot apparently arises from the constrained
hardenina, but the exact reasoll is unknown.

By using the constraint dovice during the
hardellillg of concrete, we studied impeded espallsion
and shrinkage phenomena. and oompared with the oontrol
sample hardened under froe strain. Tho acoustio
omission mOllitorillg was IIsed to follow the change of
the hydration phellomella and to detect debonding
between orystals and at the interfaces betwoen cement
paste and aggregate during the growth of microoracks.
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UDder tho con.tr.iDod ond. oonditlon. hardoDIDS
concrete i. esposod to compres.ive .tre•• duo to tho
swelling a••ociated with the h.rdening proces.el.
During this hydration proces.e., tho AE count r.te
incroases with rising applied stresl and i. followed
by the AE oount rate decrease. DurinS the .nb.oquont
.hrinka.e. AE oount r.tes are ne.rly nnch.naed eveD
undor ri.ing ton.ile .tre•••
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EFFECTS OF SOLUTE DISTRIBUTION ON ACOUSTIC
EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF SOLID SOLUTION ALLOYS

S.-Y. S. Hsu and Kanji Ono

Abstract

The acoustic emission (AE) behavior of seven
substitutional solid solution alloys during tensile
testing was studied to determine effects of solute
atom distributions. The specimens were subjected to
different heat treat conditions to give a range of
distributions of solute atoms in solid solution
alloys. It was found that the AE behavior of Cu-l0Ni,
Cu-30Ni and Cu-l0Zn (Group I) alloys differed
significantly from the alloys of Cu-30Zn, Cu-40Zn. and
Ni-22Fe (Group II) alloys. The AE behavior of Cu-15Zn
was between the two groups For Group I alloys, the
AE output levels were determined by the degree of
solute segregations to dislocations. The AE output
levels of Group II alloys were substantially higher
than iu Group I alloys. This was attributed to the
existence of short-range ordering in Group II alloys,
which produced pinning effects and coarse slip
pattern.

1. Introduction

In several previous studies, the effects of
foreign atoms on AE behavior have been investigated.
For interstitial atoms, Hsu and Ono (198Z) found that
carbon atems in nickel drastically alter the AE
characteristics when they form pinning atmospheres
around dislocations. For dilute substitutional
alloys. Hatano (1977) reported that AE of copper
single crystals decreased with Al concentratiOn up to
1.15 at.~. This was explained by the decrease of the
stacking fault energy (SFE). In Al-&Ig single crystals
up to 3~ Mg, studied by Kuribayashi and Kishi (1978).
the AE output levels were again lowered as the solute
concentration increased. Here, the result was
attributed to the decrease of dislocation mobility
through cloud-like atmosphere of solute atems. There
are few systematic studies on more concentrated
substitutional alloys. In Type 304L stainless steels
studied by Hsu et ala (1979). substitutional Ni and Cr
atems lower the SFE. which in turn lowers the AE
activities. However. in 4~ Zn brass where zinc
addition also lowers the SFE of copper, the solute
addition increases the AE level significantly (Imaeda
et al., 1976). Therefore, more systematic studies are
needed to clarify the roles of solute atems.

A thorough investigation of solute atom effect
should include at least the following four aspects:
type of solute. solute concentration. solute

Received ZO July 1983; in revised form. 28 December
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with Department of Materials Science and Engineering.
School of Engineering and Applied Science, University
of California, Los Angeles. CA 90024.
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distribution. and solute mobility. In this study.
three types of alloys with different cOncentrations
were investigated. The selections were based on the
characteristics of their binary phase diagram and the
current understanding of solute strengthening
mechanisms. Solute distribution effects were studied
here by varying the heat treatment conditions of the
specimens. Solute mobility effects will not be
investigated here. as all the tests were conducted at
roem temperature.

2. "'teria1s and Ezperiaents

2.1 Materials

The following three groups of alloys were
studied:

(i) Cu-Ni Alloys: This alloy system is a
relatively simple one in the following two aspects.
First. the alloying of nickel and copper retains the
same fcc structure throughout the entire composition
range, an example of complete solute solubility with
no intermediate compounds. No short range ordering
(SRO) has been observed in this alloy. Secondly. the
addition of Ni in Cu increases the SFE of Cu only
slightly (Nakajima. 1965). Consequently. the
dislocation glide mode should be essentially
unchanged. Two concentrations were investigated, Cn
10Ni and Cn-30Ni.

(ii) Ni-2ZFe (78 Permalloy): This magnetic
alloy has its composition close to Ni3Fe. a long
range ordered (LRO) alloy with CU3Au type
super1attice. The order-disorder transitiOn
temperature is 550°C for Ni Fe. Above this
temperature, considerable slo is expected to persist
(Calvayrac and Fayard. 1973). The SFE of Ni decreases
only slightly with iron addition. For Ni-2ZFe. its
SFE is about 85~ of that of Ni (Gallagher. 1970) so
that the planar type glide mode is not likely to
operate.

(iii) Cu-Zn Alloys: At room temperature, Cu-Zn
alloys form fcc phase up to about 3~ Zn. Further
addition of Zn atoms results in a bcc P phase
(disordered) or P' phase (ordered). The critical
temperature for the order-disorder transition in 45'
Zn alloy is 456°C. Two phsse structures are obtained
for Zn content of 35-45'. There is also substantial
indirect experimental evidence pointing to the
existence of SRO in brass. at least with high zinc
concentrations (Clarebrough et a1 •• 1960, 1961;
Wi1sdorf and Fourier. 1956). Unlike Cu-AI alloys. it
is not possible to obtain direct evidence of SRO in
Cu-Zn alloys from electron or X-ray diffraction
because of the similar atomic scattering factor. The
SFE of alpha Cn-Zn alloys decreases significantly with
Zn addition. Electron microscope observations show
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that dislocation substruoturos chango from oolls and
tanglos to pilo-ups in alloys with zino oontont hiahor
than 20ft (hann and Nutting, 1961). Four Cu-Zn alloys
with difforent concontrations wero studiod hore,
inoluding Cu-10Zn, Cu-lSZn, Cu-30Zn and Cu-40Zn.

2.2 Testing

To investigate the effect of soluto distribution
on AE behavior, we variod the degreo of solute
segrogation at dislocations, as well as the degroe of
clustoring or ordering. This was dono by cooling a
speoimon slowly from a hiah annoaling temperaturo (-
- 0.7 Tm, where Tm is tho molting temporaturo of tho
alloy) until it reachod a temperature T. Tho
spocimon was then quenohod into water a'ter holding at
T for 30 or 60 minutes. All spooimons woro tostod at
380 I. Whon the spocimen was slowly coolod to room
temperaturo, we designate T as 300 I. Thus, in a
sample quenched from a high3r T , we ezpect the
distribution of solute atoms toqbe more random than in
a samplo quenched from a lowor T. All the specimens
tested had grain sizes betwoen 28 and 60~. The flat
tensile spocimons had dimonsions of 152 am x 20 em x
1.3 I11III (6" x O.g" x 0.05") with a reduced section of
25 I11III x 5.1 I11III (1" x 0.2"). The setup for tensile
testing and AE deteotion was the same as that for pure
metals described in a previous paper (Bsu and Ono,
1980). Basically, a 100 kDz fZT element was attachod
to one end of a staiDless steel (9.5 am diameter x 165
I11III) waveguide, which was soldered to a sample. The
output was ..plified 60 dB with a bandpass filter of
50 to 115 kDz range. The AE signal level was
monitorod using two truo-rms voltmeters counected in
parallel with different sensitivity scales. The
outputs of the voltmeters and a load cell were
rocorded on a multichannel digital rocorder as well as
on an instrumentation tape recorder. Mechanical
testing employed an Instron testiug machine. The
nominal strain rate of the test was 7 x 10-4,s.

3. ~erI.eDt.l ....It.

3.1 Cu-l0Ni

The yield strength deoreased with incroaaing T
above 700 I, as shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, th3
yield strengths of Cu and Cu-30Ni are also shown in
Fig. 1. These were unaffected by T aDd generally
lower than those for Cu-l0Ni. The ~ransition from
elastic to plastic behavior was always .radual,
oxhibitin. continuous yiolding behavior typical of
pure foc metals. Regardlos. of T , neither
disoontinuous yiolding nor yiold arop was obsorvod at
tho beginning of plastic deformation. During work
hardening, no sorration was noted in tho load
displacomont curvos. That is, no dynamic strain aging
oocurred in this alloy. The rms output vo1tago of AE
signals (Vr ) vs. strain for difforont quenching
temporaturos woro similar to those obsorvod in pure
copper or aluminUm by Bsu and Ono (1980): that is, a
rapid inoroase of AE signals was obsorved within tho
pro-yiold rogion, roaching a maximum near macroscopic
yielding, aDd thon docroasing sharply and
monotonically during work-hardoning. The maximum AE
output voltago will bo roforrod to as V • This typo of
Vr-strain ourvo will bo cal10d TYpo I c~o hero. A
typical TYpe I curve is shown in Fig. 2, which is for
a sample slow ooolod to 300 I. In Fig. 3, tho
variations of tho poak AE output lovol Dear
macroscopio yiolding, V is plottod against T. At T
of 850 I and abovo, V 'emained at a low but 30nstantq

(== 14 flV) value. Thil lovel is comparablo to the
value of V of pure Cu. Botwoon 850 I and 600 I, V
incroasod iradually with decroasing T , but it agaiK
lovoled off below 600 I. It was noti3od that tho
increase of the yield strength in Cu-IONi over the
temperaturo rango of 1073 I to 850 I did not cause any
significant ohange in V •p
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Fig. 2 TYPe I AE behavior, observed in Cu-lONi slow
cooled to 300 I. Tbo rms voltage is p10ttod
against crosshead displacemont. Equivalent
strain scalo is given at the top.
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3.2 Cu-30Ni

Unlike eu-IONi. T did not affoct the roam
temp.rature yio1d strenlth (Fil. I). The initial
di.continuous yioldinl was observed after slow coolinl
(i.o •• at a T of 300 I). Howevor. serrations in the
str.s.-strainqourvo. did not .ppear durinl work
hardoDinl resardles. of T. ODly Type I Y -.train
curvo. wor. observod. Th3 dopendonco of yr with T
r ••••bl.d that in Cu-IONi. ezc.pt for the 'arler q
incr.... of Y betweon 850 I and 600 K in Cu-30Ni
(Fil. 3). p

Fil. 4 The effect. of quonchinl temperaturo T on
tho tensile stronlth (T.S.). yield q
.tronsth (I.S.) and peak AS output l.vel.
of Ni-nFe.

50

OL............_~~~~I-o~~~
0123456789

Crosahed D18plac_t ( - )

Fig. 6 Typo II AS bohavior. obsorved in Ni-22Fe slow
coolod to 300 K. Th. rms voltas. i. plott.d
asainst crosshoad di.placem.nt. Equival.nt
.train scalo is livon at tho top.

3.3 Ni-nFo

Filure 4 plot. tho variation of the yio1d
strenlth. t.n.ile .trenlth. and V of Ni-22Fe a. a
function of T. A minor increa.ePof tho yi.ld .nd
ten.ilo .trenlth. woro detectod whilo loworinl Tq fram
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300 I.

3.6 Cu-30Zn

As shown in Fig. 7. the yield strength was not
affected by T in Cn-30Zn. For T of 300 l. the
10ad-elongatiSn curve revealed di~continuous yielding

The effects of quenching temperature T on
the peat AE ontput levels of Cn-IOZn. ~u
lSZn. Cn-30Zn and Cn-40Zn.

Fig. 8
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Fig. 7 The effeot of quench ins temperature T on
the yield strength of Cu-IOZn. Cu-15Zi.
Cu-30Zn and Cu-40Zn.
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III 80 .--0 • • •• •5= • • Cu-1SZnAs shown in Fig. 7. there was ao appreciable

change in the yield strength with T for this alloy.
Initial discoatinuous yielding and ~errations were
also absent at all T. Regardless of T • the V 
strain curves remainad as Type I. The Sependen€e of
V on T is plotted in Fig. 8. A low but constant
l@vel o~ V (~IO~V) was observed between T of 873 I
and 600 I.Pcomparable to that of pure Cu. i small
increase to 25 pV was recorded between T of 600 I and

q

1173 K to 300 K. The load-eloagation curves at
various T are plotted ia Fig. 5. The effect of T on
the work-Hardening regioa of load-elongation curvei
was small. and serratioas were not observed. The
effect of T was shown in the initial yielding
phenomenon.qhowever. Discontinuous yielding appeared
clearly for T below 573 I. but continuous yielding
prevailed abo~e 793 K.

3.S Cu-15Zn

Except for the overall strength levels. the
variations of mechanical properties of Cu-15Zn with T
were similar to those in Cu-IOZn alloy. The yield q
strength levels were slightly lower than those of Cu
10Zn alloys. The shape of the V -strain curves
remained Type I for tbe specimen~ quenched from
different temperatures. The dependeuce of V on T
again can be divided into three ranges. as sHown i3
Fig. 8. Witbin both the high (873 I to 650 I) and the
low (450 I to 300 X) temperature ranges. AE was
insensitive to T • Lowering T through the
intermediate tem~erature rangi (650 K to 450 I)
increased V. The AE levels for this alloy were two
to five tim@s higher than those of Cu or Cu-IOZn at
corresponding temperatures.

3.4 Cu-l0Zn

AS characteristics of this alloy were quite
different from those in the Cu-Ni alloys described
above. Firstly. even at the hishest T of 1173 K (0.69
T ) where V was at its smallest valu». the AS level
w:s higher ~han those observed in many samples of Cu
or Cu-Ni alloys. Secondly. V increased rapidly as T
was lowered. Such an increas' was especially q
sigDificaDt between 1173 K and 700 K. where it went
from 40 ~V to about 220 ~V. Below 700 I. V increased
at a smaller rate. V. at a T of 300 I. riached 250
~V. more than triple ihe hishe~t value of more
concentrated Cu-30Ni. The shapes of Vr-strain curves
were also affected by T. At 300 K and 573 I. the
V -strain curves were c?oser to that observed in low
clrbon steels. i.e •• hiSh AE level as discontinuous
yieldins prosressed but droppins to lower levels once
wort-hardening set in. This type will be called Type
II V -strain curves. A typical Type II curve is shown
in Ffs • 6. which is for a sample slow cooled to 300 K.
The corresponding stress-strain curve is siven in Fig.
5 (for T = 300.I). Above 573 I. V -strain curve
returnedqto Type I behavior. It shSuld be emphasized
that the appearance of discontinuous yielding below
573 I was not the major factor for the hiSh AS levels.
The increase was ao more than 50 ~V between T of 700
I and 300 I. q
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which was not fOUDd at higher T • Serrations during
work-hardeninB were observed atqall T. Regardless of
T • the shape of V -strain curves shoied sharp
f'uctuations durinI work-hardening. These coincided
with the serrations in the stress-strain curves. The
T dependence of V is also plotted in Fig. 8. At the
highest T of 873 f (0.71 T ). the value of V (70 ~V)
was substantially higher thin those observed ¥n
quenohed samples of Cu. Cn-Ni. or low %inc Cu-Zn
alloys. Between 873 I and 573 K V increased rapidly
with decreasing T. The increase gontinued below 573
K. Although it ocSurred at a reduced rate. V reached
150 ~V at T of 300 K. This behavior is similar to
that of Ni-!2Fe. but differs significantly from the
lower concentration Cu-Zn alloys.

3.7 Cu-40Zn

The yield strength of this alloy was also
independent of T • as shown in Fig. 7. In the load
elonsation curvei. the initial discontinuous yielding
appeared clearly between T of 300 K and 573 K.
accompanied by Type II V -itrain curves. Serrations
were shown in all the loid-elonsation curves after
about 1i strain. Along with these serrations. the
V -strain curves exhibited sharp spikes at all
q~nchin8 temperatures. The variation of V on Tare
also included in Fig. 8. Like Cu-30Zn and Ri-22Fi. V
levels increased as T was lowered below the hiahest p
quenching temperature? The AE levels of Cu-40Zn were
lower than those of Cu-30Zn. This apparently reflects
the increased amoUDt of bcc phase in Cu-40Zn. as the
bcc structure is expected to aenerated a lower AE
activity (Bsu and Ono. 1980).

... Dhcuauloa

Let us first summari%e the mechanical and AE
behavior of various alloys studied. The mechanical
behavior of these alloys can be briefly stated as
follows:

(a) Except for Cu-l0Ni. the yield strenBths of
all the alloys studied were independent of T •

q

(b) Discontinuous initial yieldina was obsrved
in slow-cooled samples (T < 573 K) of more
concentrated alloys; thatqis. Cu-30Ni. Cu-30Zn. Cu
40Zn. and Ni-22Fe. Above a T of 773 I. no
discontinuous yielding was ditcernible in any alloy.

(c) Serrations were observed in Cu-30Zn and Cu
40Zn alloys at all T .

q

The AE behavior of the seven alloys studied has
the follow ina characteristics:

(a) For Cu-l0Ni. Cu-30Ni. and Cu-lOZn alloys.
dependence of V on T can be separated into three
resions. In the highqtemperature resion. V was low
and constant. V increased gradually witb Becreasina
Tq in tho intormidiate temperaturo res ion. In the low

temperature region. V aaain leveled off to a constant
value. p

(b) For Cu-lONi. Cu-30Ni and Cu-lOZn alloya. the
level of V at biSh T region was close to that of
pure coppe~. The V ~aluo of pure copper waa sbown to
be independent of ~.

q

(c) For Cu-30Zn. Cu-40Zn and Ni-22Fe alloys. V
valuos even at their hiahest quenchina temperatures p
(0.7T ) were higher than that of pure copper and V
incre~sed continuously as quonchina temperature wag
lowered. No clear separation of the three temperature
rea ions can be made.

(d) Cu-15Zn exhibited an AE behavior somewhat
between Group I alloys includinB Cu-l0Ni. Cu-30Ni and
Cu-lOZn and Group II alloys. including Cu-30Zn. Cu
40Zn and Ni-22Fe. The V vs. T curve of Cu-lSZn
alloy can be separated iRto thrie resions. but the V
value in the high T region was hiaher than that of p
Group I alloys. q

(e) The AE output level depended not only on the
solute concentration. but also the type of solute
atoms. Cu-Zn had much hiaher AE activities than Cu
30Ni. Ni-22Fe showed the hishest AE output level
amons all alloys studied here.

4.1 AE Behavior of Group I Alloys

4.1.1 Random Solute Distribution

Random distributions of solute atoms may be
assumed in ideal solid solution alloys annealed and
quenched from high temperatures (Hirth and Lothe.
1968). From the phase relationships described in
Section 2.1. random solute distributions are likely to
exist in Cu-Ni alloys as well as in low concentration
eo-Zn alloys after hiah temperature quenching.
Exporimental rosults show that for Group I alloys
annealed and quenched from a hiah T , the AE output
levels were similar to that of pureqcopper. even
thouah the yield strenath incroased substantially
compared with copper. This implies that, when
randomly distributed. solute atoms in Group I alloys
have minimal effect on their AE behavior. This
observation will be examined first.

With random solute distribution. the solute
pinnins effect is nealigible. Unless the SFE is
lowered substantially. dislocation substructures in a
solid solution alloy remain UDchanaed from those in
pure metals. The main effect exerted by solute atoms.
then. is the increase of frictional force acting on
moving dislocations. Under constant applied stress
conditions. several studies have indicated that
alloying indeed increases tho frictional draa
coefficient. B. decreasina the dislocation mobility
(Kaneda. 1970; Banerji and Bilello, 1975). However.
when tho alloy is tested UDder constant strain rate
the increased frictional forco is compensated by the
increase of the yield strenath in order to accommodate
the t=posed strain rate. Therefore. the dislocation
mobility remains high. and. tho main source of AE can
be attributed to the motion of glide dislocations
throuah slip planes. In these cases. AE output levels
are controlled by mobile dislocation velocities (Hsu
and Ono. 1980). With random solute distribution. tho
dislocation velocities of these alloys are expected to
be similar to that of copper. It is therefore
expected that the AE output levels of these alloys are
similar to that of pure copper. This was the case
even for Cu-lOZn. which has a lower SFE than in Cu.
The decrease of SFE in Cu-lOZn did not reduce its AS
levels to auy significant extent. because dislocation
pile-ups were observed only in alloys with zinc
content higher than 2a. (Swann and Nuttina. 1961).
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4.1.2 Solut. S'ar.saCion

Th. inor•••• of AB output l.vol. ov.r tho
int.rmodi.to temp.ratur. ranlO will bo di.ou•••d n.zt.
Ib.n a .olut••olution .1101 i. hold at a mod.r.t.
temp.raturo to .llow lona-r.nl' diffu.ion. .olut.
atom. will .aturato tho th.rmodynamio.lly .llow.bl.
• iCe. n••r di.looation.. Through the siz....i.fit.
mcdulu••i.fit or ohaaio.l effect. the•••oluto. form
pinDinl .tmo.phero. aroand the.e di.loo.tion•• It h••
b••n .UIS••t.d in previou. p.per. (Landy and Dna.
1982; B.u .nd ODo. 1982) th.t tho form.tion of pinninl
.tmo.ph.r•• incro•••• the AS output lovol. throush
di.loo.Cion bre.kaway .nd multiplio.tion. Tho AS
output levol duo to .uch di.loc.tion bre.kaw.y h.s
beoD formulatod ••

(1)

whore a o i. the 100.1 pinning .tro•• that depoDds aD
the soluto oonoeftr.tion .nd solut ...dislooatioD
binding eDo£ay. N is the r.te of disloo.tion
bre.k.w.y. L is the .vor.se di.looation loop lonsth. b
is tho Bursers vector. and B is the dislooatioD dr.s
oo.ffioient. Sever.l expert-ent.l findiDls report.d
h.ro al.o Snla.st th.t tho formation of soluto pinnins
.tmo.pheros .Dd subaoquont disloc.tion breakaw.y are
roapon.ibl. tor tho incre.ao of AS oDtput levels iD
these 111101':

(.) Puro oopp.r. with the absenoe of soluto
pinning. did Dot .how any iuorease of AB sianala with
• d.cre.so in T •

q

(b) As shown FiS. 3. AE 10v.ls for both Cn-Ni
alloys inore.s.d over tho taap.r.tur. r.ua' of 600 to
850 I. A simil.r iuore.s. was observ.d in CD-10Zn
al101s at a lower t.-poratur. r.nae (400 to 600 I).
Thi. shift alODa the T azis appo.rs to r.fl.ct tho
differ'Doe iD tho diffi.iou kiDetioa of the solute
atums. as di.cuss.d b.low.

(0) AE l.vel ia hiah.r tor .ore oODo.ntrated
Cu-Ni .lloys. This .arees with tho pinnina meohani ..
discuss.d above bec.ns. tho local pinniDI .tr.ss
incr•••• s with .olut. conc'Dtration (Suzuki. 1957).

(d) Th. load-olona.tion curv. of Cn-30Ni show.
initial di.oontiuuous yi.lding. iDdicating tho
ezist.uo. of .troDs.r pinning atmo.ph.r.s. AB sisuals
live bett.r indicatioD of dislooatioD unpinnins .nd
r.pid multiplic.tion bec.u•• th.y .r. hiShly sen.itive
to dislocation dynamic••

4.1.3 Kin.tio. of Solute Sesr.s.tion

Solute atum misration i. a re.ult of Ions rIDS.
diffuaion proo.... Wh.n ••olid .olution .lloy i.
h.ld .t • mod.rat. taaporaturo to allow the Ions r.ns.
diffusion to t.ke pl.o•• enough solute .toms will form
pinnins .tmo.ph.r.s. If tho taap.ratur. i. too low •
tho diffuaiou r.t. ia too .low to o.u•• Dotio••ble
long ranlo diffusion. OD tho other h.nd. if tho
taap.rature i. too hiah. tho .ntropic offoot ia too
.trons to form • oond.n.ed atmo.ph.re. The form.tion
of cond.nsod .tmo.phcre. ahould incre.se the AB output
lovel oriain.ting from di.loo.tion bre.k.w.y .nd/or
multiplic.tion. The kinetics of .olut••tom .igr.tion
depond on the aolut. diffusivity. Acoordins to tho
.odol of Cottrell (1953). tho ••rly .t.se of .olut.
.earoaation o.n b. oxpros.od a.

(2)

whero N(t) i. the D~b.r of soluto .tom. r,-ov.d from
.olution .t timo t. C is tho initi.l .olut.
conoontr.tion. L i. eKe charactori.tic di.tanco
dop.Dd.nt on tho binding .n.ray and t.-p.raturo .nd D
i. tho diffu.ion co.ffici.nt at T. To form tho
.ff.ctivo .oluto atmoaph.r. over. fix.d timo p.riod.
.n .lloy with • hiah.r solute diffusivity requir.s a
lowor temporatur. compar.d with anoth.r alloy of a
lower .oluto diffu.ivity••uch that D is comp.rable in
both .lloy.. Prom .xport-ental dat.. tho int.rmediate
te.por.tur. r.Dae for Cu-lONi and Cv-30Ni i. 600 1 to
850 I. 650 K to 450 K for Cu-15Zn and 600 K to 400 K
for CD-IOZn. Usina the diffusion data publish.d by
ADusavioo aDd DeBoft (1972). the corre.ponding
diffusioD coe~l!oients oan bo extrapol.ted. V.luos of
D aDd Co(D/T) are list.d in Tabl. I for four Group
I alloy.. Th. tempor.tur. rang. is ref.rr.d to .s Tito Tf iD this t.blo. 2/ Jz0'Pt for Cu-10Zn. tho
agre.-.nt in Co(D/T) is quit. load amoDS thre.
other alloys. B.u .nd Ono (1982) report.d that the
s.srosacion of o.rbon to dialoc.tion in Ni-O.O" C
occur. botwe'D about 60021 .Dd 400 1. U.iDa Q g 142
I1/Dol • • Dd D ~ 0.12 em I. (XoveDs~i!' !963). tho
diffusioD CO!~6io!ents .re 5.2 x 10 em I. at 600 1
aDd 3.4 x 10 CD Is at 400 1. Thos••re in the same
rans.s •• tho thr.e coppor .lloys. iDdic.tins that
comp.r.bl••olute mobilities oxist wheD dotootablo
solute pinniDI .tmospheres .ro form.d.

Tho inoreDso of AE output lovel via pinDins of
dislocations is larser for .lloys with hiah.r soluto
cODc.ntration. Th. th.~odYDamic thoory for tho
Cottrell 100kiDS in sDb.titutioua1 .1loys w.s
dovolop.d by Suzuki (1957). If tho po.sible

T.ble I Sol ute sosresatioD kinetics iD Group I Alloy.

Q(l1/l1olo) 2 Ti(JO
2 C (D IT )2/3 TfUO Df (cID2/s) C (D IT )2/3DO(CII Is) Di (CD Is) a i i off

Cu-10 Ni 218 0.31 850 1.2dO-14 S.9&lO-13 600 3.2:d0-2O 1.4dO-16

Cu-30 Ni 227 0.29 850 3.SdO-lS 7.6&10-13 600 S.6&10-21 1.3&10-16

Cu-10 ZD 191 0.64 600 3.1dO-16 6.3dO-14 400 8.4dO-26 3.4dO-2O

Cu-15 ZD 176 0.35 650 2.4dO-15 3.SdO-13 450 1.2:d0-21 2.8&10-17
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quenched from T of 873 K indicate that the condition
of r.ndom .oluti di.tribution w•• not e.t.bli.hed.
Bowever. the .olutc pinnins to di.loc.tionl i. not
expected to be effective at such a high temper.ture.
This i. bec.use the m.ximized mixinl entropy of a
random .olute di.tribution most effectively reduce.
the free enerlY of an .lloy at hilh teaperaturos. On
the contr.ry. the outhalpy contribution f.vors solute
.e,relation at low teaperature. (Cottrell. 1953).

(b) For Ni-11Fe. the incro••e of V with
decreasinl T was SUbstantially larler tlan that of
CD-30Ni. This c.nuot be explained by a solute pinnins
effoct. becauso tho friction.l force in Ni-11Fe should
be ..aller due to the lower .olute concontration .nd
~aller .olute sizo mi.fit.

As di.ous.ed in Sec. 1.1. many studies havo
sUSlelted the exiltence of LaO andlor sao in Group II
alloy.. Sinoe both LRO and SRO o.n produoe frictional
and pinnins effeots on dislocation•• their effect. on
the AE behavior good to be examined. Amons .11 the
alloys studiod hore. Ni-12Fe is the only one in which
LRO i. known to ezist b.low 773 K. C.bu (1965) and
Stoloff and Davies (1966) showod that the ezistence of
LRO will affect tho work hardenins rate of the
stress-strain curvo sisnificantly. Bowever. tho
load-elonlation curve. of Ni-22Fe in Fil. 4 show no
subst.nti.l ch.nse of work-h.rdenins r.to .round 773
K. This is prob.bly due to the slow ordorins tine tic.
of this alloy. aud no sisnificant LaO appe.rs to h.ve
doveloped throulh the hoat treatment conductod hore.
On the other hand. sao requires no lonl-ran,e
diffusion. and tho ozistenco of SRO is known to
persist well .bove the order-disorder tr.nsition
temper.ture. Sinco ovidonco of SRO has beon reported
.aturation effects aro nelloctod. Suzuki's theory
,ivo. strona cODcontr.tion depondonce for tho loctinl
forc.. At a I the loctins forc. i. proportioDal to
C(1 - C) in • load approzimation. whore C is tho
•olute conc.ntration. Such hisher loctinl forc. in
.lloys with hiaher .olute concontration will iucr••••
the AE output via di.location bre.taway. boc.use ao in
equation 1 is high.r.

Th. iucro.se of AE output l.v.ls are
considerably ...ll.r in Group I allOYl th.n in Ni-C
discu.sod in Bsu aDd ODo (1982). eveu thou,h the
lolute cODcentrations of the substitutional solutioul
arO much hilher. Thil can be undorstood from the
difforont biudiua onersies botweou solute atoms with
dislocations. At 300 I. Fiore aud Bauer (1967)
estiaatod the total biDdiuS on.rlY (iDoludins olastic
ai.fit. olastic aodulus mi.fit. el.otrical and
chemical off.ots) iD en-Ni .Dd CU-ZD alloys to be 0.05
eV and 0.19 oV. respectively. For carbon iD Ni. the
biDdina .nerlY of C to dislocation is .bout 0.5 eV
(N.k.da .nd reh. 1970). Bighor bindinl en.rlY lead. to
hilh.r bro.taw.y str.ss a o .nd high.r AE output
sisnala.

4.1 AE Bohavior of Group II Alloys

The AE bohavior of Group I alloys has been
qualit.tively explaiDed .ith solute friotioD .nd
solute pinninl .ffects. For Group II alloy. of Cv
30Zu. Cu-40Zn and Ni-22F•• th.se effeots oanDot
.zpl.in s.ti.faotorily tho observed AE bohavior:

(.) Tho high AE level of Cv-30Zn and Cu-40Zu
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in Ni3Fe and ooncentr.ted Cu-Zn alloys under tho
siailar heat treatiD, conditions to those employed
here. we will concentrate on the effeot. of SRO on the
AE behavior of Group II .lloys.

The high AE l.v.ls in Group II .lloys c.nuot b.
attribut.d to ohanse. in SFR. CD-Zn .lloys h.v. low
SFE's .Dd dislocation pile-up. are coaaonly ob•• rved
(Swanu. 1963). In contra.t. Ni-Fe has. high SFE aud
.xhibit. no di.looation pile-ups. Th. yield .tr.nath
lev.l. of tho two alloy system, w.r••1.0 quit.
differont. Thus. tho .zist.nc. of SRO i. tho only
CODDon faotor that c.n account for tho .ub.tanti.l AE
activiti.s in tho.o alloys.

Lot us nezt consid.r why the existence of SRO
r ••ult. in high AE output lcv.l ••••pecially durinS
the initi.l st.se. of pl.stio dofora.tion. The
followins two disloo.tioD aochani ... h.vo b••n
r.co,nized to ezist in SRO .lloy••

(i) SRO lookins: Tho SRO is favorod in the
vicinity of a dislocation because of the distorted
l.ttico or the .upply of v.cancies (Baa.en. 1964).
Such interaction of SIO and di.looations will produce
a piDDinl effect. In Cv-Zu .lloys. Dudarev .t al.
(1964) and Suzuki (1957) .ulae.ted that the SRO
pinnina il moro important .bove room temper.ture. wheD
the Cottr.ll pinuiD. effect docre•••• rapidly with
increa.in8 temper.turea. Koppenaal and FiDo (1961)
studied the yield drop phonaDenoD iD • C~Al al107 .Dd
cODcludod that the SRO lookinl cause. the yield drop.
but ob.erved DO offect OD the yield or flow stre.s.
SiDc. dialooation. can be freed from the sao piDniD8
in abrupt m.nnerl with the .id of .ppliod stro••• the
oombined effoots of SRO and Cottr.ll 100tiu8' rosult
iD hisher AE output. durin••udden di.loo.tion
unpinnins. Sover.l type. of di.looatioD lockina are
ezpeotod iD other alloy., which do show modor.te to
hish Ai output. duriD8 yieldiDS throush dislocation
unpinuin8. Bowever. tho Ai levels iD SRO .lloy•
studi.d here .re typic.lly aore than twioe those
ob.erved iD othor c•••• with di.loc.tion 10ckiD.. The
previou.ly propo.ed 10ctiuS-aD100kiDI mech.ni...
canuot adequately .ccount for the .pecial Ai behavior
of the 8RO alloy ••

(ii) Peouliar slip behavior: DuriDS the o.rly
staSo of deformatioD. pure metal. fora fine .lip lines
and••• thoy oluster tosether. alip b.nds. In SRO
.olid solutions, .lip baDd••ro more widely .paced Ind
moro di.tinct thaD iD pDre metal •• and there are no
fiue slip lino. betwe.n Ilip bands. Wil.dorf and
Fourior (1956) .howed that e.ch b.nd doo. DOt
correspond to a pactet of fine lino•• but r.ther to a
l.rse siDsle .1ip step on ono atcaic p1.ne. Suoh
peculi.r .lip pattern h.s b.en roported in SRO alloys
lito Ni3Fe (Stoloff. 1971). concentr.t.d C~ZU

(Baasen. 1965). a.d CD-AI (Fisher. 1954). but DOt in
Ni-50Co (Dudarev. et al •• 1964). dilute CD-Zu alloy.
(B••••D. 1'65) or LaO Ni Fo (Stoloff, 1971). Th.
co.r•• slip patteru in 810 alloys h.s b.en iDterpreted
as follows (CoheD aDd Fine. 1962; C.bu. 1965): the
first few di.looation. moviDS .oross the .lip plane
effectively roduoe the SRO. and thus reduoo tho
frictional Itro•• aotiDI OD tho .ub.equent mobil.
dislooatio... A. a result•• lars. Dumber of slip
dislocationl o.n move OD the ori.inal plane.. Tho
dev.lopment of co.r.e .lip liaes i. DOt ezpected to b.
a major AE meoha.i... Siuc. tho Dumber of suoh .lip
liDe. is limited. tho .lip line•• if foraed abruptly.



would lead to a small number of burst-type emissions.
While the first few dislocations may encounter sao
related obstacles, subsequent glide of numerous
dislocations should be without hindrances. Thus, the
AE behavior is expected to resemble that of regular
solid solution alloys; i.e., AE levels are no more
than several times that of pure foe metals.

From these Observations, we conclude here that
the differences in AE behavior between Group I and II
alloys originate from the existence of SRO in Group II
alloys. Both dislocation locking by sao and the
destruotion of sao by glide dislocations contribute to
the mechanical behavior of the SRO alloys. However.
no explanation has emerged as to why Group II alloys
exhibit intense AE responses during initial yielding.
We suggest a possible explanation to this behavior,
based on the SRo-locking and unpinning mechanism.
Since the operation of SaO-pinned dislocation sources
will destroy the pinning atmosphere, the dislocation
sources can suddenly become free of SRO locking. It
is postulated that the generation of glide
dislocations immediately following the elimination of
the SRO locking is very rapid and this behavior leads
to a strong AE output. Since numerous dislocation
sources exist throughout a crystal, the operation of
these dislocation sources generates continuous-type
AE. Only a limited number of the dislocation sources
eventually form coarse slip lines by extended
operation and these are expected to add little AE.
This is markedly different from regular solid
solutions alloys in which solute atmospheres can
recapture dislocation segments and reestablish
Cottrell- or Suzuki-locking. The solute distributions
in these cases tend to be on one side of the slip
plane and are more immune to the operation of the
dislocation source. In either case, effects of
pinning atmospheres diminish when newly generated
dislocations become dislocation sources after a few
percent plastic strain. This is why AE levels are
diminished as work hardening begins.

In Fig. 4, we note that AE output of Ni-22Fe
increases rapidly between T of 1173 K and 800 K, but
the rate of increases is re3uced below 800 I. This is
expected from the kinetics of SRO, because the order
disorder transition temperature of this alloy is
around 773 K, and the SRO parameters should approach
either 1 or 1/3 below this temperature. Here, the SRO
parameters are the ratio of excess atoms of one kind
(e.g., Ni in Ni3Fe) in shells surrounding an atom of
the other kind 1e.g., Fe). Complete randomness is
indicated by the sao parameters of zero.

For Cu-Zn alloys quenched from aT, the degree
of sao at room temperature is expected tS differ from
that existed at the T. This is due to short range
diffusion of solute aioms duriug quenching. Since Zn
has a relatively high mobility. an effective
temperature. T • that is below T is often used to
represent the ~tructure of the qienched sample. In
Cu-30Zn. this effective temperature, T , was found to
be at SOO K for samples quenched from t of-873 K
(Clarebrough et al •• 1960, 1961). Consiquently, it is
likely that SRO indeed existed in the samples of Cu
30Zn and Cu-40Zn at T of 873 K. These samples did
show high AE levels i3dicative of SRO (Fig. 8). In
fact. high AE levels may persist even to over 1000 K
according to Fig. 8. While the T of 800 to 1000 K
was above the temperature range wBere significant SRO
can be expected, quenching speed appears to be
insufficient to suppress the short range diffusion of
Zn atoms in these alloys. The deviation from the high
rate of AE increase at around S50 K suggests the
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completion of sao at this temperature range. The
increase of V below 500 K is limited and can easily
be attributedPto the formation of Cottrell pinninl
atmospheres.

4.3 AE Behavior of Cu-ISZn

The AE output level of Cu-lSZn at T of 873 K
was about twice that of pure copper and iicreased to
80 ~V level after slow cooling (T = 300 K). which was
about five times the correspondini value for copper.
This behavior was quite similar to that of Cu-40Zn, a
Group II alloy. However, V remained constant between
T of 873 K to 673 K, similtr to that observed in
G~oup I alloys. We postulate that weak SRO existed in
the sample quenched from 873 K, but the degree of
orderinl did not change with the lowering of T. The
increase of V below 800 K was mainly due to cSttrell
solute pinninl atmospheres.

5. Conclusioas

1) The AE behavior of substitutional solid
solution alloys studied here can be divided into two
groups. Group I includes Cu-l0Ni, Cu-30Ni, and Cu
10Zn. Group II includes Ni-22Fe, Cu-30Zn, and Cu
40Zn. Cu-lSZn exhibited its AE behavior between that
of Group I and of Group II.

2) For Group I alloys. the extent of solute
segregations is the major factor determining the AE
behavior. Solute concentration has little effect when
solute atoms are randomly distributed. When solute
segregation to dislocations is established, higher
solute concentration increases the AE output levels.
This is due to the emission arising from the
dislocation breakaway from Cottrell pinning
atmospheres.

3) For Group II alloys, the AE behavior can be
attributed to the pinning effects of short-range
ordering. In SRO alloys, high AE output levels are
basically due to dislocation breakaway from sao
locking. These dislocations are suddenly generated
following the destruction of the SRO atmosphere on
dislocation sources by the operation of lead
dislocations. This sudden generation and motion of
the glide dislocations are sUlgested to be responsible
for high AE outputs in the SRO alloys.

The authors are grateful for the financial
support of this study by the Office of Naval Research,
Physics Program.
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ACOUsnC EMISSION DURING FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
IN 7075-T6 ALUMINUM AT 20C AND 120C

S. L. McBride nd J. W. Maclacblaa

2. Bzporu.eDtal

The iustrumentation system used duriag tbo
fatigue experimeats is sbown ia Fig. 4 aad is
described elsewbere (Pollard. 1981). Whea aa acoultic
emission event ocours. it is detected by the
traalducer and tbe resnltial voltaBe sigaal
preamplified (D/E Preamplifier Hodel 801P). loS

,"

• 50#£.1
An optical .icrosraph of tbe 7075-T6
aluminum. showiag tbe plaae Dormal to the
stress axis. Nato the presence of dark
(MS-51) and liaht (AI-Fe-Ca) iaolasions.

Fig. 1

Tho material studied here is forled 707S-T6
alumiaum cODtaining uaiformly distributed
intermetsllic inclusions as sho.a in FiB. 1. The
compositioa of these dark aad lilbt inclusioas .as
determinod by microprobe anslysis to be respectivaly
Hg-Si aad AI-Fe-Cu. The size distribations of tbese
two types of inclusioas. measured using a Cambridle
Quaat!met 900 raase Analysis System and normalized to
10 mD of fractare surface are sbowa iu Fil. 2. Table
1 lilts the tonsile mecbaaical properties of tbe
specimea material measured at each temperature of
interest. Tho secoDd Ipeoimea was prebeated to 120'C
for 7 bours beforo carrying out the tensile tOlts to
demoastrate tbat tbis elevated temperature did not
affect tbe bulk mechanical propertiel of the material.
SiaBle ed8e aotcb spocimens (FiB. 3) .ere maohiaed
from tbo 7075-T6 aluminum material for tbe fatiaue
tosts. Tho specimea .idtb .as 25 ma.

influonoo of chaDSos iu tbo moobaaioal propertiol of
tbo 7075-T6 matrix on aooultic ..islioa rOlultinl from
iaclusioa fracturo whea tbe microstructare of tbe
material il uncbaused. This is accomplished via tbe
comparisoa of fatilue crack gro.th experimeats
performed at different temperatures. The partioular
tomperatures cbosea for tbis study are 200C aad 120'C.

The present autborl have idontified the acoustic
cmislion source mochanism durinB ratiguo crack Iro.th
iD 7075 aluminum to be the fracture of iaclusions in a
matris material of sufficiently hish st~enlth (McBride
et al •• 1981). We also found a remarkable similarity
bet.een the area size distribution of tbe inclusions
and the amplitude distribution of tbe burst emilsioDI.
A later overaliDg study ia the same material sho.ed a
prolressive decrease ia tbe acoustic .. ission activity
(aDd honce tbe number of iDclusioas fractured duriDg
crack propasation) as overasins prosressed (McBride
and Naclachlan. 1983). Thus. it has beea demoDstrated
that acoustic emission is a po.erful tool for the
study of tbe influonce of tbe properties of tho matris
material aD inclusion fracture durias fatigue crack
propalatioD. The prosent .ork invostilatel the

Received 25 AUlust 1983. The authorl are affiliated
.itb Royal Military CollolO. KiDsston. Ontario. CANADA

AlJatract

Aooustic emission maasure-ents of fetlluo craok
Iro.th in tho 707S-T6 alumiaum alloy at 20'C and 120'C
are presontod. It is sho.a that tho acoustic omissioa
ovoat rate at 120'C is surprisingly 10. bOinl only
about 20' of that at room temperataro. Tho 10'
acoustic emissioD activity at the olevatod temporatare
is explaiaed by the iDcroalod likelihood of iDclulioa
decohesioD duo to the chanlo in the .atrix meobaDical
propertiel and the reduction of the misfit Itresl at
the iaclasioa. Upou return to room temporature after
crack propalatiou at tbe elevated temperature. thil
low activity persilts. The relative likelibood of
inclusioD fracture or decobe.ion at eacb of tbe
temperatures Itudied .al coafirmed by IcaDuiDS
electroa microscope observatioas.

The acoustic emislioD .oarce mechanilm Itudied
iD this .ork is tbo fracture of iDClusioDS iD 7075-T6
alumiDum duriDs fatisae craok propagation. These
iaclusioas are particles ia tbe size ranle of 1 to 10
~ in diameter. In 7075-T6 aluminum tbey commoDly
coataiD eitber iroD aud copper(AIIC~Fe) or magaelium
and lilicoa (MI2Si) (Pelloux. 196 ) and have beea
oblerved to fracture durinl fatiaue crack propagation
(Pellous. 1964; Broek. 1969; EI-Soudani aDd Pel laDS.
1973; Broek. 1974; Van de Iasteele and Broek. 1977:
SaDders aDd Staley. 1979: Staley. 1979). A number of
researoherl have suggested tbat the fracture of thoso
iDclusioas could be the source of tbo burst type
acoustic omilsioas observed durial tensilo osperiments
CGraham aDd Morris. 1975; Biaachetti et al •• 1976;
Carpeater aDd Billins. 1977; Causland and Scala.
1981).
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Fig. 2 The cumulative distributions of inclusion
areas for the Hg-Si and AI-Fe-Cu
inclusions. Both d~stributions are
normalized to 10 mm of crack face area.
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Fig. 4 A block diagram of the experimental setup.

amplified (DIE Amplitude Detector Model 921) and
envelope followed (Tezscan Detector Model CD-SO). The
envelope followed signal is digitized using an 8-bit
transient recorder and the sampled envelope and peak
amplitude are stored in the microprocessor. The
microprocessor also records the time and load of
occurrence of tho acoustic emission event and the
number of load cycles. This set of parameters is
stored on floppy disk for later analysis.

Load cycling was accomplisbed at the selected
temperatures using an Instron Model 1123 testing
machine operated at a load cycling frequency of O.S Hz
and equipped with wedge action grips (Instron Model
2716) and an environmental chamber (Instron Nodel
3111). The cyclic load range was selected to be 2 to
4 tN which resulted in crack advancement of 0.1 ~ per
load cycle for about 4 mm of crack growth. Crack
length was measured visually to within 0.1 mm using a
magaifying leas. Sample temperature was monitored
using a thermocouple in thermal contact with the
specimea. Ia addition a helium sas jet probe (McBride
aad Hutchison. 1976. 1978) was mounted inside the
environmental chamber to take into account differences
in the sensitivity of the acoustic emission transducer
and bond with test temperature. The maximum detected
difference in sensitivity between experiments was 2.5
dB.

T
60mm1~m

80mm

4mm 1
~

The S.E.N. sample used in the fatigue
experiments.

AE TRANSDUCER

0.3mm .. 'Omm SLOT--......-'"

Fig. 3
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Table 1 Mechanical Properties

Temperature
( °C)

Yield Strength
(&IPa)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Extension to Failure
(mm)

20
20

120

500
500
459

571
563
482

9.1
9.2

12.2

Table 2 Conditions of Fatigue Experiments

1 crack growth at 20°C
2 crack growth at 20°C after 120°C

anneal for 7 hours
3 crack growth at 120°C
4 crack growth at 20°C after precracking

at 1200

At the end of each fatigue experimeut. the
fracture face was examined in the scanning electron
microscope to catalog the extent of fracture and
decohesion of the two types of intermetallic
inclusions. Cumulative distributions of the two types
of inclusions are showu in Fig. 2.

After completion of each fatigue experiment. the
recorded data was analyzed graphically using X-Y
distribution formats. The analysis included gating
the data to remove noise signals (via load range
selection). setting a common threshold level (via
amplitude range selection) and selecting data
corresponding to a given area of the fracture face
(via fatigue cycle range selection). Of particular
importance was the selection of events occurring
within 2~ of maximum load as valid fracture related
events; all other emissions have been shown to be
noise and are therefore discarded during data
analysis. Figure 5 shows an example of a load
distribution for a fatigue experiment at room
temperature. There. notiug the logarithmic scale. it
is evident that the preponderance of events per load
increment is indeed at the maximum cyclic load. This

Specimen Experimental Conditions

104------------,..----""

84 6

CRACK LENGTH (mm)

The cumulative number of acoustic emission
events as a function of crack length at
room temperature (Specimen 1).

o

2000

3. Ruults

The measured cumulative number of acoustic
emission events as a functiou of crack length is shown
in Fig. 6 for the specimen in which the crack was
propagated at room temperature. The acoustic emission
amplitude threshold selected here is 27 pV or -43 dB
relative to the helium gas jet amplitude. The typical
behavior shown in Fig. 6 exhibits three distinct
regions. -f7~ crack length~3j~ the range 1.0 mm to 4.5
mm (9 ~~m < K < 15 MNm >. there is 4 constant
number of events per unit crack length. For smaller
crack lengths. the number of events per unit crack
length is less by about 30i. For crack lengths
greater than about 4.5 mm. the number of events per
unit crack length decreases progressively with
increasing crack length. This characteristic behavior

Fig. 6
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lne load distribution for the occurrence
of acoustic emissions measured for
Specimen 1. Note the preponderance of
signals at the cyelic load maximum.
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Fig. 5

effect is less pronounced at higher cycling
frequencies. The rationale for this procedure has
been presented previously by the authors (McBride and
Maclachlan. 1993).

The conditions pertinent to the fatigue
experiments reported here are listed in Table 2.
Eaeh of these experiments was carried out once using a
DIE S750 acoustic emission sensor and confirmed by a
separate identical experiment which employed a Bruel
and Kjaer Model g313 sensor.
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2. For crack propagation at 120·C. the majority of
inclusions are observed to decohere while the
remainder are fractured.

Seannins electron microscopy revealed the
following general observations about inclusions on the
fracture face:

1. For crack propagation at room temperature. the
vast majority of the MI-Si inclusions (and amall
fracture of the AI-Fe-Cu inclusions) are
fractured.
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The acoustic emission amplitude
distribution for eaoh of the specimens
listed i! Table 2. The data is normalized
to 10 am of oraok face area.

bond sensitivity changes as determined by t~e helium
gas jet and the data is normalized to 10 mm of crack
face area. Note the similarity between the results of
Specimen 1 and Speoimen 2. alain illustrating that
preheatinl the specimen at the elevated temperature
(120.C) did not appreciably affeot the acoustic
emission behavior due to crack growth at room
temperature when no crack Irowth had occurred at the
elevated temperature. The results of Speoimen 3 show
the substantial reduction in acoustic emission
activity over the entire amplitude range studied and
those of Specimen 4 show that this reduotion persists
after the specimen has been returned to room
temperature provided crack Irowth had occurred at the
elevated temperature.

The number of acoustic emission events as
a function of crack length increment for
each of the specimens studied. The
acoustic emission threshold level is -43
dB relative to the helium aas jet
calibration signal in eaoh case.

Fia. 7

was found for all of the crack growth experiments
reported here. The remaining data presented here are
for crack lenlth increments within the 1 am to 4.5 mm
relion of creck Irowth for which the number of events
per unit of crack growth is constant.

Filure 7 shows the number of acoustic emission
events as a function of crack lenlth increment for
each of the specimens studied (see Table 2). Agein.
all of the data are for the same acoustic emission
threshold level of -43 dB relative to the helium gas
jet calibration silnal. Note that Speoimens 1 and 2
give an identical result. This confirms the validity
of the data-Iatinl procedures used here. demonstrates
the efficaoy of the amplitude calibration procedure
and shows that sustaining the specimen at the elevated
temperatnre (120·C) produced no appreoiable effeot on
the acoustio emission behevior. The data of Spooimon
3 shows a substantial reduction (801) in the number of
events per unit orack lenlth. Furthermore. the data
of Specimeu 4 shows that this roduction persists even
aftor tho specimen has been returnod to room
temperature provided previous crack growth had
occurred at the elevated temperature.
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Filure 8 shows the oumulative event amplitude
distributions for the four experiments listed in Table
2. Bero. all the data is corrected for transduoer and

3. For crack propagation at 200·C followinl crack
propasatioD at 120·C. dooohesioD of inclusions
is also evideut.
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propagation at 120.C. Frequent decohesion of
inclusions was also observed in this case.

Observation II and Observation III are more
difficult to explain. Based on previous work and the
measured changes in the mechanical properties with
temperature (Table 1). it was expected that elevation
of the specimen temperature to 120°C would result in
less than a IOL decrease in the acoustic emission
event rate and that the acoustic emission activity
would revert to the original room temperature behavior
on returning to 20°C. Tbese predictions are suggested
by our previons observations that the effect of heat
treatment on the acoustic emission activity due to
crack growth was reversible UlcBride et at.. 1981) and
that the acoustic emission activity decreased
progressively with overaging (McBride and Maclachlan.
1983). Here steps were taken to ensure that the
elevated temperature (120°C) did not result in
overaging as determined by the bulk mechanical
properties (Table 1) and by acoustic emission due to
crack growth (Table 2. Specimen 1 and Specimen 2).
This reversibility did not occur when crack
propagation took place at the elevated temperatnre
prior to the 20°C observations of crack growth
(Observation III). Thus. the explanation of
Observation II and Observation III depends in a subtle
way on the effect of temperature on the stresses
applied to the inclusions by the surrounding matrix.

Observation I is in agreement with our previous
observation that the predominant source of burst
emissions due to crack propagation in 7075-T6 aluminum
is inclusion fracture (McBride et 01 •• 1981; McBride
and Maclachlan. 1983). The excellent agreement
between the acoustic emission amplitude distribution
and Hg-Si inclusion area size distribution (Fig. 9)
shows quantitatively that the fracture of Hg-Si
inclusions is the source of burst emissions in our
experiments. This suggests that the amplitude
distribution of acoustic emission due to crack growth
at 20°C in a particular piece of 7075-T6 aluminum can
be predicted by a measurement of the Mg-Si inclusion
size distribution for that material. This procedure
could be extremely useful in practice wheu acoustic
emission tests are to be carried out on different
components or lots of the 7075-T6 aluminum alloy.

-

-

Comparison of the area size distribution
of the Mg-Si inclusions in the specimen
material and the aconstic emission
amplitude distribution from the room
temperature experiment (Specimen 1). 2Both
distributions are normalized to 10 mm of
crack face area.
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4. Discnssion

The experiments performed demonstrate the
acoustic emission behavior of fatigue crack growth at
room temperature and 120°C. Three significant
observations were made:

I. The room temperature acoustic emission amplitude
distribution agrees with the measured area size
distribution of Hg-Si inclusions as summarized
in Fig. 9. At room temperature. the vast
majority of the Mg-Si inclusions on the fracture
surface are observed to be fractured while AI
Fe-Cu inclusions fracture infrequently.

II. The 80~ decrease in the acoustic emission event
rate was observed at the elevated temperature
(1200C). Correspondingly. increase in the
likelihood of decohesion (rather than fracture)
of iuclusious. was observed.

III. The low acoustic emission event rate persisted
during crack propasation at 20·C followins crack

The processes involved in the fracture of
inclusions are complicated and can be affected by many
factors including the composition of the inclusions
and the local stresses or plastic strains in the
vicinity of the inclusion. Broek (1974) found that in
fracture toughness specimens of 7075-T6 aluminum. the
)Ig-Si inclusions failed at a lower stress than the
AI-Fe-Cu inclusions. This supports our Observations
(Fig. 9). Evans (1979) has suggested that it is
likely that brittle inclusions will contain a
distribution of flaws which will be important in
determining the stress required [or fracture of the
inclusion. In general. the local stresses at on
inclusion depend on the inclusion geometry as well &5

on the material properties of both the inclusion and
the surrounding matrix. The stresses developed at a
rigid inclusion in an elastic matrix under an applied
load have been summarized by Shibata and Ono (1978) as
the inhomogeneity. misfit and plasticity effects.

The inhomogeneity stress is due to differences
in the elastic constants of the matrix and of the
inclusions and depeuds on the inclusion geometry.
Since the ratio of the moduli of the inclusion and
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matrix varies little with temperature. the
inhomogeneity stress is not expected to vary
appreciably with temperature.

The misfit effect describes the stress that
arises from differences in the coefficients of thermal
expansion of the matrix and the inclusion. The
coefficient of thermal expansion for aluminum is
typically three times that of the inclusions (Heiple
and Carpenter. 1982). Upon cooling from a higher
temperature. the inclusions will be in a state of
compression. The actual misfit stress on the
inclusions depends on the temperature change
experienced by the inclusion and the matrix. Coade et
a1. (1981) follow the development of the misfit stress
through the complicated thermal history which occurs
in the production of a high-strength aluminum alloy.
At the solution heat trea~ent temperature. the misfit
stress is assumed to be zero. When the alloy is
quenched to room temperature. the misfit stress is
still taken to be zero since the yield stress of the
as-quenched material is so low that the matrix around
the inclusions will simply yield in response to the
misfit stress produced during the quench. Coade ct
01. contend that the operative misfit stress develops
durinl the second coolinl to room temperature after
the ale-hardeninl trea~ent. At this stage the matrix
is strong enough to support the development of a
compressive stress arouud the inclusions. In 7075 Al
the precipitation hardening temperature is 120°C and
it is therefore the chanle in temperature relative to
120°C that produces the misfit stress. Rence. the
misfit stress in this material is zero at 120°C.
compressive at room temperature and is reversible with
temperature change.

The plasticity stress results from the presence
of an elastically deforming inclusion in a plastically
deforming matrix. Since inclusion fracture tokes
place in the plastic zone (Van de Xasteole and Brook.
1977). plastic deformation of the matrix around the
inclusion. and the resultinB plasticity stress plays
an integral role in the fracture or decohosion of
inclusions. Since plastic deformation produces
irreversible damage. it is anticipated that the
plasticity stress will be important in explaining the
effect of temperature on inclnsion fracture during
crack propagation. Note that the basic difference
between tho misfit stress and the plasticity stress is
the reversibility of the misfit stress and the
irreversibility of the plasticity stress when the
material is stressed at different temperatnres. The
misfit stress depends only on the temperature (being
independent of the applied stress) while the
plasticity stress causes permanent plastic deformatiou
of the matrix material under the combined action of
the compressive misfit stress and the externally
applied cyclic load.

The 120°C result (Observation II) can be
explained by the increase in the proportion of
decohered inclusions. When the temperature is raised
to 120·C. the misfit stress is entirely removed. the
strain hardenin8 exponent of the matrix material is
reduced and the failure is noticeably more dnctile
than that occurrin8 at room temperature. The
increased ductility. lower yield stress and reduced
misfit stress at the elevated temperature would be
expected to aid decohesion of the inclusions during
crack growth. The decohesion is not detectable as
burst aconstic emission in the amplitude ran8e studied
here (McBride et al •• 1981).
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As seen in Fig. 8. the acoustic emission
behavior at room temperature after crack propagation
at 120°C is similar to the behavior at the elevated
temperature (Observation III). Crack propa8ation at
the elevated temperature apparently produces,
therefore. an irreversible change in the matrix at the
interface with inclusions throughout the remaining
cross section of the specimen ahead of the crack. It
would appear that the addition of a cyclic stress to a
sample at an elevated temperature causes au
irreversible change not produced by the temperature
change alone. This is difficult to explain at
present. Only plausible explanation is to attribute
this to plasticity effects causing decohesion of the
inclusions due to the combined effect of elevated
temperature. cyclic stress and the stress intensifying
effect of the inclusion geometry.
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AN ACOUSTIC PRESSUREMETER TO DETERMINE
IN-SITU SOIL PROPERTIFS

Artbur E. Lord, Jr. and Robert M. Koerner

Abstract

Critical in an assessment of a soils' ability to
sustaiu imposed loads is its in-situ preconsolidation
pressure. Current methods to determine this value are
largely laboratory oriented. ODe notable exceptiou is
a field deployed pressuremeter which yields Q pressure
versus volume reaponse. Within the volume response
behavior lies the preconsolidation pressure. bnt the
method is usually not sensitive euough for its
determination. By concurrently monitoring acoustic
emission. however. the value may possibly be obtained.
This technical note describes snch a device. which we
call au "acoustic pressuremeter." and its initial
evaluation on a silty sand at two different water
contents. Results are promisins and field trials are
currently in progress.
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1. Introdnction

more plaue strain-like deformation pattern.

A typioal applied pressure vs. volume ohanle
response curve is shown in Fi8. 2. The initial
portion of the cnrve. OAt occurs when the probe pushes
the sides of the borehole back to the orisinal
position before the borehole .as made and the soil
moved inward. At point A. the at-rest oonditions in
the sround are assumed to be re-established. A
straight line part of the curve runs form A to B.
This is called the ''psuodo-elastic'' phase of the test.
Point A is considored to be the start of the
pressuremeter test in most theories. and the Menard
modulus of deformatiou of the soil. ~, is oelonlated
from the slope AB. There is a seoond ourved portion
of the curve aalled the plastic phase. whioh starts at
B and eventually beoomes asymptotic to a oonstant
pressure value. This limit pressure is oalled p and
it represonts failure of the soil adJaoent to thA
probo.

Schematic diasram of the pressuremeter
experimental setup.

GUARD CELL

_GUARD CELL

-MEASURING CELL

BOREHOLE

Fig. 1

The pressuremeter concept is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. An inflatable probe is lowered into a
borehole. Pressure is applied to the probe and the
resulting volume change is measured. usually by the
change in volume of injected water. As described by
Raguelin et al, (1978). the original units (developed
by Koegler (1933) had one inflatable cell while Menard
(1955. 1957) developed a three-cell probe with guard
cells above and below the measuring cell to inaure a

Received 1 March 1983. Arthur B. Lord. Jr. is
affiliated with the Department of Physios and
Atmospheric Science. Drexel University. Philadelphia.
PA 19104: Robert M. Koerner is with the Dopartmont of
Civil Bngineering. Drexel University. Philadelphia. PA
19104.

There is a great noed to know the mechanical and
hydraulic properties of the subsurface soil materials
in geotechnicat engineering. Such properties as the
elastic moduli. shear strength. lateral earth
pressure. permeability. etc •• are vital to design of
structures founded on or within its surface. To fill
this need. a number of field measurement techniques
have been deployed. Among these are the cone
penetration test. plate bearins test. vane shear test.
pressuremeter test and others. Of these tests. the
pressurementer is particularly attractive since it
results in the entire range of elastic-plastic
behavior of the soil. In this technical note.
acoustic emission measurements will be described while
using a pressuremeter in laboratory tests.

At the outset. it should be noted that some
promising preliminary borehole work has been done by
Tanimoto et al.(1981). It should also be mentioned
that "acoustic cone penetrometer" is under development
(Villet et al •• 1981). which is a complimentary field
monitoring technique.
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aain - 200
filter ranges - 2 kHz to 50 kHz
triggering sensitivity - 1 (quite sonsitive)
display mode - cumulative counts (i.e ••
threshold orossings)

2. Teat letap. Bqulpaeat .aa R.aulta

Figure 3 is a photograph and schematic of the
soil tank. control unit and AE measuring system used
iD this study. The soil tank measures appro~imately I
m in height and 1 m in diameter. A soil. decomposed
micaceous silty sand indisenous to the Philadelphia
area. was placed in the tank. The soil was nsed in
the dry condition (low density) and also in a moi.t
condition, =lSi water by weight (high density) in two
separate tests. The soil was placod around the
pressuremeter in 5 cm (2'~ layers. each layer being
tamped vigorously with a larse steel plate. During
the placing of the soil. two Weston Geophysical
acoustic emission transducers (hydrophones) were
positioned at distances of 2.5 em and 7.5 em (I" and
3") from the central measurins cell. The Weston
Geophysical Acoustio Emission Monitoring System (Model
AE-l) was used. The particular sottin,s of tho unit
for the present study were:

The results are shown in Fi,s. 4 (for the dry
loose soil) and 5 (for the moist denso soil). In Fig.
4. it is seen that the soil appears to be in the
"elastic" range as far as tho conventional
pressurometer results are concerned (see the broken
line). There is a very strong non-linear AE response
(shown by two solid curves). The pressuremeter curve
hero will not look liko the one presented in FiB. 2.
for the soil is formed around the probe. hence no
initial adjustment period (OA of Fig. 2) and the
pressures are not high enough to cause si,nificant
gross yield. Hence no re,ion BC of Fig. 2 exi.ts.

The experiments presented in this note were
conceived to ascertain if acoustic emission
measurements. made in oonjunction witb conventional
pressuremeter tests. would offer additional
information and seDsitivity (and hence additional
predictive capabilities) to the pressurOlDeter method •
If such sensitivity were available it mi,ht be
possible not only to better identify the soil
properties mentioned. but also to estimate the
preconsolidatioD pressure of the soil •

parameterl derived therefrom. Th••• tbod bal fouDd
widespread ule iu PraDce. mainly throDsh the work of
the PreDch National Laboratory. Ponti et Cbaulleel.
but is Dot widely used elsewhere.

(2)

(1)

CHANGE IN VOLUME OF CELL

..
'"::>......
'"...........
<J....
:;......•

0

Fig. 2

Additioually. the theory of elasticity shows that
E .. G(l+sisma) where G is the shear modulus. The
article by Bishop. Rill and Mott (1945) is very
helpful in understanding the limit pressure. Pl' in
elastic-ideal plastic solids and solids with a simple
strain hardening law. For the ideal plastic material:

P, - - - - - - - - - •.. - - -- - - - - - -
c

TYpical pressuremeter results: chanse in
volume of measuring cell versus applied
cell pressure.

AV .. volume chanse of the cell
Vo orisinal volume of the cell
p applied pressure
CJ .. Poisson's ratio
E Young's modulus.

~v .. 2p (1+(1) IE
o

where

There are a number of theories which can be used
to analyze the pressuremeter cnrve. The problem of
the radial elastic expansion of an infinitely long
cylinder was first solved by Lame (1852). The book
of Baguelin. et al. (1978) Sives the details of many
of the theories. describes the shortcomings and
problems with them and is quite complete in references
up to 1977. The article by Gibson and Anderson (1961)
assuming an elastic-ideal plastic solid is quite
accessible especially in regards to the relation
between pressure and volume chaDss in the elastic
resion:

where

Po .. original lateral pressure in the soil
qo" undrained shear strength (of the clay).

It wonld thus appear that the elastic and
plastic properties of the soil could be determined
from an "in-situ" measurOlDent using the pressuremeter
in a borehole. Many complications arise. however
(discussed at length by BagueliD et al •• 1975). in
ectually extraoting. E. (1. aDd qo from the test
results. This prompted MeDard to develop aD empirical
approach (based OD experimeDtal correlatioD studies)
to foundation design based on the pressuremeter
results themselves. and not OD the specific soil

The result of inflating the probe in air (the
brokeD line marked '~o soil'~ is also shown on Fig. 4.
The '~ore compliaDt" result in air shows that the soil
itself is indeed causing a sisnificant resistance to
probe inflation iD the experiments. In spite of the
shortcomings in the pressurometer operating
procedures. the results clearly show that AE is a much
more sensitive technique than oonventional
pressurometer volume testing. The important technical
point is whether practical use ean be made of this
increased sensitivity.

Figure 5 gives the results for a soil with a
water content of lSI. This is near optimum water
content. Therefore. the .oi1 can be compaoted to a
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much higher density than in the dry state and the
results should differ significantly between the two
separate tests. It is seen that the entire AB versus
pressure curve is shifted toward higher pressures by
about 35 kPa (5 psi) iD the denser soil. The dense
soil has become "stiffer" to elastic deformatioD as
evidenced by the higher slope of the pressure-volume
curve. It is tompting to ascribe the AE "lift off" at
35 kPa (5 psi) in the dry soil and 70 kPa (10 psi) in
the wet soil to exceeding the developed lateral
pressure in the soil tank. However, the values are

25002000

---ACOUSTIC EMISSION

- ---- - VOLUME CHANGE

15001000500

Results for dry soil: volume versus
pressure and acoustic emission versus
pressure.

Resnlts for soil with lSi water (by soil
weight): volume versus pressure and
acoustic emission versus pressure.
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much higher than one would reasonably expect to occur
in this situation. In both of these experiments. only
small numbers of AE at most a hundred counts were
detected as the probe was deflated. The Kaiser effect
was not generally seen. although something close to a
Kaiser effect was observed in the wet material.

3. Conclusion

It can be stated that there is a great deal of
AE activity associated with the elastic portion of the
normal pressuremeter response. Undoubtedly more AE
will be associated with the plastic region. since. in
many cases. the AE activity is well correlated with
strain (Koerner et a1 •• 1981). Certainly mnch work
remains to be done in the laboratory and in actual
boreholes in the field to fully develop the potential
usefulness of this "acoustic pressuremeter."
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AN ACOUSTIC EMISSION DATA ACQUISITION AND
ANALYSIS SYSTEM USING AN APPLE II MICROCOMPUTER

P. E. Wilson &nd S. H. Carpenter

AIIst~act

A data acquisition and analysis system has been
developed at the University of Denver for acoustic
emission research. Data is acquired from an esisting
AE instrWDent through a digital counting and analog
to-digital interface built at the University of
Denver. The data is then stored and/or analyzed with
an Apple II microcomputer. The theory of operation of
the interface and how it interacts with the Apple II
will be discussed. as will some of the possible
methods of analysis available with an Apple II
microcomputer. Design. language. and other
considerations for using an Apple II as the controller
and processor will also be touched upon.

1. IDt~odDotory ....rk.

This note describes a data acquisition and
analysis system which has been developed at the
University of Denver for acoustic emission (AE)
research. The major components of this system are an
interface, Dnd an Apple II microcomputer along with
monitoring Bnd plotting capabilities. These are
esplained below. These are intended to be used in
conjunction with an esisting AE instrWDent
(Dunegan/Endevco 3000 series). Circuit diagrams and
program listings are available from the Buthors at a
nominal co.t in order to cover reproduction espenses.

2. lbe Interface

The interface was built by the Eleotronics
Division of the Denver Research Institute at the
University of Denver to provide for the acquisition of
AE data in a manner that a microcomputer may
uuderstand and control. This interface consi.ts of
two distinct section.: a digital part which accepts
pulses for summing and an analog .ection which
converts voltages into digital form.

The digital part of the interface has eight
input lines. Seven of these lines .llow pulses from
any type of pnlse-generating equipment (such a. an
acoustic emission totalizer. energy module. or the
like) to be summed in a sis decade binary coded
decimal counter. These counters may be cleared o~

started upon oommand and may be halted at any time to
read the summed pulses. The remaining digital input
i. a .erial input line from a standard frequency
counter. Each time the display of the frequency
counter changes. the resulting number is ronted
through this line to a storage resister within the
interface. There it is held until a request is
presented to transfer it to the microcomputer.

The 8nalog section of the interface allows for
the input of sisteen analos voltales. Each voltase
line is buffered by an operational amplifier to brins
the voltage within ± 10 V. The buffered voltages are
then led to the heart at the analog section, a Datel
Data Acquisition Module (HDAS-16). Upon command. this
module will select one of the liues for input. convert
it from 8nalog to digital form. and hold it for
transferal elsewhere. A schematic of the interfaoe
circuit is shown in Pig. 1.

Linkins the interface and the microcomputer is a
Peripheral IDterface Adapter (PIA). The PIA connects
the analog modnle and all of the counters together to
allow control and reading of the data by the
microcomputer. Throush the PIA, the microcomputer can
reset. stop and start all of the connters. and select
a certain CODnter and a specific decade to read data
from. Or. it may pass commands to the analog module
to select a certain voltase line for conversion into
digital form. The PIA routes commaDds from the
microprocessor to the specific chip involved and then
passes the resulting data back for storage. The final
line connected to the PIA is an input whioh allOWS
pulses from an esternal reset clock to be monitored by
the microcomputer. A block diagram of the system i.
ShOWD in Pig. 2.

3. lbe .1crocollJlllter

The Apple II microcomputer is the controller and
memory for the data acquisition system. The
pr08ramming fleXibility of a microcomputer allows the
interface to be controlled in any fashion aud the
resulting data to be stored and/or aDalyzed in a
manner most convenient or informative to the user.

In any computerized system, the software is the
tey to succesaful data acquisition and analyais. A
microoomputer such as the Apple II allow8 the
esperimenter to tailor the system to the specific test
to be performed. Risher level languages and the eale
of programmiDg that is available with such a system
makes it much more convenient than many systems now
available. In a typical AE test. software has been
written to perform a certain seqnence of events
repeatedly. such as:

1. Continuously monitor a line for a reset clock
pulse.

2. Upon a clock pulse. stop all counters.

3. Seleot tho type of data for transferal. say
digital.

Received 10 May 1983. The authors are affiliated with
the Departmeut of Physics. University of Denver. 4.
Denver. Colorado g0208.
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Select and read the appropriate counters and
decades.
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8. Cboose eacb onBloa line .antod, convert it to

s.

6.

7.

Store th.l. numberl in m.mory.

Clear and rei tart all counterl.

Select tb. Dnalol data Cor tranlCeral

9.

10.

dllital form. and Itore tbe number in memory.

Star. tbe data in m.mory permanently on diak.

Analyze tbe data and ovaluate it in real time on
tbe monitor as desired.
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Fig. 4Fig. 3

11.

a) Photograph of a possible display mode
of data from the color monitor. Data
shown are energy rate. event rate. connt
rate and load as a function of time (on
the monitor each ine is a different color.
b) Photograpb of a possible display mode
of data from the color monitor. Data
shown are sum of events. sum of counts.
load and extension as a function of time
(on tbe monitor each line is a different
color).

Print or plot data as desired.

a) Photosraph of a possible display mode
of data from the color monitor. Data
shown in upper portion are event rate and
energy rate; in lower portion data are
load and count rate. All are shown as a
function of time. b) Photosraph of a
possible display mode of data from the
color monitor. Data shown are energy
rate. enersy per event. event rate. count

rate. load and extension and strain rate
as a function of time.

the correlations of the data than can be done with a
larse central computer or hand sraphical analysis.

12. Chect to see if the user bas inputted a stop
code (perhaps a specific tey pressed). If not.
do the above steps again; if so. stop and go on
with tbe remainder of tbe program.

After the test is completed. tbe experimenter
has the data permanently stored on ~isk. At the
operator's convenience. this data may be recalled to
be analyzed by any program desired. The data may be
manipulated and processed on a TV monitor, (see for
example. Fiss. 3 and 4). until satisfaction with the
result is achieved. The finished product can then be
outpntted to a printer (Fig. 5) or plotter (Fig. 6)
for display. The advantase of a microcomputer for
analysis is that all processins is done in the
laboratory. This allows the experimenter to '~lay"

with the data efficiently. qnictly, and alao in novel
forms of analysis (PiS. 7). Local processing tends to
result in faster analysis and better understandins of
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In our data acquisition system. the software is
a Pascal/ASSEMBLER hybrid. although the pro.rammin.
could have been done purely in Pascal, machine
languase. BASIC. or FORTRAN. This method was chosen
as the best compromise between simplicity and speed.
The ASSEMBLER routine handles the actnal interface
control and gather ins of the data. Since the Apple
compiles ASSEMBLER routines into machine code. these
routines run at the speed of the processor. Bowever.
it is difficult to do any kind of analysis in
ASSEMBLER languase. so we have a Pascal host prosram
which tells the ASSEMBLER rontine what data to get.
analyzes the data. displays it. and stores it on disk.
Pascal programming is compiled into a P-code which is
interpreted more slowly than machine code, bnt is much
easier to pro.ram in. With this combination of
software. it is possible to perform the sequence of
events mentioned earlier within eight-tenths of a
second for fonr analog and four digital data inputs.
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The microcomputer we use is an UDmodified Apple
II Plus which can be obtained at almost any computer
store. It has 48 kilobytes of memory with an
additional 15 kilobytes of memory on a lansua,e system
plug-in card. In addition to the data acquisition
interface, the Apple II is connected to a color
monitor, two minidisk drives allowin8 approsimately
1.2 megabits of memory storage each, an IDS 440
printer, a Bonston Dr11A disitizin8 pad, and an as
232C serial interface port thron8h which wo presently
can oontrol either a Bouston DMP4 plotter or a Nicolet
4094 di,ital storaso oscilloscope.

Photosraph of a rather unique display mode
of data from the oolor monitor. Data
shown are the energy per event as a
f1l1lotion of energy.

The Apple II with Lansuase System waa chosen as
the controlling microprocessor, because of its estreme
flexibility in interfacing and programming and lood
color graphics. A variety of commercially-built or
home-built interfaces will direotly plug into internal
ports in the Apple II. The microcomputer can then be
connected to a wide spectrum of devices to be
controlled or used for input or output.

Another major adventale of the Apple II system
is price. The interface was built for approximately
'1500 in parts. An Apple II microcomputer with 48I of
memory. a Pascal languase card, and two minidisk
drives cost less than '3000. With the variety of
input/output interfaces available. the Apple II can be
connected to almost any type of equipment desiaued to
be controlled by a computer. Some of these interfaces
are the standard IEEE-488. Rs-232C. end Centronics
compatible iuterfaces widely used in indnstry. If the
proceasinl power of the Apple II is not enough, a
selection of modems may be counected to let it
communicate with a larSe processius ceuter or eveu
another microcomputer at a distance by telephone.

Fia. 7
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TYPical data outputted from tho Apple II
to the printer.
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3411

Fia. 5

Fia. 6 Typical data (same as showu in Fia. 6)
outputted from the Apple II to the
plotter.

Portions of this work were supported by the
National Science Fouudation, Division of Materials
Research, Grant DMR-81-05112. This support is
Bratofully ackDowledled.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSSIONS IN GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

Arthur E. Lord, Jr. and Robert M. Koerner

Abstract

A review is given of the use of acoustic
emission in the geotechnical area. The laboratory and
field work are described in both the rock and soils
area. Special emphasis is placed on the correlation
of acoustic emission behavior with known deformation
mechanisms in rock and the many uses of acoustic
emission in the soils area (both fundamental and
practical). A very attractive use of acoustic
emission measurements in both rock and soil is the
determination of the previous high value of stress to
which the material has been subjected.

1. Introduction

We feel very privileged to write a review on the
application of the acoustic emission technique to the
geological area. There are by now a number of reviews
(Lord and Koerner 1980; Lord, 1975; Hardy, 1972;
Knill, 1968; Antsyferov, 1966) or monographs (Hardy
and Leighton, 1977, 1980) on acoustic emission (AE) in
the geological area. A Special ASTH Conference on
"Acoustic Emission in Geotechnical Engineering
Practice" was held in June, 1981 in Detroit (Drnevich
and Gray, 1981). TWo articles from these proceedings
will be very helpful in writing this review: a review
of the rock area, mostly field studies, by Hardy
(1981a) and a review of the soils area by Koerner et
a1. (1981a).

It is hoped that the present review of the
geological area (drawing heavily on previous r~views)

together with some recent work from our laboratories
will give the readers a good insight into the entire
field and serve as an enlightened starting point from
which more detailed and serious study can commence.

A short early history of AE in the geological
area (which is the early history of AE in general)
will be given. Acoustic emission was discovered in
1938 (Hardy and Leighton, 1977. Preface). In that year
experiments were being conducted in the lead-zinc
mines of northeastern Oklahoma (by the Bureau of
Hines) to determine if the seismic velocity in mine
pillars was dependent on pillar load. Two geophones
were placed in a pillar at prescribed positions. An
impulse was generated and the pulse arrival at the
closest geophone started a timer. The arrival at the
other geophone stopped the timer. From the travel
time and geophone separation, the seismic velocity was
calculated. A great deal of difficUlty was encountered

Received 23 September 1982. The authors are
affiliated with Department of Physics and Atmospheric
Science and Department of Civil Engineering Drexel
University, Philadelphia. PA 1910Q, respectively.
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with the interval timer being prematurely triggered by
"spurious" signals. After eliminating possible
sources of triggering in the equipment, it was
verified that the triggering was caused by signals
generated in the rock. Shortly after the Oklahoma
tests, Obert and Duvall conducted similar velocity
tests in a deep copper mine in Michigan. The same
difficulty was experienced with self-generated
signals. Here (as opposed to the Oklahoma tests) it
was not difficult to identify the high stress source
of these signals, because high stresses were very
evident in the mine. These were the first
observations of AE (microseisms) as far as we are
aware.

Soon thereafter. serious use of AE monitoring
was implemented in order to try to predict rock
bursts, which were/are very dangerous occurrences in
mines. Obert (1941) an Obert and Duvall (1942, 1945a,
1945b, 1957, 1961) at the U.S. Bureau of Mines and
Hodgson (1943, 1958) in Canada were interested in
predicting rock bursts in mines using subaudible
"microseisms" generated in the stressed rock. This
work started in the late 1930's. These early workers
had to manufacture almost all their equipment, i.e.,
sensors, amplifiers, etc. The frequency regime 50 to
10,000 Hz was utilized. The sensors were
piezoelectric, flexure mode type geophones designed to
fit into a conventional blast hole.

It was found during this work that AE's
(subaudible rock noises) do not occur in shallow
mines, evidently because the pressure is not high
enough to mobilize them. Usually observations had to
be made at a depth of at least 600m to observe AE's.
The ability to use AE's as a means of predicting rock
bursts depended very strongly on the type of mine
investigated. Due to dispersion in the attenuation of
elastic waves in rock, the high frequency components
of an AE is damped more rapidly than the low frequency
parts. A listener therefore could estimate crudely,
from the frequency of the AE, the distance to the
source.

The predictability of rock bursts via AE count
has been found to be reasonably good in certain mines.
Figure 1 shows the results for one location in the
Ahmeek Copper Mine in Michigan (Obert and Duvall,
19Q2). On this chart 14 rock burst predictions were
made; 9 were followed by rock bursts within 12 hrs. or
less. There were 5 predictions that were not followed
by bursts, and 2 unpredicted bursts. The criteria for
rock burst prediction was the following: "When the
number of recorded noises increased in any interval
(not exceeding 24 hrs) by a factor of 2 or more a
dangerous condition is indicated. Furthermore, if
after such an increase, the number of noises continue
to increase, the state of danger is presumed to
persist."

0730-00'0/83/0219'-210 '1.00
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Fig. 1-- Forty-two day chart of subaudible noises in Ahmeek mine,
44th stope level.

Obert and Duvall (19ijSb) contributed an
extremely important early piece of information to the
AE literature. They performed laboratory experiments,
with controlled external stresses, to ascertain
whether the AE's originate from movement along
fissures, seams, or fractures of geological origin or
from the homogeneous rock itself. (Of course, there
are microcracks in the "homogeneous" material.) It
was definitely shown that AE's can originate from
initially homogeneous material. Obert and Duvall also
observed a general behavior in emission rate va.
stress, which SUbsequent workers have come to regard
as "normal behavior in a wide variety of materials.
Namely, if emission rate is plotted against stress, a
high rate is found to start at some value of stress
significantly below the crushing strength. The rate
then decreases with increasing stress and, finally,
near or at failure, increases once again. (There are
many deviations from this behavior as will be
discussed later.)

Source location studies (with multiple
geophones) were attempted by Obert. Obert and Duvall
(1957, 1961) also looked at the problem of underground
opening stability and roof control.

It is proper to point out here that this early
work in AE contained most of the precursers of the
future work (albeit crude though it may have been by
today's standards). Instrumentation development was
initiated (transducers, amplifiers, etc.); the use of
filtering was tried; laboratory studies confirmed the
sources of emissions in the materials themselves;
triangulation for source location was tried; the work
had strong practical interest; and there was strong
collaboration among the various groups involved
(actually only two groups in the very early days).

The history of AE in the soils area started much
later than in rocks and it will be discussed in the
soils section of the article.

2. Rocks

A. Laboratory Studies

The reviews of Lord (1975, 1980) which dealt
with many of the important laboratory stUdies, will
only be briefly summarized here. Hogi (1962a, 1962b,
1968) did some of the first laboratory AE measurements
in rock. He investigated high frequency emissions,
namely those in the high kHz or low HHz range. He
observed many similarities between his AE's and actual
earthquake responses, in particular the Gutenberg
Richter relation (a characteristic amplitude/number
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distribution) was obeyed in many cases. He also did
microfracture source location in rocks subjected to
bending (Hogi, 1962b).

Yoshikawa and Hogi (1978) have recently looked
into the Kaiser effect in rocks. (In 1953, Kaiser
(1953) found, in many metals, that the AE activity
shows a marked increase when the previously applied
maximum stress is reached and exceeded.] They hoped to
use the Kaiser effect method to determine the stresses
to which the crust rock had been subjected. They
found that temperature variation and water content
changes in most cases made the Kaiser effect
disappear. However in some cases the previous stress
level can be noted if the difference in first and
second loadings is looked at. This difference
increases markedly at the previous maximum stress.
This method works sometimes even if the Kaiser effect
is not clear. There are cases however, Where no AE
method works to give previous stress level.

Scholz (1968a, 1968b, 1968c) has made a detailed
stUdy of the level of microfracturing of brittle rocks
using AE and stress-strain measurements. He monitored
the high frequency region (laO kHz - 1 MHz) as did
Hogi. Hicrofracturing events in many lab specimens
obeyed the Gutenberg-Richter relation. Some wsrk was
done up to confining pressures of 5 kbar (5xl0 Pa),
which more apprOXimated rocks in the field, but the AE
behavior changed very little. Source location in lab
samples was also performed. He found that the
microfracturing could be directly related to the
inelastic part of the stress-strain behavior, i.e.,
creep in brittle rock at low temperatures is due to
timeoodependent cracking (microfracturing).

Chugh et a1. (1968) investigated the frequency
spectra of the AE in Crab Orchard sandstone, Indiana
limestone, and Barre granite. The frequency range
covered was from about 0.5 to 15 kHz. They concluded
that frequency spectra provide only limited
information with regard to the actual source of
microseismic activity. (Frequency analysis is quite
tenuous, for almost every element in the system has
some frequency dependent properties which change the
nature of the emission as it propagates.) These
workers found a general upward shift of the dominant
AE frequencies with increasing stress levels. The
amplitude/ frequency spectra were not however
sufficiently stress dependent for use in predicting
impending failure.

It must be mentioned here that a great deal of
work by many groups has gone into seeking a parameter
- other than AE count or count rate - which will be a
sensitive indicator of instability. These include



among others frequency shift, energy shift and
amplitude variation with increasing load.
Unfortunately, no one parameter seems to be the
universal indicator of instability.

Hardy et al. (1970) have made a detailed study
of creep and microseismic activity in a number of
rocks of the type used by Chugh et ale (1968). For
all three rock types, a nearly linear relation existed
between AE activity and creep strain. The actual
degree of correlation between creep strain and
microfracture is not known, but there is certainly
strong correlation between the two.

Hardy (1972, 1969) has used AE methods to assess
the stability of underground gas storage reservoirs.
Little is known about the fracturing process Which
goes on below the surface when fluids are injected
under pressure into low permeability strata to
increase storage capacity. The goal in this research
is to justify a higher pressures for gas storage than
currently are used by shOWing the absence of AE's
corresponding to a stable region in the cap rock.
Small laboratory size gas storage reservoir models
have been developed in order to further understand the
process. (Hore on this topic is described in the
Field Section.)

Hamison (1977, 1978) has done AE work during
fatigue tests in four hard rock types (Tennessee
marble, I~diana limestone. Berea sandstone and
Westerly granite). Stress cycling rates were
typically 0.5 to 1 Hz. The AE frequencies used were
0.1 to 1 MHz. In tension-compression tests the
accelerated fatigue failure was clearly recognized
through AE. In general, the accumulated microseismic
activity can be correlated to strain-time behavior
during cycling. Because AE's in most rock appears to
be extremely sensitive to imminent failure. the
phenomenon could possibly be used to advantage in
practical applications.

Khair (1977) has also looked at fatigue effects
in Tennessee sandstone. He used a monitoring
frequency range of 100 to 300 kHz and cycle rates from
about 0.0020 to 0.25 Hz. Here also the AE was a good
indicator (precurser) of failure.

Hydraulic fracturing is the term used to
describe the separation of underground rock formations
by injection of liquid at high pressure into the rock.
The technique was originally developed to improve
hydrocarbon recovery in oil and gas reservoirs by
effecting an increase in well bore surface area. It
is of great interest to remotely monitor the hydro
fracture process with AE techniques. Some laboratory
studies have been concerned with AE associated with
fluid injection and hydraUlic fracturing.

Byerlee (197q) used a sample of Weber sandstone
in the aab with a confining pressure of 1.2 kbar
(1.2x10 Pal and various axial stresses until a fault
developed. Fluid was injected at one end of the
sample and the location of the shocks (AE's) mapped as
a fUnction of time as the pressure front advanced. It
was noted that the number of AE's dropped with each
succeeding injection cycle. This has important
potential application in earthquake prevention.

Weber sandstone. Transducers resonant at 600 kH~ were
used. The confining pressutie was 100 bars (lx10 Pa),
the axial load q kbar (Qx10 ~a) and the water
injected in at 500 bars (5xl0 Pa) pressure. In the
first 10,000 minutes. the sources were randomly
oriented, in the next Q60 minutes they originated at
the end of the sample where the fluid was being
injected. Failure than occurred rapidly as the
fracture front advanced through the sample. The most
intense activity occurred at the fracture front and
once the fracture front passed, the AE level decreased
significantly even though axial stress still was
large.

Lockner and Byerlee (1977) investigated the
effect of fluid injection rate on the deformation
characteristics. TWo intact samples of Weber
sandstone were used at a confining pressure of 1 kbar
and an axial pressure of Q kbar. In this study, the
mode of deformation was ~~e main concern~11At3a fluid
injection rate of 3.3x10 eels, (3.3x10 m Is).
the 0.076 m diam. x 0.19 m long s~ijle failed in -10
s~ear; while at a rate of 3.3 x 10 eels (3.3 x10
m Isec) the sample failed in tension. These were
constant strain tests and it was found that the AE's
accompanying each successive load drop were
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Fia. 2 Precurser time - focal lenstb relation
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of test setup and
equipmcnt used.

concentrated along distinct planes that showed a one
to-one correspondence to easily identify fault planes.

Alheid and Rummel (1977) worked with confined
sandstone and marble specimens containing pre
fabricated shear planes of different roughness
oriented at various angles ot the axial load. They
looked for the conditions which lead either to stable
sliding or to stick-slip motions along the shear
plane. The frequency range of AE's monitored waS 100
kHz to 200 kHz. There was significant increase of
emissions just prior to onset of sliding. During
continuous sliding the rate of AE's remains about
constant. During the characteristic stress
oscillations known as stick-slip, the AE rate increase
during stress increase and drops to zero after each
stress drop.

Brady (197Q, 1976, 1971) has developed a failure
theory, called the inclusion theory, which predicts
that the process of initiation and growth of faulting
in rock materials. One prediction of the theory is
that the precurser time (the time for some particular
material property to change before failure) should
scale as the size of the faulted region. Figure 2
shows n plot of precurser time versus focal region
length for large scale (earthquakes), intermediate
scale (rock bursts in mines) and small scale
(laboratory) seismic events. The laboratory
measurements were most helpfUl for they extended the
plot down some six orders in magnitUde in precurser
time. In Brady's lab measurements, there was a
distinct decrease in the rate of emissions in Barre
granite and Berea sandstone 1-2 ms before failure.
There is also a tilting in the direction of the
eventual fault growth a few ms before failure.

Brady (1981) has recently predicted (on the
basis of his theory) a very serious earthquake in the
area of Peru. His prediction has met with a great
deal of controversy.

Spurred by the work of Hogi (1962a, 1962b), on
describing various creep stages in rock, the Japanese
appear to be very active in the laboratory
investigation of the Kaiser effect in rock. The
original Kaiser effect work in rock, however, appears
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to have been by Goodman (1963). Goodman worked With
two sandstones and quartz diorite finding that
acoustic emissions occurred at 50$ of the prior stress
level after 18 hours, concluding that Kaiser effect in
rock was, at best, questionable.

This work is in contrast to work by Kanazawa, et
al. (1977) on tuff and mortar (AE occurred only after
stress was 85$ of prior level of higher); by Yoshikawa
and Hogi (1978) in 1978 on andesite (Kaiser effect was
obVious for periods between cycles of up to five
days); and Kurita and Fuji (1979) on granite. (Kaiser
effect worked for periods up to one month when
stresses were kept Within the elastic range.) Work at
Drexel shows that Kaiser effect works for periods up
to three days and even when subjected to heat and/or
water during the unloaded time periods. The effect is
seen most clearly, however, by plotting the difference
in AE reload response rather than the raw AE versus
stress data.

Boyce et al., (1981a) have investigated the A£
in a wide variety of rocks (from the Philadelphia
area) in unconfined compression. This appears to be
the first such measurement on a such wide variety of
rocks. figure 3 indicates the details of the
experimental system. The frequency range up to 100
kHz was surveyed. Cumulative AE counts was the basic
AE parameter measured. Also some frequency analysis
of emissions at various stresses was performed.
Samples were loaded at a rate of Q.6 MPa/min until
failure. Usually enough samples of each type were run
until a consistent behavioral trend was observed.

The usual type of AE vs. stress behavior
obserVed by others (hereafter called the "Mogi type")
was not universally observed. The Hogi type is shown
in fig. 4. On the figure is indicated the mechanisms
at the various portions according to Bieniawski's
brittle fracture model (1967). The next three figures
indicate non-Hogi type behavior. Figure 5 shows the
gray shale (designated H) which lacks region C-D and
is classified as an unstable type response. Figure 6,
the mica schist (designated I), shows another variant
of the general response in that region A-B is missing
and is classified as a dense type response. Finally,
the limestone (designated J) resulted an AE response
shown in Fig. 7 which lacked both the A-B and C-D
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Table I Summary of AE Signatures of Ro~ks Tested in Unoonfined Compression

Dedsnat101l Rock Type Unconfined AE Sh:1pe Locntion of Transition Points
Strength. Co (kli) (T. of Co)

, AU to BC BC til CD CD t~l OF

A Dolomite 39.0 I 6.6 70.1 90.8
B Shale 9.7 III - 47.3 90.1
C Hica Schist 2.8 III - 41.0 80.0
D lIorneblcnde 10.2 II 14.7 - 80.2
E Ho1rblc 15.4 11 8.9 - 90.0
F Dolomitic Marble 18.9 1 14.3 82.1 96.2
G Granito 23.2 I 4.3 84.8 94.2
H Shale 24.8 II 10.8 - 95.5
1 .tiea Schist 8.8 III - 68.7 87.B
J L1.mcstone 9.4 IV - - 96.4

AlB
u or

AE

u or t

AlB

AE

B

A....------
U or t

AE

U or I
A&-------

AE

MOGI- TYPE I UNSTABLE - TYPE II DENSE - TYPE m DENSE, UNSTABLE
- TYPE :ar

Table II Summary of Frequency Behavior of Rocks Tested

Deaicnation JUlck Type Unconfined Strength AE Shope Predomlnnnt Frequeney in This Region (lit.)
C (ksi) AD nc CD DF

0

A DoloNlta 39.0 I IT IT 83.0 64.0

B Shale 9.7 III NP IT 24.7 6.0

C Hica Schist 2.8 III NI' 6.0 13.7 21.5

D llornablr.:nda 10.2 II 18.2 IT NP 13.0

E Karblc 15.4 II 27.0 IT NP 17 .5

P Dolomitic Harble 18.9 I 35.7 IT 7.7 7.7

C Cranite 23.2 1 IT 12.2 2.7 2.0

H Slide 24.8 II 25.2 15.0 NP 13.2

1 mca Schist B.8 III NP 65.7 64.7 59.7

J LilDcstone 9.4 IV NP 9.2 NP 16.5

Notes: NP. This zone of I.E signature iy not present
IT • tnsuff1cicnt tope ofAE signals vero avnilablc lor analysis
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regions and is classified as a dense unstable type
response.

The summary of all test results is given in
Table I, in which all four At signature
classifications are represented. The transition
points between each of the regions, as a percent of
the unconfined compressive strength, is also given.
Here it can be seen that region A-B. representing
crack closure when present, is in the initial 15~ of
the Ultimate stress range. At the upper end of the
stress region, the region D-F, representing unstable
fracture propagation. is usually within the final 12S
of the ultimate stress range. In all cases the region
B-e, representing linear elastic deformation. is
present.

To provide insight into the nature and
characteristics of the emissions, frequency analyses
were performed as previously described. Typical of
the resulting spectra is Fig. 8 for mica schist
(designated I), which shows the frequency response
within three stress regions. This type of information
was obtained for all rock types and Table II was
thereby generated. Here peak frequency shifting can
be observed where, with increasing stress levels:

--rocks designated A,B,D.E,F,G,H shift
downward (the usual trend),

--rock designated I remains essentially
constant,

--rocks designated C. J shift upward.

The inconsistency in trends of the data is somewhat
unfortunate for if consistent patterns (e.g., downward
shifting) were obtained for all rock types, the
physical phenomena associated with each region could
better be identified. and possible field use could be
envisioned.

The result of this study on At signatures of
rock specimens tested in unconfined compression was
that Hogi's pattern of stress vs. At behavior is a
general, but not universal, type behavior. A number
of variations of this general type behavior seem to
exist. They are as follows:

-Hogi Type I
characterized by crack closure, elastic,
stable fracture and unstable fracture regions

--Unstable Type II
characterized by crack closure, elastic
and unstable fracture regions

-Dense Type III
characterized by elastic, stable fracture
and unstable fracture regions

--Dense, Unstable Type IV
characterized by elastic and
unstable fracture regions.

While such characterizations give insight into
individual rock behavior, they also indicate that a
large elastic region is always present. It is in this
region where tectonic stress reversals would probably
have occurred. Furthermore, it is possible that such
stresses are still locked into the rock mass. By
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restressing the rock in the field (as with a hydraulic
jack in a borehole) and monitoring the resulting AE,
the locked-in tectonic stresses might be capable of
being determined. As a geophysical tool this concept
could indeed be of breakthrough importance.

Lastly, the investigation into frequency of the
emissions and of frequency shifting during stress is
of importance as both a basic and practical
consideration. Basic, since it can lead to
information in regards to source mechanism and
practical since it could lead to the design of a
safety or warning indicator. Further work by Boyce et
al (1981b) on At vs. tensile stress has served to
verify the ideas developed in the compression paper in
regards to the physical mechanism causing the emission
in each of the four regions of the AE vs. stress
curve. Detailed work on the Kaiser effect (i.e., the
irreversibility of AE vs. stress curve) in a variety
of rock types is being presently pursued by Koerner et
al. (1983) and McElroy et al. (1983).

Much work in the rock area is of course done in
the coal mines, but there appears to be few systematic
studies of AE in coal in the laboratory. McCabes'
thesis (1979) at Drexel University seems to be the
most detailed study.

B. The Field Work

As indicated in the Introduction, the beginnings
of AE were intimately related to the work in the
mines, i.e., field work. Review articles indicate
many of the field problems which have been attacked
with AE techniques. A very recent review has been
written on the subject of field work by a leader in
the field, Reginald Hardy, Jr. of Pennsylvania State
University (Hardy. 1981a). The present review will
liberally make use of this excellent review by Dr.
Hardy.

Table III. (from Hardy. 1981a) gives an
excellent capSUle view of the world-wide application
of AE Techniques to mine-type problems. As can be
seen from the table, the AE techniques has been
applied to a wide variety of geotechnical problems.
Hardy discusses a myriad of field problems and the
present authors would just like to briefly mention
some of them here--the interested reader should
consult Hardy and the references listed therein for
details.

Hardy discusses the use of "waveguides" to
conduct the AE's from some internal location to the
surface. Waveguides (which are highly conductive wave
paths) are necessary when the area to be monitored is
extremely deep or the attenuation is extremely high.
This is the first "critical discussion" of waveguides
1n the literature as far as the authors are aware. He
points out correctly that "the interaction between the
waveguide and the surrounding soil or rock can
seriOUsly modify any detected AE signals. Second,
unless it is possible to achieve mechanical isolation
between the waveguide and the surrounding material.
mechanical action between these two elements may
itself generate considerable activity. Finally,
although the technique may be useful for general
monitoring, the mechanical complexity of the technique
suggests that an array of transducers installed in
this manner could not be utilized for meaningfUl
location monitoring." The present writers' experience
with waveguide in soil AE monitoring has been somewhat



Table III

Historical Review of Major Field Oriented AE Studies

Date (1)

1939 Obert " Duvall (USA) Hardrock Mines

1940 (2) USA/Canada/USSR Various field applications

1953 Buchheim (Germany) Coal and salt mine studies

1955 Crandel (USA) 'l\mnel safety

1959 VinogradoY (USSR) Mine studies

1962 Beard (USA) Tunnel safety

1963 Cook (South Africa) Rock bursts

1964 Susuki. et aI. (Japan) Mine studies

1965 (3) Neyman. et al. (Poland) Coal mine safety

1966 Schob (USA) Source location techniques

Mogi (Japan)

1967 Goodman Ii Blake (USA) Slope stability

1969 (3) Duvall, Blake & Leighton (USA) Rock bursts

1970 Stas, et al. (Czechoslovakia) RocIc bursts

1970 (3) Hardy (USA) Coal mine safety

Storage reservoir stability

1971 (3) Baule. et al. (Germany) Rock bursts

1972 (3) Koerner•.,et aI. (USA) Soil studies

1975 (3) Leighton (USA) Coal mine safety

1976 (3) Hayashi (Japan) In-situ stress evaluation

1978 (3) Will (Germany) Coal mine safety

1978 (3) McKavanagh Ii Enever (Australia) Coal outbursts

1980 (3) Plach & Hente (Germany) Raclioactive Waste

Repository Stability

(1) Dates listed are approximate only, in SODle cases they represent dates
of initiation of research, in other cases dates of major publications.

(2) During period 1940-1950 considerable research underway.

(3) Indicated research still actively underway.

successful. In the soils area, waveguides are an
absolute necessity due to the very high attenuation.
Recent work by Lord et al. (1982) has indicated that
for the typical frequency ranges covered (1-7 kHz) the
extra attenuation due to solI covering is at most 20
dB/m (6 dB/ft) and usually considerably smaller. The
frequency shift due to the soil covering is quite
small. Also by judicious placement of the waveguide
during construction of an earthen structure, it should
be possible to perform at least one dimensional source
location, and probably some 3-D source location as
well.

Hardy (1981a) includes a section on "AE
Parameters and Data Analysis" which is a good place to
start for the person contemplating entrance into this
area of AE techniques in the geotechnical area. Here
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he discusses the nature of the AE signal, type of AE
parameters, data collection, storage and processing.
A section is devoted to source looation analysis, with
reference to early work and 8 comprehensive reference
to more recent and on-going work. Actual data
analysis systems are discussed. Computer-assisted
analysis of the AE data is the norm now in most field
systems. Using suitable software, the computer edits
and processes digitized data and seleots suitable AE
parameters such as: source looation; event rate. event
amplitude: event energy: averaged energy; pulse rise
time; frequency content of an event; acoumulated
activity; accumulated energy. event duration. time
between events, etc.

On the basis of the analysis, decisions are made
as to the degree of safety of the geotechnioal



structure. Details are present in the various
references cited by Hardy (19Bla).

Hardy (1981a) next discusses a whole of host of
field problems. There is increased use of underground
storage facilities for materials such as natural gas,
liquid natural gas (LNG), crude oil (strategic
petroleum reserve), radioactive wastes, etc. It is
important that these underground storage facilities be
monitored for stability, AE appears to be a very
promising technique in this regard. West Germany has
been routinely storing radioactive wastes for a long
time and these have been discussed in Hardy (1979;
1980b) have been installed at two sites. Data
indicates that the predominant AE's detected are in
the 50-100 Hz range.

Huch work has been done in salt cavern storage,
for salt caverns are widely used as underground
depositories. Salt does emit AE's under stress (as
determined from both lab and field studies). Thus, it
should be possible to monitor the stability of the
salt caverns via AE techniques. AE activity has been
observed by a Los Alamos group (1979) during
depressurization of a petroleum--eontaining salt
cavern in the southwestern part of the USA. Source
location was successful and indicated a concentration
of sources at a location where theory predicted
possible structural instabilities might occur.

Thoms has been involved in designing solution
mined caverns for compressed air energy storage and
have used AE techniques both underground and in the
laboratory (Thoms, 1980a; 180b; 1980c).

Hardy (1979b, 1980a, 1980b, 19800, 1980d, 1981b)
and coworkers have done a great deal of work in using
AE techniques to assess the stability of caverns for
the storage of natural gas. (This was dealt with in
some length in Lord and Koerner (1980). The necessary
AE laboratory work was also accomplished. Hardy
(1981a) discusses this entire program in some detail.

Hardy (1981a) reviews and updates the work on
slope stability. The SUbject had been dealt with in
previous reviews (Lord and Koerner (1980) and Lord
(1975)]. He also briefly discusses the application of
AE techniques to tunnel stability problem. The
present authors have also conducted projects on the
use of 1£ in tunnels.

Hardy (1981a) discusses the work in hard rock
mines carried out in the U.S.A and South Africa (and
to a lesser extent in Canada, Europe and Australia).
Some of this work is also discussed in Lord and
Koerner (1980). The best endorsement of the use of AE
in the geotechnical field is probably the U.S. Bureau
of Mines (USBH) work in hard rook mines of Coeur
d'Alene district of Idaho. AE monitoring arrays in
these mines have made it possible to accurately locate
potential rock burst areas and to monitor the
controlled distressing of suoh areas. McLaughlin et
al. (1976) discuss in detail recent USBH studies on AE
In Idaho.

A recent paper by Blake (1977) talks of the AE
system in these rock mines. The array may consist of
20 or more geophones, placed some 60 meters apart.
The preamplified outputs of the various transducers
are connected to a centrally located junction box,
where they are patched into a multiconductor cable
connected to the surface monitoring and analysis

facilities. At the surface, the AE signals are first
filtered (bandpass 20-2500 Hz) and then fed to a
hard-wired pre-processor unit (Rock Burst Monitor 
RBM). Outputs from the pre-processor are monitored by
a suitable computer which provides source location,
energy and time of day. Typically 100 events are
detected (some due to routine blasting). Source
location utilizes a "least squares" method, and the
required propagation velocity data is provided by
detonating small explosive charges at known locations
in the mine and monitoring the resulting travel times.
Artificial sources (blasts) can be located to an
accuracy of 6 meters.

More on this work in the various deep mines of
the Coeur d'Alene district of Northern Idaho is
discussed by Langstaff (197Q, 1977, 1980b), Blake
(1980) and Brady and Leighton (1977).

In the coal mine area, there has been much more
work in Europe than the U. S. A due to the deeper mines
in Europe and hence more stressful conditions.
However, promising results have been obtained by USBH
in coal mines in Colorado and Utah in regards to
predicting zones of instability via AE monitoring
(Leighton and Steblay. 1977; and Steblay and Leighton,
1977). The Polish have been quite active in AE
monitoring of coal mines (Tromblik and Zuberek; 1977,
1980l AE work in coal mines is also underway in
Czeckoslovakia, West Germany and Japan (McCabe, 1979).

The roof fall problem has been examined with 1£
techniques (Leighton and Steblay, 1977; Steblay and
Leighton, 1977). The stability monitoring of
underground caverns frequented by tourists has been
the SUbject of a recent AE study (Lord 1981). Hardy
(1981a) gives some details of Leaird's work in the 100
Hz work to Q5 kHz range and his own group's in the 1
H~ to 50 Hz range.

Meister (1980) describes a study in West Germany
where massive surface subsidence and sink-hole
development, resulting from the floW of water into a
potash mine, was investigated with AE monitoring.
Hydrophones located 100-125 deep in partly water
filled cases bore holes were used. The frequency
region from 10 Hz to 30 kHz was utilized. A large
sink hole appearance was correctly predicted by the AE
technique. Also when major ground motion ceased, the
AE rate dropped to a relatively low level.

King (1976) used AE techniques in an attempt to
monitor stress levels in pillars in potash mines.
Preliminary results indicate stress levels evaluated
by 1£ techniques to correlate well With those measured
directly by pressure cells.

Hardy (1981a) tells of unpUblished A£ work where
he has attempted to evaluate the influence of
underground and surface blasting on the stability of a
shallow underground limestone mine in Maryland. The
level of AE returned to a normal background level
after a number of surface and underground blasts,
indicating a stable geologic structure.

Hydrofracturing studies were described in some
detail earlier in this review and also in Lord and
Koerner (1980). Hardy (1981a) has discussed some
recent work by European workers (Rummel, 1980 and
Batchelor, 1980) and the Los Alamos group (1977). Some
of this work was at geothermal energy production sites
(Batchelor, 1980; Los Alamos Group, 1977). Rummel
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(1980) in Germany noted sizeable AE during the
pressurization and fracture propagation phase of
hydrofracturing. The transducers were located a
horizontal distances of some 100-200m from the
hydrofracturing work zone. Source location was
performed and the majority of sources located were
where they were to be expected from stability
considerations.

Sassa and Takei (1979) used AE techniques to
evaluate ground water velocity. The AE output of
transducers (in boreholes) due to water flowing around
the boreholes could be correlated with the water flow
velocity. Laboratory studies were also performed to
relate AE output to flow velocity. There will be more
on this in the Soils Section.

also successful. This latter case is of interest due
ot the simplicity of the eqUipment used. the coil ear
piece of a telephone was used as a microphone,
connected to as much as 200 m of cable, weighted and
moved by boat from one location to another. The cable
in the boat was connected to a portable ac
microvoltmeter which also served to drive a pair of
earphones. Seepage along the upstream face of the dam
was easily detected allowing for the necessary
repairs.

The above literature review reports mainly U.S.
activity, yet personal communication with workers in
Poland, Russia, Australia and Japan leaves the strong
impression that numerous forays into field monitoring
of AE in soil had been attempted prior to the early
1970's.

B. Laboratory Studies

a. Amplitude of AE vs. SolI Type

Koerner et al. (1981a) describe in detail the
instrumentation aspects of AE measurements in soils.
A schematic diagram of their setup is shown in Fig. 9.

cP'
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-1--<]--1--...1[:=::::1 ~ I
------ J

Schematic drawinl of basic siolle chanoel
acoustic emission monitoriol system for
recording total counts or count rate.

Fil. 9

Since 1972, the Drexel group has devoted a
continuous effort with over 40 publications being
written to date on various fundamental, laboratory and
field aspects of AE in geotechnical engineering; with
a heavy emphasis on soil stability.

In the very recent past some activity has been
noticed in attempting to understand the fundamentals
of AE response in soils. AE generation by colliding
solI particles has been the focus of papers by leach
et a1. (1978a, 1978b) in an attempt at using AE to
predict particle size and shape. Failure of sands has
been studied by Hakuno et al. (1968) along with a
limited amount of frequency analysis of the reSUlting
emissions. This work has been extended to triaxial
behavior of sands by Tanimoto and Noda (1977) who
found a direct correlation between AE rate and
deformation.

It was realized qUite early in the Drexel work
that sands were much more emittive than clays.
Recently, careful studies were undertaken to try to
quantify this difference. Three different soils were
selected as being representative of their classes.
There were a well graded angUlar beach sand, a river
transported clayey slit and a commercially obtained
Kaolinite clay. Specific characteristics are given in
Table IV.

A. Introduction

3. Soils

In a closely related problem to earth dam
stability, the technique has also been used to measure
seepage through earth dams. Work by Erniol (1971) for
the Bureau of Reclamation detected turbulent flow at
the Senator Wash Reservoir and work by Coxen and Crook
(1976) on leakage detection of a dam in Malaysia was

In the last 5-10 years there has been increasing
interest in the area of soils as evidenced by the fact
that at least five equipment manufacturers are
currently marketing AE systems specifically for
geotechnical engineering applications. (Of course,
there is some overlap with the rock area.)

The original published work of AE in soils was
applied to slope stability monitoring and was
pUblished by Beard (1961, 1962). This work as with
most of the earlier work in mines, used the term
microseismic activity; Which is still used in most
rock and mining applications. Fisher and Yorke (1963)
followed along similar lines. Work done in the same
problem area in California was pUblished by Goodman
and Blake (1964) and HcCauley (1965). This field work
was followed by a series of laboratory tests on a box
filled with sand which was brought to failure by
tilting as reported by Cadman and Goodman (1967). The
monitoring of soil slopes in California has continued
to the present as reported by Heans and Hoover (1973)
and McCaUley (1977). In general, these slope stability
monitoring projects were successful (although far from
completely), but not enthusiastically accepted by the
geotechnical community. They did, however, serve to
bridge the gap to more recent efforts.

AE work in the soils area was covered briefly in
lord (1975) and lord and Koerner (1980). A very
recent and complete review of AE in soils was given by
Koerner et al. (1981). Very liberal use will be made
of this latter article in this Section.

The use of AE to map the reaction zone in coal
gasification has been investigated a group at Sandia
National Laboratories has been active in this area
(Northrup et al; 1977). There existed a clear
correlation between AE activity and the gasification
process (i.e., the locations of AE activity agreed
with positions of maximum gasification activity as
indicated by thermal and electric measurements).
Source location indicated the AE activity was
associated with subsidence of the overburden.
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Using estimated values for the various terms in this
equation, one can (in a very crude way due to the
number and type of assumptions) calculate a signal

where a = acceleration in the AE, f = frequency. e =
elastic strain released, V = volume in which strain
released, R =radiation efficiency, c =wave velocity,
~ t = time taken to release the strain energy and r =

distance from source.

(1)

Photograph and schematic drawing of
sustained load direct shear test adapted
for monitoring of acoustic emissions.
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Fig. 10

b. Estimate of AE Magnitude

Lord and Koerner (1979) have estimated the
magnitude of AE's generated in a large elastio solid
when a region releases its strain energy very quickly.
The resul t is:

Each soil was in turn placed in a direct shear
box measuring 10.2 cm x 10.2 cm (4" x 4") at the
moisture contents and well densities listed in Table
IV. The AE monitoring system used is shown (with
details) in Fig. 10. The entire experimental setup
was contained in an environmental room for the purpose
of eliminating extraneous noise and maintaining
uniform temperature conditions.

The normal stress applied to the soil samples in
each case was 76 kPa. After soil compression ceased
(as noted by zero dial indicator movement and zero AE
response), constant load shear stresses were applied.
The first increment applied was 9 kPa. after which
shear strains and AE counts were recorded. When
activity stopped,the next value of shear stress
amounting to 18 kPa was applied. This was followed by
a third increment amounting to 36 kPa which was the
last load taken by the samples. Each soil failed when
72 kPa was applied (the clay instantaneously, the silt
after a few seconds and the sand after about 10
minutes). The stress/strain and stress/ acoustic
emission response curves are shown in Fig. 11. AE
data is plotted on the basis of total counts from the
beginning of the test. Each curve shows an increasing
response (strain and acoustic emissions) with higher
shear stress; which for the 72 kPa stress went beyond
the scales indicated, i.e., this was the failure
stress. More importantly it can be seen that the
deformation of the sand is lowest, the silt
intermediate. and the clay the highest. This is
opposite, as expected, to the AE response where the
sand has the highest AE response (i.e •• it is the most
emittive). silt intermediate. and clay the lowest
(i.e •• it is the least emittive). As noted
sohematically on Fig. 10. the taped emissions were
also analyzed for their frequency spectra. This
aspeot will be discussed later.

Table IV Characteristics of Soils Tested to Preview AE in Various Soil Categories

Type C1asB1f1caUona G b
8

Y t <g/cc)dwe
Percent Hax1m~

Density

Sand

SUt

Clay

SW

HI.

CL

2.66

2.69

2.54

11

25

34

1.68

1.48

1.57

1.52

1.18

1.19

82

83

84

aBased on Unified Soil Classification System

bSpecific gravity of solids

CWater content of sample 8S tested

dWet unit weight of sample 8S tested
eCalculated dry unit weight
f Tested sample density 88 a percentage of optimUM soil density 1n Proctor compaction
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FiB. 11 Stress vs. strain and stress vs. acoustic
emission behavior of a sand. silt and clay
tested under identical conditions as shown
in Fig. 10.

strength at the source of the emission in a typical
case of approximately 0.75 g. This is in "reasonable"
agreement with what is observed in the field. The
"theory" leading to equation 1 is repleat with
assumptions; however, it is the only known attempt at
investigating the problem of AE magnitude in soils.
Considerably more work in this area seems justified.

c. Frequency Content of Acoustic Emission
in Solids d. Attenuation of AE's in Soils

A frequency analysis of the acoustic emissions
coming from a stressed soil mass is important in the
selection of the appropriate monitoring sensor. This
in turn dictates the nature of the entire AE
monitoring system Our early efforts in this area were
made by tape recording the signals from stressed soils
in unconfined compression and in triaxial shear and
systematically playing them through an octave band
filter. The predominate frequencies were found to be
from 250 Hz to 8 kHz. These values agree with Hakuno
et a1. (1968) using a "sound spectrogram," who found
frequency to be a function of sand density with a
maximum value of about 6 kHz. More recently this work
is being extended at Drexel using an FFT spectrum
analyzer and the results appear to be substantiating
the earlier results. The frequency spectra from the
AE's produced in the direct shear tests of Fig. 10 are
shown in Fig. 12. Here it is seen that the initial
energy is indeed below 10 kHz. Except for the
increased energy near 100 kHz for the silt and the
sand (which 1s approaching the resonance of the
transducer), there is a gradual lessening of received
energy at higher frequencies for all soil types
tested.

The attenuation of elastic waves is very much
higher in soils than in more dense materials such as
steel or rock. Figure 12 shows the attenuation in
soil, rock and steel. The soli values were obtained
mainly by the authors (with some verification by
others) whereas the rock and steel values were
obtained from many references in the literature. The
very high attenuation values in soils puts added
difficulty in monitoring soil structures in the field,
and makes it a necessity to use some sort of wave
conducting path (waveguides) to bring the emissions
from within the soil to the surface transducer. It is
seen from Fig. 13 that steel waveguides will have
orders of magnitude lower attenuation than the soil
itself. A study of the nature of the AE's as they
travel along the soil-covered waveguide is the topic
of a recent study (Lord et al., 1982).

e. Parametric StUdy of AE in Various Soil
Types

Laboratory work to date has focused on several
granUlar soils and on several fine grained soils. The
attempt in all cases has been to systematically vary
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Four types of sands were evaluated in this phase
of the work, see Table II. This choice allowed for a
good range of variation in particle shape and
uniformity, however, the size range was quite limited,
i.e., from 0.20 mm to 0.45 mm effective size.

Amplifier and counter gains were set equal in all
tests so that AE levels could be compared. A dead
weight loading yoke was used to apply sustained axial
stress (i.e., stress controlled tests); this avoids
background noise from a drive motor. Figure 14 is a
schematic representation of the described experimental
set up.

(i). Granular Soils (Koerner et al., 1976)
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The work consisted of embedding a sensor in a
remolded sample and placing it in a triaxial test
cell. The sensor cable was brought out of the cell
via a drainage port and attached to an amplifier and
frequency counter. In each case accelerometers were
used (Columbia Model 476R) as AE pickup sensors.

one parameter at a time, and thereby observe its
influence on the sUbsequent response. The response
which was generally monitored was both stress/strain
and stress/acoustic emission. Since strain and
acoustic emission are both cumulative phenomena, they
should be capable of being ccmpared; a feature which
was indeed present and will be brought out in the work
to follow.

Fia. 14 Ezperimental setup to measure AE in soil
samples.

With given hydrostatic loads, the time for AE to
cease, e.g., for equilibrium of particle
reorientation, varied primarily with particle shape.
Samples containing rounder particles ceased emitting
much before those with angular particles. Series of
tests with both hydrostatic and axial pressure were
also performed. The deviator stress (or principal
stress difference) vs. strain behavior is given in
Fig. 15, and the deviator stress (or principal stress
difference) vs. acoustic emission behavior is given in
Fig. 16 for the four soils under consideration. Note
the almost identical behavioral patterns of
stress/strain and stress/ acoustic emission curves at
Bll levels of confining pressure. This behavior
indicates a basic correlation between strain and
acoustic emission, the determination of which was the
fundamental goal noted in the introduction. From
these studies it was found that the more angular the
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This analogous behavior of strain and acoustic
emission indicates that the two parameters are
related, and that either can be used in conjunction
with stress to characterize and/or monitor a given
soil.

Fine grained soils were tested 1n the same
manner as the granular soils. Some of the typical
results are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. As previously
noted, the tests were consolidated-drained sustained
load (creep) triaxial shear tests. The response
curves are given in Figs. 17 and 18. The close
parallel in the behavior of stress/strain and
stress/AE curves can be easily noted. Also, the fact
that the overall AE count levels are slightly higher
for the clayey silt, with its silt sized particle
component, than for the Kaolinite clay is in agreement
with the amplitude study previously described.

soil particles, the more emittive was the soil under
stress. The more uniform the soil particles the less
was the AE under stress.

-.Do

Fig. 16
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Figure 19 shows the effect of water content on
the AE in a clayey silt, in unconfined compression.
The figure indicates a decrease in strength and AE
with increasing water content.

A wide range of plasticity indicies were
investigated to determine the effect on AE production.
Each soil was compacted to achieve a void ratio of
0.89 and tested in consolidated-drained triaxial creep
at 34 kPa (5 psi) confining pressure. The results are
presented in Fig. 20. Cumulative acoustic emission
counts are plotted versus percentage failure stress so
that soils of different strength can be directly
compared. the most emittive soil is the clayey silt
(soil No.5>, which has the lowest plasticity index
and most silt-sized material. As shown in Fig. 20,
the Kaolinite clay (soil No.6) and silty clay (soil
No.7) have the same plasticity indicies and similar
AE response curves. Thus, a strong correspondence
exists between acoustic emission response and
plasticity in fine grained soils.

On the effect of sample structure, all testing
considered up to this point has been on remolded
samples prepared in the laboratory under closely
controlled conditions. In one of our field site case
histories the opportunity presented itself to study AE
vs. stress behavior in as-received (undisturbed
samples). The sample was tested in unconfined
compression in the creep mode. The results are shown
in Fig. 21. Note that the AE level is low, due in
part to the cohesive character of the predominantly
clay soil and its relatively high water content.
However, the AE response closely resembles the
stress/strain behavior as has been the case for
remolded soil samples.

Regarding~ history, an attempt was made to
determine the preconsolidation pressure (via the
Kaiser effect) with AE measurements in a soil sample.
This phenomenon in conventional geotechnical
engineering has been recognized through the
identification of the preconsolidation pressure as
determined in a standard consolidation test.

Stress vs. strain and stress VI. acoustic
emission of undisturbed sample of silty
clay in unconfined compression with
acoustic emission sensor in bottom of
sllmple.
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In this phase of the study we have adapted such
a stress history test for AE monitoring by fixing an
accelerometer to the upper load platen of a standard
consolidation odeometer. It was observed that the
upper porous stone did not significantly attenuate the
signals. Tests were conducted in a standard manner
with deformation/time and AE/time data sets being
generated for each pressure increment. The soil
tested was a sandy clay known locally as a
preconsolidated marl of low plasticity. The material
was 1001 saturated for the consolidation tests.
Figure 22 shows the typical response at a given
pressure increment using a log-of-time fitting method.
The standard deflection plot is roughly reflected in
the curve of AE counts, i.e., during periods of low
deflection rates the AE count rates were low, and

~
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Stress vs. acoustic emission of four fine
grained soils with varying plasticity
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nnconfined compression.
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preconsolidation pressure of 380 kPa (3.8 taf) was
determined by the Casagrande technique. Additionally,
the time for 50S consolidation, t so ' of each pressure
increment was used to obtain an AE count at 50S
consolidation. The acoustic emission data were
normalized by dividing the accumulated emission count
at t~o for each pressure increment by the total
emisSion count registered during all pressure
increments. The results are given on the lower
portion of Fig. 23. The response is seen to consist
of two nearly straight lines intersecting at about 810
kPa (8.0 tsf). While this value does not coincide With
the Casagrande predicted preconsolidation pressure, it
does coincide with the beginning of the straight line
portion of the virgin compression curve. Host
important, however, is that the AE levels are
generally lower at stress levels below the
preconsolidation pressure, Pc' than they are above
levels Pc' Thus, stress history seems to be
identifiable using the AE monitoring technique.
Additional work in this area is being conducted at
Drexel on soils remolded at known pressure to see how
the AE predicted value of preconsolidation pressure
compares with that of other techniques, e.g.,
Casagrande, Burmister and Schmertmann.

Pia. 22 ODe dimcDsioDal cODsolidatioD respODse
(deformatioD aDd acoustic emissioD) of a
sandy silt clay at CODstant pressure.

C. Large Scale Laboratory Tests

a. Foundation Instability

In order to monitor AE due to foundation
instability, the model shown in Fig. 24 was
constructed. The base supporting this box was
segmented into 23 em square plates which were attached
via a threaded rod to a lower supporting assembly
which was capable of height adjustment. Thus. the
base or foundation could be completely, or
sequentially, lowered and With a model earth
embankment on top of it, instability would eventually
be reached. Note that no geometric or property
scaling was attempted and the study was oonducted for
basically demonstration purposes.

b. Bearing Capaoity of Shallow
Foundat1ons

Figure 24 shows the manner in which failure
oocurred, i.e., a tension crack opened above the
interface where the foundation plates were lowered.
AE readings were taken immediately after the plates
were lowered until the time when the crack occurred
(time < 5 min.) and after the emissions finally oeased
occurrIng. In all cases this was less than 60 min.
The tests were repeated for different water contents
with the response shown in Fig. 24. The soil in all
cases was a clayey silt. Other than shoWing teohnical
feasibility in this type of situation, the curves show
that the maximum AE response is near the optimum water
content (soil is in its densest state) and that there
was little by way of creep deformation, indioating
that the soil is very prone to a tensile cracking type
of failure.One dimensional consolidatioD respoDse of

a sandy silty clay over a raDse of
pressures showing asial strain and
acoustic emission behavior.
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Fia_ 23

during the periods of high deflection rates, the oount
rates were high. The fact that the time of transition
from low to high rates of deformation does not
oompletely coincide with the time of transition from
low to high AE count rates cannot presently be
explained without further investigation. From a
series of plots such as these, a pressure/strain curve
was developed (see the upper portion of Fig. 23) and a

Well established in geotechnical engineering is
the type of deformation which a shallow foundation
undergoes en route to failure. The usual curve Whioh
one generates from this type of test (again due to
soale effects it is more of a demonstration that a
model test) is load, or stress, vs. deformation. By
the insertion of a waveguide into the soil beneath the
footing, AE data can also be obtained.
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between elastic and plastic responses is seemingly
qUite gradual. This behavior is contrasted to the
load/AE curve where the transition between elastic and
plastic behavior is quite abrupt. Thus, it is
possible that the AE response curve more accurately
describes the process than that obtained using dial
gauges at the footing surface. This is an important
consideration in determining the "failure load" in all
types of bearing capability tests, both for shallow
and deep foundations. In any event, the AE response
appears to be creditable in this type of situation.

o

Schematic diasram of large scale
embankment stability model (shown in
cracked position) and result ins acoustic
emission response for five tests at
varyins water contents.
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c. Seepage Monitoring

Approximately ~OJ of the failures in earth dams
and embankments are from seepage or seepage initiated
phenomena. Indeed, it is commonplace to see earth
dams seeping at, or near, their downstream toe. In
spite of such observations often being labeled as
"inconsequential," it is well-known that seepage leads
to removal of fines, to piping, to breakdown of soil
arches, to increased seepage velocity, and to eventual
failure by internal erosion, oollapse or downstream
slope instability. The AE monitoring of seepage
through soil masses would indeed be a welcomed
applioation of the technique.

Figure 25 shows the results of a bearing
capacity test for a model footing placed on the
surface of dry Ottawa sand (Lord et al., 1976). Load
was incrementally applied with simultaneous surface
deflection and AE data being taken. The typical
load/deflection curve shows a gradually curved
response connecting the initial portion and the final
failure portion of the curve. Thus, the transition

Schematic diasram of bearins capacity
failure of a shallow fouudation and
resultiDS load va. deflectioD and load V5.
acoustic emission respoDse.

FiS. 25

LO M In order to model the phenomenon in the
laboratory, both olear water and turbid water were
passed through a column of gravel at various flow
velocities. (Koerner et al., 1981b). The AE sensor
was a waterproof hydrophone embedded in the center of
the soil column, see Fig. 26. For each test
performed, the AE response was initially high but then
SUbsided to a near constant value. These final values
for each velocity tested are plotted on the lower
portion of Fig. 26. For the oase of olear water
seepage, flow rates of approximately ~5 ml/sec are
required for AE detection using eqUipment and
sensitivities given in Koerner et ale (1981b). For the
case of turbid water seepage (38 g of clayey silt per
liter of water caused the turbidity), the minimum
detectable flow rate is approximately 10 ml/sec. The
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in the most actively deforming region of the
embankment. From these curves the follOWing
observations can be noted.

The general response from the first four cuts
indicated a high acoustic emission rate initially,
then an approximately exponential decaying rate with
time until stability was reached. Overall AE rates
generally increased With each successive cut. The
exception being cuts 2 and 3; where it is seen that
some AE levels are greater after cut 2, however they
exist for a much larger time after cut 3.

To A. E. Monitor

Schematic diagram aud photographs of
embankment pnrposely brought to failure by
successive excavation of toe of slope.

Fig. 27

CUT

Some field work has also taken place in seepage
monitoring and is discussed in Koerner et al (19B1b).

D. Field Testing and Honitoring

settlement and deformation monitoring (q sites)

grout and hydrofracture monitoring (3 sites)

A few of these pertinent case histories will be
described below.

seepage monitoring (5 sites)

dam and embankment stability (16 sites)

Since 1972, the authors have used the AE method
to evaluate and monitor a number of field sites.
While such tests obviously have no scale effects
present, they are quite limiting as far as variation
of geometry, soil type, background conditions etc.,
are concerned. Despite this lack of flexibility,
field work is vital to an emerging technology and
every opportunity which presents itself must be
explored. The field work has been developed under the
auspices of three Federal contracts (see
Acknowledgements) and various conSUlting
opportunities. The work to date is In Table V and can
be grouped as follows:

behavior of AE rates for flow velocities above these
minimum values appears to behave as an exponentially
increasing function. Here it can be seen that high
flow rates produce proportionally many more emissions
than do the lower flow rates. A modified experimental
setup to test still higher flow rates would be
necessary to evaluate AE generation throughout the
laminar flow range into the turbulent regime.

Case 1 - Stockpile Purposely Brought to Failure
(Koener et al., 1978).

This case history which the authors feel best
demonstrates the utility of AE monitoring, consisted
of a 4.6 m (15 ft) high stockpile of soil fill in
southwest Philadelphia to be used for future highway
construction. The contractor agreed to bring the
embankment to failure by sequentially undermining the
toe of the slope. Once preliminary arrangements were
made, the so11 was sampled, tested, and found to be a
well graded silty sand with a trace of clay (SW-HL).
Its natural water content w~s 12S, and its unit weight
was approximately 1.92 g/cm (120 pcf).

An 1B m (60 ft) length of the embankment was
excavated in a series of separate cuts beginning at
the toe and extending into the slope. In order to
minimize background noise, the front end loader used
for the excavation actually left the site after each
cut until the acoustic emissions ceased completely,
i.e., full stability was achieved. Five separate cuts
were required to bring the slope to failure, and the
process extended over a 21-day period. Figure 27
shows a schematic diagram of the approximate outline
of the five cuts. Also shown are photographs of the
slope after the first and fourth cut. AE readings
were taken from four 13 mm (1/2 in) diam. waveguides
driven vertically from the top of the slope down
through the embankment to within 1 m of the relatively
firm foundation. The resulting response curves for
the first q cuts of count rate vs. time are given in
Fig. 2B. The data was retrieved from one waveguide
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Table V Overview of Site5 Monitored by Drexel Group udng the Acoustic Emission Method

Embankment Range of AE
Height Length dedgn and Foundation AE count rate

No. Designa tion Purpose (ft) (m) ( ft) (m) construction stability wave guides (counts/min.)

1 Pa-616 Flood control 30 9.1 2600 800 Excellent Excellent 20 rods C
2 Pa-617 Recreation 66 20.1 2S00 760 Excellent Excellent 12 rods 0
3 Neb-200 Flood control 87 20.4 900 270 Excellent Compressible 12 re-bars 0-200
4 Md-BSC Ore stockpile 40 12.2 300 90 Good Poor 2 pipes 0-20
5 Pa-PIA Surcharge load 6 1.8 120 37 Good Poor 1 pile 2-750

3 rods
6 Neb-390B Flood control 68 20.8 600 180 Excellent Compressible 6 rods
7 Can-MOl Tailings dam 95 29.9 900 270 Good Good 3 rods

3 pipes
8 Del-COC Contain dredging 15 4.6 6 mi 10 km Poor Good 11 rods 2-10

spoil 40 12.2
9 Pa-DOS Water supply 120 36.6 600 ISO Excellent Excellent 12 re-base 0-5

10 NJ-NLI Contain chemical S 2.4 4 mi 7km Poor Very poor 12 rods 0-40
waste

11 Va-XPH Contain chemical 4 1.2 500 ISO Poor Unkuowu 4 rods 0-3
waste 15 4.6

12 NY-oSW Contain petroleum 8 2.4
N waste 20 6.1 450 140 Poor Unknown 6 rods 2-100W

13 Pa-DSPI Stockpile for 15 4.6 20 6 Poor Good 1 rod 10-190
highway fill

14 Pa-DSP2 Stockpile for 15 4.5 60 16 Poor Good 4 rods 2-7700
highway fill

15 Pa-LN Seepa8e beneath 12 3.6 1200 370 Good Poor 8 rods 20-480
earth dam

16 Tex-OC Cypsum dam 150 45.7 2 mi 3.5 km Poor Poor
17 Ky-WC Sludge and waste 13 4.0 2 mi 3.5 km Good Average 8 rods 0-4

water lagoons 28 8.5
18 Del-CW Water reservoir 25 7.6 1000 300 Good Good 1 casing 0-40

3 rods
19 ~lo-X5 Bydrofracture

monitoring
20 Md-84 Grout monitoring
21 Va-R lIydrofracture

monitoring
22 NY-ASP Seepage 3.0 9.1 2000 600 Good Good 12 rods

monitoring
23 NY-USP Seepage 30 9.1 IS00 450 Good Good 12 rods 0-2000

monitoring
24 Md-MS Rock 20 37 300 90 2 pipes O-SO

stability
2S Pa-MCCT Foundation 6S 20 100 30 1 pipe

stabil i ty



slope's factor of safety. From this information it can
be concluded that the two rainfalls had an adverse
effect on the slope'S stability, at least on a
temporary basis •

Additional data can be obtained from this
particular site by plotting the acoustic emiaaion
count rates of each cut as in Fig. 29. Shown on this
figure are curves for both the maximum count rate and
the average count rate during the 1-hour period after
monitoring began. The response curves are somewhat
linear for the first four cuts, and thereafter
increase rapidly. This type of behavior SUbstantiates
the generally acknowledged fact that loss of stability
in slopes is not a linear process. but one in which
instability progresses at an increasing rate as
failure is approached. Thus. instead of 30 minutes
warning before failure as seen on the left side of
fig. 29. there is actually much more as seen on the
right side of Fig. 29.

Case 2 - Vertical Compression Due to Surcharge Fill
(Koerner et al •• 1978).

-

Aooustic emissiou rate VI. time response
for cuts 1. 2. 3 and 4 of embankment shown
in Fia. 27.
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As an example of AE monitoring of vertical
compression, a field stUdy at the Philadelphia
International Airport was conducted as shown
schematically in Fig. 30. A surcharge fill was placed
around a previously installed end bearing pile to
determine how much load would be added to the pile due
to soil consolidation. This test constitutes a full
scale negative skin friction, or downdrag, teat and
represented an opportunity to monitor acoustic
emission generation during deformation of the clayey
silt undergoing consolidation. The test piles and

w..
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Acoustic emission rate vs. time response
for cut 5 of embankment shown in Fia. 27
and summary acoustic emission rate
response from all five cuts.

10 TIlII Clea".1o

-

The emission rate from the fifth, and last cut
followed along this general trend, but 30 min after
the cut was made the acoustic emission rate began to
increase rapidly, see Fig. 29. When the count rate
reached its maximum (about 7,700 counts/min) a large
section of soil pulled away from the intact mass and
slid down the remaining slope. Thereafter, the count
rate began to subside and eventually came to
equilibrium. The post failure count rate curve
appears to be consistent with the original curve.

Fia. 29

settlement anchors were e~ployed as acoustic emission
waveguides. A separate exterior casing was used to
prevent contact between the soil and the anchor except
at its tip. Figure 31 presents the test results,
where the general similarity between the
settlement/time and acoustic emission/time response
curves should be noted. The fact that the acoustic
emission response dissipated after 5 to 15 days is

Not shown on these figures is the effect of rain
on the acoustic emission count rate. Approximately
8,200 min (5.7 days) after cut No.3 was made, a heavy
rainfall caused the count rate to rapidly increase to
200 counts/min. Thirteen hundred minutes (0.9 days)
later the count rate was back to its former level of 2
counts/min to 5 counts/min. Rain again interrupted
the testing program after cut No. ~ was made.
Approximately 3,000 min (2.1 days) after the cut was
made rainfall occurred and the count rate increased to
350 counts/min. An additional 2,~00 min (1.7 days)
was required for the count rate to decrease to zero.
The longer time period necessary for readjustment of
the slope back to eqUilibrium after the rain of cut
Ho. ~ may be due to the gradual decrease in the

Fig. 30 Elevation view of loil lurcharle
mobilizinS vertical consolidation of
clayoy silt soil and associated wave suide
aad acoustic emission lastrumentltioD.
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actually in better agreement with theoretical
computations, using standard consolidation theory,
than the 2 to 3 days for the measured settlement
response. The reasons for the midlayer response
reaching equilibrium in a shorter time than the upper
or lower portion of the stratum is not known.

The most significant feature of the test is that
the soil was very emittive While in an active state of
deformation. Conversely, when the soil came to
equilibrium the acoustic emissions essentially ceased.

Case 3 - Grout and Hydrofracture Monitoring

The injection of various grouts (cement,
bitumen, chemical) into the soil is usually undertaken
for a combination of reasons. Among these are to
increase strength, decrease compressibility or (when
seepage is of concern) decrease permeability of the
in-situ soil. While the technique has been rapidly
advancing in recent years insofar as its
sophistication, design and predictable results are
concerned, three are still unanswered questions which
AE monitoring misht solve. Major questions, are the
locations of travel of the grout front from the
injection point and the pressure at which
hydrofracture (tensile splitting of the subsurface
soil ahead of the advancing grout) occurs.

The answer to the first problem (i.e.,
monitoring of the direction of grout flow) requires a
multi-channel AE event counting detection system which
has not yet been available for this type of work. It,
however. has been attempted (with less than complete
success) 1n rock monitoring (Koerner et al., 1978).
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4. Summary and Conclusions

It is obvious from the many diverse subjects
covered in this article that there are a great number
of geotechnical field problems that can be monitored
successfully using AE techniques. The number of
problems attacked with AE is ever-increasing.

The cost of an AE monitoring system is usually
higher than more conventional geotechnical techniques,
but the type of information it yields is quite unique
and in certain cases much more valuable than that
given by the more conventional instrumentation.
Usually a number of transducers (more than 6 to 8
Hardy, 1981a) are needed for source location, but in
less demanding situations a very simple one transducer
system may give valuable information. Hardy (1981a)
points out that the lack of reliable SUbsurface
velocity d&ta is the main limiting factor in applying
the AE technique to the rock monitoring area.

The general area of grout monitoring and its
related phenomena is the SUbject of another paper
(Koerner et ali 1980).

Concerning the response during the second
problem of determining hydrofracture pressure, Huck et
al. (1981) have successfully performed AE tests. In an
extremely noisy background consisting of pumps,
generators, air compressors, and other construction
equipment, an AE test was conducted near St. Louis,
Missouri, to monitor hydrofracture pressure during
chemical grouting. The AE sensor, an accelerometer,
was attached to the top of a grout pipe while grouting
proceeded in an adjacent pipe 1.5 m (5 Ct) away. The
AE response during approximately constant flow
injection is given in Fig. 32. Here a definite peak
AE rate at about 410 kPa (60 psi) is observed. Beyond
this point the rate subsides, until a second buildup
is seen, which presumably could lead to additional
hydrofracturing. The point of the figure is to show
that the pressurization process can be reasonably
followed using AE monitoring.

Fig. 32
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As in most field-oriented disciplines, AE
suffers from a preponderance of field studies at the
expense of good, solid laboratory work aimed at
understanding the fundamentals of the process.
Whereas the ultimate description of the AE source
mechanism may escape detection, work in the laboratory
can better define what problems in the field are
amenable to the AE technique. For example, the
irreversibility of AE under stress (loosely called
"Kaiser effect") offers tremendous promise as a means
of determining the previous levels of stress to which
a rock or soil was subjected. This value of
"prestress" is important from both a practical
(design) and a fundamental (geological) standpoint.
Much laboratory work remains to be performed to see
how universal this effect really is.
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of Acoustic Emission to Crack Detection and
Measurement." pp 285-344 in The Measuroement
of C'mck Length and Shape duT'ing F1'acturoe
and Fatigue. Edited by C. J. Beevers.
Engineering Materials Advisory Services
Ltd., 339 Halesowen Road, Cradley Heath,
Warley, West Midlands 864 6PH. England.
1980. {ISBN 0-9506820-0-4).

411. D. Liston. "An LS 1-11 Microprocessor
Provides a Convenient Interface between a
Dunegan 920 Distribution Analyzer and a nec
D112 Minicomputer." pp 22-23 in
"Electronics Engineering Department
Quarterly Report No. 1-1977."
UCRL-50025-77-1. Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory. Livermore, California. Mar 23.
1977. [NTIS).

412. Y. S. Liu. G. D. Lei. L. P. Yu. Z. M. Yuan,
C. Y. Li. and J. M. Li. "The Character
istics of Acoustic Emission for Glass Fiber
Wound Composite Pressure Vessels and the
Approach to Predicting Their Burst
Pressure." pp 521-530 in P7'ogroess in
Acoustic Emission. Edited by M. Oooe,
K. Yamaguchi, and T. Kishi. Japanese
Society for Non-Destructive Inspection,
Tokyo. Japan. 1982. proceedings of the 6th
International Acoustic Emission Symposium.
held in Susono, Japan. Oct 31-Nov 3, 1982.

413. A. E. Lord, Jr. "Acoustic Emission - An
Update." Chapter 4, pp 295-360 in Physical
Acoustics: Proinciples and Methods. Edited
by W. P. Hason and R. N. Thurston.
Volume XV. Academic Press, New York.
1981. [ISBN 0-12-477915-8).

414. L. Loren2:o and H. T. Hahn. "Acoustic
Emission Study of Fracture of Fibers
Embedded in Epoxy Matrix." Session 2,
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2:05-2:40, pp 1-13 in Fi~8t Inte~tionat

symposium on Acoustic Emission f~om
Reinfo~ced Composites. Society of the
Plastics Industry, Inc., New York. 1983.
proceedings of a symposium held in San
Francisco, California. July 19-21, 1983.

415. J. Lottermoser and P. Holler.
"Rissfortschritt und Schallemission (SE):
Wissen, Konnen und Erfahrungen (Crack
Propagation and Acoustic Emission:
Knowledge, Ability and Experiences)."
Mate1'ialpf"U/ung, MTPRA, 23(3):69-74. Mar
1981. (in German).

416. J. Lottermoser, E. Waschkies, P. Zenner, and
J. Gotz. "Interpretationsmodelle bei der
Schallemissionsprufung auf der Grundlage der
Unterscheidung unterschiedlicher
Entstehungsmechanismen mittels Methoden der
Signalanalyse/Hodels for the Interpretation
of Acoustic Emission Tests Based on the
Distinction of Uifferent Mechanisms of Sound
Generation by Means of Signal Analysis."
Paper 87, pp 775-760 in Neue~e En~icklungen

und BeBonde~e Ve~fah~en ds~ ZIP/Recent
DevetopmentB and Special Methods of
11DT/Nouveau:r: Developpements et Pfoocedes
Pa~icutie~s dss END. Volume 3. Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur Zerstorungsfreie Prufung
e.V., Berlin, West Germany. 1978.
proceedings of the First European Conference
on Nondestructive Testing, held in Kainz,
West Germany. Apr 24-26, 1978. (paper in
German).

417. A. C. Lucia, C. A. Karozzi, and
A. Terranova. "Detection of Fatigue Crack
Formation in Nozzle Welding of Pressure
Vessels." ASME PublLcation 79-PVP-I01.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New York. 1979; paper presented at the
ASr1& Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference,
San Francisco, California. June 25-29,
1979.

418. U. W. Lyons and J. Graham. "Acoustic
Measurement of Fiber Properties." Te:r:tite
Resea~h Jou~t, TRJOA, 45(7):549-553.
July 1975.
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

"etID. of JapaDese eo.alttee OD AcoDstlo Bai••loa
(JCAE) 5 Jaly 1983. Haroran. Bokkaldo

Tho 70th Heetiul of leA! 'as held on 5 Inly 1983
at Hnroran Institute of Techuoiosy. HaroraD. Bokkaido.
The =ain the=o was '~coustic Emission in Undersronnd
Structures - Hine Secnrlty, Earthquakes, Landslides
and Geother=al Exploration" See JAE Vol, 1, p. 300 for
the topics of previous meetinas and the address of the
lCAE.

No. 006-55 UDderaronnd Storaaes in the US and Europe
and the Use of Aconstic EmissioD;
Kouji Ka.ano. Idemitsu KosaD.

No. 006-56 Measnreaent of Microseismic Activity for
Predictiul Kock Barst;
Kaznhiko Sato, HaroraD Instituto of
TochnoloBY; Toshiro Isobe, Bokkaido
Univorsity; Morlyasu Mori aud Takashi
Goto. (it ami Instituto of TeohuololY.

No. 006-57 Application of AE Method to Coal Mino;
Yoshitoru Watanabo, Bokkaido University

No. 006-58 A Slope Stability InvestiaatioD Usinl AE
Technique;
Blroakl Niitsama. Noriyoshl Ch~bachi and
(ouji NaBano. Tohoku UDlvorsity. Yoshitada
Hashimoto aDd Heauru KumaBal, Geotechuioal
Consultant Co., Ltd.

No. 006-59 AE Evaluation of Geother=al Roservoir;
Biroaki Niitsuma, (atsuto Nakatsuka,
Noriyoshi Chubachi and Bidekichi Yokoyama
Tohoku University

No. 006-60 Seismic Noise Sarvey iD Geothermal
Exploration Studios iD West Kirishima.
South Kyushu;
Yasnhiro Monden, NipPoD Steel Corporation

No. 00'0061 Aooustio and LiBht EmissioDs Induoed by
Mioro Fracture;
Itaru Maeda. Bokkaido University

No. 0060062 Acoustic Emission Darius Transverse Test
of Gray Cast Iron
lUD-ichi Nasuda. Mits..asa Bishlyama and
lishio Arita. Nippon Telesraph and
Telephone Public Corporation

Pourth Natloaal Conforou.o oa Aco.stio Bala.ioa
13-14 October 1983, Tokyo. JapaD.

I.straa.atatioa a.4 'avo Propa.atlo.
(Chairman: Y. Biso)

1-1 AE WAVE SIMULATION BY MICIlOCOMPUTER
M. Onoe et aI.

1-2 CIlARACTERISTICS OF AE DETECTING SYSTPJI
USING A WAVEGUDE
K. Yamasuchi ot al.

1-3 MEASUREMENT OF WAVE RESPONSES BY A NEW
DISPLACEMENT DANSDUCER
S. Yuyama aud T. Imanaka

'avofor. Analysis (Chairman: H. Niltsama)

2-1 ESTIMATION OF GREEN'S FUNCTION BY POM
T. (imura et al.

2-2 AE WAVEFOIUI ANALYSIS BY USE OF AN ELECTRICAL
POLSE
1. Takatsnbo et al.

2-3 S11JDY OF AE SOURCE WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
M. Shibata

2-4 TEMPERA11JRE DEPENDENCY OF RELATIVE PROPAGATING
VELOCITY OF HAllTDISITE 'lllANSFOllMATION BY USE OF
AE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
Y. Biso et a1.

2-5 A PROPOSED AE STANDARDS ~ AS TESTING NE1BOD OF
WELDED JOINTS
A. (anuo

Speolal Leoture: (Chairman: M. Onoe)

K. Barami. Guama University

"tallio .atorials-l (Chairman: K. Yoshida)

3-1 DEFORMATION BPBAVIOR OF 5083 ALUMINUM ALLOY AND
AE
Y. Fnknza.a et al.

3-2 TENSILE FRACTURE OF SM50 STEEL AND AE
S. Onkouchi et al.

3-3 AE alARACTERISTICS DUllING HYDROGEN EMBIUT1l.BIII!NT
OF HIGB STEEL
A. Nozue and T. Okubo

3-4 OPENING AND CLOSURE BEHAVIOR OF FATIGUE CRACK
AND AE
Y. Obata ot al,

..talllo "torial.-2 (Chairman: S. Ontouohi)

4-1 FRACTURE TOUGNESS ESTIMATION OF POP- IN CRACK
PROPAGATION AT 1BE GRAIN BOUNDARY
K. Shlaomara ot al.

4-2 ESTIMATION OF HICIlOFRAC'I'URING PROCESS BY AE
PRmUENCY ANALYSIS
K. Takashima ot al.
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4-3 CLEAVAGE MODEL OF Ti-6Al-4V ALLOYS BY WAVEFORM
ANALYSIS
H. Ohyama et al.

4-4 FRACTURE BEBAVIOR OF 7050 ALUMINUM ALLOY AND AE
Y. Fukulawa at al.

Ceraics (Chai rman: S. Yuyama)

5-1 AE a1ARAerERISTICS OF CRACK PROPAGATION IN
CERAMICS BY DT MEmOD
B. Iwasaki et al.

5-2 AE a1ARAcrERISTICS IN DOUBLE TORSION TESTS OF
SINTERED ALUMINA
T. Kishi et a1.

5-3 AE a1ARAerERISTICS OF SILICON NITRIDE
A. Katamine

Polyaers and Coaposite Materials
(Chairman: Y. Fukuxawa)

6-1 AE IN MATERIALS TESTING OF CFRP
S. Yuyama et al.

8-3 MONITORING SYSTEM BY USE OF REAL-TIME 'fAVE
PARAMETERS AND APPLICATION TO FDR PIPE
FATIGUE TESTS
K. Yamaguohi at al.

S-4 RUBBING DIAGNOSIS OF LARGE ROTATING MACHINERY
BY AE
T. Yoneyama et al.

Tke 12th .eetina of ElGAR. 5-7 October 1983. Koeln. FRG

This report is excerpted from the minutes of the
meeting, which was held at TUV Rheinland and was
attended by 98 people from 16 countries. Detaied
meeting report by L. M. Rogers will appear in the next
issue.

Code Subaroup Report

Code Subgroup meeting was reported by its new
chairman. L.M. Rodgers, who recommeuded as follow:

(III>
(IV)

(as a

6-2 FRACTURE PROCESSES OF i-FIBER IN FIBER
REINFORCED Cu-i COMPOSITE MATERIALS
T. Ohira et aI.

6-3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DETERMINATION OF
POLYCARBONATES BY AE
S. Akiyama et al.

6-4 RELATIONSHIP BE'IWEFN EMITTED LIGHT IN A TREE AND
AE CRARAerERISTICS AND AE SOURCE LOCATION
T. Nakauishi et al.

6-5 AE DURING FRAcroRE PROCESSES OF WOOD
K. Sa to at a1.

Special Lecture (Chairman: K. Aoki)
K. Ono (cancelled)

Practical Devices (Chairman: Y. Obata)

7-1 LATEST APPLICATIONS IN 11IE U.S.
A. Nakamura

7-2 HIGH SPEED TRANSIENT RECORDER FOR AE WAVEFORM
ANALYSIS
Y. Shimizu

1.

2.

3.

Codes ou:
locatiou of discrete sources
leak detectiou
and examination of small parts

are now completed and will not be considered
further by the Code Subgroup until such time as
any serious inadequacies are identified.

With the adoption by EWGAE of the CARP code no
further consideration of FRP testing is
necessary for the time being.

The Code Subgroup should now devote its
attention exclusively to the following tasks:

(I) AE terminology
(II) Verification of sensor performance

a) in laboratory
b) in-situ

Verification of equipment performance
Preferred format for examination records
supplement to the location code).

7-3 NEW MODEL &a IN N.A.I.S.-M SERIES
K. Kiuchi

7-4 AE EQUIPMENT FOR DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS
S. Hiruroka

7-5 DUNEGAN CORP.: NEW ORGANIZATION AND PRODUerS
T. Kishikawa

Applications (Chairman: A. Nozue)

8-1 PREDIerlON OF LANDSLIDES BY AE
H. NiitsUIlIa et al.

Next .eeUns

With the iuvitation from UKAEA. the 13th meeting will
be held at lIarwell Research Centre near Oxford. U.K.
The meeting dates are expected to be from 9-11 October
1984.

The 14th EWGAE meeting in 1985 will be probably held
in France in Lyon at the invitation of INSA.

Jonrnal of Acoustic Emission

The following resolutions were approved by the
majority of the EWGAE members present.

8-2 REAL-TIJm MONITORING OF &IDLTI-LAYERED
WELDING BY AE
T. Ishihara and K. Yamada
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1. The committee strongly eucourage EWGAE authors
to send the paper reportiug their communication
to Roger Hill for publicatiou in the Journal of
Acoustic Emission.



2.

3.

4.

Delegates were encouraged to subscribe to the
Journal of Acoustic Emission either on a
personal or a corporate basis.

The Committee proposed to use a reasonable
emount of our financial credit for suitable help
to the 10urnal of Aooustic Emission.

After discussion, it was decided that EWGAE
should contribute for an amount of $10 for
each EWGAE member's subscription (only for the
coming year>.

Optical Broadband Ultrasonic Probe
B.B. DjordjBvic. M. Kroll. Martin Marietta Labs.
Bal timore. MD

The Desian and Use of EHATS
B. Maxfiold. Materials Engineerina. Ltd ••
C.M. PortDnko. National Bureau of Standards.
Boulder. CO

Flaw Detection/Transducer Measurement Relationship
G.l. Posakony. Battelle-Northwest Labs •• Richland. WA

REAL-TIME QUALITY CON1ltOL WIm ACODSTIC EMISSION
Chairman: E.v.E. Bill. Thiokol/Wasatch Division.
Co-Chairman: D.M. Egle. University of Oklahoma.

1BQC83. the International Conference on Testing.
Evalaution and Quality Control of Composites. 13-14
September 1983. Surrey University. Guildford. England

A total of 32 papers were presented in this
conference. The titles and authors of papers that
dealt with acoustic emission are givon below. Tho
proceedinls volume was published by Butterworth
Scientific. Ltd •• Borough Oreen. Sovonoaks. Kent 1N15
8PB. UK.

Fracture toughness tosting of high porformance
laminatos
R.I. Lee and D.C. Phillips

Fracture mechanisms in bending of unidirectional
Kovlar-reinforced epoxy oomposites
G. Maroa. M. Davidovit~. A. Hittelman and I. Roman

Aooustic emission studies in alass fibre-polyester
composites with rubber toughened matrices
G.A. Crosbie. F.l. Guild and M.G. Phillips

GuaITest-2 Conference. 25-27 Ootober 1983. Dallas.
Texas

The followina papers are to be presented at this
conference co-sponsored by ASNT. Society of
Manufacturina Engineers and American Society for
Quality Control.

PE11tOLEUM PIPELINE TECBNOLOGIES
Chairman: B.O. Bishop. Shell Oil.
Co-Chairman: R.W. Pinley. BeN Systems.

Determining Integrity of Refinory Equipment with AE:
D.L. Psrry. AE International. Richland. WA

Acoustic Emission Leak Detection and Analysis
R.W. Finley. EDH Systems. Houston. TX

S~SORS

Chairman: W. Sachse. Cornell Dniversity.
Co-Chairman: B.B. DJordJevio. Martin Marietta Labs.

A Practical Broad Band AE Displacement Sensor
C. Fena. Dunegan-Endevco. San Inan Capistrano. CA
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Geometric Ray. Monte Carlo Technique for SimDlatina
Aooustio Emission
D.M. Egle. J.O. Ewumi. University of Oklaboma.
Norman. OK

Aconstic Monitor for Cryoaenic Bearings
W.O. Jolly. Southwost Resoarch Institute. San Antonio.
TX
G.W. Kart~. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Alabama

Pattern Rec08nition Classification for Aconstic
Emission Using the Point Contaot Transdncer
R.E. Miller. B.I. Ringermacher. P.E. Zwicke
United Technologies Res. Conter. E. Hartford. CT

AE Applications in the Solid Rocket Notor Industry
E.v.K. Hill. Thiokol/Wasatch Division
Briaham City. UT

Acoustic Emission Testinl of Filament Wound Composite
Rocket Motor Cases
T.1. Lewis. Acoustic Testins Corporation
Olivette. MO
E.v.K. Hill. Thiokol/Wasatoh Division
Bri gham Ci ty. UT

no MINr AS .otla04s e-lttoe

At a recent meetina of this standina committoe
of American Society of Nondestructive TOltiuS. the
scope of the committee was adopted and an outline of
AB Handbook was approve'. These aro printed below.
Any inquiry ahonl' be directed to the Commit teo
Chairman. A.B. Brown at the Lawrence Livermore
National Lab •• POBox 808. Livermore. CA 94550.

ne Boope of Aooaatlo Balsaloa Kotho'. e-ittee

Tho principal obJeotive of the Aooultic Emillion
(AB) Committee's activitiel is to provide the society
and itl memberl with a meohaais. to di....iaate
ourrent information relatina to the scienoe aad
teohnology of AB. Iuolude' in the Icope of AB
interest are areas dealinB with basic and applied
research: instrumentation. applioations teohnology and
inspeotion metho'oloaiel. Neohauisms alod by tho
committee to fOlter this interohauge of information
include Iponlorina aud arran8in8 lelsions at uational
ASNT meetinaa. oonduotin, Ihort coursel. onooaraaing
the publioation of papers. aathorlng and collatina
information for dissomination to all ASNT memberl.



111.1
111.2
111.3
111.4
III.S

participating in the development of recommended
practices and supporting local ASNT seotions.
Membership in the committee is open to all individuals
(inclading non-ASNT members) who are interested in
Acoustic Emission. Offioers are eleoted in oocordanoe
with ASNT practices. The membership list is reviewed
Dad updated annually.

ASNr Acoustlo Balssioa aandbook

Statement of Objectives - Version 10/4/83

The objectives of the ASNT AB Handbook are
threefold. First is to preseut an overview of the
technology. The information in this section will be
useful to the neophyte user who requires a complete
understanding of AB in as short a time as possible.

The second objective is to present applications
that exist to dote in industry. A description of
these applications will be generated by eooh author
with enough details as to allow the reader to
understand the results and evaluate their
significanoe. Eztensive references will be cited to
assist the reader in parsuing a topic in greater
detail or depth. These sections will be broken down
industry-by-industry for the sake of quick
referencins. Since some applications appear in many
different industries. the material may seem rednndant.
However. these types of applications illustrate the
art of adoptinS an application from one industry to
another. Therefore. this type of redundaucy will be
enconraged with the stipulation that each of the
similar application articles are written by different
authors.

The lost objective is to present an overview of
current research. This section will oover new sensors
and system concepts. new and promisins applioations
and the study of new materials. Once again these
articles will be written so that the reader can
understand the results and evaluate their
sisnificance.

ASNT AB Dandbook Outline (Revision 10/12/83)

Section I. AE Technology

1.1 Introduction to AE
1.2 Microscopic origins

1.2.1 Slip of dislocation and grain boundaries
1.2.2 Twinning
1.2.3 Activation of dislocation sources
1.2.4 Phase changes
I.2.S Magnetostriction
1.2.6 Stress corrosion cracking
1.2.7 Hydrosen embrittlement

1.3 Hacroscopic origins
1.3.1 Deformation
1.3.2 Fraoture

1.3.2.1 Initiation
1.3.2.2 Propagation

1.3.3 Fatigue
1.4 Wave propagation

1.4.1 Waves in bars. beams and thin plates
1.4.1.1 Longitudinal waves in bars
1.4.1.2 Transverse waves in beams and

thin plates

~2

1.4.2 Waves in solid media
1.4.2.1 Longitudinal and transverse

waves in infinite media
1.4.2.2 Surfaoe waves attoDust~OD.

mode conversion. refleotion
and refraction

1.4.2.3 Idealized wave sources
1.4.2.4 Bpicenter detection
1.4.2.5 Waves in thick plates

(off epioenter)
1.4.2.6 Diffuse waves (reverberation)
1.4.2.7 Interaction of sensor and media

1.5 Sensors and their calibration
1.6 Baokground noise

1.6.1 Continuous
1.6.2 Transient

1.7 Sonrce location
1.7.1 One dimensional
1.7.2 Two dimensional
1.7.3 Three dimensional
1.7.4 Zone location

1.8 Souroe oharaoterization
1.8.1 Peak amplitnde
1.8.2 Rise time
1.8.3 Duration
1.8.4 Ringdown counts
1.8.5 Bvents
1.8.6 Bnergy

1.8.6.1 Continuous emissions
1.8.6.2 Transiont events

1.8.7 DBC (CARP specification)
1.8.8 Speotra

1.9 Terminology. recommended practices and standards

Saction II. AE Applications in the Petroleum and
Petroohemical Industry

11.1 Pressure vessels
11.1.1 Metal
11.1.2 Composite

11.2 Storage tanks
11.2.1 Metal
11.2.2 Composite

11.3 Piping
11.3.1 Metal
11.3.2 Composite

11.4 Blowout preventers
II.S Ladders and grating

Section III. AB Applioations in the Nuclear Industry
and Utilities

Bucket truok inspection
Partial discharge
Loose parts detection (Nuolear)
Pressure vessels
Leak detection

Section IV. AS Applications in Welding
IV.l Resistance and spot
IV.2 Laser and electrou beam
IV.3 Arc
IV.4 Butt
IV.S MIG and TIG
IV.6 Sub-Arc

Seotion V. AB Applications in Civil EngineerinB
V.l Mines
V.2 Dams



VI.l
VI.2
VI.3
VI.4

V.3 Bridges
V.4 Offshore platforms
V.S Soil studies
V.6 Military

V.6.1 Salt dome petroleum storase
V.6.2 Ice stability

Sectloa VI. AE Appllcatioas ia the Electroaics
Iadustry aud Miscellaneous

Particle bapaet noise detection (PIND)
Lead baud testiag
Kovar glass seals
Spalling resistance in refraotories

Section VII. AE Research in the Aerospace Industry
VII.l In-flight monitoriag
VII.2 Composites

VII.2.1 Orsanie
VII.2.2 Metal matrix

VII.3 Adhesive bonds
VII.4 Development of super alloys for turbine blades

Soction VIII. AE Research ia Biomedies
VIII.l Detection of stress fraotures
VIII.2 Assessment of bone fracture healing
VIII.3 Degradation of prosthesis

Sectioa IX. Machinery Monitorins
IX.l Jfillin8
IX.2 Drilling
11.3 Lathing
IX.4 Grinding
IX.5 Shearing
IX.6 Be.rins monitoring

Section X. Sensors and Systems
X.l Sensor research and devolopment

X.l.l NBS "CoDical" sonsor
X.l.2 Small array sensor
X.1.3 tT11lC ''Per'' sensor
X.l.4 PVDF sensors

X.2 SystOllls
1.2.1 Analog
1.2.2 Digital

Section XI. AE Research in the Automotive Industry
- Compoaites

XI.l neels
XI.2 Suspension
XI.3 Body components
11.4 Drive components

First c&IP Iateraatloaal s,.poai.. aD AB.
19-21 luly 1983. San Francisoo. California.

A report on this Symposium by M.A. Bamstad is
givea on page i. The procoodinss volume can be
ordered at '50.00 plus shipping from the SPI. For
ovorsea surface mail. add '7.50 and for oversea
aitaail add '12.50. Orders should include full
paylllont.
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Publication Salos
The Society of the Plastics Industry
355 Lexington Ave, New York, NY 10017

The official program of the Symposium is roproduced
below.

SESSION 1 - Material Characterization

Chairman: Mr. John Tetl, Consultant, Wllmlnglon, Delaware,
Founding Member and First Chairman, Committee on Acoustic
Emission from Reinforced Plastics

8:55- 8:20 "Looking for Patterns In Acoustic Emlsalona," R. M.
Selchamber, D. Betteridge, Y. T. Chow, and T. Lilley,
University College 01 Swansea, Swansea, United
Kingdom, M. E. Cudby and D. G. M. Wood, Imperial
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, United
Kingdom

9:20- 9:45 "Acouatlc EmIssion Studlea In Glass Flbre.Polyester
Composites with Rubber Toughened Matrlcea," G. A.
Crosbie, F. J. Guild, and M. G. Phillips, University 01
Bath, Bath, United Kingdom

9:45-10:10 "Acoustic Emllllon Durlng the Fracture of PartIcle
Reinforced Compo,ltea," A. E. Godoy Benz and J. S.
Nadeau, University 01 British Columbia, Vancouver,
Canada

10:10-10:25 Break

SESSION 1- Material Characterization - Continued

Chairman: Dr. Adrian Pollock, Acoustic Emission Associates,
Laguna Niguel, California

10:25-11:00 "Effects of Moisture an High Performance Lamlnetes,"
R. F. Dickson, C. J. Jones, B. Harris, H. Reiter, and T.
Adam, University of Bath, Balh, United Kingdom

11:00-11:30 "Acoustic Emlulon 'ram Polymer Bued Fibre
Composltea In Creep," H. Sundstrom and J·F Jansson,
The Royallnslllute 01 Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

11:30-12:00 "Ualng Location and Waveform Capture to InvesUgsta
RTR Tubing," Stewart J. Slykhous, Physical Acoustics
Corporation, San Clemente, Calilornia

SESSION 2 - Failure Mechanlllms

Chairman: Dr. R. Tetl, University 01 Naples, Naples, Italy

1:30- 2:05 "Acoustic emIssIon Charsclerlzatlon 01 Fracture
MechanIsms In Kevlar·Epoxy ComposItes," I. Roman,
A. Mittelman, M. Davldovltz and G. Marom, The Hebrew
University 01 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel

2:05- 2:40 "Acoustic Emllllon Study of Fracture of Fibers Em·
bedded In Epoxy Matrtx," L Lorenzo and H. T. Hahn,
Washington Unlverslly, SI. Louis, MIssouri

2:40- 3:10 "AnalysIs of the Fracture MechanIsms In Dlscon·
tlnuous FIbre Composites UsIng Acoustic Emlulon,"
J. M. Berthelol and J. Blllaud, Unlverslte du Maine, Le
Mans, France

3:10- 3:25 Break

SESSION 2- Failure Machanlsms- Continued

Chairman: Mr. T. N. Crump, E. I. DuPorit De Nemours & Company.
Wilmington, Delaware

3:26- 4:00 "Monitoring Damage Accumulation In Fllament·Wound
GraphIte/epoxy Laminate Coupons During Fatigue
Loading Through Acoustic Emission," J. Awerbuch,
Drexel University, M. R. Gorman, Hercules,lnc., Magna,
Utah, and M. Madhukar, Drexel Unlverslly.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

4:00- 4:30 "Acouatlc EmIssion and Dsmage Accumulation In
Carbon FIbre Epoxy Composites," D. Valentin and A. R.
BunseU, Ecole Natlonale Superleure des Mines de
Paris, Paris, France



4:30- 5:00 "F.tlgu. Llf. Prediction U.lng Acou.tlc Eml••lon
Ett.ct 01 Dltt.r.nt Lo.dlng Lev.I.... F. A. Maresca, W.
L. Gore and Associates, Newark, Delaware, L. K.
DJlauw, Shell Development Company, Houston, Texas,
and D. G. Fesko, Ford Motor Company, Detroit,
Michigan

SESSION 3- Ev.lu.tlon Crlt.rl. and Del.ct Slgn.tures

Chairman: Dr. Assa Aotem, Israel Institute 01 Technology, Haila,
Israel

8:30- 8:55 "Acou.tlc Eml••lon From Compo.lte.: The Inllu.nce
01 Re\n'orcemont P.ttem," F. J. GUild, M. G. Phillips,
and B. Harris, University 01 Balh, Balh, United Klndgom

8:55- 9:20 "Fr.cture Toughne.s Test. of Ol.as Flb.r Reinforced
Plastic. .nd Acou.tlc Emlealon Ch.r.ct.rI.tlc....
Hldekl Seklne, Kellchl Shimomura, and Hldeakl
Takahashi, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan,
Kazuyoshl FuJIno, Asahl Chemical Industry Co., LId.,
Tokyo,Japan

9:20- 9:45 "Acou.tlc Eml.slon and Mlcrofr.cture Behavior In
Model Compo.lte of Olasa Fiber Relnlorced Plastics,"
H. Klshlmoto and M. Zuzukl, Toyota Technological
Institute, Nagoya. Japan

8:45-10:10 "Monitoring Acou.tlc Emls.lon During Qu••I·St.tlc
Lo.dlnglUnloadlng Cycles of Fllamont·Wound
Or.phltolEpoxy L.mln.te Coupon.... J. Awerbuch,
Drexel University, M. A. Gorman, Hercules, Inc., Magna,
Utah, M. Madhukar, Drexel University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

10:10-10:30 Bro.k

SESSION 3- Evaluation Criteria and Defect Signatures - Continued

Chairman: Dr. Mike Phillips, University of Bath, Bath, Unlled
Kingdom

10:30-11:00 "OFRP and AE Correlation with a Transverse R.sln
Crack Model," P. T. McGowan, Owens/Corning
Fiberglas, Granville, Ohio

11:00-11:30 "Acou.tlc Emission Characterization of Composite
Materl.la Using the AE (Parameter) Del.y Concept."
James H. Williams, Jr., and Samson S. Lee,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

11:30-12:00 "Acoustic emission Signatures of RP Defects." A. S.
Scarpelllni, T. L. Swanson, T. J. Fowler, Monsanto
Company, St. Louis, Missouri

SESSION 4 - Application.

Chairman: ,Dr. Jan·Fredrik Jansson, The Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

1:30-2:00 "Acoustic Emission Study of Center·Hole CFRP
Lamlnatos," G. Caprlno and R. Tetl, Unlverslla Di
Napoli, Napoli,lIaly

2:00- 2:35 "Development 01 Acoustic Emission Techniques for
Quantitative Use on Aerospace C.F.R.P. Siructures," G.
S. Whalley, British Aerospace, Preston, United
Kingdom, P. T. Cole, Endevco, Royston, Unlled
Kingdom

2:35- 3:10 "Results Obtained During Acoustic Emission
Monitoring of Prool Testing of a Large Kevlar/Epoxy
Rocket Motor Case," Marvin A. Hamstad, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California

SESSION 4- Applications - Continued

Chairman: Mr. W. E. Swain, Independent Testing Laboratories,
Searcy, Arkansas

3:25- 4:00 "Recommended Practice lor Acoustic Emission
Testing of Reinlorced Thermosetting Resin Pipe
(RTRP)," M. A. Droge, Vice Chairman, CARP Pipe
Subcommltlee, E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,
Wilmington, Delaware
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4:00- 4:30 "Dealgn o' High Pressure Flberglasa Downhole Tubing:
A Proposed New ASTM Sp.clflcatlon," Frank H.
Pickering, Fiber Glass Systems, Inc., San Antonio,
Tellas

4:30- 5:00 "Acouillc Emission Testing of RP Orating," P. J.
Conllsk, Monsanto Company. St. Louis, Missouri

SESSION 5-Instrumentation

Chairman: Pro.essor F. X. De Charentenay, University of Technology
De Complegne, Camplegne, France

8:30- 8:55 "Automatic AE Spectrum Analyzer Ualng a New
Pipelined FFT Processor," Hlroakl Nlltsuma, Norlyoshl
Chubachl, Mlchllaka Kameyama, Tatsuo Higuchi, and
Hldekl Sekine, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan

8:55- 9:20 "Detection of Acoustic Emlsalon from Composite
Laminates Using PVF, Tran.ducers." Richard Smfler,
Edmund G. Henneke, II, and Carl T. Herakovlch,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
Blacksburg, Virginia

9:20- 8:45 "Amplitude Dlstrlbullon Analyals 01 Acoustic Emission
Irom Compoaltes: The Development 01 a Data
Collection end ProcessIng System," F. J. GUild,
University o. Balh, F. J. Ackerman, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Livermore, California, M. G.
Phillips and B. Harris, University of Bath, Bath, Unlled
Kingdom

9:45-10:10 "Callbretlon and Croas·Callbratlon of Acoustic
Emission Instrumentation Using the CARP
Procedure.," T. J. Fowler, Monsanto Company, St.
Louis, Missouri

SESSION 8- State 01 the Art: 1

Chairman: Dr. Teruo Kishi, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

10:25-10:50 "A Comprehensive Guide to the Lilerature on Acoustic
Emlaslon from CompoaUes." Thomas F. Drouillard.
Rockwell International, Golden, Colorado, Marvin A.
Hamstad, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, California

Summaries 01 Current Progress

10:50-11:05 "Functional Deacrlptlon and Performance
RequIrements of AE Instrumentation for Composite
Teatlng," David G. Taggart and James R. MitChell,
Physical Acoustics Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey

11:05-11:20 "Long Duration AE Events In Filament Wound
OraphltelEpoxy In the 100-300 KHz Band Pass Region,"
Michael R. Gorman and Todd H. Rytling, Hercules,lnc.,
Magna. Utah

11:20-11:35 "Characterization a. Carbon Fiber Composites Using
Acousto·Ultraaonlc Technlquea," Kanji Ono. University
of California, Los Angeles, Call lornla, Ron DeSpain,
Martin Marietta Aerospace Corporation, Baltimore.
Maryland

11:35-11:50 "Evaluation of Damage Growth In Hybrid Composites
by AE Energy Measurement," M. J. Sundaresan, H. V.
Ramachandra, S. Srldhara, H. N. Sudheendra, and V.
Naik, Nalional Aeronautical labOratory, Bangalore,
India

11:50-12:05 ."Characterlzatlon of Delamln.tlon and Transverse
Cracking In Graphite/Epoxy Lamlna.es by Acoustic
Emission," Amar Garg and Orl Ishai, NASA Ames
Research Center, Mollett Field, California

SESSION 7- Stete·ol·the·Art: 2

Chairman: Dr. T. J. Fowler, Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Missouri

Summaries 01 Current Progress (continued)

1:30- 1:45 "Use 01 Acoustic Emission tq Characterize Resin
Performance In Laminates," Armando Cortez, James
H. Enos, Edward Francis, and Henry G. Heck, Dow
Chemical U.S.A., Freeport, Texas



1:45- 2:00 "Acoustic Emission Prediction 01 Burst Pressures In
Twenty-Inch Diameter Filament Wound Graphlte/Epolty
Bottles," James C. Russell and Michael R. Gorman,
Hercules,lnc., Magna, Utah

Developing Directions

Chairman: M. A. Hamstad, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, Californ ia

2:00- 3:15 Group Discussion

3:15- 3:30 Break

3:30- 5:00 Group Aepor1S and Open Session Discussion

Group discussion topics to Include the lollowlng:

AE Instrumentation
Spectrum Analysis
Amplllude Analysis
Source ldenU,jcation
Calibration
Codes and Practices
Source/Area Location
Kaiser/Felicity Elfects
Additional topics that arise during the course 0' the conference

8th ~otinl of CARP (the Committee on Acoustic
Emission from Reinforced Plastics). 6-8 March 1984.
The 1I0tel Utah. Salt Lake City. Utah

The 8th Meetins of CARP will be held 6-8 March
1984 iu Salt Lake City. Utah. The meeting is co
hosted by Hercules Ino./Aerospace Division and Morton
Thiokol. Inc./Wasatch Division. The meoting site will
be the exqUisite Hotel Utah immediately adjaoent to
the Temple Square in the heart of Salt Lake City. To
facilitate the orsanizatiou of technical sessions. we
request that all offers of presentations be received
by 15 Ianuary 1984. A short abstract (approximately
100-200 words) should be sent by February 1984. At
the meetin8. a copy of all the submitted abstracts
will be given to each attendee.

A block of rooms has been set aside at the Hotel
Utah. These rooms will be held by the Hotel Utah
until 20 February 1984. Since the meetins is plaDned
to last all day Tuesday. Wednesday and half the day
Thursday. the rooms are being held for Monday.
Tuesday. and Wednesday nishts for the convenience of
non-local attendees.

For more information. contact:

Dr. Michael R. Gorman
Hercules. Inc.
P 0 Dox 98
Magna. Utah 84044
(SOl) 250-5911 X40l4

Dr. Eric v. K. Hill
MortoD Thiokol. Inc./Wasatch Division
P 0 Dox 524. M/S 915
Brigham City. utah 84302
(BOl) 863-2620
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Tko 26th "otin, of Acoustic E.issioa Workia, Groap
(AEiG). 2-5 April 1984. Reno. Nevada

The next meeting of AEWG is sponsored by Macksy School
of JUnes. University of Nevada. Reno and Acoustic
Emission Teohnology Corporation. SacrAmento.
California. It will be held at the MOM Grand Hotel on
2-5 Apr i1 1984.

Special RYonts

1. Monday. 2 April. AnO Acoustic l1aiasion hmoI'.
A unique opportunity to learn about acoustic
emission from 4 renowned staff of instructors
all noncommercial members of AEWG. Six hours of
classroom instruction and course notes.
Or8anized by Professor Davis Egle. Univeristy of
Oklahoma.

2. AEWG Awards Lunoheon -- continuing the tradition
of excellence in our field. Fellow. Achievement.
and Gold Medalist awards will be presented.

3. Society for the Advancement of Material and
Process Engineerinl. 29th National Symposium and
Exhibition. HGM Grand Botel. 3-5 April. AEWG
re8istration at SAMPE member rates.

AnO

Nine technical sessions plus AEWG Business Heeting.
Presentations on all AE topics sre welcomed. Please
return the enclosed sheet.

Tl'a.el Arran,oaoDts

MGM reservation cards to be sent in next mailing.

Special airfares available through. ''The Travel
Association Ltd." in conjunction with United Airlines.
Please contact R. Ratliff at (BOO) 327-9687 for
complete information.

For further information. please oontact Program
Chai~an. Allen T. Green. Technical Director. Acoustic
Emission TechnoloBY Corp •• 1812-1 Tribute Road.
Sacramento. California 95815. (916) 927-3861 or telex
171-356.

Tho 7th lateraatioaal AB &".posia
23-26 October 1984. Sendai, lAPAN

The biennial symposium will be held at the Zao
Town Ball. at the foot of picturesque Mt. Zao under
the sponsorship of the lapanese Society for Non
Destructive Inspection (ISNDI). Zao is amidst ancient
and modern hot spring resorts. about 20 miles
southwest of Sendai. New high speed trains link Tokyo
and Sendai to within a few hours.

The scope of the symposium will be similar to
the precedinl symposia. Particular attention will be
paid on Dew developments in the fuadamental research
as well as in various practical applications of
acoustic emission. Areas of interest include:



AE in advanced materials (ceramics. composites
electronic and magDetic materials)

AE in structurQl mQterials (metals, concrete)

IDstrumentation and WQve analysis (calibrQtion.
time-domQiD aDd frequeDcy-domQin aDalysis)

Application to pressure vessels, pipelines aud
off-shore structures

MaDufacturing process monitoriDg (weldiDg.
cQsting. machiniDg)

Acoustic diagnosis (plQDt maintenance. leakage
detection)

Monitoring of subsurface crack (earthquake.
landslide. mining. and oil. gas and geothermal
nploration)

All papers will be presented in English.
Original contributions are preferred. but review
papers will be considered. Abstracts of papers (200
400 words) should be submitted not later than
~aDO 15. 1'84. to the Chairman of the Secretary
Committee.

Professor Dideaki Takahashi
ReseQrch Institute for Strength and Fracture of
lIaterials
Faculty of EngiDeering. Tohoku University
Sendai 980. Japan
Tel: 0222-22-1800 aT. 4179, Tolex: 852771

Full papers of accepted titles are due on
August 31. 1984, which will be published in
Proceedings available at the symposium.

Tho Sth USO IDtoraatioaal B,.poai_ 011 Metallurgy and
Material s Sciellce. "Microstructural Characterization
of MateriQls by Non-Microscopical Techniques." 3-7
September 1984. at Riso National Laboratory. ROlkilde.
Deumark

Acoustic emillion is included alone of the technique I

to be dilculsed at this Sympolium, For details. write
to

The Secretariat, 5th Riso Int. Symp.
Riso National Laboratory
Postbox 49
DE-4000 Roskilde. Denmark
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

1. General

The Journal will publish contributions from all
parts of the world and manuscripts for pUblication
should be submitted to the Editor. Send to:

Professor Kanji Ono, Editor - JAE
6532 Boelter Hall
University of California
Los Angeles. California 900211 USA

European authors may submit manuscripts directly to:

Dr. Roger Hill, Associate Editor - Europe
Robt Gordon's lnst. of Technology
St. And re w St.
Aberdeen AB 1 1HG Uni ted Kingdom

Manuscripts of Japanese authors may be sent to:

Professor M. Onoe. Associate Editor - Japan
University of Tokyo
Roppongi 7-22-1
Minato. Tokyo 106 JAPAN

Authors of any AE related pUblications are encouraged
to send a copy for inclusion in the AE Literature
section to:

Mr. T.F. Drouillard, Associate Editor - JAE
Rockwell International
Energy Systems Group
P. O. Box 11611
Golden, Colorado 801101

All the manuscripts will be rev iewed upon
submission to the Editor. Onl y papers not prev iously
published will be accepted. Authors must agree to
transfer the copyright to the Journal and not to
pUblish elsewhere, a paper submitted to and accepted
by the Journal.

A p3per is acceptable if it is a revision of a
governmental or organizational report, or if it is
based on a paper published in a conference proceedings
volune of limited distribution.

An abstract not exceed ing 200 word s is needed
for Research and Applications articles, while it
should be shorter than 100 words for other articles
except Communications.

The language of the Journal is English. All
papers should be written concisely and clearly.

2. Page Charges

No page charge is levied, except for the pages
that contain half-tone illustrations ($60.00 per
page). In order to support the pUblication of this
Journal, the authors' organization is requested to
purchase one-hundred offprints at $12.00 per printed
page.

3. Manuscript for Review

Manuscripts for review need only to be typed
legibly; preferably, double-spaced on only one side of
the page with wide margins and submitted in
triplicate. Authors are encouraged to submit articles
in the following magnetic media: CPIM Wordstar format
for SSSD 8", IBM PC, Osborne, Superbrain.

The title should be brief. Except for short
communications. descriptive heading Should be used to
divide the paper into its component parts. Use the
International System of Units (51).

References to pUblished literature should be
quoted in the text citing authors and the year of
publication. These are to be grouped together at the
end of the paper in alphabetical and chronological
order.

Journal references should be arranged as below,
including when available, the abstract number given in
T.F. Drouillard, "Acoustic Emission, a Bibliography
wi th Abstracts ," Plenum Press, New York, 1979. The
abstract number should be preceded by the letter D and
given in square brackets at the end of each reference.
More recent references that appeared in the AE
LITERATURE section should be followed by year and
re ference number; e.g. [83-122).

H.L. Dunegan, D.O. Harris. and C.A. Tatro,
(1968) Eng. Fract. Mech., 1: 105-122
[D1l20] •

Y. Krampfner, A. Kawamoto, K. Ono, and
A.T. Green (1915) "Acoustic Emission
Characteristics of Cu Alloys under
Low-Cycle Fatigue Conditions" NASA
CR-1311766, University of California
Los Angeles and Acoustic Emission
Tech. Corp •• sacramento, April [D1036].

A.E. Lord, Jr. (1915) Physical Acoustics:
Principles and Methods, Vol. 11, ed.
H.P. Mason and R.N. Thurston, Academic
Press, New York. pp. 289-353 [Dl09Q].

Abbreviations of journal titles should follow
those used in the ASH Metals Abstracts. In every
case, authors' initials. appropriate volume and page
numbers should be included.

Illustrations and tables should be planned to
fit a single column width (1l.5") or a double width
(9"). For the reviewing processes, these need not be
of high quality, but submit glossy prints with the
final manuscript. Lines and letters should be legible
after the illustrations are reduced to 77".

II. Review

All manuscripts will be judged by qualified
reviewers. Each paper is reviewed by one of the
editors and typically sent for review by members of
the Editorial Board. The Board member may seek
another independent review. In case of disputes, the
author may request other reviewers.
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1. Alms and Scope of the Journal

Journal of Acoustic Emission is an international
journal designed to be of hroad interest and use to
both researcher and practitioner of acoustic emission.
It w111 publ1.sh orIginal contributions of all aspects
of reMarch and significant engineering advances in
the :sciences and applications of acoustic emission.
The journal wlll also publish occadonal critical
reviews. and the abstracts of papers presented at
r:lHtlngs. Another section Iolill be devoted to techni
cal notes, cOl!l:nunications and summarle:5 of vohnlnous
reports. Current neW3 of Intere:st to the acoustic
e:llission co~unltles. announcements of future confer
ences and \IOrking group meetings and new products will
be inchided in the non-teclmical section.

the editorial policies described above. The Edit.orial
Board will advise the editors on any major chimge. The
Editor. Profes:lOr Kanji Ono. has the general responsi_
bility for all the matters. Associate Editors. Dr.
S.L. McBride and Dr. A.G. Seattie, assist the revie ....
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ture section.

The members of the Editorial Board will advise
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other a:!pects. They \lill promptly review the
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Journal of Acoustic E:aission includes the fol
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RESONANCE ANALYSIS OF PIEZOELECfRIC
TRANSDUCER ELEMENTS

Masayasu OMsu and Kanji Ono

Abatract

Resonance characteristics or" pio10electric
transducer elements were analy1ed using the finite
element method (FEN). We developed a computer program
based on the axisymmetrical element formulation.
Using this program. we determined resonance
frequencies and vibration modes of three types of
PZT-5A transducer elements. Those were cylindrical.
disk-shaped and conical elements. The resonance
frequencies obtained by the FEU analyses for the
~tress-free boundary condition agreed with
experimental results. Resonance frequencies for the
1ero-displacement boundary condition were also in good
agreement with experimental results when the PZT-5A
elements were attached to a steel block. Resonance
vibration modes were alsO determined. While nominal
resonance frequencies due to one-dimensional theory
~ay be close to some of the oblerved resonance
frequencies. the actual vibration model are complex
and the simple vibration modes are meaningless.

When piezoelectric elementl were attached to a
backing block of steel or 1inc alloy. the coupling
condition between the transduoer and block had COmplex
effects on the resonance characteristics of the
pie10electric elements. The prosent FEN method was
only partially saccessful in predicting the behavior
of the coupled transdacers.

1. Introdaction

Frequency responses of acoastic emission (AE)
transducers are one of major variables in AE studies.
A common AE transducer basically consists of a
piezoelectric element in a protective housing
(Beattie. 1983). For specialized purposes. capacitive
tranlducers (Graham and Alera. 1974. Breckenridge.
1981) and optical transdacers (Palmer and Green. 1979.
Emmony et al •• 1982) are allo atilized. However.
pie10electric transducers provide the best combination
of low cost. hiah sensitivity. oase of handling and
selective frequency responses. Althoagh most of them
are not suited for broad-band detection and their
characteristics are not well characterized for ase in
basic stadies of AE waveform analyses. they are the
only choice for most AE experimonts and applications.

Various theoretical analyses of pie10eleotric
transducers have been performed. These can be

Received 21 November 1983. in rovised form. 10 January
1984. The authors are affiliated with Department of
Materials Science and Enginoering. School of
Ensineerina and Applied Science. University of
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classified into two groups. One employed equivalent
electric circuits (Mason. 1958. Onoe and Jumonji.
1957) and the other applied solutions of field
equations (Auld. 1973). Both methods are based on
one-dimensional analysis. and cannot be extended to
three-dimensional analyses. Since the piezoelectric
element used in an AE transducer is neither an
infinite bar nor an infinite plate. it behaves as a
three-dimensional elastic body.

A necessary condition for the occurrence of
piezoelectricity is the absence of a center of
crystalline symmetry. Piezoelectric materials are
therefore intrinsically anisotropic. This is one of
the main reasons why the characteristics of
piezoelectric transducers are discussed within the
limitations of one-dimensional theory. Needless to
say. it is difficult to simulate the three-dimensional
boundary conditions by usina the one-dimensional
analyses. Thus. we must perform three-dimensional
analysis of piezoelectric elements in order to
determine the frequency responses of piezoelectric AE
transduce rs.

A very few solutions exist for three-dimensional
piezoelectric bodies. Most well-known solutions for
finite piezoelectric plates were obtained from
approximated two-dimensional equations which are
extensions of those originally developed by Mindlin
for the purely elastic case (lIerrmann. 1974). In the
Bugdayci and Bogy study (1981). some particular
solutions were discussed by means of the classical
series expansion method. Dowever. these results are
neither explicit nor directly applicable to the
analysis of AE transducers. In order to clarify
frequency responses of AE transducers and to optimize
the desisn of piezoelectric transducer elements. we
need to develop an analytical method. which is
applicable for any kind of piezoelectric elements.

In this paper. we introduce the resonance
analysis of pie10electric AE transducers by means of
tho finite element method (FEN). An application of FEN
analysis to piezoelectric materials was proposed by
Allik and Hughes (1970). They used three-dimensional
hexahedral finite elements and applied their method to
compute the vibrational response of a particular sonar
transducer. The sonar transducer consisted of a
tape rod rod and a rectangular head and was subjected
to a constant voltage drive and current drive (Allik.
Webman and Runt. 1974). Tomikawa et al. (1978)
analyzed piezoelectric tuning forks by using the same
method. They were able to determine the equivalent
circuit olemonts and to explore various geometric
configurations for piezo-resonators.

We developed a computer program by using an
axisymmetric FEN formulation. This is much simpler
than the three-dimensional hexahedral formulation and
is useful for typically axisymmetrical piezoelectric
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oloments for AE transducors. As caso studios. wo
analyzod tho resonance frequencios and resonance
vibration modos of three PZT-SA piezoelectric
elements. "These were a cylindrical element. a disk
shaped element. and a conical element. The results
were compared with experimental results.

piezoelectric element. Bere. we employed a linear
trianlular element for approximation of the
displacement field. The computer pr08ram is available
from the authors. Necessary input data for computation
and correspondins variables are listod at the
belinnins of this prolram.

~. FBI Foraalation of a Pieaoeleatria BleaeDt

The followinl definitions are applicable to the above
constitutive equations of linear piezoelectric
materials:

Eloctro-mochanical vibrations of piezoelectric
bodies can be solved in a manner similar to the
correspondiDI mechanical vibration problem. but with
additional variables and boundary conditions. The
constitutive relations for leneral linear
piezoelectric materials are as follow (nolland. 1969):

A larle amount of memory buffer is usually
required in FEN computation. However. wo were
interested in only several eisen-frequeucios
(resonance frequencies) of the piezoolectric element.
Consoquently. we solved tho eilen-value problem by
usin8 a subspace iteration method and Cholesky's
decomposition method to save the memory buffer and to
bypass a cumbersome routine for calculating a
determinant and the roots of the characteristic
matris. As discussed later. the first five reSODOnce
frequencies are obtained by this program. In case
where hi8her order resonance frequencies are required.
the pr08ram needs to be revised. but the revision can
be made without much difficulty. Note that our program
is applicable to any pie&oelectric materials. such as
PZT-4. PZT-S. and DaTiO]. by simply chang ins numerical
values of material constants.

(1)

(2)

Solvina with respect to stress Ttl' equations 1
and 2 can be represented by matrices:

It is known that homoleneous loverninl equations
of piezoelectric materials are of the same form as the
ordinary struotural dynamic equation (Allit and
HUlhes. 1970). Startin8 from the constitutive
equations 1 and 2. we formulated 80verninl equations
employed in the present FEM analysis on the basis of
the variational principle. Bere. we employed the
axisymmetrical element formulation (Zientiewicz.
1967). because axisymmetrical elements are most
commonly utilized in AE applications.

(D) = (e)(S) + (pS)(E)

3. Aaalytical IOdols aDd Bzporimenta

Finite element meshes of the axisymmetrical
models analyzed are shown in Fi8. 1. We used
trian8ular shaped elements as shown in these fi8ures.
Mechanical boundary conditions correspondinl to the
models of stress-froo boundary (froe vibration) and
electrical boundary conditions are also indicated.
For the zero-displaoemont bonndary condition (fised
boundary). dilplaoellent components on the lower
boundary of the models (indicated as F cOin Fia. 1)
wore completely fixed.

Tablo 1 shows tho material constants of PZT-5A
ceramic (Mason. 1964). For piezoelectric elemonts of
simple geometries. such as a cylindrical element and a
disk-shaped element, wo can calculate nominal
rOIODOnce froquencies of fundamental vibration modes;
i.e., compression. shear. and radial modos. (Kawabata.
1973):

Wo analyzed throe axisymmetrical piezoelectric
elements. These are a cylindrical element of 9.S3 am
(0.375") diameter and 12.19 mm (0.48") height, a
dis1~-sh.ped elellent of 9.53 mm (0.375") diameter and
1.45 mm (0.057") height. and a truncated conical
element of 6 mm base diameter. 1 mm truncated end
diameter and 2.5 mm height. The conical element has
the same 8eometry as that used in a displacement
transducer (Proctor. 1982). These dimensions
correspond to PZT-5A elements used in experiments.
The elellentl wero obtained from Valpey-Fisher Corp ••
Hopkinton. Mass. The cylindrical element was intended
to have the fundamental resonance at 175 kH& and the
disk-shaped element at 1500 kHz. both in compression
mode.

(3)

(4)

adiabatic compliance tensor at constant
eleotric field

electric displacoment

strain tensor

stress tensor

electric field. Em = - F' m

olectric potential

: adiabatic piezoelectric tensor

: adiabatic permittivity at constant
stress

F

S ..
1J

T
U

E
m

D
n
E

Sij kl

:::re ~;:~: ~;~~-~'[~i~cE)~:~I~B)
Bere. ( ) represents a matrix and [ )t represents a
transposed matrix.

Compression:

Shear:

RadiDl:

fa c (1/2h)[c~3/p)O.5

fa c (1/2h)(c~4/pIO.S

f
r

('/nd)[I/(pS~l (1 - a2»)0.S

On the basis of these matrix rolations. we
developed a computer prOlram for the analysis of
vibrational characteristics of an axisymmetric
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Table 1 Electro-mechanical proporties of PZT-SA.

E 16.4sll

Elastic
E 18.85 33
E -5.14compliance s12

( 10-12 m2/N )
E -7.22B1J
E 47.5s44

Permittivity of

-12
8.854

vacuum ( 10 F/m )

Dielectric
T 1730.ell
T 1100.constant eJJ

Density ( 10J kg/mJ ) 7.15

Piezoelectric d3J 374.

constant d31 -171.

( 10-12 C/N ) diS 584.

where f is tho anti-resonance frequency, f is the
resonan3o frequency, p is the mass density,rh is the
thickness, d is tho radius of the element and a is
Poisson's ratio. ~ is a root of the following
equation:

where 11 and 10 are Bessel's functions of the first
and the zeroth order. The values of f for the
compression and shear modes can be obtNined using the
electrical coupling coefficient, k, which is given by

k1 = (nf /2f )cot(nf /1f ).
r a r a

Using the above equations the nominal resonance
frequencies were calculated for the cylindrical and
disk elements and listed in Table 2.

We oonducted experiments to evaluate values of
resonance frequencies obtained by the FEM analyses.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the experiment. For
the stress-free boundary condition (free vibration),
we placed a PZT-SA element On a steel block of
dimensions S.7 cm x 13 em x 18 em without bonding to
the block. Sweeping sinusoidal input from dc to 2 ~Iz

was supplied by a funotion generator to a broadband
transduoer (AET, Model FCSOO). This transducer was
coupled to the same surface of the block (shown as a
transmitter in Fi8. 1). The input voltage was kept

4.76 ~

(a)

I- 4.76 ·1
(b)

T
It'\

N

1
3.0 ,I

(c) ( mm )

T
It'\
~.....
1

Fig. 1 Axisymmetrical models of PZT-SA olements. (a) the cylindrical
element (the number of nodes a IS, the number of elements = 16).
b) the disk-shaped element (tho number of nodes = 21, the number
of elements a 24), and (c) the oonical element (the number of
nodes = 27, the number of elements = 3S).
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Table 2 Nominal resonanoe frequencies of the
oylindrioal and the disk-shaped elements (f
is the anti-resoDQnoe frequency and f is t~e
resonance frequency). r

4. Ies1l1h aDd Discusdon

Fig. 2 A block diagram of the experiment.

4.1 FEN Analyses

A typical program output is shown in Appendix.
This result was obtained for the cylindrical element

Vibration Cylindrical Dhlr.-ehapnd
ClOdo alc=ent ( 1r.II& ) al_ont ( ltIl. )

( r r f
r a r a

Compresdon 160 179 134l lS02

SbCUlr 71 III S!l7 181

Redial 201 201

''Free'' reSODQnce frequencies were found to range
from 109 to 298, 116 to 584 and 80 to 774 kHz for the
cylindrical, disk and conical models, respectively.
The ranges for ''Fixed'' resonance frequencies widened
to 61 to 316, 382 to 2245 and 404 to 1874 kHz for the
corresponding models. No simple relation was observed
amons the calculated frequenoies for each model,
either among the free (or fixed) resonance frequencies
or between the free and fixed resonance frequencies.
These calculated frequencies also have little
correspondence with the nominal resonance frequencies
calculated from the one-dimensional theory (cf. Table
2) •

under the free vibration condition. The input data,
such as element-nodes relation, piezoelectric
constants, boundary conditions and X-Y coordinates of
the 16 nodes are given first. Here, the first item
refers to the number of an element followed by the
three nodes that defines the element. The three rows
representing the boundary conditions refer to the
nodes fixed horizontally, the node(s) fixed vertically
and the nodes where the electrical potential is zero
(F cO), respectively. In this example, the center
line was fixed (Nodes 1 to 5) and the vertical motion
was restrained at the center (Node 3). The electrical
potential at Nodes I, 6 and 11 was kept at zero. The
value of resonance frequency for the first mode is
liven next, followed by the radial and axial
components of displacement vectors (R and Z,
respectively), and electrical potentials (F) at each
node. SUbsequently, the correspondins data for the
second resonance mode to tbe fifth are siven.
Resonance frequencies of analytical models determined
by FEN analyses are summarized in Table 4. In this
table, the resonance frequencies for free vibration
and for zero-displacement boundary condition (fixed
boundary) are siven for the three geometries employed.

4. Pre-AIllpUfior

S. IlHS Voltmeter

6. X.Y Rooorder

1. Function Generator

2. Tra......1ttor

l. PZT-)A et......nt

In order to investigate effects of coupling
between a transducer element and an elastic mediam,
the PZT-5A elements were bonded with wax to the same
st~el block described earlier or to a cylindrical
casting of a zinc alloy (ZAMAX-3), having 12.25 cm
diameter and approximately 8 cm height. Because it is
known that transient response of a piezoolectric
transducer is influenced considerably by impedance
matching (Redwood, 1961), we used the two materials to
vary the degree of mechanical impedance matching.
Young's modulus and the mechanical impedance (mass
density times P-wave velocity) of PZT-5A, steel, and
zinc alloy are shown in Table 3. Both Young's modulus
and the mechanical impedance of steel are larger than
those of PZT-5A. Therefore, when we attach a PZT-5A
element to the steel block, the boundary condition
between the PZT-SA element and the steel block is
expected to correspond approximately to the zero
displacement boundary condition (fixed boundary).
Young's modulus of zinc alloy has an intermediate
value between steel and PZT-5A, but the mechanical
impedance is comparable to that of PZT-5A. According
to the one-dimensional analysis, such a medium is
desirable as a backinl material to PZT-SA by
minimizinl effects of resonant vibrations and
reflections from the coupled medium.

constant during a sweeping time of about SO sec, but
it was adjusted to obtain enough output voltage for
recording. The output of the PZT-5A element was
amplified and filtered. Total amplification was 80 dB
and a frequency range was from 30 kHz to 2 ~alz. The
root-mean-square (rms) voltage output was recorded on
an X-Y recorder.

Table 3 Hoohanlcal propertios ot PZT-SA. zinc alloy. aDd .teol.

~
E

Young's modulus : llsll Mechanical impedance

( 1010 N/m2
)

7 2
)(10 kg/m soc

PZT-SA 6.1 3.06

Zinc alloy 11.9 3.09

Steel 20.7 4.71
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Table 4 Resonance frequencies of analytical models.

Hodel No. Free ( kHz ) Fixed ( kHz )

ht 109 61

2nd 196 167
Cylindrical

3rd 207 191
model

4th 217 245

5th 298 316

ht 116 382

2nd 206 766
Disk-shaped

3rd 322 1219
model

4th 541 1476

5th 584 2245

ht 80 404

2nd 262 803
Conical

3rd 414 878
model

4th 567 1099

5th 774 1874

The fized resonance frequencies were shifted
substantially from the free resonance frequenoies.
For the cylindrical model. the fized resonance
frequencies of the first three modes were lower than
those of free vibration. For the disk and conical
models. the fized resonance frequencies were
invariably hiaher than those of free vibration. Note
that most direct comparisons between "free" and
"fbed" resonance frequencies are not valid because
the modes of vibration are completely different.

Ezamples of resonanoe vibration modes are shown
in Figs. 3 to S. In order to show the vibration modes
clearly. soales of displaoement are hiahly ezasserated
and are different in eaoh drawins. In all the cases
studied. simple modes of vibration envisaged in the
one-dimensional theory were not observed. Figure 3
shows the first three free and fized vibration modes
of the cylindrical element. The dominant motion of
the first free vibration mode is that of a compression
mode. However. it is obvious that the diametrical
reduction is nonUDiform. ranaing from uo change at the
top and bottom to the mazimum shrinkaae at the center.
At higher resonance frequencies. oomplez vibration
modes comprised mainly of shear motions were observed.
When displacement components on the lower boundary
were constrained. the first vibration mode was similar
to the top half of the free resonance condition. This
behavior is well known in the buoklina theory of an
elastic pillar. The value of the first fized resonance
frequency was 61 kllz. which is approzimaUly equal to
a half of the first free resonance frequency of 109
kHz. The second (or third) vibration modes of both
free and fized boundary conditions appear to be
similar to eaoh other. as shown in Fia. 3. This is
reflected in the closeness of the resonanoe
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frequencies (196 and 167 kHz for the second mode or
207 and 191 kHz for the third mode. respectively).
This is apparently fortuitous as the top boundary of
the free vibration mode is relatively unperturbed.

Filure 4 shows the first two vibration modes of
the disk-shaped element. The dominant vibration of
the first free resonance mode is bending. Because of
azisymmetric aeometry. this represents lifting at
outer edaes. no motion at the center. and the mazimum
displacement at a 3 mm diameter. The second free
resonance mode is a combination of compression and
radial modes. The diameter increases. but no
thioknesa reduction occurs at the outer edao. The
free resonance frequency (206 kHz) was in good
aareamont with the nominal radial resonance frequency
of 201 kHz (see Table 2). This shows that the nominal
frequency based on the one-dimensional theory can be
quite misleading. Unless tho vibration mode is
identified by the FEN analysis. the resonance
frequency cannot bo a reliable indicator of the
vibration mode. For ezample. the third free mode of
the cylindrical model also has nearly identical
resonanoe freqnancy (207 kHz). but the mode of
vibration was entirely different from radial
resonanco.

By constrainina the lower boundary. the bending
modes were removed as shown in the lower drawings of
Fig. 4. This resulted in shifts in the resonance
frequencies to higher values. The third or fifth free
mode was similar to the first free mode. except one or
two more oyole(s) of bendinl was present. The fourth
free modo had a compression mode at the center as in
tho second free mode. but no diametrioal chanle was
observed at the outer edge. The higher modus of the
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Fia. 5 Examples of resonance vibration modes of the conical element for
the case of (ree vibration (in tbe upper half) and of fixed
bouudary (in the lower half).

fixed boundary conditions were basically similar to
the first two modes shown in FiS' 4. In all the
cases. the contributions of shear modes were stronS'
AlthouSh the resonance frequency of the fourth fixed
mode (1477 kHz) was close to the nominal resonance
frequency of this disk. no contribution of compression
mode can be detected from the present result.

In the conical element. free resonance
vibrations were also observed to be primarily beudins
motions. as shown in FiS. 5. When the lower boundary
was constrained. the fixed resonance frequencies were
shifted to a hisher frequency range in a similar
mauuer to the disk-shaped element. By constraint of
the lower bouudary. the dominant vibration mode
chansed from a bending motion to a mixture of shear
and compression. Because of the constraint. the outer
rim on the lower boundary moved little and the central
portion of the clement became the primary region of
vibration. The third fixed mode resembled the first
fixed mode. while the fourth and fifth fixed modes
were similar to the second mode.

4.2 Experimental Findings and Comparison with FEM

In order to evaluate the validity of our FEM
analyses. the transducer clements were tested for
their electrical impedance and their sensitivity to

mechanical vibration. Usins a vector impedance meter
(Hewlett-Packard. Model 4800A). the frequencies
correspondin8 to maxima and minima of the electrical
impedance of an unconstrained transducer element were
determined. The high frequency limit of the
instrument was 550 kHz. The impedance maximum and
minimum oecurred in pairs and the correspondins
frequencies. f and f. were less than ~ apart. The
results are lifted in table 5 under the headins of
'~lectrical drive." For the cylindrical element. f
and f were about 141 kHz and no other impedance pelk
was f3und below 5S0 kHz. For the disk and conical
elements. two pairs of resonance frequencies were
observed.

Transducer responses to mechanical excitations
were determined using a transmitter-receiver
arrangement described earlier (cf. Fig. 2). While the
transmitter characteristics are not known exactly. the
present metbod is adeqnate for establishing the
resonance frequencies of the receiver. Three types of
experiments were performed using the transfer blocks
of steel and zinc. Free vibration responses were
determined using the steel block. Here. a transducer
element was placed on the block and was excited by
driving the transmitter coupled to the same surface
with a swept frequency signal. Fixed vibration
responses were measured by bonding tbe element to the
block (steel or zinc) usinS wax.
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Frequency reaponse (rms voltage) of the cylindrical element.

Typical responses are presented in Fias. 6 to 8.
Theso show experimental results for the cylindrical
element. the disk-shaped element. and the conical
element. respectively. Each figure shows three
response curves for the cases of: 1) free vibrations.
2) the element bonded to the steel block. 3) the
element bonded to the zinc block. Since we adjusted
input voltage between experiments. amplitude scalea of
those figures are not indicated. However. free
vibration responsos were always the strongest and
those with the zinc block the weakest. In case of the
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element attached to the block. the resonance frequoncy
of the attached block must be taken into
consideration. The effect of the block. however. was
inconsequential. because the size of the block was
larae compared to the element and a 30 kHz high-pass
filter was employed. This consideration is verified
by the fact that the response curves in these fiaures
have no common peak. In order to investigate effects
of the block. we alao coupled the transmitter to the
opposite surface of the block. instead of the same
aurface. The locations of observed peaks in frequency
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Fig. 7 Frequency response (ras voltage) of the disk-shaped element.

response curves were identical to those shown here.
Furthermore. we detected rms volta,e response by using
another transducer (ART FC500) bonded on the block as
a receiver. Results are shown in Fig. 9. The top
araph shows response curve of a face-to-face
esperiment. in which the transmitter was ooupled
directly to the receiver without the blook. It oan be
seen that an FCSOO transduoer has a fairly flat
response. The middle ,raph in Fi8. 9 shows the
frequenoy response with wave transmission throulh the
blook and the bottom Iraph shows the similar response
where the two transducers were coupled on the same
surfaoe of the bloct. These responses were muoh
weater than the top graph. but still relatively free
from strona reSODances osoopt for small periodical
fluotuations. The latter may correspond to highor
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resoDances of the block. Obviously. these small peaks
were not observed in FilS. 6. 7. and 8. Therefore. it
is concluded that the effect of the bloot is
inconsequential in the present experiment.

The bottom 8raph of Fig. 6 shows tho "free"
response of the cylindrical el~ent to mechanical
input. The 133 kHz peak was tho stronlest. In
addition. more than ten other lesser peaks were
olearly discernible. The highest reconizable peak was
at 1.3 MHz. Broad low frequency responses were noted
above the filter cut-off at 30 kHz. When the element
was bonded to the steel blook. most hilh frequency
peaks vanished and the strongest peak shifted to 42
tBz. Tho othor major peaks were at 152 kHz and at 204
tBz. The response ourve of the cylindrical element
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Frequency

Frequoncy responso of tho coDical olemont.

2 MHz

attached to the zinc block was only slightly different
from that for the steel block. However. the major
peaks were split to three or four peaks of nearly
equal sensitivities. The effect of matched backing
was not obvious in this case.

The response curves of the disk element are
presented in Fig. 7. For free vibration. the major
peaks were at 131 kH~. 947 kHz. 1530 kHz and 535 kHz
in order of reducing sensitivities. A number of
smaller peaks were observed above 41 kHz and
continuous responses were noted to 1.9 MHz. When this
element was attached to the steel block. the stronsast
peak was shifted to 191 kHz. In addition. over thirty
minor peaks appeared. In the response curva Cor the
element attached to the zinc block. peaks were not
observed in the frequency range above 600 kllz. This
behavior is quite difCerent Corm that of the element
attached to the steel block. and appears to be due to
matched backins. The peak sensitivity Was observed at
about 300 kHz and substantial responses were Cound
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Crom 30 kHz to 400 kHz. This ranse is characterized
by numerous sharp paaks.

The sensitivity curves for the conical element
are shown iu Pia. 8. When it was free. several major
peaks were observed at 494 kBz. 278 kHz. 713 kHz. 1010
kHz and 920 kHz. More than ten other miuor peaks were
also found from 66 kHz to 2 MHz. The main effect of
the steel blook was to confine the peaks to the 400 to
600 kHz ranse. Scattered peaks were also found
between 700 and 1100 kHz and around 1400 kHz. A
strong peak was preserved at 494 kHz both in the free
state and after bonding to the steel block. Again.
the zinc backina altered the response curve
sisnificantly. The main sensitivity range occurred at
400 to 500 kHz. although numerous peaks were found
almost continuously from 180 to 790 kHz. Hiah
frequency responses above 800 kHz were suppressed
almost completely by the zinc block attachment.

In order to compare results obtained here with
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Table 5

Frequency response (rms voltaBe) of an FCSOO transducer.

COmparison of reSODSnce frequencies. Noninal reSOnance
frequeucies in Table 2 are indicated with asterisks.

~
Electrical drive Mechanical drive

( kHz ) ( kHz )

f f free fixed
r a

140.9 141.4 133 (109,160*) 42 (60)

Cylindrical 210 (196,207) 152 (167)

element 251 (217) 204 (192)

312 (298)

42 291 (382)

91 (116) 516

Disk-shaped 149 720 (766)

element 166

234.6 237.2 231 (206,201*)

517.8 525.7 535 (541)

66 (80) 404 (404)

Conical 270.4 273.8 278 (262) 500

element 477.3 484.3 494 (567) 570

713 (774) 766 (803)

earlier calcnlations, wo summarized the major peak
frequencies from Figs. 6 to 8 in Table S. The peak
frequencies for free vibration and for the elemont
attached to the stool block aro listed UDdor the
heading of ''Mechanical drive." The calculated
resonance frequencies (Table 4) are also shown in the
parentheses, .hile the nominal reSODSnce frequencies
(Table 2) are indicated with asterisks.

Generally speaking, the pesk frequencies
determined by three different methods .ere in
reasonable agreement. For each caloulated peak
frequency, a peak .as present .ithin abont 10' of the
frequency except for a few peaks whore the difference
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.as 20 to 30'. Agreement between tho peats of
electrical impedsnce and the corresponding transducer
sensitivity peats .ere within 2 to S~. It should be
noted that thoso were not identical. This is contrary
to conventional equivalent circuit treatments in which
mechanical vibration is represented by electrical
analogue and no differentiation is made between them
(Mason, 1958~ Dill and Stephens, 1973).

The observed discrepancies botween FEN
calculation and experimont may arise from a slight
change in the piezoelectric constants employed in the
calculation. Since these constants woro not measured
directly on the PZT-SA materials used in the



experiment. such discrepancies can be present. This
point needs to be clarified in a future study. The
lowest "filled" resonance frequency for the cylinder or
disk element was considerably hiaher than the observed
value. Here. the effect of the fixed boundary may not
be adequately represented in the experiment. Another
findinl that appears to be beyond the capabilities of
the present FEM analysis is the effect of different
backinl materials on the transducer sensitivity. For
example. the changes produced by bondinl to the zinc
block were totally unexpected. Multicomponont FEN
analysis will bo required to ovaluate this findins.

For free vibration of tho cylindrical element.
four peak values were observed in the frequency range
below 300 kHz. Considering that the analytical value
of the second resonance frequency (196 kHz) was close
to that of the third (207 kHz). the location of the
experimentally determined peak was in alreement with
the analyticsl results. The first peak value obtained
by experiment was close to the maximum in the
electrical impedance. but was 20i lower than the value
of the nominal resonance frequency of compression
mode. For the element attached to the steel block.
three peaks were observed. These values alreed with
the first three resonance frequencies obtained by FEN
with fixed boundary.

For free vibration of the disk-shaped element.
peak values correspondins to the resonance frequencies
predicted by FEN analyses vere observed. The last two
peak values listed for this case were in lood
asreement with the electrical impedance peaks.
However. three additional peaks were also found below
600 kHz. These and other exceptions possibly result
from the resonance modes that could not be analyzed by
the present FEN calculations without further reduction
in the mesh size.

For a disk-shaped element attached to a backinl
block. the lower boundary of the FEM model has the
dominant dimension of the element and consequently
sffects the resonance frequoncies. Both displacement
and stress components are. actually. continuous on the
boundary between the element and the block.
Improvement of the progrem for solvinl the problem of
a piezoelectric element on an elastic body is needed
to realistioally represent the boundary. A more
elaborate FEN prolram is required for this purpose.

The peak looations for free vibration of the
conical element and for the element attaohed to the
steel block are in agreement with the resonance
frequencies obtained by FEN. Two of the peak
frequencies for free vibration coincide with the
valuos of electrical impedance peaks. A comparison
between the FEN prediction and experiment with the
steel block indicates. however. that the main feature
of the experiment cannot be explained because namerous
sensitivity peaks were actually observed. These
results show that resonance frequencies can be
obtained by experiments of electrical and mecbanical
nature. Bowever. it is not possible to identify
vibration mode by these experiments. Therefore. the
vslue of the FEN prosram also lies in its capability
to clarify the mode of resonances vibration and to
optimize the desisn of piezoelectric AE transducers.
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5. Collel_iolla

1. A computer program was developed for the
analysis of piezoelectric transducer elements.
It is based on an axisymmetric three
dimensional formulation of the finite element
method.

2. Three typical geometries were analyzed usinS
stress-free and zero-displacement boundary
conditions. Results of specific calculstions
were compared with electrical and mechanical
experiments.

3. FEM analysis using axisymmetric elements
revealed the absence of simple modes of
vibration envisaged in conventional one
dimensional analyses. The nominal resonance
frequencies derived by one-dimensional theory
can provide misleadinl predictions.

4. Agroements betweeD FEN predictions and
experimental results were lenerally sood.

5. Effects of backing materials can be simulated
with respect to specific resonance
frequencies. but more elaborate calculations
must be used to adeqnately account for
complicated effects of backins.

6. The present FEN aualysis is still limited. but
is useful in clarifying the vibration modes
and in optimizing transducer design.
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F
.0000e.00

-.1213e-ll
-.1388e-11
-.2011ge-11

• 1302e-20
.0000e+00

-.1I1112e-10
-.9660e-11
-.1211ge-10
-.5736e-11

.0000e+00
•2595e-01

-.1156e-l0
-.21135e-10
-.1291e-l0

.10915ge+00HHz
Z

-.5567e-09
-.3106e-09

.0000e+00

.33200-09

.5977e-09
-.1I022e-09
-.3083e-09

.7228e-12

.3136e-09

.1I080e-09
-.3365e-09
-.213I1e-09
-.1637e-l1

.2087e-09
• 3280e-09

Example of OutputAppendix

- Y COORDINATES •••
.0000 .0000
.0000 .0030
.0000 .0061
.0000 .0092
.0000 .0122
.00211 .0000
.00211 .0030
.00211 .0061
.00211 .0092
.00211 .0122
.00118 .0000
.00118 .0030
.00118 .0061
.00118 .0092
.00118 .0122

EIGENVALUE ( 1)=
NODE NO. R

1 .0000e+00
2 .0000e+00
3 .0000e+00
II .0000e+00
5 .0000e+00
6 -.8727e-11
7 -.1011ge-09
8 -.1193e-09
9 -.1127e-09

10 -.273ge-l1
11 -.3521e-l0
12 -.11135e-09
13 -.2221e-09
111 -.11183e-09
15 -.2912e-10

1
3
1 611
,,·x

1
2
3
II
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
111
15

••• ELEMENT - NODES RELATION •••
1 1 6 7
2 2 1 7
3 3 2 7
II 3 7 8
5 938
6 II 3 9
or 5 II 9
8 10 5 9
9 7 6 11

10 12 7 11
11 13 7 12
12 8 7 13
13 9 8 13
III 111 9 13
15 15 9 111
16 10 9 15

••• PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS •••
•775e+0 II • 1611e-10 .188e-10

-.57I1e-l1 -.722e-ll .1I75e-l0
.885e-l1 .173e+01l .170e+01l
• 3711e-09 -.171e-09 • 5811e-09

.. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS II

2 3 II 5
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EIGENVALUE ( 2}= .196210e+OOMHz
NODE NO. R Z

1 .0000e+00.71120e-09
2 .0000e+00 • 3638e-09
3 •QOOOe+OO .OOOOe+OO
II .OOOOe+OO. 1236e-09
5 .0000e+OO .2815e-09
6 -.671111e-10. 7395e-10
7 • 1618e-09 .1112e-10
8 .8706e-11 -.5693e-10
9 -.729ge-10 -.13117e-10

10 -.37116e-10 .9212e-l0
11 -.1l335e-10 -.18117e-Q9
12 .1011ge-Q9 -.13211e-09
13 • 1378e-10 -.950ge-l0
111 -.839I1e-10 -.19112e-10
15 -.8017e-10 .507I1e-10

EIGENVALUE ( 3)= •207084 e+OOHHz
NODE NO. R Z

1 .0000e+00 -.8lI25e-10
2 .0000e+OO -.8383e-10
3 .0000e+OO. OOOOe+OO
II .0000e+00 .1l21ge-10
5 .0000e+QO • 1158e-09
6 .2055e-09. 1037e-09
7 .2585e-10 -.1180e-09
8 -.308ge-l0 -.81196e-10
9 -.112011e-10 -.23811e-10

10 -.2665e-10 .31132e-10
11 .3073e-Qg .2558e-09
12 .86115e-10 .8081e-10
13 -.5227e-10 -.3165e-10
111 -.1l350e-10 -.1118e-10
15 -.5095e-10 • 1883e-10

EIGENVALUE ( 11)= •216692e+OOHHz
NODE NO. R Z

1 .0000e+OO. 1253e-09
2 .OOOOe+OO .51173e-10
3 .OOOOe+OO .OOOOe+OO
II .0000e+OO. 11 00e-09
5 .0000e+OO .8688e-10
6 .3098e-10 .2038e-10
7 .291ge-10 -.30 Ijlle-10
8 -.1I727e-10 .1I511e-l0
9 .2739e-10 • 1220e-C9

10 • 1893e-09 -.856ge-10
11 .5697e-10 -.1037e-l0
12 .2132e-l0 -.1297e-10
13 -.8158e-l0. 3630e-11
111 .71123e-10 -.6886e-10
15 •2860e-09 -.2137e-09

EIGENVALUE ( 5}= .297967e+OOHHz
NODE NO. R Z

1 .0000e+OO .51190e-10
2 .0000e+OO .2391e-Q9
3 .0000e+OO .0000e+OO
II .0000e+OO -.1710e-Q9
5 .0000e+OO -.32115e-Q9
6 .6261e-10 -.7562e-10
7 -.3315e-10 -.5815e-10
8 -.2313e-10 •7673e-ll
9 .6201e-l0 .82115e-11

10 -.572I1e-10 .6932e-11
11 .7138e-10 -.52911e-10
12 -.6007e-10 -.1l259e-ll
13 -.382ge-10 .6256e-l0
111 .31151e-10 • 8968e-10
15 -.5911e-10 • 1275e-09

F
.0000e+OO

-.2710e-11
-.6759e-12
-.997ge-12

• 1571e-20
.OOOOe+OO

-.3222e-10
-.1188e-10
-.6083e-11
-.279I1e-11

.OOOOe+OO
•5797e-O 1

-.1855e-10
-.1186e-10
-.6286e-l1

F
.OOOOe+OO
.2072e-11

-.1252e-12
-.18118e-12

.6322e-21

.OOOOe+OO

.21163e-10

.6516e-l1
-.1127e-11
-.51711e-12

.OOOOe+OO
-. i1i131e-Q 1

• 1225e-10
-.2197e-11
-.116I1e-ll

F
.OOOOe+OO

-.1335e-l1
-.249ge-12
-.368ge-12

.1091e-20

.OOOOe+OO
-.1586e-10
-.5520e-11
-.22i19e-11
-.1033e-11

.OOOOe+OO
• 2855e-0 1

-.8886e-11
-. i1385e-l1
-.2324e-11

F
.OOOOe+OO
.115ge-11
• 692i1e-12
.1022e-11

-.2692e-20
.OOOOe+OO
• 1377e-l0
• 66911e-l 1
.6232e-11
.2862e-l1
.OOOOe+OO

-.21178e-01
.91111e-11
.1215e-l0
.6113ge-11
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION EVALUATION OF
METAL-ELASTOMER JUNCTIONS

M. Sorel aDd C. Schepaci

3.1 Mechanioal Tests

3. Bzp.d•••tal Proc.duos

'!Ype of Defects

Reference; no defect intentional

Contamination by silicone lubricant

Surfaoe defect. 2 the edge of the4mm. on
metal caps

Surface defect, 4 rul-. in the oentor of
the metal caps

Surface defect, 16 mm2 , on the edge of the
metal caps

Surfaoe defect. 16 2 in the center ofmm
the lIIetal csps

Vulcanizstion at an excessive temperature

Exoessive pro-heating of metal caps (1
hours at 150°C)

The elastomer body of the dampers has a 1II0uiding line.
The line is parallel to the pianos of the lIIetal caps,
but is located below the m1ddle of the damper. This
aSYlllllletry will be uaed for positioning all the dampers
in tho same way; i.e •• the moulding line of the
elastamer body is positioned on the lower side during
the tensile testing (see Fig. 1).

The dampers were held by means of their threaded

0730-00&0/83/022&1-20&$2 00
Co~,rich&©t9UAcou.'ic: Eaill,oQ Crou~

Batoh No.

t

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIn

as being nondestructive test. An initial
investigation has been carried out (by a laboratory
outside CBTIH) to monitor the quality by acoustic
emission. using the lIIethod of total AE counts. This
limited investigation did not produce positive
results. Bere. we report additional measurements
carried out at CBTDI.

The purpose of the present investigation is to
monitor the AE signals emitted as the load on the
damper is inoreased. in order to distinguish dampers
which are considered good from those considered faulty
before aD¥ irreversible damage is done.

In order to achieve the required objective and
for the purpose of calibrating the AE method, eight
(8) batches of parts were produced. Eaoh batch
represented a type of defect which could oocur in
manufacture, these being as follow:
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At present, the qnality control prooedure
consists of pulling the items apart by tenaile
stressing methods. This is a general inspection
procedure which takes into aocount all manufacturing
parameters. However, its destructive nature limits
its use.

During manufaoture, two types of defeot may
appear. One is lack of adhesion of the elastomer to
the metal caps. The problem is basically ooncerned
with the treatment of the metal surfaoes and the
vulcanization conditions. The other is degree of
crosslinking of the macromoleoules. which depends on
the physioal and ohemical conditions for
vulcanization.

The vibration dampers tested are of cylindrioal
form and made from an elastomer; eaoh end haa a metal
cap (23 mm diameter). On the outside, each cap has a
threaded metal fixing stud (see Fig. 1). The dampers
are used as a flexible connection for anti-vibration
purposes.

Abstract

When applied jointly withtensUe testing. the
acoustic emission (AE) method would have the
advantages of providing overall information
distinguishing between good and faulty dampers aa well

Received 4 February 1983; in final form. 4 January
1984. The authors are affiliated with Centre Technique
des Industries Mechaniques (CETIM). 10 rue Barrouin.
42029 St. Etienne Cedex, FRANa!:.

Industrial use of the acoustic emission
technique may constitute an efficient method for the
quality control of dampers made from elastomer. The
present investigation shows that applioation of a
tensile load at a low level, basioally not detrimental
to the produot, induces acoustic emission signals from
dampers. These signals can be used to separate.
without ambiguity. defect-free dampers from those
dSlllpurs. which have the contamination of silicone
lubricant at the metal cap-elastomer interface and the
lack ~f adhesion at the center (of a surface area of
16 mm). With certain additional tests. it is
reasonable to envisage extending this industrial
sorting process to dampers. which have vulcanization
at excessive temperature and the lac~of adhesion at
the center (of a surface area of 4 mm). However, it
is shown that the method cannot be used when excessive
pre-heating of the cap have occurred and when the lack
of

2
adhesion has existed at the edge over area up to 16

mm. These two types of defects do not noticeably
lower the mechanical properties and therefore not
serious even if they cannot be detected.



4.1.2 Defeotive dampers

4.1.1 Roferenoe dampers

..

speed: .5 mmfmn
1C50mm/mn

i~)
'(Jl)...
.11

crosshead

.
K

wt<·) if. :.
400 Ie.;)

<10,,) '(.)
~
II

200

daN
600

All tho 92 dampors tosted (reference and
defective) failed, during the tonsile tost, by
separating at the interface between the metal cap and
the elastomer.

O ........ -'-~ ........ ~ ........ ~ .......
I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.

batch

The results of the static tensile tests onabled
the artificial defeots to be classified in terms of
their importanoe on tho static strength of the
vibration dampers. However, it should be pointed out
that theso dampors, in service, operate in an
essentially dynamic mauer and it is probablo that
fatiSue tests would upset tho order of importance of
these defects, in particular, tho importance of edge
defeots.

or on tho dampers with typical manufacturing defects
aro represented on Fig. 2. Batches I and V showed thl
hishest load levels whereas Batch IV was tho lowest.

The speed used for tensile testins did not
appear to affect the mean values for the resistance to
separation of the referonoe dampers. Howevor, at a
low speed, results showed a greater dispersion. For
example, damper No. 62 showed the lowest tensile load
of 280 daN. Host separation oocurred on sido B
(lowor, or mould liue sido). however, whon separation
did ocour on side A (top side), higher separation
loads were noted.

Fig. 2 Graphic representation of the result of
mochanical tests.

Two small transducers (8 mill diameter) wero
couplod to the two metal caps on their side as shown
in Fig. 1. Acoustic couplinS was ensured by using a
siliooue lubricant or a high viscosity lubricant which
oould be washod off.

3 .2 AE TostinS

studl and stressed on a tensile teltins machine (see
Fig. 1). Two crosshead speeds were used to apply the
tenlile loads. These correspond to typical values used
by the manufacturer and are 5 _min and 50 IIIIII!min.
The load-displacement curves were recorded
simultaneously with AE parameters.

FiS. 1 Esperimental set up showins the locations of
acoustic emission transducers.

...-•

Amplification of the acoustic emission signals
was maintained oonstant at 75 dB. In a preliminary
study. the peak amplitude of acoustic emission signals
was found to bo tho only parametor that can
effeotively characterize low level AE aotivitios of
the cap-olastomor junctions. Thorefore, we monitored
the peak amplitude of the AE signals obtained from the
two transducers, A (upper cap or sido A) and B (lower
cap or side B). All tho information obtainod, both
mechanical and acoustical, was recorded on a
potentiometric recorder with six synohronized
chauels.

Depending on the type of defeot, it was possible
to distinguish two groups. The first sroup ooncerns
defects of thermal origin, the seoond group surface
defeots.

.) Defects of the~al origin Tamperature affects the
vuloanization process, which causes a bridsin8 effect
between tho chains of macromoleoules (by opening the
double links -~e-). It is this faot whioh confers
the rOlllarkable elasticity property to natural or
synthetio rubbers.

4. tosalts a. Diana-ioll

4.1 Mochanical Tests

Haximom tonsile loads obtained in tho mochanical
tests (in deka Nowton, daN) on tho reference dampers

When tho vuloanization was perfo~ed at an
excessive temperature (Batch II). mechanical
charaoteristics of the elastomer was affeoted. The
separation resistanoe was lowered by more than 20.
relativo to the roference samples. This deterioration
affected the cap-elastomer interfaoo. IIIOre than othor
regions within the damper body.
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Excoslivo pre-hoatina of caps as in Batch III
loads to localizod vulcanization defoct around tho
motal capl~ Tho mean value for rosistance to
soparation was virtually unchanaod from Batch II (or
20i lowor than tho roforenco). However this type of
thermal dofoot risks compromisina all tho mechanical
properties of the elastomer. the deterioration
partioularly affectina the strength of the metal cap
elastomor interface. Tho dispersion of the values
obtained (soe Fig. 2) soems to prove the difficulty of
doliboratoly roproducing thermal defects.

b) S!Kfgco dofoets The weak point of vibration
dampers is located at the metal cap-olastomer
interfaco. The technique usod to enaure adhosion of
the elastomer onto the metal cap has therefore the
groatest effoct when considerina rosistance to
separation. Consequently, any contamination of the
interface, due to lubricant, or any partial lack of
adhesion. will lower the mechanical strenath
characteristics.

Tho appearance of rupturod surface for various
typos of vibration dampers. roference and defective,
were examinod. Exoept those dampers showing central
dofeots, a surfaoo appearanco after tenaile rupture.
was basioally that of an adhesive separation at the
motal oap-elastomor interfaco. This adholive rupture
appearanoe was very pronouncod in the oase of dampers
with defeots of thermal oriain and with silioone
lubrioant oontamination. Tho mechanism of rupture for
dampers with central defects was different. Since the
tensilo stress was the aroatest at the center of the
cap-elastomer interfaoe. rupture commenced at the
contor and propasated by peel ins away from the conteI'.

4.1 Acoustic Emission

Typical recordings in Fig. 3 through 9 of tho
acoustic emission activity of each batch of dampers
aro livon. These diasrams havo been prep~red as
follows:

4.2.1 Reference dampers

Abscisaae: crosshead displacement (in mm) of the
tensile testing machine. Note that it is plotted from
right to 10ft.

Ordinates: a) tensile load (in deka Newtons, daN)
b) peak amplitudo of acoustic emission sianals (in
mV). recorded by transducers A and B.

Fig. 3 Load and AB amplitude VI. crosshead
displacement for the referenco defect free
damper. Crosshead speed: 5 _lIIin.

ISdaN lJ,"t,," ',,1
103

B I.:o :)..
400E:=: 103~
200 ~I.

o '
mm 50 ~o

This sroup had an almost total absonce of
acoustic omission over the major part of the load
cyc10 (seo Fia. 3). An AB activity of high amplitude
appearod near the rupture load. Obviously. this
aotivity was duo to the interface (sido B) whero
rupture oocurred. The rato of increase of tensile
load did not appear to modify the charactoristic
emissivity of the referenco dalllpers.

In Batoh VI, a similar interface dofect was
introduced at the center. In this case, the center
defect caused a reduction in mechanical strensth of Si
relative to the referonce dampers. This rosult would
appear to be consistont, as the concontration of
tonsile stross is greatost at the conter.

Surface contamination by silicone lubricant was
introduced in Batch IV. Silicone lubricant is a
substance usod to prevent the elastomer adhering to
the walls of the mould. If applied inadvertently,
oven in small quantity, to the surface of the metal
ends. it will seriously lower the resistance to
separation (approximately 40i in the present case).
Separation normally occurred on the side opposite to
the mould line where silicone lubricant was presumably
applied. It was noted that an external tear usually
developed from the edge of tho cap, beforo rupturo
occurred. Tho appoarance and dovelopmont of this toar
wore easily idontifiable on the tonsilo curvos. whore
successive load drops occurred.

Surface defoct of 4 mm2 wal introduced at tho
edg0

2
0f tho intorface in Batch V. When damperl with a

4 mm edlO dofoot were tosted to soparation, the mean
tensile load oxceodod that for tho reforence dampers
by approximately Si. It is possible to explain this
unusual stronlthoning effect. The roferonoo dampers
were manufactured S to 10 months beforo tho dofective
dampers. Thoroforo, it may show an aling problem
which affocts the motal cap-elastomer interfaco.
However. it is probable that this type of edle defect
covorina a small part of the surfaoe and positioned at
the cap oircumforence, only very sliahtly affects the
tensile stronath of the dampor.

2Surface defect of 16 aD was Pioducod in Batches
VII and VIII. The effect of a 16 mm defeot at the
edle of a cap was more noticeablo with a 4~ roduction.
Th! rosults woro comparablo to thoso obtainod for 4
aD dofocts at tho contor. When this dofoct was
located at the center. the resistanoo to separation
was reduced by moro than 20i. tho effect of this
defect was oomparablo to that due to surface
contamination by silioone lubricant. Therefore.
silioona lubricant contamination at the oenter of the
cap results in a considerable lack of adhosion, and
constitute the moro sorious manufacturing defects.

4.2.2 Dampers with defects of thermal origin

A) Vn1gASi!gtioD At as excessiyo teppeE.ture (Bateh II)
These d~mpers showed discontinuous AB Ilt 100 to 130
daN at the hiah crosshelld speed. The emissions were
less at the low crosshead speed. Near the rupture.
11101'0 AB Ilctivitios were recorded as shown in Fia. 4.
For this type of defect. some differences were
observed among samples: that is, one out of ten
dampers showed little AE activity. Generally
speaking, it appears difficult to differentiate all of
the samples of this kind from the reference samples.
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FiS' 4 Aa in FiS. 3, but for a damper vulcanised at
an escessive temperature. .Crosshead apeed; 50
-'miD.

Fig. 6 AI in FiS. 3, but for Q damper contAmiDated by
silicone lubricant. Crosshead speod. 5
-'min.
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PiS. 1 As in PiS. 3, ~ut for a damper with. surface
defect of 4 mm on tho edse of lIIetal cap.

Fig. 5 Aa ia FiB. 3, but for a dAmper with esceaaive
pre-heatins of metal cap. Croslhead lpeed. 50
-'min.

b) B!ceaaiye pro-hoatinB of capa (Datoh III)
RocordiDal for this type of damper Ihow very low
overall AS activity Gonorally, ilolated AS eventl
wore noted betwoea 100 and 150 daN lad thOle wore more
pronounced whon tho high croashoad lpeod wal ulod (100

FiS. 5). For thoso dampers, AS amplitudel aur tho
rupturo load romained low, al ia the case of the
damporl vulcaahod at an oscosahe t ..peraturo.
eRorall, thoro w.. a clOIO almUadty botweon tho AE
behavior of dampers lubJectod to ozoeslivo pre-hoatina
of their cap aDd that of daaperl vulcanisod at a hiah
tomperaturo, escept that tho AE activity of the former
wal dofinitely lowor. Conlequently, to diltinauilh
thOlo from dofect-froe dampers would be difficult if
DOt lmpouible.

4.2.3 Surface dofects

From the practical poiat of view, it is very
easy to differeatiate, usial acoustio emislioa,
defect-free dampers from those haY iaS this type of
dofect; thil caa be carried out at low loadl and is
not therefore damaains to defect-froe dampers.

b) Surface 4,fect of 4 ~2__ The rosiltanco to
loparation for thil sroup of damperl looml to be
unaffected by the preseace of a defect (due to surface
treltmoat) at tho odae of the metal caps. At the low
crosahead speod, acoustic emission oBly appoarod
durin8 tho last staao of the tost. At the hiah
crolshead speod, a aotable AS activity wal oblorvod
betweea 0 to 150 daN ia most dampers (soo Fi8. 1).
The AS aotivitios at low loads wore increasod when tho
defoct was looated at tho coater of the metal cap (as
showa in FiS. 8).

a) Surfaco coatamlg'tiqn ailiooBe lqbrloapt (Datoh IV)
Dampers affected by this type of coatamina Uoa showed
inteale syst...tic ..islion as loon as they wore
placed undor Itroll, as caa be soea in Fia. 6. This
very iDtoale emillion appears to be relatod to the
activity of a vory larae numbor of rapturo litel at
the olastomer-cap latoriaoe, caUled by tho presence of
Illicoue lubricant. Estemal toars often appearod
upoa completioa of this period of intenle AE
activities and theIe wero oasily roco~ised on the
load-displacomeat curvOI by ODO or lovoral load drops.
All the recordiDas mado oa 4aapera with this type of
defect showed the amplitude of acouatic emiaaioa
liaaais appearina at loadl between 0 and 100 daN
either of tho crouhead speeds. The AS aipals
emitted were of the burlt type, aad wore of very short
duration (-200ps). Their frcquenoy spectra appeared
to be different frolll that obtaiaod for dampora with
defects of thormal orisia.

2
0) Sprfago dofeot of 16 Em __ Duo to an incroaao of
tho surfaco aroa of tho dofect at the edso of tho
metal cap, FiS. , showa an increased acoustic omission
activity at low loads. particularly iD tho viciaity of
100 daN. Ibis acoustic emislion wal more evident at
the hlgh croslhead speed, but was observed reSardless
of the speod of tenslle teatins.

5. DhoualOll alUl S-.q

Tho UIO of acoustic emissioa for quality
evaluation of • part or an assembly DOcosaarily
requirel Itreslins of the part of assombly concerned.
Ia ordor for the test to be noDdeltructivo, it is
important that lood and defective parts be
distinsulahod ot Itreases which cauae no significaat
damaso. Withia the limits of this study on elastomer
type vibration dampers, a nog-damasiDS tonsilo load
was 100 daN. At this load, it is noted thot:
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200

v1l1c!nhaUon at Usb temperatures
4 mm intedace dofeot at oenter.

c) Di.crimination i. eaay. when dampers have the
followinl defect.:

conta!ination by silicone lubrio.nt
16 _ interface defect .t center.

b) Disorimination i. partially pos.iblo for the
followinl dofeot.:

It ah01l1d be statod for casu ill (b) that
discrimination is o••ier if tho stronlth of d••pers
cont.ininl fault. is lowor. Acoustic emis.ion at low
loads was activo whon the .ites of adho.ive rupture
woro widosproad or the enorgy reloasod by tho poel ina
meohanism was .ufficient.

l~Ia •
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Fia_ 8 As in Fia. 3. ~ut for a damper with a surface
defect of 4 mm in the center of metal cap.
Crosshead speed: 50 _min.

IIIIa a
1rf

=..JWI .L J"l 01 ~

Fia. 9 As in Fil. 3. ~ut for a damper with a .urface
defect of 4 mm in tho oontor of mot.l cap.
Crosshead .peed: 5 IIIIIlImin.

a) Di.crimin.tion by .cou.tio .mi••ion i. not
po ••ible. when the defeot. enoountered .re a. follow:

ezce!sive pr...ho.tin8 of c.p.
4 _ 2 intorfaoo dofect .t odlO
16 _ interfaoe dofeot .t odlO

Tho acou.tic emiaaion parmDoter which is bost
for descrimination purpo.e. i. the peak-mDplitudo of
acou.tic emission evonts. Othor paramotor. and. in
particular. those b••ed on countinl are .eon Dot to bo
reliablo. duo to tho laok of .ensitivity of the
ourront in.trumontation av.ilablo co_eroially.

In addition. tho .peod of strossinl affects
acou.tic omi••ion. Tho u.o of a highor .tre••iDI
.peed. '.1•• 50 IIIIII!min. is proferred.

Ji'rCllll a praotical point of view. tho defects
rovealed partially or totally by aoon.tic emis.ion are
of tho.e catelorlo. of port•• whioh are the loast
re.i.tant durinl .tatio te.t •• and therefore
corre.pond to the mo.t h.rafD! dofocta. Indu.trial
u.e of the acou.tio emiuion technill1Ul for tho purpose
of ovat DB U nl the II 114lity of dampe rs made frCllll
el ••tomor i. po ••ibl. in oert.in o••es. Thia .hould
neo••••rily be preoed.d by • sy.tematic .tudy of
refereDoo daaper. con.idered to be defect-free. in
order that their .oouatlc emi••ioD beh.vior may be
fully dofined.
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PARTIAL DISCHARGE DETECTION IN BUSHINGS
BY AN ACOUSTIC EMISSION METHOD

Jer8lY Skubia

A),tract

The paper shows a feasibilty of detecting
partial discharaes in bushing cores and in bushings
under installed on a 24 !NA transformer by an acoustic
emission method. Presented are the results of partial
discharge detection experiments obtained during 50 Hz
vol tage tests as well as during impulse voltage tests.
Also presented is a method for approximately locating
the area of partial discharge occurrence in
transformers through the discharge level measurement
on each of the transformer bushings.

1. Introduction

Several workers have utilized acoustic emission
(AE) for the partial discharge detection (Kreuger.
1964; Ogihara. 1964; Yakov et al •• 1968). This
problem has now been solved in research laboratories.
but the detection of partial discharges in power
transformers. instrument transformers. bushings and
power cables is still in an experimental stage
(Harrold. 1915; Kawaguchi et aI •• 1911. Snta. 1978).
In this study. we report the results of AE experiments
performed on bushings and transformers sUbjeoted to
high voltages under realistic test conditions.

2. lDst~ent.tion

For the detection of partial discharges in
transformer bushings and their cores. we used a single
channel acoustic emission instrument described
elsewhere (Szuta and Skubis. 1981). Two types of
piezoeletric transducers were used: namely. a
hydrophone and a contact resonance transducer. the
latter being an accelerometer (Stubis, 1982). The
voltage signal from each of the transducers was first
amplified with preamplifier. followed by a broadband
amplifier and a bandpass filter of 20 to 100 kHz. The
choice of the lower limit at 20 kHz allows the
rejection of noise coming from the environment and
from mechanical vibration. The particular passband
was selected because it contained main components of
acoustic emission signals (Szuta and Skubis. 1981). A
memory oscilloscope was used for sisnal recording.

3. Partial DiacJaar8e Detection on BushillS Corea

3.1 During Stabilization

on bushing cores of the PITWk 123/550/630 insulator
(PXT\fk stands for "indoor transformer bushing.
capacitor type. with the shorter part immersed in
oil") durinS their stabil hation. For the
stabilization of dielectric losses, delta # a
bushing core. insulated with bakelite sheets. was
immersed in oil at 900 e and at full working voltage
for a time. durins which the 6 of the insulation
stabilized. Durin, the stabilization. the bushing
core was under a voltage of 123 kV. The sketch nf the
measurins stand is presented in Fig. 1.

The discharges were detected by a contact
transducer attached to the core surface just above the
insulator ring and by a hydrophone immersed in oil
inside the tank. The measurement was carried out in
two variants:

1) with the oil end of the core not shielded.

2) with the use of a ball shaped shield at the
oil end of the core.

1

AE examination was made on the test stand at a Fig. 1
bushing manufacturer. First. the examination was made

Received 9 February 1983. The author is affiliated
with Wyzsza Szkola Inzynhrska " Opolu. ul. Ozimska
75. 45-951 Opole. Poland.
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Sketch of the measuring stand for bushing
core examination during stabilization. 1)
high voltage source. 2) bushing core being
stabilized. 3) contact transducer. 4)
hydrophone. 5) measuring path. 6) core oil
end shield. 1) transformer tank in ground.
S) oil.
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Ca)

Cb)

Fil. 3

Ca)

Oscillo.rams of partial discharle acoustio
sianals occnrrinl durinl tho voltalo test
in an insulator of the PlINk 123/550/630
typo with a 8or1o insulation lovel. a)
Sianals received by tho hydrophono:
U = 140 kV, X" 5 ms/division, Y .. 0.1
V/div hion; b) Sianals received by the
contact transducer: U ~ 140 kV, X .. 2.5
ms/division, y .. 0.2 V/division.

Fil. 2 Oscillolrams of partial discharle acoustic
sigoals occurrinl in the core of the PEIWk
123/550/630 bushinl' a) Sianals received
by the hydrophone, core oil end without
shield; U .. 123 kV, X ~ 10 ms/division,
Y= 0.1 V/division; b) Signals recoived by
the hydrophone, core oil end shielded:
U .. 123 kV, I = 10 ms/division, Y.. 0.1
V/division; c) Sianals received by the
contact transducer, core oil end without
shield; U .. 123 kV, X co 10 ms/div bion,
Y .. 0.1 V/division.

beinl considerably dampad and distorted. In a similar
way, we may explain tho observed dependence of the
impUlse amplitudes on the looation where the contact
transducer was attached.

3.2 During ac Voltale Tests

The partial discharles were detected under 50 Hz
ao voltale tests on finished transformer bushings of
the followinl types:

TYpical waveforms of the AE sianals emitted durinl the
partial discharles in the examined bushinl core are
presented in Fil. 2.

Resul ts show that in case (1) the partial
discharge started at voltale of about 60 kV and that.
at the workin. volta.e of 123 kV, the discharle
amplitudes reached relatively high values C- 1 V).
The shielding of the oil end of the core eliminated
these discharles. This fact proves that the observed
discharges occurred on the oil end of the core and had
a corona nature. With the addition of the shield,
there were practically no discharle in the core.

Dependins on the type of the transducer, there
was a visible difference iu shape between the recorded
impulses. When a contact transduoer was coupled
directly to the core by wax, the recorded impul&os had
a lower frequency and lower amplitudes than those from
a hydrophone. An analysis of the acoustic wave
propasation throulh the bakelite sheets and oil
insulation of the core justifies this difference
(Filipczynski et al., 1963; Pawlow, 1971. Skubis,
1911>. The acoustic wave concomitant with the
dischar.e on the un-shielded oil end of the core
reaohed the hydrophone practically undamped. On the
other hand, the wave reachins the contact transducer
had to penetrate the bakelite sheets of the coro thus
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Ca) PKINk 123/550/630 with a 100' insulation
level,

Cb) PKINk 123/550/630 with a 8or1o insulation
level,

Cc) PEIW 52/250/630 with a lOa. insulation
level.

(PItT stands hore for "transformer bushinl capacitor
type", N stands for "outdoor", W stands for "indoor"
and k stands for "shorter part i_ersed in oil").

These tests were made in the previously
described test circuit. The oil ends of the tested
bushinl cores were shielded by a steel sphere to
eliminate corona discharles in oil. The hydrophoDe
was i_eraed in the tank oil and the contact
transducer was attached with was to the lower skirt of
the porcelain insulation (Broch,' 1973). The applied
tost voltales were 230 tV and 135 kV, respectively.
Examples of AE waveforms obtained durinl the partial
disoharse detectioD are presented in Fil. 3.

The ionization threshold of the investilated
bushinls was above the rated voltage value. It was
125 kV in case Ca), 112 kV in case (b) and 56 kV in
case Cc). With the increase of the applied voltale,
the amplitudes of the AE sianals due to partial



U=1.2 MV

E=5.5kJ
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Fia. 4 Sketch of the stand for partial discharge detection in bushings during their
illlpulse voltage test. a) IlIIpulse generator (U .. 1.1 MY. E" 5.5 t.J); b)
iavestigated insulator. c) contact transducer. d) hydrophone. e) lIIaasurina
path. f) core oil end shield. a) oil.

discharges also increased. For instance. in case of
the insulator (b). these aIIIplitudes amounted to 0.1 V
at 112 kV. 1.2 V at 150 kV and 2.7 V at 180 kV.
respectively. It can be stated that there are
considerable discrepancies in the occurrence of the
partial discharge in different insulators of the sallie
type. In two pieces of the PKINk 113/550/630
bushings. the impulses of an aIIIplitude of 2.5 V
occurred on the first piece at a voltage of 141 kV and
on the second one at a voltage of 182 kV.

FrCII the analysis of the observed AE wavefoms.
we found that the partial discharaes occurred in the
air parts of the investigated insulators. The corona
discharaes on the oil end of the core have been
elilllinated by the shielding sphere. This was also
supported by low levels of AE signals detected by the
illllllersed hydrophone. If discharaes occurred between
the shield and the end of the bushing. the hydrophone
placed inside the tank would have receive4 AE signals
of high amplitudes. It appears. therefore. that the
observed discharges occurred in the air part of the
bushings. 1II0st likely at the connection of the
insulation core with the porcelain. The acoustic
discharaa signals were received practically undamped
by the contact transducer attached to the lower skirt
of the porcelain insulator. From the above. AE
analysis lIIay allow the 10caUon of partial discharges
in case of the capacitor-type transfomer bushings
subj ected to vol tage tosts.

3.3 Darins IlIIpulse Tests

Transformer bushings were tested with impulse

zu

vol tages. Standard impulse waves (1.2150) of positive
polarity were applied. The test impulse voltages were

(a) for the PKTNk 123/550/630 bushing. 550 ltV
(420 kV reduced value) and

(b) for the PD'N1t 52/250/630 bushing. 250 ltV
(130 ltV reduced value).

The detection of partial discharges on the same
bushing types as previously tested was made under
impulse voltage test conditions using the contact
transducer and hydrophone. The sketch of the test set
up is presented in Fig. 4.

Examples of osoillograms obtained during the
tests are presented in Fig. 5. The presented
oscillograms show that the AE phencmena from the
impulse tests are more comple% and are more difficult
to interpret. For all the recorded responses. we
observed a very sharp impulse. at the triggering point
of the oscilloscope. The source of this impulse.
whioh caused the oscilloscope time-base triggering.
was an electromagnetic wave genorated by the impulse
aenorator. The wave was so strona that the shielding
of leads and apparatus proved to be ineffective. Tho
duration of this pulse was different. Together with
the trailing oscillations. it lasted for 50 to 100 ps
(Szuta and Sltubis. 1976). After the appearance of the
electromagnetic pulse. no AE signal from the
transducer appeared for a certain incubation period.
The incubation periods were different depending on the
type of the trausducer used. for hydrophones. it
amounts to 1 to 3 ms and for contact transducers. I to
1.5 ms. The signal received with such a delay was an
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(a)

(b)

Oscillograms of acoustic phenomena
ooourrina in the arrangement durina the
teat of the PlaNk 123/550/630 b.shilla with
an impulse voltaae 0 = 420 kV. 1.2/50.
(positivr rclority). a) SilDal reoeived
by the contact transducer: X = 1
ms/division. Y = 0.5 V/division; b) SigDal
received by the bydrophone. 1 = 2.5
as/division. Y = 1.0 V/division.

AE signal due to the disoharae of the pulse senerator
capacitor. This sisnal broadened and damped upon
arrivins at the tank. The decay time of this pulse
varied between 20 and 40 ms. The dampina and
broadenins were areater when the sigDal was received
by the hydrophone than by the contact transducer. The
observed differences arose from the propasation
mechanism of an AB wave reachina the contact
transducer and the hydrophone placed inside the tank
(Pawlow. 1~71; Skubis. l~al). The peak amplitude
values of the recorded sisnals were sreater than 12 V
at the hydrophone and were about 6 V at the contact
transducer.

Based on the obtained oscillograms of the AE
phenomena associated with the impulse voltase test of
bushinss. it oan be concluded that the pulses from the
electromaanetio waves and AB sianals senerated by the
disoharge of the pulse seuerator capacitors are so
strons that it is impossible to distinguish the AE
sisnaIs senerated by partial discharses.

3.4 During Transformer Voltase Tests

Partial discharae measurements were also carried
out under transformer voltaae tests in bushings
already installed on a power transformer. For this
purpose. a 25 MVA transformer with the high voltase
ratina of 110 kV was subjected 5 times to an increased
voltaae up to 140 kV and the partial discharae level
was measured on each of the three phase bushings. on
the neutral point bushing and on the transformer tank.
The sigDals were received by a contact transducer
glued to the lower skirt of the porcelain insulator of
eaoh bushina. The observed results are presented in
Table 1. DurinS these partial discharge measurements
on the bushinas. we found considerable differences in
the discharle lovel, DopeDdinS on the insulatina
state of the bushina. the discharses appeared at
different voltase levels in each of the three phasea.
Peak amplitude levels shown in Table 1 indicate that
the bushinls of phase Band e atarted to emit AE
sigDal. at 90 kV. wkereas the phase A buskins emitted
only after 100 kV val applied. Above the nominal

Table 1 Heasureaent rcsnlts of partial discharge. on the
buskinss and the tank of tho FDO SF1 25000/110 transformor

Applied voltase
value (kv) ~O ~8 100 105 110 120 130 140

Heasur1D8 point

BushiDS of phase A 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 1.2

BUlhinB of phaso B 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.5

Bushins of phase e 0.05 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.5

Neutral point bushins 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.3 0.5 0.8

Transformor tank 0.05 0.1

Discharac impullo valuel in V
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rating voltage of 110 kV. all the bushings produced AE
signals exceeding O.S V peak amplitude. The neutral
bushing reflected the AE activities of other bushings.
but could Dot differentiate the discharging bushing or
bushingS. The discharge measurements on the
transformer tank are expected to give the overall
picture of the electroacoustic phenomena connected
with the discharges occurring on the bushings and in
the major transformer insulation. However. because of
the relatively long distance between the partial
discharge occurrence area and the transducer attached
on the transformer tank, the signals arriving at the
transducer on the tank were highly attenuated. As
indicated in Table 1. the AE signals on the tant wall
were detected only at the highest voltage levels.
Thus. the transducer on the transformer tank cannot be
used to detect partial discharges.

From the results presented in Table I, we can
draw the following conclusions:

a) the partial discharge detection with AE
transducers on bushings has adequate sensitivity.
whereas the partial discharge detection by a
transducer attached to the tant is impractical.

b) the main area of the partial discharge
occurred at the oil ~ersed part of the bushing in
phase C and. to a lesser level. the oil part of the
bushing in phase A.

c) the partial discharges started to occur below
the rated voltage value and, at the rated value.
substantial AE signal levels were observed especially
on the phase C bushing.

d) the measurements of the partial discharge
level in bushings allowed to locate the weakest point
of the transformer insulation.

4. Concl_ioll.

It is possible to detect partial
discharges of bushins cores during their
stablization usinS an AE test method.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION AS AMEASURE OF MATERIAL
DAMAGE UNDER THERMAL CYCLING

Ryslard Zuchowski and Lesaek Korusiewici

Abstract in tension.

Acoustic emission from heat-resistant steel
during tensile test at room temperature were found to
correlate to degradation of specimens previously
subjected to both constant load and thermal cycling.
As a function of previous exposures to thermal
cycling. decreases of both acoustio emission total
counts and rms voltage were observed. The aooustic
emission parameters during tensile tests can be used
to predict remaining lifetime under thermal cyoling.

1. lDtrotluoUoll

AE counts were measured during tensile tests
using the standard apparatus made by the Acoustic
Emission Technology Corporatioll. The apparatus
consists of a laboratory signal processor (Model 201).
a preamplifier (Model 160) and sensor (Model AC 17SL).
The sensor was connected with specimen using a special
link made of epoxy resin. The threshold level was
equal to 1 V. while the amplification was equal to 97
dB. Teflon elements were introduced into the places
of greatest friction. AE total counts and rm.
voltages as well as force (F) were recorded during
tensile tests as a function of specimen deformation.

3. Ioaalts au Diaen.ulon

The plots of AB total counts. voltages and
applied foroe during a tensile test of a virgin
specimen are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2. similar
plots for a spocimen which underwent thermal cycling
are shown. As oan be seen from these figures.
differenoes in the acoustic emission behavior as well
as in the load-deformation curves have been observed
as a result of previouss thermal cycling. AE total
counts and rms voltages decreasod with increasing
number of thermal cycling. Defining AE as the mean
value of AE total counts obtained for vYrgin specimens
during tensile test and AE as tho corresponding AE
total counts after thermal cycling. we determined
their ratio. AE/ARo' The values of this ratio are
presented in Table 1. In Fig. 3. AE/AEo is plotted as
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2. Descrlptloll of Iosoarch

One series of specimens were subjeoted to
loading and thermal cycling prooess until fraoture.
The number of thermal cycles to fraoture was
determined. For the second series of speoimens. the
loading prooess was stopped after speoified numbers of
cyoles. Specimens subjected to specified numbers of
thermal cycles were stressed to °fraoture in tension at
room temperature. using an Inatron testing maohine.
Oxide layers were eleorochemically removed before the
tensile tests. The virgin specimens were also tested

In the present paper. a method of material
damage evaluation is proposed. This method is based
on the comparison of AB parameters during tensile
testing until fraoture of virgin specimens and those
previously exposed to thermal cycling.

Acoustic Emission (AE) has been used in the
examination of materials beoause of high senstivity of
this techique. The previous resnlts by Zuchowski and
Pszonka (1980). Zuchowski (1981). and Zuohowski and
Korusiewicz (1983) confirm the possibility of applying
AE technique to the kinetic analysis of the failure
process of the material subjeoted to thermal oycling.

Cylindrical solid specimens made of 158M steel
(designation aocording to Polish Standards) containing
O.I~C. 1.I~Cr and 0.5SlHo were subjected to a
constant load (resulting in nominal tensile stress of
255 UPa) and temperature fluctuations in the range of
473 and 853 K. A specimen was fixed at the upper end
using an artioulated joint and loaded at the lower
end. It was heated with eleotric current (resistance
method) at the rate of 10.5 Kls and oooled with air
blast. Temperature ohanges were controlled by means of
a platinum-rhodium vs. platinum thermooouple welded to
the middle of the speoimen. Length ohanges of the
spocimen were measured by a displaoement gauge as a
function of time and cyole number.

Reoeived 11 luly 1983. The authors are affiliated with
Institute of Materials Science and Meohanios. iroclaw
Technioal University. iroclaw 50-370. Poland.
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Fig. 1 Plots of AE total counts. rms voltago and
foroe F aaainst lenath ohange Al for a
virgin specimen: NINf = O.
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AB/AE dependence on W/W value and
resre~sion line with the095~ confidence
ranse.

o
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where a = 0.92 ± 0.09. b = 0.82 ± 0.14.

Q8t------+---+--+---,~'-+--__l

on NINf allowing for the scatter of experimental data;
Le .•

The changes in AE parameters observed during
tensile tests oan be resarded as an evidence of damase
aocumulated in specimen material during previous
thermal cycling. The areater the fractional cyclic
lifetime. NlN • the smaller the AE/AE value. The
linear form of the expression (1) suslests that linear
accumulation of material damase durins thermal cyclinS
occurs except in the first and the last staaes of
thermal cycling applied.

Results obtained by Zuohowski (1981) and by
Zuchowski and Korusiewioz (1983) showed that damaging
process in thermal cycling conditions was a nonlinear
one. Periodic variations of strain or stress
amplitude resulted in subsequent maxima and minima of
AE counts. However. the linear approximation of AE
total counts aaainst cyclic lifetime can be employed
durins the majority of loading process. The
approximation was not applicable for the first and the
last stages of 10adiuS process. Thus. when the
equivalent expression as the above is known for a
aiven material and for a given loading and cyclic
process parameters. the material damaae can be
evaluated with the use of AE measurement.

Fig. 4
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AE/AE
o

dependenoe on N/Nf value and
resression line with the 95'l confidence
ranle.

Plots of AE total counts. ~s voltale and
force F alainst lenlth chanle Al for one
of the specimens which underwent thermal
cyclinl: NINf = 0.810.
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a function of fractional cyclic lifetime. NlNf • where
N is a cycle number ad Nf is the averale cycle number
to fracture. The 9SL confidence range is also shown.
Fiaure 3 shows that the AB/AEo r~tio depends linearly

FiS. 3

Fig. 2
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Table l--Relative ohanies of acoustic emission AB/AE
and strain work W/W as a function of specimen 0

life-tige fraction NlNf

NlNf AB/ARo 11'11
0

Notioes

0 1.018 0.982

0 0.972 1.038

0 1.101 1.011 driin specimens

0 1.005 0.973

0 0.881 0.892

0 1.022 1.022

0.036 0.682 0.805

0.036 0.740 0.845

0.072 0.797 0.871

0.072 0.875 0.847 speoimens

0.574 0.424 0.422 which underwent

0.574 0.424 0.422 thermal oycl ing

0.574 0.424 0.422

0.628 0.482 0.421

0.628 0.402 0.468

0.662 0.182 0.459

0.779 0.301 0.318

0.779 0.280 0.286

0.810 0.385 0.316

0.956 0.170 0.275

AS chanies observed durini tensile tests caused
by previous thermal oycling can be compared with
another measure of material damase. namely. the strain
energy measured during tensile test (Zuohowski, 1983).
It was observed that the strain energy for the
specimen previously cycled is amaller than that
obtained for a virgin specimen. Tbe strain energy
val u s were obta ined simnl taneously with the AB total
COUllts durin. tensile test of the specimens subjoctod
to thormal cyoling. Tbe values of ratio W/Wo (where 'if
and 'if are the values of strain energies obtained for
cycleS and virgin specimens, respectively) are also
presented in Table 1. Tbe corre~ation between the
strain energy and AB total COUllts during tensile test
was of the form:

214

(2)

where a1 = - 0.15 ± 0.135, b1 c 0.97 ± 0.19. Tbe plot
of expression (2) is shown in Fii. 4 with the 9"
confidence ranle. Tbe linear form of expression (2)
as well as the value of coefficient b1 being close to
unity shows a lood alreemeent between those two
measures of material damase and confiEIDs the
possibility of applioation of AB measurements to tho
assessmont of material damaie and the analysis of
failure kinetics durins thermal cyclinS'

4. Concl1lsions

1. Tbe chanses in AS parameters observed during
tensile test performed at room temperature can be
correlated to damases accumulated in material during
previous thermal cycling and to frsotional cyclic
1 ifetime.

2. Damage accumulation in a steel can be
considered as linear durins most parts of thermal
cyclinl, and can be evaluated from the AS/ABo ratio.
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ACOUSTIC EMmON SENSORS

C. M. Scala

Abltraot

1. IDtro41aotlO1l

Table 1 -- Sensitivities of AE sensors

AlthoUlh this ideal sensor has yet to be
produoed. a diverse raDle of sensors has been
developed. each repreaenting a compromiae between the
various charaoteristics of the ideal sensor. The
majority of theso senIors have been based on
piezoelectric deteotion clements (uaually disc-shaped)
due to their comparatively high sensitivity (Table 1).
Saoh sensors have conventionally been desianed to
measure AE within the frequency range 0.1 to 1.0 MHz.
although wide-band detection of frequenoies up to 20
NUz may be aeeded for quantitative flaw evaluation.

In this paper. calibration studies (usinl a
simalated AS source) are used to demonstrate
oharaoteristics of some of the piezoelectric sensors
available for AB detection. The suitability of such
sensors for use in AE source location by timing
analysis. Bource identification and quantitative flaw
evaluation is then assessed.

Four different piezoeleotric sensors were
tested:

(i) piezoelectric discs with matched backing,

The fracture of a pencil lead in bending (Bsu
and Hardy, 1978) was selected as a simulated source
for the study of AB sensor characteristios; 3 _
lenlths of 0.3 _ diameter 18 Pentel lead were
fractured. The pencil lead fizture and the sensor to
be calibrated were placed on the same large face of a
block of aluminium alloy (1 m z 1 m z 0.111 m) at a
separation distllnce of 1T (where T is the thickness of
the block). The sensor was connected to a
preamplifier with high input impedance and uniform
lain between 0.1 and 1.0 IIIIz. followed by a Biomlltlon
8100 transient recorder (with s..plinS interval set at
0.1 ps) interfaced to a nBC LSI 11-01 minicomputer.

2. BealOr Calibration Uaing a SiJrGlated Source

Consideration has also been given to minimizinl the
so-called aperture effect. thus enablinl wide-band AE
detection of waves propalating at other than normal
inoidenoe to the sensor's contact area (aperture) with
the specimen. [For this purpose. wide-band sensors
have been developed for which the dimensions of the
aperture are ..all compared with the wavelength(s) of
interest (Moffett et al •• 1982; Proctor. 1982.).)

(iv) other than disc-shaped piezoelectric
elements. e.I., spheroconcave (Vopilkin et al •• 1977),
wedie (Xeskyula. 1975) and conical (Prootor. 1992a and
b) elements.

(ii) disc elements of such dimensions that the
normal modes of the disc are above or below the
freq uency rlInle of interest (Rouby et aI., 1983).

Piezoelectric sensor desians for wide-band AE
detection have included:

(iii) disc material havinl a varying
piezoelectric oouplinl constant throulh its thickness
(Mitchell and Redwood. 1969),

10-11 ~ 10-10

10-12 ~ 10-11

( 10-12

( 10-13

Limiting Sensi tiv ity (m)Sensor-type

Wide-band piezoelectric

Resonant piezoelectric

Capacitance

Laser interferometer

An ideal acoustic emission (AB) sensor for
source location, source identification and
quantitative flaw evaluation can be specified (Bsu and
Breckeuridge, 1981; Proctor, 1982a). The sensor would
exhibit Q linear response with high sensitivity over a
wide frequency range. It would have a simple
dependence on a sinlle parameter (such as the
component of displacement normal to a surface). The
sensor's active contact area with a test-piece would
be saall. In addition. the senIor would be easy to
construct and to couple to a test-piooe.

Tho chlracteristics of piezoelectric sensors for
the detection of acoustic emission (AB) were
investigated by simple calibration studies (usinl a
pencil lead as a simulated source). The results
formed the basis for an asses~ent of the suitability
of piezoelectric sensors for use in AB source
location, source identification and quantitative flaw
evaluation. It is concluded that suitable
piezoelectric sensors are available for use in source
location and identification, while improved sensors
are needed for quantitative flaw evaluation.

Received 19 luly 1983; in revised form. 17 lanuary
1984. The anthor is affiliated with Aeronautical
Rosearch Laboratories. P.O. 80z 4331, Melbourne. 3001
Austral h.

II) a oOlDmonly used (McBride et al., 1981; Scala
and Cousland, 1982) commercial, wide-band sensor with
aperture radius 8 _;

Jour.,1 01 ACOII.he Emi••ioD
Voilim. 2. Nllmbar 4 115
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Fig. 1 The AB waveforms shown are detected from (a) a wide-band commeroial
sensor, (b) a sensor of the typo used for Mirage testina, (0) a thin
disc sensor and (d) a conical seDsor. S¥mbols for wave modes are: 81,
dinot Rayleigh wave; Sl' dinot shoar wave; Sz, reflocted shear wave;
~, refleoted longitudinal vave. The difference (A) in arrival times
ot a particular wave mode at tho points on the aperture noareat and
farthost from tho simulatod sourco is indicatod in Fia. 2(a) for
sonlor (a). (For sensors (b). (0) and (d), A is much 8IIlaHer (i 1 ps)
and cannot bo distinguished.)

b) a wido-band sensor having an air-baoked disc
with radius 1.7 == and length 0.9 == [and similar to
tho sonsors usod in a Hirase aircraft full-scale
CatiSue teat (Scott et aI., 1982»):

0) a thin-disc sensor with disc radius 0.6 am
and length 0.6 am and having a delay-liDO cylindrical
bass backins with radius 0.6 .. and length SO ..
(Moffett et al., 1982):

d) a conical Slusor havinS aperture radius 0.7== and lensth 1.S am for the aotive piezoelectric
element and an extended cylindrical brals backing with
radius 18 .. and lenlth 2S .. (Proctor, 1982a and b).

No problems were experienced in couplins any of tho
sensors to the aluminum block. (A silicone greaso was
used as couplant.) However, in a practical
application same difficulties could arise with sensor
(d) •

Results for any given sensor were obtained for

216

five pencil lead fracturo events. The amplitude of
the detected Rayleigh wave varied by less thau 1~

durinS theso teats. Fiprea. 1(a). (b), (c) and (d)
show tho waveforms obtained for seusors (a), (b). (c)
and (d), rospectively. The waveforms comprise not
only Hayleiah (81) and shoar (Sl) waves propaaatiul
directly to the sensor but also lonsitudinal (~) aud
shear (82) waves reflected from the opposite (large)
face of "the block to the sonsor. The effect of the
aperture size is illustrated by a comparison of Fig.
lea) with Fil. l(b), (c) and (d). While sensors (b),
(c) aud (d) had amall apertures, sensor (a) had a
large aperture which resulted in a siauificant
difference in the arrival times of any given wave mode
at the points on the aperturo nearest and farthest
from the simulatod source.

Tho autocorrelation functions (Doctor et a1.,
1979; Scala and Coyle, 1983) and the fast Fourier
transforms (in the frequency rallse 0.1 to 1.0 .Db)
were calculated for the waveforms. Filures 2(a). (b).
(c) and (d) show the autocorrelation functions (for
lags 1 to SO) for the waveforms in FilS. Ha). (b),
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Fia. 2 (a). (b). (c) and (d) show the autccorrelation functions for ISIS 1 to
SO correspondinl to sensors with waveforms shown in Fia. 1(0). (b).
(c) and (d). (The samplina interval was 0.1 ps, hence las 1 was 0.1
ps, and la8 SO was 5 ps).

Table 2 - Sensor characteristics required for particular objectives

Sensor Location Source Identification Quantitative
Characteristic Comparative I Pattern Flaw

Measurements I Reco ani t ion Evaluation

Linear response :It

Biah sensitivity :It :It

Wide-band
frequency response :It

Simple dependence
OD known parameter

Small active contact
area (or aperture) :It :It :It

Ease of couplina :It :It :It

m
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3. Sensor Soleetion Based on Obj eetiYe

Table 2 compares the requirements in terms of AE
sensor characteristics for quantitative flaw
evaluation with the less riSid requirements for source
location by timing analysis and for source
identification; some of the sensors described in
Section 2 appear well-suited to particular objectives.

The four sonsors exhibited different responses
to the pencil lead simulated source. From FiBS. 2 and
3, sensor (a) had a complex response indicating
multiple modes of vibration while sonsor (b) had a
resonant response corresponding to a radial vibration
mode. Sensors (c) and (d) had more wide-band
responses due to their matching backinB and small
contact areas. (The thickness modes for sensors (b)
Ind (c). Ind the radial mode for sensor (c) would be
present at higher frequencies than were examined.) As
would be predicted theoretically (Kino. 1981; Scali,
1983), sensors (a), (b) and (c) did not exhibit a
simple dependence on a sinsle parameter. However, a
comparison with theoretical results shows that sensor
(d) responded to the component of displacement normal
to a surface (Proctor. 19821.).

(c) and (d), respectively. Figures. 3(1.), (b), (c)
and (d) show the corrupondinB resul ts for the power
density fnnction of the waveforms.

An examination of Table 2 sUBBests that all the
piezoelectric sensors discussed in Seotion 2 are
suited to AE location measurements, provided that
sensor couplinS to a test-piece is possible. A faotor
to be considered for source location is timing
accuracy. which would be improved by the selection of
sensors with 81111.11 apertures (PiS. 1). Location
analyses are frequently based on the assumption that
AE propasates to several sonsors by the same wave mode
lind with constant pulse shapes. Inaconracies caused by
such an assumption could be minimized by ohoosing a
sufficiently high deteotion frequency to ensure that
mostly Rayleiah waves are deteoted. The baeksronnd
noise spectr1llD must also be considered in sensor
seleotion. Ideally, highly resonant .ensors or wide
band sensors with suitable fll tednS should be chosen
which have maximum sensitivity oorrespondins to the
frequency at whioh backsronnd noise is minimal.

-60

-80

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Frequency (MHz)

(d)

1.0

Fig. 3 (a). (b), (c) and (d) show the power density
spectra in the frequency raDse 0.1 to 1.0 MHz
correspondina to sensors with waveform. shown
in Pig. 1(a), (b), (c) and (d).

There are some promising developments in sensor
design for quantitative flaw evaluation. Various
approaches appear to merit further study, particularly
the further development of the NBS conical 'sensor with
its relatively wide-band response (up to - 1 MHz) and
simple dependence on the component of displacement
normal to a surface. However, coupling probltms must
be overcome for this sensor, either by minimizing the
brass backing (if this is feasible without unduly
affeoting sensor performance) or by developing
suitable mountins fixtures.

Souroe identification may be possible using
comparative measurement of simple AS parameters suoh
IS connt-rate, events and r.m.s. voltage, or, in some
esses, detailed waveform auslysis ulins advanced
pattern recopition techniques may be neeeSluy. Any
of the sensorl described in Section 2 would be
suitable for comparative mea.urements (Table 2). For
example, a resonant sensor was used to make
comparative measurements of count-rate and r.m.s.
voltase durinB tensile lind compressive deformation of
several aluminium alloys to identify the source(s) of
emission (Scott et al., 1982), while a more wide-band
sensor [FiB. l(a») was used to identify the source of
emission during fatigue crack propagation (Scala and
Cousland. 1982). More rigorous criteria are required
when sensors are selected for source identification
based on pattern recognition anl1ysi. of AE waveforms.
Source-related features must be determined from time
and frequency domain moments, auto-correlation
functions, etc., which are calculated from AE
waveforms. Source-related features are more readily
extracted when sensor characteristics do not dominate

the AS waveforms (Scala Ind Coyle. 1983).
Fiss. 2 and 3. the u.e of a sensor with a
response and small Iperture [e.S. sensors
would facilitate souroe identification by
recognition techniques.

Bence. from
wide-band
(c) and (d))
pa ttern
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Of tho possible noa-piezoelectric sensors, the
Hichelson interferometer and capacitanoe transducers
are suitable for laboratory application. roquirin8
more wide-bond detection (up to - 20HBz) but not hiah
seDstivity (Table 1). Several other promisin8 methods
for AE deteotion for quantitative flaw evmlnation
inclUde fiber-optic, PVF and FET sensors (Lomon,
1981). but the practical implementation of these
methods awaits their further development.

4. CoDcl..loas

Studies involvin8 a simulate~ AE source to
demonstrate sonsor charscteristics havo shown that
suitable piezoelectric sensors are availsble for nae
in source 1000 tiOD aDd source identif ica Hon. In
addition. several emer8iDS detection concepts hold
promise for use in quantitative flaw evoluation. The
enormous potential of AS for continuous monitor ina of
structural btearity should provide the impetus for
further sensor development.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND ACOUSTIC EMISSION
IN LASER WELDED HSLA STEEL

G. Dionoro and R. Teti

Abstract

In this work, we report acoustic emission (AE)
response from HSLA steel samples, welded with a 15 ki
cw CO

2
laser. The AE response was correlated with

working parameters and mechanical characteristics of
the welded joint. For this purpose, monoaxial tensile
tests were carried out and two different AE parameters
were recorded as a function of time during each test:
total ~ (ring-down) counts, Nta , and AE event count
rate, N • Total AE event counts, Nt ' were also
obtaine3. e

On the basis of the correlations between
mechanical properties and laser parameters, AE
patterns from the various types of welded samples are
shown to be dependent on weld qnality. This
dependence would allow for the discrimination, already
in the elastic range, between samples destined to fail
in the weld and samples that will break outside the
weld.

1. IJltrCKIuotioo

Laser weldiog offers tho advantages of any laser
process: capability to operate in air, possibility to
send the beam over loog distances from the laser to
the workins area and availability of a highly
versatile system that caD be easily autClllated.
Moreover, the advantages related to the welding mode
are to be considered: achievement of narrow and deep
weld beads (deep penetration) and small heat-affected
zones.

Deep penetration welding may be achieved by
focus ins the laser beam on the surface of the 2
workpiece at a power density hisher than 10 GW/m
(Breinsn et al., 1981). Under these conditions, a
column of metal vapor is formed. The column extends
into the material and is surrounded by walls of liquid
metal in equilibrium (''keyhole''). The translation of
the keyhole alons the joint at an adeqnate speed
determines the formation of a weld bead of reduced
width. Deep penetration welding can be obtained only
with the laser and electron beam. In the latter case,
however, a vacuum environment is required for the
workpiece and x-rays are generated in the
beam/material interaction.

Of course a penetration sufficiently deep is not
enoush to assure a good weld qnality: the effect of
the laser weldins on the metallurgical structure of

Received g September 1983; in final form, 28 December
1983. G. Dionoro is affiliated with Dipartimento di
Meccanica, Universitl di Casliari, Italy and R. Teti
is with Istituto di Tecnologie, Universitl di Napoli,
Piazzale Teochio, 80125 Napoli. Italy.
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the material being welded must be accounted for. In
high-carbon steels, for example, the hiSh cooling rate
during the laser welding tends to produce cracking in
the weld bead. However, for steels whose high
mechanical properties depend on the addition of
alloying elements, as is the case for high-strength
low-alloy (DSLA) steels, the high cooling rate can be
favorable and laser welds with mechanical properties
practically equivalent to those of the parent plate
may be obtained in cOntrast to the case of arc welding
of HSLA steels (Yessik et aI., 1981).

In a separate work (Dionoro and Teti, 1984) it
was shown that the mechanical properties of USLA steel
laser welds were practically identical to those of the
base metal whereas the acoustic emission (AE)
responses frCIII laser welds and base plate material
were decidedly different.

In the present work HSLA steel samples, welded
with a IS kW cw CO2 laser, are examined and their AE
response dar ins tensile testing was correlated with
weldins parameters and mechanical properties of the
joint. AB is expected to be dependent on the quality
of the weld and should allow for the discrimination
between defective and non-defective welds.

2. • tedd aJUl Ezperiaelltd Procedures

The material under examination is an HSLA steel
whose composition is reported in Table I. Plates of
size 190 mm x 100 mm x 9 mm were laser butt welded
without preparation of the edges.

An AVCO 15 kw cw CO2 laser was employed for the
welding prooess. Details of the weldins prooess are
reported in Dionoro and Teti (1982).

Table I - Chemical composition of DSLA steel

C 0.10 0.13

Mn 1.29 1.32

Nb 0.033 0.037

Al 0.006 O.OlS

P 0.013 0.013

S 0.009 0.011

Si 0.21 0.24

Mo 0.005 0.005

0730-0060/15/02231-237$2.00
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Weldins conditions were as follows:

Shieldills su:

aas flow rate:

helium at pressure of 0.15 MPa

5.75 ,iI h (a t the STP)

The experimental equipment oomprises of an
Instron toatina maohine (100 tN). an AB detection
syatem and various reoordina instrnments. The Instron
machine was employed to apply tensile load on the
samples at a displacement rate of 10 maVmin, which was
kept constant for all tests.

The values of laser power (P) and weldins speed
(V) employed for the laser weldins process are
reported in Table II. "Four combinations of P and V
were used aud identified as A, D, C and D. For each
combination of power and speed values, three welded
plates were obtained. From eaoh of the plates, three
tensile samples for AE testins were machined. For
each combination of P and V, si~ to nine valid AB
tests were carried out. In Table II welding
parameters for each kind of welded sample are aiven.
Base plate samples were also prepared for reference.

typo of sas non.le:

nozzle inclination:

laser fooal point:

focal spot diameter:

LINDE (lIIOdified TIG nozzle)

45'

on plate surfaoe

1_

AE sianals were detected by a piezoelectric
transduoer (resol1llnt frequency GO 700 kHz). The
transducer was held on the specimen with adhesive tape
and acoustically coupled with ultrasonic couplant.
Transducer output waa preamplified by 40 dB and hiah
pass filtered (cut-off frequency .. 50 kHz).
Preamplified sianals were then fed to an AE
instrumentation system (SBPEMA 4500), which was set
Cor all tests with a 80 dB totd amplification and 0.6
V threshold level.

A block diasram of the instrumentation system is
shown in Fia. 1. For each tost, applied stress G,

total AE counts Nt ' and event count rate N were
simultaneously rec3rded as a function of ti&e. Total
event counts Nt were calculated throush araphical
intesration of the recorded N vs. time diagrams.

e

3. a..alt••ad DI.c•••lon

Table II - Weldina parometers classification

---------~--------

In Table III, the mean values of mechanical and
AE parameters are summarized.

m. letter weldins parameters

A p .. 8 t.W
V" 1.1 m/miD

B p D 10.5 kW
V" 1.6 m/min

C P .. 13.5 ki
Va 1.5 m/miD

D P .. 11.5 kW

I v .. 1.1 m/min

----- _..._---------

3.1 Heehanical Properties

Mechanical proparties were measurid throush
tensile tests on samples whose 9 x 9 IIIllI sqnare cross
section was constant over a length of 80 _. The weld
was transverse to the loading direction. The yield
strensth, G , ultimate strenath, G , and percent
elon8ation,YA5' were determined fol each sample. A 50
_ aaule lenath was used to determine percent
elongation. All the six samples belonsins to weld
type B, C, or 0 (that is, 18 aamples all toaether)
failod in the base metal. Nine laser welda of type A
wore tested: two of these fractured in the base metal
and the other seven fractured at defects in the weld.
Amona the defective welds, three failed at tho zones
of lack of fusion at the bottom of the welded joint.

high-pass

lNSTRO~
RECORDcn

X-y-y
retarder

doub(e
count er

ampnfier
0+60 dB

oscirfoscope
I
I
I
I
I finer IL ..J

r--------,
...-----:1-4 preamprifier :

40dB 1

1
I
I

weLd
bead

Fia. 1 Block diasram of the instrumentation
syatem.
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The other four failed in the base metal but showed,
upon visual examination after the test, an evident
crack at the bottom oC the weld. Such crack indicates
a lack oC fusion oC the welded joint identical, though
smaller in size, to the one observed in the samples
that failed in the weld.

From Table III, it can be noticed that the
mechanical properties of all the welded samples that
fractured in the base metal do not diCfer from those
of the base plate samples except for percent
elongation. The latter is slightly lower for the
welded samples because of the presence of the weld
representins a less ductile zone (Dionoro and Teti,
1982). .

The samples that failed in the weld exhibited
significantly reduced values of the ultimate strength
and percent elongation. whereas no decrease in the
yield strength was observed. The low value of a
reported in Table III is due to the abrupt reducPion
of load bearing section caused by the presence of
areas with lack of fusion. The very low percent
elongation is corroborated by the absence of reduction
in area for these samples characterized by brittle
fracture. The yield strength is not influenced by the
possible failure in the weld as the yielding concerns
mainly the more ductile base metal outside the weld
(Dionoro and Teti, 1982).

3.2 Acoustic Emission Tests

The typical Nt and N versus time carves for
four samples are prelented fn Figs. 2-5. In each of
the same figures the plot of stress a against time is
dso given.

As can be seen from the figures. AE testing
provided significantly different responses. in terms
of both Nand N ; for base plate samples and samples
that fraciared outside the weld on the one hand (Figs.
2 and 3) and samples with defective welds on the other
(Figs. 4 and 5).

As visualized through AE event count rate, Ne,
base plate samples and samples without weld defects
showed a very pronounced peak at the engineering yield
point (Figs. 2 and 3). After yielding. AE activity
was characterized by either a relatively constant rate
of emission or very little omission. At the end of
the test. a small peak in AE occurred that may be
associated with necking of the sample in the base
metal just prior to failure. The rapid increase in AE
at yield point has been observed by several authors
for similar materials. Also observed was the second
trend showing the more or less constant AE activity
following the yielding (Liptai et a!. 1973; Carpenter
and Heiple. 1979).

All defective samples exhibited an instantaneous
aDd considerable increase of Nt at a stress level
decidedly lower thaD the elasti~ limit (40 to 70'), as
shown in Figs. 4 snd S. As the test continued, N

taincreased rapidly in the case of the samples that
failed in the weld (FiS. 5), whereas it grew much
slower in the case of samples that failed in the base
metal showing a crack at the bottom of the weld (Fig.
4). The sudden increase of Nt in the elastic field
was clearly visible for all detective samples and is
very likely to indicate the opening of a pre-existing
crack at the bottom of the weld duo to the lack of
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fusion. For defective samples failing in the weld.
the fracture started at the tip of this defect and
quickly moved into the base plate adj acent to the weld
bead, witnessing a strengthening effect from the base
plate (Dionoro and Teti, 1982). For defective samples
failing in the base plate, tho crack at the bottom of
the weld did not propagate unstably, and the final
failure occurred, with considerable necking far from
the weld bead.

It can be observed that whenever the N graph
increases very sharply within the elastic relton, the
N graph does not exhibit a significant peak at yield
p8int. This behavior was to be expected as N is
correlated with the energy released by the AEtlources
(Tetelman and Chow, 1972). whereas N simply counts
the number of AE events por unit timl independently
from their energy content. The process of crack
propagation releases considerably more energy than the
plastic deformation of a ductile material. It is
obvious therefore that the first phenomenon produces a
high Nta even tho~gh the number of AE events is ~all.

Accordingly. the N -t diagrams do not clearly exhibit
the difference of 1E behavior betweeD defective and
sound welds; this is particularly true in the elastic
field.

The above observations are confi~ed by the
examination of the quantitative AS parameters reported
in Table III. Nta both at the elastic limit and at
final failure is considerable higher for defective
aamples than for those failing in the base metal.
Analogously. the ratio Nt tNt (i.e., the number of
counta per single event) is afways siaaificantly
higher for defective samples. On the other hand, Nteappears to be unsatisfactory for separating defective
and sound welds. For example. typo C samples display
an Nt at the elastio limit just slightly lower and an
N at final failure higher than the corresponding
vUues for type A defective samples.

3.3 Correlation between experimental results
and welding parameters

It is interesting to note that all samples with
sound welds (Table III) exhibit a failure mode
identioal to the one of base plate. i.e •• a failure
takes place in the base plate with considerable
reduotion in area. However. all these samples
displayed an Nta and an Nt at final failure higher or
equal to those of base plaie samples. It is natural
to regard that the AE obtained from the welded samples
arises partly from the plastic deformation and
fracture of the base material and partly from the weld
bead. Subtracting from the mean values of N~a and Ntofor the various welding types. the corresponi1ng mea,
values for base plate, the residual values N

fa
and Nteshould refer only to wold bead activity (Tab e IV).

Table IV shows that the AE events produced by
tho various types of weld bead during the tensile tost
are different; it is evident that the AE events of
type A weld beads produce a very high Dumber of AS
(ring-down) counts as compared both with the events of
the other weld bead types and with those typical of
the base metal (Table III). Such AE events represent
bursts of high amplitude AS and indicate processes
releasing a higher energy than those typical of the
ba se lie tal •
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Tilble III Mechanicd and AS parameters mean values

Type No. u y Uu A5 Nto (10) COlllltS) Nte (counts) Nto I Nte

of tests (II"", -2 (N lllD -2 (II At the At. At the At At the At
elastic raUure el ..t.lc rol\ ure elastic raUure
11.. lt ll..U ll..tt

Base pi ate a6a 55) 2~.2 0.9 2.9 )5 275 26 10.6

A 2 450 5'1 22.1 1.9 6.9 58 338 )) 21.6

A 7 aa7 5~2° 21.9 0 5.7 la.o 1)1 4)9 aa )3.0

B 6 a68 559 20.~ 0.9 ).) )S )6a 26 10.)

: 6 a55 5)8 19.7 1.2 5.) 98 093 22 11.7

0 6 a67 559 19.6 1.1 3.0 57 331 19 9.1

• Ibcroscoplc derocts observe<! In the ....Id 3rter t.he t.est.. ~orrespondIna
values fer slIClples that raUed In t.he wold were a70 II """ - and 3.al. respectively.

Notes

Fa U ure In the
base plat...
Dcf""Uve velds

Fallure In t.h..
base plat..
Fan ure In th..
base plat..
Follure In th..
base plat..

Table IV - Weld beads activityType C weld beads emit the hishest number of AB
events (Table IV). but the number of AS (rin8-down)
counts per event (1400/11S ~ 11) Is very similar to
the value obtained for base plate samples (10.6) in
Table III. It is therefore natural to conclude that
the AB activ ity of type C weld beads resellbles the AB
activity of the base lIetal. ludgin8 from the number
of AE counts per event, type Band D weld beads emit
AB events of decidedly low energy content. As shown
in Table III. type A welds produced both defective and
non-defective sallples; the latter showed a weld bead
AE activity characterized by AE events of considerably
higher energy content than those typical of base
plate. Types D, C aDd D welds did not yield defective
sallples (Table III) aDd displayed weld-bead AE
activity of low energy content similar to the base
pI ate behav ior.

Type

A

D

C

D

• a 10-3 •Nta Nte

4.0 63

0.4 85

1.4 218

0.1 56

1&0

D
10_- - -----~- ----

v

The most reliable way to Judse weld quality
through AB testins is to refer to an AS parameter
capable of siving informatioD on the oharacter of the
AE events. Such a parameter appears to be the ratio
N INt at failure. This is reported in the last
c~tumneof Table III. This ratio account, for the mean
energy content of AE eveDts during the whole test, and
has a practically constant value (9.1 to 11.7) for
base plate aDd type D. C and D welded samples. Whereas
it doubles (21.6) for type A "non-defeotive" samples.
ita value in the defective samples of type A weld was
about three tilles higher. These fiDdiDSo imply that
N IN

t
can identify defective welds as well as theta eapparently sound welds that were fabricated using

unsatisfactory weldins parameters. These observations
are supported by a previous study (Dionoro aDd Teti.
1982). where Charpy V-notch impact test WIlS ued to
determiDe the energy absorbed (R) durin8 fracture of
similarly prepared welds. ID PiS. 6, ratio Nt I~e is
plotted as a function of the absorbed energy at ~harpy
V impact fracture. It shows that beneath a critical
value of the total fracture enersy of the welds (R =
1001), the ratio Nts/Nt tends to increase
cODsiderably with respect to the base plate. This
teDdeDcy of an increased Nta/Nte ratio at a lower R
val ue is shown even ill "Don-docectivo" type A welds.
TYpoa B, C and D welds all had R of over 100 1.
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Ratio Nta/Nte va. total fracture energy R
Cor th" various welded types.



OD the basis of the above observations, AE
detection darin8 tensile testin8 may be considered
capable of sortin8 out not ouly the manifestly
defective welds but also those whose behavior under
stress is characteri~ed by local instabilities or
dyuamic processes of higher energy content. This
behavior may witness the preseDce or development of
possible flaws not evidenced by tensile results or
visual namination after the test, influenoins welding
properties striotly correlated with bead structure as,
for ozample, its impaot resistance.

4. Conclulona

From the above considerations, the followinS
conclusions may be drawn:

1) Tensile properties are practically identical
for welded samples and base plate with the ezoeption
of au and AS lower for samples that aotually failed in
the weld.

2) AE testinl may disoriminate, already in the
elastic field, the samples destined to fail in the
weld or to shOW macroscopic defects after the test.
Such discrimination is allowed both by the ezamination
of the AE patterns (presence of sharp rises in AE
(rin8-down) counts at 40 to 70. of the elastic limit)
and a quantitative AE parameter at the elastic limit
(hilher in defective samples).

3) The ratio Nta/Nt at failure, accountinl for
the mean energy oontent of AE oveDts durinl the entire
te st, seems capable to identify the apparently sound
wolds that were fabricated usinl unsatisfaotory
welding parameters.

This work was sponsored by the Consisl io
Nazionale delle Ricerche (C.N.I.) under contract No.
820100698 - Proletto Final hzato ''Laser di poteua."
The Istituto I.T.M. of Vico Canavese (Turin) is
aratefally acknowledged for the proparation of lasor
welded samples.
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ACOUSTIC EMmON DETECflON OF CRACK
INITIATION DURING DYNAMIC FRACTURE TESTING
OF HIGH STRENGTH MATERIAlS

S. I. Ocbiai, M. C. Cbereab aDd J. E. GreeD

Pia. 1

this noto describes acoustic emission (AE)
moasurements of crack Initiation in 4340 atoel and
7075 17351 aluminum durins dynamic fracturo tostins.
The toat apocimens were loaded under impact conditions
in throe-point bonding usinS an instrumonted drop
woight test confisuration. The AE sisnala. attributed
to the initial impact loading. plastic deformation.
and crack initiation and propasation. were identifiod.
These were compared with the assooiated load-time
recorda senerated DsinS a dynamic responae data
acquisition ~stem.

The principal objeotive waa to determine the
foasibility of uainS AE tochniques to detoct the onset
oC tracture in specimens under dynamic loadins. The
approach takon was to reduce noise throush judicious
hardware selection and to develop test teohniques to
discriminate AE source mechanisms.

For dynamic or impact fracture testins. a
measured maximum load from load-time reoordl il
typically viewed al ooincident with craok initiation
for fracture toushnesl caloulationl (Nsuyen-DU¥ and
Phelippeau. 1~7~). This method oan. however. provide
incorrect values as fracture may aotually initiate at
a load lo.er than the maximum (Oohiai et 01 •• l~Sl).

Direct measurement techniques were therefore surveyed
to determine their ulefulnels in deteotins the onset
of fracture under dynamio loadins. Crack-Bases. srid
.ires and the electrical output of a motal-wire couple
attached at tho notch root (Priost aDd Hay. 1~69) all
produced time delayed siIDals. These time delays are
due to crack propasation from the DOtch center. which
is in a plano Itrain condition. to the lpeoimen
lurface which is in a plane Itrels condition.
Acoultio emillion teohniques have been used in similar
tests. and AE siSDSls havo been correlated with the
onset of Itable orack srowth under quasi-statio
loadins (Arii et ale 1~75).

Tests were oonduoted usinS a DYNATUP Hodol S200
drop-weisht tower equipped with a Itrain-saaed tup.
The load sianal waa transmitted to both a
mioroprocossor-based data acquisition/aualysis system
(DYNATUP Hodel 300) and a Nicolet disital
oscilloscope. Acoustic emission activities were
monitored Dsina a hiah1y damped broad band AE sensor
(Acoustic Emission Technology Hodel PAC500) attached
to the end of a specimen with a viscous couplant. The
AE sisnals were filtered (0.5 - 1.0 NBz passbsnd).
amplified by 60 dB. and reoorded on the diaital
osoilloscope oonourrently with the load aianal.

AE sisnals due to the reverberation of stress
waves produoed by the tup strikin8 the speoimon were

Received 21 October 1981; in final form :18 June 1983.
The authors are affiliatod with Effects Teohnolo8Y.
Inc. Santa Barbara. CA ~3111.

npprened by usins D low impact velocity (0.3 - 2.5
mls). BiSh frequency AE was hardly produoed by the tap
impact Dt these low velocities.

Pi8ure 1 ahows typical load aad AE aianals as D
function of tilDe durins fracture touahnesa test ina of
machine notohed 4340 steel specimens (normali&ed at
8500C (15000F). oil quenohed. Dnd tempered at 2~00C
(5500p) for two hours. The fracture time was measured
as 2146 pa for this test where the tup velocity was
0.347 mls. Tho correspoDdina frai1Jre toushneas.
KId was oalculated as 147 MPa m • This value is
h s~qdue to the bluntnoss of the machined notch (0.25
mm radius). Fatisue craokina of the notch 11p lowers
the measured toushnesl value to 59.7 MPa ml • which
a8rees with the literature values (MCIC. 1975) for
plain strain fracture touahness of 4340 steel. AE aad
load VI. timo ourves for this test are ahown ia Fig.
2. Bisher apparent fracture touahness values result
from the use of values for the maximum load or the
electrioal output of a metal-wire couple. Pisure 3
shows both the maximum load and the load where the AE
atartod for a maohined notch specilDen of 4340 steel.

t--e--t-t-.--,--,__•__. _

0,1----

o~--_-__-_..--I--.--t_.--_--
2.05 4.1

TIME (IUS)

AE Aotivity Durinl Dynamio Practure
Testing of Hachine Notohed 4340 Steel.
Impact Velocity: 0.34 mla. Available
Euor8Y: 15.8 1.

Patisue preoracked specimens produce hiah
amplitude AE slsnala throushout the risinl load as
shown in FiS. 2. These AE activitiea are tentatively
explaiued by precipitate orackia8 and matrix
precipitate deboDdin8 at the highly streased notch tip
produood by reverberatins stress wavea in the
spocimea.
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is to directly correlate the fracture time with the
load-time data to derive a fracture load and calculate
stress intensity factor using standard equations from
ASTM 8-399 (Paris et a1 •• 1974). Another method is to
compare the time-to-fracture data with the time
dependent I-integral and the subsequent stress
intensity calculations produced by a dynamic fiuite
element computer code.

Fig. 5

Dynamic fracture tougly!SS values were
determined to ~'234.1 MPa m for 7075 T731 aluminum
and 59.4 MFa m for 4340 steel in agreement with the
literature values while the values calculated from the
measured mtf!mum loads were unreasonable. 42.9 and
71.S MFa m • respectively. It has been demonstrated
that AE teohniques are useful in evaluatinB
experimental dynamic fracture toughness data and in
refining the values calculated from such tests.

Fig. 4
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Dynamic Fracture Toughness Value K
Determined by AE Methods for 4340 lteel.

AE Activity During Dynamic Fracture
Testing of Fatigue Precracked 4340 steel.
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To determine fraoture toughness. the AE time
to-fracture data can be used in two ways. The first
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Similar AE behaviors were observed for 7075
T7351 aluminum. Acoustic emissions assooiated with
crack initiation were detected sometime before the
specimens reaohed maximum load (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2

The specimen dimensions of 2.54 cm x 10.2 cm x
1.27 om (1" x 4" x 0.5") were used in these tests.
These satisfy the plane strain conditions (ASTM £399
78). and plastio deformation was limited.
Consequently. deformation induoed AE was essentially
absent. Appreciable AE due to plastio deformation was
observed only when standard Charpy speoimens of 4340
steel were loaded above general yielding (Fig. 4).
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

Th. Proc••di••• of tho III BIQ&B "otin.
5-7 Ootober. 1983. Coloane. FRG

The meetins was hosted by TUV Rheinland.
Colosne. the major inspeotion authority and consultant
on safety. reliability and quality. There were 109
delesates from 17 countries. includiDI 32 speakors.
Of the ten sessions. one was devoted to materials
behavior. two to fundameDtals. two to fatilue aDd
fracture mechanisms and five to applicatioDs.

The quantity and quality of data presented was
hilh. makiDI this confereDce. for mo. one of the
better EGiAE meetinls of receDt years. Each paper
deserves mention. but this is Dot possible iD a brief
review and I apolosize to those authors not mentioned
by name.

PromineDt in the ApplicatioDs Session were
results of in-service mODitorins and proof testins of
pressure ve.sels. pipelines aDd structures. e.I ••
hydrotestiDI of thick walled vessels with Datural
flaws (papers from P. Rnnow of TUV. P. Jax of KWU aDd
F. Tonolini of CISE). hydrolen crackins in a sour las
pipe (A. Raine of British Gas). hydrolen assisted
crackinl in las bottlos (P. Runow). oorrosioD fatisue
in larse soale struotural steel weldments (C. Thaulow
of Trondheim University) and fatisuo oracks iD
offshore crana pedestals (L.n. ROlers of AVT).

Several speakers were able to ideDtify differont
stales of crack initiation and fracture from their
results. We were siven clear insilht into the
mechanism of primary emission (crack extensioD) and
secondary omissioD (friction on both tODsile and
oompressive parts of the loadlnl cyole) durlnl the
fatiguo tosting of structural stoel plate wol4ments
(C. Thaulow) and aluminum specimena (M. Cherfaoui of
the University of Compieane and J. Spieldenner of
CETIM). The rate of primary emissioD wa••hown to be
proportional to crack growth rate. The value of
sating with respect to loadinl oycle and/or filterinl
with respeot to rise time. rinS-down-oount. duration
and amplitude was emphasized.

K. Nerz (Sulzer) recosnized four different
characteristics iD the acoustic emission from duotile
presure vessol steel. namely hiSh eDerlY high
frequency. low enerlY. and low frequenoy. whioh were
associated with four different stases of oraok
initiation and stable srowth. Of partioular interest
was the work of Peter Runow on hydrosen assisted
crackins in high strength steel sas cylinders under
low frequency cyolio loadins.

Six cylinders were mODitored and in each oase
failure was not oharaoterized by any sudden major
inorease in emission. but by two-stase build-up. one
at 50 to 6~ and the other at 70 to 90i of oycles to
failure .. A four stase failure meohanism wall proposed:
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fatisue orack initiation. ~ assisted fatilue. H2sustaiDod fatilue and oritical craok Irowth.

The theoretioal papers did not appoar to advance
signifioantly to our fundamental understandins of AE.
but the experimental evidenoe presented in support of
theories of plastioity (Elsener et al •• University of
Dortmund). Lonlitudinal and traDsverse wave emission
(C. Duytsche et al •• INSA) sUlgested thoir models
showed prom ise •

An important paper on the need for Ireater
awareness of the response characteristios of different
sensors was liven by M. Godfrey et al (Loughboroulh
University. UX). They oompared the amplitude and
frequancy response of co_ercially available wide-band
and resonant sonsors (excited using the HSU-NIELSON
source) with the corresponding absolute measurement of
surface displacement obtained by a laser
interferometric teohnique. Peak displacements up to 4
om. rise times around 500 ns and sensitivities around
40 UV/m were measured. The good linearity of a flat
band sensor of the NBS type. which exhibited similar
sensitivity to surfaoe and bulk waves was compared
with the gross non-linearity of the reSOUAnt sensors.

Crostaok and Enselhardt (University of Dortmund)
oontinue to make sood prosress with the doveloplllent of
their four-element direotion findins transducer.
showinl improved understanding and control of probe
charaoteristics. A resolution of 0.1 0 is olaimed with
similar response to Rayleigh and Lamb wavea. The! T
resolution of the measurement is 10 ns.

DevelopmeDts in on-line monitoring of metal
workins maohinory were reviewod by D. Dornfeld
(University of California) and aD example of in
service oontrolled outUns given by J. Stephan
(Siemens). Promisins oorrelationll between emission
behavior and variation in the quality of maohining
have beeD identified makiDS continuous monitorinl of
automatio maohinery an attractive prospeotive for the
future.

Ellamples of weld monitoring in which 800d
correlation was observed between AE results and NOT
were given by J. Roget (CETH!) and Steffens et at
(University of Dortmund).

Two examples of AE monitoring of aircraft
oomponants ..ere given first by J. Rodlers (ART) on
load testing of graphite wing segmentll and then by
S. Vahaviolos (PAC) on the superplastio forming and
diffusion bondins of Ti struotures.

Operational experience with a prototype 14
ohannel oontinuous monitoring leak detection system
installed on ODe loop of the primary cirouit of a PWR
was reported by Streicher et al (KWU) and an
impressive 200 m transduoer spacinS was quoted by
Avelis (ABI) witb relard to tbe lenstb of 22 in to 48
in di8llleter pipe that can be monitored durins



hydrotest to locate metal defects and corrosion
(sensins frequency 20 to 30 kHz). Background noise
from the hydropump and structural movement due to
water fill were identified as potential sources of
interference. It was recommended that all excavation
work and water fillin8 be completed well in advance of
tostins·

In a rapidly changing new technological field
there is a natural tendency for speakers to emphasize
their best results. However, I felt that delegates
left this conference with a greater feel ins of
optimism for the future than for a number of years.
We shall see if this is correct at.UKAEA, Harwell,
Ensland in October 1984, the venue and date for the
XIII EWOAE Meeting.

Abstracts of the talks presented are siven
below.

L.M. ROGERS

A.E. Waves emitted near a crack: theoretical and
experimental results, C. Duytsche, P. Fleischmann and
D.' Rouby (INSA)

AE waves can be characterized by their amplitude
or energy but also by the spectral components, the
spatial amplitude distribution associated to wave
mode, longitudinal or transversal, and in this last
case by the wave polarizatiOn.

Energy or spectral distribution are frequently
used to characterize AB. Angular distribution and
wave mode are not so used because they are difficult
to measure: many transducers must receive the same
wave at different locations and these signals are to
be compared among themselves to find these parameters.
We present here our first results on wave mode and
angular distribution measurements.

First we present the theoretical calculation of
the emitted waves in the two most usual situations:
Mode I (crack opening) and Mode II (sliding process).

In these two situations lonsitudinal and
transversal waves are emitted and the amplitude of
these waves depends closely on the emitting direction.
The practical verification is performed ou a cr 25 by
fatiSue precracked steel sample which is subjected to
an uniform increasing load. The sample is modified to
receive a transducer at an anBle of 45° with the load
direction. A lOngitudinal transducer is in the load
direction and the sisnal Siven by this transducer and
by another oue which can be a longitudinal or a
transversal transducer and the ansle with the
reference can be 45, 90 or 180°.

As predicted by all the models, the longitudinal
waves emitted at 180° are on the sample amplitude. In
all the other cases the results present a very larse
distribution and it is not possible for each event;
only two recorded signals to find the mode and the
direction of the source. But we must insist on the
fact that very important transversal waves, as
predicted by the theoretical calculation, are
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recorded. The shape of lonsitudinal and transversal
waves are described and discussed.

Transducer Calibration, a.G. White
(Loughborough UniverSity)

It has been realized for some time that a major
drawback of AE mOnitorins has been the difficulty in
correctly measuring the acoustic waves generated by a
source. One of the reasons for this is that resonant
piezoelectric transducers commonly used as AE
detectors severely distort the waveform.

Several advances have recently been made in the
area of detector design. The paper presented is
concerned with the calibration of AE sensors using
optical interferometry. In the course of the
comparisons, a study has been carried out on the
characterization of simple monopole source. This
source is the well known HSU/Nielson source and
results are given conoerning the absolute amplitude of
the acoustic impulses and also On their frequency
content.

Location and Transfer Correction of AE Signals
E. Waschkies (IZFP)

The acoustic emission (AE)testing of large
components has silnal distortion by sound propagation.
The transfer functions for energy, peak amplitude, and
sisnal duration of crack propasation signals in steel
plates were determined oxperimentally as well as the
sroup velocity and the chango in the frequenoy
content. The results are presented and discussed with
regard to the application of AE testinl of thick
walled components.

Acoustic Emission Analysis During Solidification of
Lead-Antimony-Alloys, B.E. Kallup (Varta) and H.M.
Tensi (University, Munchen)

Difforent treatments of PbSb l,6-melts result in
varyinl concentrations of metal oxidos. Elevated
contents of metal-oxides increase the AE during phase
transformation liquid ~ solid because of higher
viscosity of the remaininl melt. By this forcod
conditions On the already solidified phases arise
during the solidification of the remaining melt with
volume contraction. These forced conditions are the
reasons for the increased acoustic emission.

Variation of coolinl conditions or content of
nuclei in the melt lead to different structure durins
the solidification of the samples. In case of fine
srained, globular structure, oasier feeding of
solidification contraction results in reduced presure
decrease in the remaining melt. The consequence is
essential, less acoustic emission as in case of
coarse-Irained, dendritic structure which is more
prone to AE mechanism.

As differences in content of metal oxides or
structure of castings cause varying numbers of castins
defects, it is possible to predict the tendency of
melts to produce castins defect by measuring the AE
during the solidification of samples.



The Detection of Bydrosen Induced Crackins in Pipeline
Steel Usins an AE Technique. A. Raine
(British Gas Corporation)

Hydrosen induced cracking (DIC) oocurs in some
pipel ine steel s when they are subj ected to a sour
(high in sulphur) sas environment. The oocurrence of
DIC is random and does not occur in any specific
location around the pipeline circnmference. thus the
detection of the onset of cracking is very diffioult.
The crackins normally prosresses from the internal
wall and propagates towards the external wall formins
lamellar areas of separation. Once the HIC is in this
form it can be detected usinS ultrasonic techniques.
but the problem still lies in the iocation of these
affected areas which can be very time consuming.

As part of a laboratory proSram to assess
material susceptibility. a technique was required
which would not only detect the amount of bydrogen
induced cracking. but also sive an indication of the
location so that further examination could be carried
out.

The susceptibility of a steel to hydrosen
induced crackins is normally assessed durins
laboratory scale testing of coupons of the steel.
subjectins them to either a BP or NACE solution which
simulates a sour gas environment.

A simple AE system was used to determine if the
technique could be used durins these laboratory tests
to detect if the steels had cracked. An extended
laboratory trial showed that extreme noise was
produced. not only by the bubblins of the gases
through the solution. but also by a surface effect and
al though the AB system suggested that DIC had
occurred. extensive ultrasonio and metallosraphic
examinations showed that RIC had not ooourred.

A further trial was then performed usinS a full
she pipe of diameter 11.5" and 4' Ions subjeoted once
again to a sour sas environment. In this case a more
sophisticated AE system was used and a quad array of
sensors was placed around the pipe.

Durins the period of the trial. a larse amount
of acoustic aotivity appeared to be produoed around
the pipe. but by using filterins techniques it was
possible to locate a specific area of hiSh acoustic
activity. The test was terminated and the areas of
high acoustio activity were examined ultrasonically
and gave indications which sussested crackins in the
pipe wall. These areas were subsequently sectioned
and RIC was confirmed.

energy distribution spectrum do/dE(E). The aim of
this work was to investisate the AB emitted in blank
metals durins thermocycling and the possible
applioation of AB for evaluation of properties of
oxide layers. At present it is concluded that in the
case of blank metal. thermal stresses are the cause of
AB. developed in the sample durins the cooling phase.
This AE is similar to those observed during mechanical
loadins. It also reveals feature analos to Kaiser
effect. It means the relaxation of AB for the
following: cycles performed at constant cycle
temperaturo was observed along with irreversibility
when the cycles with decreasing cycle temperature
followed the series of thermocycling with increasing
temperatures.

The AE observed during thermocyclinS of oxidized
materials have been up to two orders of magnitude
higher than those observed in pure metals. In this
oase it was concluded that AE can be used for
estimation of temperature stability of oxide layer.
This conclusion is based on observed correlation
between total AE measured during thermocyoling and a
stability parameter U.

This parameter is defined by relative change of
impedanoe of odde layer for bydrogen permeation which
is due by thermocyolinS. Phase transition and
macrocracking propagation in oxides were also
observed.

Characterization of Primary and Second AE from Fatigue
and Corrosion Fatigue Crack Growth in Structural
Steel. C. Thaulow (University of Trondheim. Norway)

The aim with the experiments carried out at
SINTEF during the last 2-3 years. has been to define
the AE argnature from corrosion fatigue oraok growth
and to establish relationships between the AE activity
and the variables that influence upon the orack
behavior under offshore conditions.

The AE response from crack activity in $lDall
scale and wide plate test samples has been determined
in dependence of load. load ratio. crack size and
env iroDlllent.

The main AE sources are secondary OIIIissions. but
primary OIIIissions are also recorded and some
experiments were desigued in order to investisate the
primary emissions. Several correlations could be
established between the primary AE and the fracture
mechanios parameters.

N - a K
6 IOCC - I )max max

The best fit to linear resression analysis was
obtained for correlations of the form

AE Observed during Thermocycling
R. 10nas. 1. Golczewski (KFA. lu1ich)

Strons AE was observed durins thermocyoliuS of
pure Ni and commercial alloys of Inooloy 800 Hand
Hastelloy X. The environmental atmosphere of
investisated samples were controlled aad the AB was
measured for blank materials maintained under pure Ar
and separately for in situ oxidized materials
maintained under mixture of ~/H20.

AE signals were recorded by means of
conventional DE-electronic circuits and analyzed in
terms of rins-down counting and energy f&leasiofates
~NI~t; 4E/~t as well as total amounts N ; E and

where:

N:

a:

Ie:

AE oounts per load cycle

crack growth per load cycle

maximum stress intensity factor

fracture toushness of the steel



Fracture Meohanics Tests and AE Analysis Method with
Digital Sianal Doteotion, (.-P. Ner~ (Sul~er)

As part of material testing prooedures (fatigue
and fraoture meohauios), an AE analysis method with
dilital signal deteotion ahs been developed. The aim
is to reoogni&e AB slIDal olasses and to interpret
them as beinl due to certain materical processes. AB
aualyses are oarried out on fracture meohanics
spocimens consisting, for ezample, of duotile pressure
vessel steel or contaiJIIllOnt steel; the onse t and
progreaa of stable crack growth are partioularly
important to safety considerationa. AB signal classes
are differentiated by the pie&oelectric transferred
enerlY and a frequency parameter, derived from the
energy density spectrom. Of all slIDal classes, ouly
the high-energy one appears sufficiently late with
reBard to stable crack growth, and is interpreted as
being due to this critical material process;
therefore, the first siIDal of the hilh-enerlY clasa
represents the onset of atable crack Browth; versus
the time acale; it displays a aubatantial rise of the
total pie~oelectric transferred energy. Further
investilations of the AE causes nOW are in progress to
couCirm the recolnition snd interpretation of the AB
slBnal classes.

Investigations on Damage Processes of Adhesive BoDds
"eans of AB, H.-A. Crostack, F. Nolte
Wniverahat Dortmund)

Durinl tensile tests the failure procesa of
metal-adhesive boDds was studied by means of AB.
Different combinations of metals and adhesives are
relarded. Acoustic Emisaion was already detected at
low load levels in all cases. By means of
metallographic investigations a good correlation
between the intent of AB as well as of microscopic
damages, as cracks or microcraok waa obtained.
Furthermore, it was shown that the prediotions of the
AB regarding the outset of failure for thick adhereDds
(shear spocimens) are also applicable to other
leometries under certain limitations. The influence
of bonding imperfections, curing defects, as well as
of surface preparation on the atrenlth behavior and AE
activity was studied. Furthermore, the influence of
the aite of the souroe will be discussed.

Acoustio Surveillanoe of Reactor Components
J. Vosa (INTERATOM)

In the development of sodium cooled fast breeder
reactors muoh effort has to be pnt into safety
aspeots. Durinl the last years, acoustic methods
gained more and more importance with regard to
different applications for surveillance systems of
fast breeder reaotor components. The msin purpose of
research and development activities in acoustics at
INTERAION was to achieve reliable acoustic control
methods for the detection of

- sodium boiling in the reactor core;

- loose parts in the reactor tank, pipe system
or other vessels;

- leaks in the hoat ezchanlinl tube bundle of
sodi1llll heated steam generators.

In this presentation the main problems of the
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different acoustic deteotion systems will be
discussed. Same recent esperimental reaults will
demonstrate the present status of the development of
acoultio surveillanoe methods.

Attenuation of Blastic Waves in Pipelines,
H. Famiglietti, A. Sala, D. Soandolo (CISE)

Acoustic methods are currently used for
monitoring leaks of presuri&ed fluids from pipes in
plants; in faot they are versatile and Dou-invasive.

To estend these techniques to pipelines is very
interesting from an eCOnomic point of view, but lets
some problems owing to the dimensions of a pipeline,
0.0. 16'&..28", besides the protective coat of the
metall ic tubes and their constraints influence the
propagation of the signal and the spacing between
transduoera hove to be as large as possible.

For DBse saing nece ssary da ta, nOn ezhting in
the literature, some ezperimental work was performed
in the field, on a typical main Bas 1 ine: 0.0. 18",
thickness 9.S DIm, material Fe 52, bitumen &heetinl'
buried.

Principal results obtained may be sammari~ed as
follow:

- at hiah frequencies, SO - 500 kH&, elastic
waves on the metal, attenuation coefficient ronles
between 12 and 18 dB/m according to Kirchoff law;

- at low frequencies, acoustic ranle up to 20
kHz, attenuation coefficients are more favorable, less
than 0.8 dB/m with some intervals more permeable;

- normal noise, due to typical conditions of the
plant, estends in frequencies up to 24 kHz, and is
important for frequencies up to 4 kH~.

The physical system ia very complicatod.
Different types of acoustic signala were esamined:
continuous, impulse broad band aDd sinusoidal noise.
The system is dispersive with a group velocity
different from that assooiated to the different
harmonic components. The propagation velocity of the
siIDals was measured to be about 400 mis, i.e., the
sound velooity in the gaa methane which filled the
pipe.

The Application of AS to Industrial Problema: Scope
and Recent Practical Ezamples, P. RUDOW (TUV
Rheinland)

In an introductory survey the scope of
industrial applications of AS is reprosented followinl
the different stages which a prodnct may let throush:
materials testinl' production control, quality
oontrol, requelification tests, in-service
surveillance aDd damage analysis.

Three different parts of this framework are
ezamined in more detail by means of own recent
reaults:

- The Chst eSQlllple shows how AB can be IIsed to
avoid rupture of Ireat forlings during machinins. The
purpose of this investisation performed under estreme
noisy conditions was to develop criteria for
fabrication surveillance in order to securo personoel



and machinery.

- The second example concerns requal Uication
tests. An acoustic duct in a nuclear power plant.
approximately 40 meters in lensth. whioh contained
several defeots documented by X-ray and liquid
penetrant was monitored by AE durins a hydrotest in
order to examine the correspondence between the
indications of conventional NOr and AB. The test
showed that in spite of a relative low emission
activity all crack like indications in the
circumferential weld seams could be proved by linear
location. As crack srowth durins the test can be
excluded. acoustic emission activi~y is contributed to
the friotion of crack faces.

- The third example is associated with damase
analysis. The boiler of a small electric power
station consistins of finned the walls suffered damaSe
parts of the boiler. From sOlDe of the tubes samplea
were taken for metallosraphic inveatisations which
revealed that the dalllase consisted in srain bOlUldary
crackinS. The AE activity asreed well with the amolUlt
of damase established by metallolraphy.

Results of AE Monitorins of Offshore Crane Pedestals
L.N. Rosers. R.G. Monk (AVT Ensineering)

Two offshore cranes with known structural weld
defects were monitored continuously for five clays
while carry ins out normal operational service tasks.
Several sources of AE activity were deteoted of which
approximately half were coincident with the known
defects. However. no defeot had previously been
reported coinoident with the most intense AE source
detected. This source was particularly strons dar ins
the IUlloadinl of work boats and was typical of results
for a propasatinl fatilae crack. as observed durinS
the laboratory testins of larse soale structural steel
tabular weldments. It was poasible to resolve clearly
the different mechaniSIDs of craok Irowth OIDission and
friction noise due to complianoe in certain larler
defeots while beins subjected to eyclic compression
aad cycling tensile stresses at different times of the
clay. As a reault of the AE monitorinl. it was decided
to re-weld all puets in the base of each of the
crane pedestals.

Crack Monitoring of a Test Vessel During Static and
Cyclic Loadinl. P. lax (EWU)

Acoustic Emission (AB) inspection was performed
on a thick walled test vossol of 3.8 m lensth and 2.7
ID diameter with built-in defocts of various kinds and
shes ({atisue cracks. weld flaws. otc.).

The followiag load conditions were applied:

- first bydrotest - cyclic load - recurring
hydrotests

An overview of the maia AB results is given in
comparison to other NOT mothods. Tho present
classification criteria of AE are presented.

The results oonfirm that active defeots relevant
to the intesrity of reactor components can be
sensitively detected. located. and ovaluated by AB.
Mscroscopic crack initiation and crack srowth is
identified by the application of known AE criteria and

distinsuished from other AE sources with secondary AE
mechanimns as microscopic cracking. friction processes
otc. In this co_ootion. the firat hydrotest of the
above test vessel has to be mentionod as a typical
example. Besides several SlDall AS indications there
was already &tronB AB activity at 130 bar from a
severe defect area which would have led to the
interruption of tho hydrotest under normal conditions.
Further loading rovealed macroscopic crack growth at
200 bar from the evaluation of AB.

Macroscopic crack initiatioa and crack &rowth is
identified by the application of known AE criteria aDd
distinsuished from other AE sources with secondary AB
mechaniSlDs as microscopic crackins. friction
procosses. etc.

In this co_ection the first hydrotest of the
above test vessel has to be mcntioned as a typical
example: besides severals ~all AB indications there
was already strong AB activity at 130 bar frOID a
severe defect area which would have led to the
interruption of the hydrotest ander normal conditions.
Furthor loadins revealed macroscopic crack srowth at
200 bar from the evaluation of AB. At 232 bar the
test was stopped as tho immediato bursting of the
vessel was indicated (many signals of very hiSh
amplitudes. more than O.lV at the transducer. emitted
at constant load). A comparison of results from
ultrasonic inspection before and after the hydrotest
also indicated crack 8rowth. A cyclio loading AB
activity is caused by crack growth (at upper load
level) as well as by friction processes with
reproducible AS oharaoteristics.

A new teohnique was developed to distin8uish
between internal defeots aDd those On the outer
surface based on a spechl statistical analysis of
sisnal lonsth versas peak amplitudes.

Acoustic Emission and Hanufacturins - Metal Cutting
David A. Dornfeld (University of California. Berkeley)

The desire for autOlDation of maDufacturing
prooesses for improved productivity ahs requirod the
development of techniques for in-process sensing of
the characteristics of the operation. Information on
the desree of tool wear. tool fracture. and metal chip
formation. for example. i. orucial to the automatic
operation and control of tho motal cut tins prooess.
Research at the University of California for the last
six year. has concentratod on these and other topics
related to lDetal cut tins and srinding and metal
forming usinS acoustic emisaion sisaal analysis. This
presontation will reviow the work done using the
analysis of AS sisaal. SODerated in the machining
process to detect tool wear and fracture as well as
continuous/discontinuous metal chip formation durinS
lDachinins·

Acoustic Emission aa an Early Alarm Before Failure
F. Tonolini and G. Villa (CISE)

Industrial components examined by means of AB
technique are normally characterized by the presonce
of dofects accepted by code specifications. In order
to qualify the AB methods is therefore nocessary to
perform experiments OD whole scale pressure vessels
containing real and severo defects.



For this reason CISE performed a tost on a
component haviDI cracks previously detected by
ultrasonic inspection. These cracks were located in
the weld of a closure head and this head had to be
removed after ~drotest.

Acoustio emission had to prove its capability iu
a direct control of crack evolution during
pressurization. In order to much more qualify the AE
technique and define its oapabi! ity to live an eady
alarm before failure. another experiment was performed
by CISE. A reduced scale vessel simulating the
stresses induced in a "yr' junction was monitored by AE
d~ring a pressurization test up to .the failure.

The results of these tests showed that it is
possible by means of AE indications to evaluate the
reaching of dangerous conditions during the hydraulic
test. Furthermore. the possibility to "drive" the
proof modify ins the pressurization parameters allows
to reduce the risk of catastrophic failure of the
tested component.

Testing Flash Butt Weldinss by Acoustic Emission
H.-D. Steffens. H.-A. Crostack. B. lern
(University of Dortmund)

clarified that f(t) reached its final value. '0 of
29-61 ~ within 1.1 - 2.1 ~s after fiber fracture; and
'0 agreed well with that from direot observation.
Furthermore. the initial velocity of fractured fiber
p(0)/2 was remarkably consistent with that oalculated
from the one-dimensional elastic fracture model of
tungsten fiber.

AE Measurements on Large Speoimens with Natural Flaws
1. Eisenblatter (Battelle-Institute)
P. Runow (Teohischer Uberwaohungsverein Rheinland)

Within the German FXS-Program (Research Program
Integrity of Components) manaled by the HPA Stuttsart
AE measurements were carried out on large flat and
oylindrical specimens manufactured from partly
modified nuolear reaotor pressure vessel steels and
mostly tested on a new 100 NN tensile testing machine
at Stuttgart. The specimens contained large cracks in
the weld seam transition zone or distributed flaws in
the base material. respectively. The AE behavior of
these flawed materials was compared with that of
specimens containing a milled notch. The purposes of
these AE measurements were:

1. to distinguish the different origins of AE;

On-line Controlled Cuttinl by Means of AB
1. Stephan (Siemens)

Analysis of AB silDals aenerated from various
prooesses is often used in nondestructive testing. AE
is especially used in addition to other techniques at
production lines.

The process of bulb filament outting was
analyud by AS to improve the quality of the cuts. Up
to now the heiaht of burr of as many as 1 million cuts
per day had to be ohecked v isnally. This is why the
cutting prooess has been analyzed.

A piezosensor plaoed olose to two cut tins knives
receives AB sianals durinS the outting prooess. If
the quality of the cut decreases the AE signal will
increase. So by the AS signal the sharpness of the
knives is reflected. If AE esceeds an upper limit an
intearated microoomputer will stop the out tina prooess
and display a failure analysis. which urges the user
to ohange one Dr both of the cutting knives. The
oontinuous visual oontrol of a good filament out ia
not neoe saary aD3' 1II0re. A prototype of this tool
control ia already working at OSHAH GmbH. Berlin.

to predict failure.

to recognize the onset of subcritical craok
growth and.

3.

2.

Both possibilities have been sucoessfully
applied to aluminum weldments. The leoture presents
some examples of quality oontrol using aooustio
emission as NDr-method.

2. The component is oharged with a undercritioal
load. so that defeots are stimulated to send
out acoustio emission.

1. The acoustic emission during or immediately
after the welding process is measured and used
for a quality control.

Measurement of defects is only possible in the
mCDent of their formation or during their
tran~ission. Existing defeots must be stimulated for
acoustio emission. Because of these two appl ioa tions
of acoustic emission are possible:

The flash butt welding as a hilh-duty welding
process has the disadvantase of a very restricted
testing by NJJr-methods. X-ray examination are too
insensible. dye penetrant inspections are only
suoce ssful if def ect s reaoh the surf ace of the
material.

There are also important difficulties b7 testing
with ultrasonio caused by boundary eohos of the flash.
A successful possibility to solve this problem is the
application of acoustic emission. beoause the whole
joint is observed.

Souroe Characterization of Acoustic Emission Signals
in Metals and FRM. T. Kishi (University of Tokyo)

Aooustic Emission souroe characterization was
applied to the study of fiber fracture prooesses in
Cu-W composites. The source function was formulated
as the time history of the produot of oross-section
area. AS. distance between fraoture surfaces. pet) and
elastio modulus of tungsten fiber. from whioh ,(t) was
determined since AS and elastic modulus could be
regarded as constants. Using this method. it was

Evaluating Superplastic Forming/Diffusion BondinS
(SPF/DB) of Ti Structures with Aooustio Emission (AE)
1. Vshaviolos. P~sical Acoustics Corporation

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate
the use of AB as an in-process technique to monitor
and characterize the forminl and bondinl processes
durina Superplastio Forming and Diffusion Bonding
(SPF/DB) of Ti.

Acoustio Emission consists of elastic waves



formed throuah energy release when a solid material
deforms of fractures. Superplastic forming and
diffusion bonding show premise as a method to create
complos Ti structures with improved quality at lower
cost. A material undergoing SPF/DB emits a comples
series of stress wave pulses (acoustic emission) as
the microstructure changes and deformation occurs.
These pulses are most pronounced from flawed regions
having discontinuities in the material, such as
unbonded areas and sites of actual or potential
"tears" in the deformiug material.

Acoustic emission signals were detected at high
(0.3-1.2 MHz) and low (50-300 kHz) . frequencies for
both the SPF and DB processes. Due to the severe
conditions necessary for SPF/DB (1730 F and a vacuum
or argon enviroument) a waveguide welded directly to
the part being formed was used to transfer the AB
signals to the sensor.

Acoustic Leak Monitoring System - One Year of
Practical Esperience, V. Streicher, G. Stipsits, W.
Leuker (KWU)

nu has been partaking in research and
development projects on the leakage surveillance of
pressurized reactor components (primary and secondary
circuit) since 1976. Since 1979, IWU alone has
continued these projects as already reported at the
Xth ElGAE-Heeting at Winterthur. These efforts led to
the development of a prototype system, which is now in
operation in a German pressurized water reactor for
about one year. The layout of the system guarantees
highly reliable operation and low probability of false
alarms. The prototype system surveys one loop of the
primary circuit including the feedwater and the main
steam nozzle as well as surgeline and pressurizer with
a total of 14 transducers. Three piezoelectric
sensors serve as transmitters and allow repeated
self-tests and self-calibration of the system. The
rms-value of all channels is measured continuously and
compared with floating and fi:Eed thresholds. When a
threshold is esceeded, an alarm is released and a
detailed documentation is given. This allows location
of the leak and an estimation of the leakage rate.

The minimum detectable leakage rate is about 100
kg/h (primary circuit) under normal operation
conditions, but can be much lower under lIlodified
conditions (e.g., tightness test). The system allows
a much improved accuracy of location compared to
esisting methods (about 1m).

This paper gives a sUllllllary on the physical basis
of the system, esplains its hard- and software and
points out the essential esperiences and results of
the first year of operation.

Mobile Acoustic Emission Laboratory
A. Peter (Hunsarian Acadelllf of Sciences)

In Hungary, AB investigations for different
applications have been performed since 1976. Earlier
results in the field of AE instrumentationsl
development, esperimental and industrial measurements
of the central research institute for physics are
summarized. The most recent result, a mobile
laboratory comprising a computer based 32-channel, AE
measuring and data processing system is described.
The aim, design philosophy, construction measurement

possibilities and brief hardware software description
of the mobile AB laboratory are presented.

Some E:Eperienoes in Testing the Wave Mode Independent
Source Location Method, H.-A. Crostack, A.-B.
Engelhardt (Universitat Dortmund)

A location method has been developed to localize
AE sources estensively independent of the wave mode
response(7) its sound velocity. The basic approach
depends on changing the transducer arrangement, i.e.,
concentrating several elements within a small area,
where it can be assUDed that the actual sound velocity
is constant and similar signals can be received.

Essentially, as a result of one measurement the
orientation botween a modified transduoer and the
sound source can be determined. By means of two or
more of these special receivers the source coordinates
can be calculated with good accuracy. Results of
esperimental investigatious using artificial AE
sources of different wave modes as well as at
differeut test pieces are discussed.

Determination of Dislocation Velocities by AE
H. Ebener, J. Kraut schick, W. Schaarwachter
(Universitat Dortmund)

In Fleiscbmann's theory of (continuous) acoustic
emission, the acoustic intensity is correlated to
deformation parameters, the most important being the
dislocation (flight) velocity. At the masimUD of the
AX-ourve (i.e., sqnared rms-value as funotion of
strain) the dislooation velocity can be evaluated from
the condition that determines this masimum. As a
variation in alloy, concentration alters the stress
strain-ourve and hence the AE-curve, it becomes
possible to measure the influence of dissolved foreign
atoms on the dislocation velocity. To determine some
of these dependencies, specimens of Cu-Ni, Cu-Go and
Cu-Sn alloys were deformed in compression. Evaluated
dislocation velocities were compared with similar own
llIeasur_ents on pure copper and with others from the
literature. The results show a power-law dependence
betweon dislooat~on velocity v and resolved shear
stress 't: v - 't • m is closer to 1 for pure copper
and shows higher values for the alloys. m thereby
dopends on the concentration of foreisn atoms and on
their potency in solid solution hardening.

Use of Signal Disitization to Study Crack Propasation
J. L. RoD:E (Framatome)

The information given by acoustic emission about
cracks (deteotion, aDd looalization) are often to be
discussed. We have done a program to try to know the
characteristics of crack acoustic signals and how to
use these informations for a systematic
discrimination. With this purpose:

wo have designed a new type of steel test sample for
acoustic emission;

we have developed a 300 tDz - 4 MHz electronic
channel;

we have used wide-band transducers;

we have digitalized signals.



We have first used empirioal tests for sort
acoustic sianols from other noises and create a
library of crack acoustic sisnals. Then, usinS a
aisnal analysis method (auto-resreaaive filters), we
have developed a software able to recosnize, for
example, acoustic bursts from disturbances and other
transients. These developments are illustrated by
results collected durins fatisue tests on stainless
steel samples.

Eval~tion of Fracture Mechanics Parameters by Means
of AB, Christoph Sklsrczyk (IZFP)

The aim of this investisation was to evaluate
the potential of AE to detect the besinnins of crack
growth during loading of fraoture meohanics specimens.
Therefore, loadins experiments with three-point
bending specimens made from the steels 8t 50 and 5t E
355 have been performed. Crack-tip openins
displacement during crsck initiation 6 i has been
determined according to the British norm BS 5672. It
seems thst the 6-value at the massive onset of burst
type AE in St 50-specimens coincides with 6

i
-value.

Otherwise, the number of burst-type signals in the
more ductile St E 35S-speoimens was too low to
indicate crack beginning. In this case it could be
shown that the 6-val ue a t the maxim1llll of rms-val ue
coincides with 6

i
. These results have to be verified

by further experiments.

Using AE as a Measurement of Cumulative DuaSe from
Fatigue Crack PropAsation, M. Cherfaoui, U. I.P.
Spieldenner (CETIM).

We used AE technolosy to monitor the initiation
and propagation of a oract in Al alloy specimens
durina different fatigue tests. AE seems to be
directly related to the mechanisms of fatisue damase.

First the position of AE in the fatisue cycle
appears clearly at loads where we know from mechanioal
analysis, the stronaest solicitation ooours. Second.
the AE charaoteristios permit to distinsuish two
populations:

- the AE ooourrina at the lowest part of the
fatisue cyole is very regular, of hiah mDplitude and
composed by larae events.

- the AE around the stress maximum is burst type
of different amplitudes and its oocurrence seems to be
related to the existenoe of the cract.

We applied different fatigue solicitations
(monotonic, two levels) so that we could relate types
of AE to known fatigue meohanisms (suoh as oraok
propasation, plastio yieldina, orack olosure). With
this possibility of differentiatina the AE data, we
attempt to build an AE duaae funotion. These first
results aive positive expectations for AE capability
to evaluate the fatiaue damaae.

AE Monitorina of Dydroaen Assisted Craok Growth Under
Cyol io Loadina, P. Rnnow (TUV Rheiuland), M. Kesten
(Messe Griesheim Industriesase)

The low-cycle fatigue behavior of oommercially
produced steel cylinders has been studied in the
presence of high pressure hydrosen aas. The test
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cylinders were periodioally pressurized with hydr0aen
in the ranse between 20 and 190 bar at a frequenoy of
5 cyoles/hour.

Parallel to the fatiaue cyclinS' AE techniques
were applied to continuously monitor all the acoustic
information associated with the initiation and srowth
of the developins hydrosen assisted fatisue cracks.

The AE activity was found to be disoontinuous.
In the course of their fatiaue life all cylinders went
throuah two periods of sianificantly increased
acoustic actiVity. Startina in the resion of the
first maximum, location of cracks was possible, which
later on led to rupture. Ou.ard from the second
maximum, emissions occurred even in the pressure holds
of the fatisue eyclins. The AE results are in Sood
aareement with a kinetic model of hydrogen failure
developed form thorouah SEN studies of the fracture
surfaces and by application of fracture mechanical
considerations.

COVER PHOTOS

Professor Morio Onoe (photo, bottom left)
founded the lapane.G Committee on Acoustio Emission
and has served as its only Chai~an for over 10 years.
Recently, he has assumed the position of the Director
of the Institute of Industrial Science, University of
Tokyo. Because of this administrative duty, Professor
Dnoe was suoceeded as the Chai~an of the ICAE by
Professor Kusuo Yuaguchi (photo, bottom middle).
Professor Yuaauchi is also affiliated with the same
Institute and leads an active sroup on acoustic
emission instrumentation development and acoustic
emission applications to full-size structural
components. Three photosraphs illustrate a fatiaue
testina stand with a 25 om (lO'? diameter stainless
steel elbow, an elevated tamperature (400'C) test and
a roam temperature fatiaue test of a prenotohed elbow
(in oloot.ise from left top to riaht bottam). These
testa were a part of a cooperative projeot in which
many members of tho JCAE had participated.

Note that ICAB is the name often used outside
lapan. Actually, it is not the official desisnation.
For the last .everal years, it has operated as a
speoial oommittee (No. 006) under the auspices of
Japan Society of Nondestruotive Inspeotion (I5NDI).
Previoualy, the sponsorins oraanization was the Biah
Pressure Institute (of Iapan).
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